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SETTLE GUJ
FARMERS’ SUIT

BOXERS AMIT PANGHAL, POOJA RANI
CLINCH GOLD AT ASIAN C’SHIPS
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Modi files nomination for
Varanasi flanked by allies
SHOW OF NDA UNITY Asks city to vote for strong govt, to not get complacent
Sudhir Kumar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

VARANASI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi filed his nomination
papers for the Varanasi parliamentary seat on Friday in the
presence of senior leaders of the
National Democratic Alliance
(NDA), appealing to the electorate to avoid complacence that he
had already won and make certain that they turn out to vote on
May 19, the seventh and final
phase of the 17th general election.
“Some people have started creating an atmosphere that Modi ji
has won (the election from Varanasi). Aise logon ki baaton mein
mat aiye (Please don’t trust the
words of such people). Voting is
your right. Do cast your vote for
strengthening democracy and
making a strong government,”
Modi said in a message directed at
local voters.
In a brief interaction with journalists after filing his nomination
papers, Modi thanked the people
of Varanasi, tens of thousands of
whom turned up at his roadshow
in the city on Thursday, “for their
love and affection”.
“They resolved for a bright
future for India. I am indebted to
them for their love,” he added.
Modi, 68, filed his nomination
documents at the collector’s
office, where BJP president Amit
Shah, and Union ministers Rajnath Singh, Sushma Swaraj, Piyush Goyal, Nitin Gadkari were in
attendance.
Uttar Pradesh chief minister
Yogi Adityanath, Akali Dal chief

shortstories
CBI FILES FIR OVER
IRREGULARITIES IN
MAYAWATI-ERA
SUGAR MILLS CASE
NEW DELHI: The CBI has registered a first information report
(FIR) and six preliminary enquiries
(PEs ) to probe alleged irregularities in the disinvestment of 21
state-owned sugar mills in Uttar
Pradesh in 2010-11, when Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) supremo
Mayawati was chief minister,
according to officials in the
agency and a copy of the FIR
accessed by HT. The alleged
irregularities led to a loss of ₹1,179
crore to the state exchequer,
according to a 2013 report by the
CAG that formed the basis of the
case.
››P9

In ‘final warning’, SC tells
RBI to be more transparent
NEW DELHI/MUMBAI: The
Supreme Court on Friday ordered
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to
disclose its annual inspection
reports of banks, along with the
list of wilful defaulters and
information related to them,
under the Right to Information
(RTI) Act. RBI is “duty bound
under the law” to disclose
information sought under the RTI
Act, it said.
››P13

Seven states on alert after
‘terror attacks’ tip-off
NEW DELHI/BENGALURU/CHENNAI: Seven states, including all
south Indian regions, were put on
a terror alert late on Thursday
after the Bengaluru police
received a tip about a possible
attack on multiple cities and
the gathering of a group of
terrorists in Tamil Nadu’s
Ramnathapuram. The alert has
come on the heels of bombings in
Sri Lanka in which more than 250
››P9
people were killed.

n

THE MODI TOUCH: Prime Minister Narendra Modi touching the feet
of Shiromani Akali Dal supremo Parkash Singh Badal before filing
PTI
nomination in Varanasi on Friday.

Parkash Singh Badal, Bihar chief
minister Nitish Kumar, Shiv
Sena chief Uddhav Thackeray,
Lok Janshakti Party (LJP) chief
Ram Vilas Paswan and All India

Bhadra Sinha
n

SRINAGAR: Jammu and Kashmir
governor Satyapal Malik on Friday
opposed the proposal to hold
assembly elections in June and
instead urged the Election
Commission of India to hold them
in November. The state administration cited Ramzan, tourist
season, and Bakerwal migration
as reasons for advancing the polls
››P7
to November.

htclassifieds ON SATURDAY
Tabloid
with
in Chandigarh, Panchkula,
Mohali and Surroundings

Anirban Guha Roy
n

Gandhi on Friday shared the
stage at a Samastipur rally in
Bihar with Rashtriya Janata Dal
(RJD) leader Tejashwi Prasad
Yadav for the first time during the
ongoing general election,
attempting to put an end to claims
by the Opposition that all isn’t
well in the grand alliance of the
Congress, RJD, and three other
parties in Bihar.
Gandhi and Yadav also shared
the stage with leaders of other
parties in the grouping — Upendra Kushwaha’s Rashtriya Lok
Samta Party (RLSP), Jitan Ram
Manjhi’s Hindustan Awam Morcha (HAM) and Mukesh Sahni’s
Vikasshil Insan Party (VIP).
The Congress’s Ashok Kumar
is the candidate from the
reserved Samastipur parliamentary constituency, which will go
to poll in the fourth phase on
April 29. His opponent is BJP ally
Lok Janshakti Party’s (LJP) Ram
Chandra Paswan, brother of Ram
Vilas Paswan.
Yadav has thus far missed
three of Gandhi’s rallies in Bihar.

mustread
NO MODI BIOPIC
TILL POLLS END
The Supreme Court on Friday
said it was not willing to
entertain the plea to overturn
the election commission’s
order that banned the release
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi biopic until the ongoing
polls end on May 19.
››P8

Navy officer dies
in fire on INS
Vikramaditya
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: A three-member

inquiry committee comprising
justice SA Bobde, justice Indira
Banerjee and justice Indu Malhotra of the Supreme Court on
Friday met the woman who made
a complaint of sexual harassment
against Chief Justice of India
(CJI) Ranjan Gogoi and held in
camera proceedings on the matter.
According to people with
knowledge of the development,
the complainant appeared before
the panel at 12.30 pm and the proceedings lasted three hours. The
complainant was accompanied
by a lawyer to assist her, but the
advocate wasn’t allowed to participate in the proceedings.
The inquiry proceedings
remained inconclusive on Friday
and the committee will now meet
again on Monday, April 29, when
the complainant will again
appear before the panel of judges.
On April 23, justice Bobde told
PTI that the in-house procedure
did not contemplate representation of advocates on behalf of parties as it was not a formal judicial
proceeding.
A decision to conduct an internal inquiry into the allegations

THE CASE SO FAR
■ A three-member inquiry

committee of the Supreme
Court on Friday met the
woman who made a sexual
harassment complaint
against CJI Ranjan Gogoi
(in pic)
■ The proceedings were held in

camera
■ According to

people aware of
the development,
the proceedings
lasted three hours
■ The complain-

ant was
accompanied

against the CJI was taken on
April 23 after a full-court resolution was passed to the effect.
CJI Gogoi has distanced himself from the matter and all decisions with regard to the committee and its proceedings are being
taken by justice Bobde, who is
the second senior most judge in
the Supreme Court and is
expected to take over as CJI after
justice Gogoi’s retirement in
November.
On Thursday evening, a

anirbanroy@htlive.com

PATNA: Congress president Rahul

MODI’S PROPOSERS:
SCHOLAR, LOCAL LEADER,
SCIENTIST, DOM RAJA’S
KIN ››P8

CJI case: Complainant
appears before judges

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: A 30-year-old navy offi-

by a lawyer, who wasn’t
allowed to participate
■ The inquiry proceedings

remained inconclusive
■ Committee comprising

justices SA Bobde, Indira
Banerjee and Indu Malhotra
will now meet again on
April 29
■ On Thursday, justice NV

Ramana, who was part of
the 3-member panel first
constituted,
recused himself.
He was replaced
by justice Indu
Malhotra.

change in the committee’s composition was made after justice
NV Ramana recused himself
from the inquiry panel. Justice
Indu Malhotra replaced him on
the committee, taking the number of women judges on the threemember panel to two.
The recusal by justice Ramana
came in the backdrop of a letter
written by the complainant to
members of the committee,
expressing concern over his presence on the committee.

cer died on Friday morning as he
valiantly fought a blaze onboard
aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya when India’s largest and
most expensive warship was pulling into Karwar harbour in Karnataka, a spokesperson said.
Lieutenant Commander DS
Chauhan courageously led the
firefighting efforts in the affected
compartment of India’s only aircraft carrier and succeeded in
controlling the fire but lost consciousness due to the thick
smoke, the spokesperson added.
Senior navy officials, who did
not wish to be identified, said that
had the fire spread it could have
had disastrous consequences for
the 44,500-tonne warship and its
crew. The 284 metre by 60 metre
carrier can carry a crew of 1,600,
including 110 officers.
Chauhan was swiftly evacuated to INHS Patanjali, the naval
hospital at Karwar, but could not
be revived. A specialist in
nuclear, biological, and chemical
defence, including damage control and firefighting, Chauhan
was from Ratlam in Madhya Pradesh and got married just over a
month ago. He is survived by his
mother and wife.

n

Congress candidate for Patiala Preneet Kaur with her husband Capt Amarinder Singh, son Raninder
BHARAT BHUSHAN /HT
Singh and daughter Jai Inder Kaur filing nomination papers on Friday.

After becoming CM, Capt’s
income rose by seven times
Vishal Rambani
n

rambani@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA:There is a significant sev-

en-fold jump in the personal
income of Captain Amarinder
Singh after becoming the chief
minister.
In the assets details submitted
through the affidavit submitted
by his wife Preneet Kaur, the
value of the assets of Captain
Amarinder Singh is pegged at
₹58.44 crore against ₹48.29 crore
declared in the 2017 assembly
elections.
Interestingly, Captain in the
2014 Lok Sabha elections, when
he contested against BJP’s Arun
Jaitley from Amritsar, had
declared assets of ₹86.33 crore.
The decline in his assets was
mainly because New Moti Bagh
Palace, which was valued at ₹71
crore in 2014 is worth ₹35 cr now.
As per details, the net income
of Captain Amarinder Singh in
year 2016-17 was ₹12.14 lakh as an
individual and there was zero
income as ‘karta’ of Hindu Undivided Family (HUF). After taking
over the reins as the CM, the net
income of Capt has seen manifold
increase at ₹81.43 lakh for year
2017-18 as an individual, in addition to ₹9.72 lakh as ‘karta’ of
HUF.
In the affidavit, there is no
mention of chief minister’s Dubai
flat. In the 2014 Lok Sabha and
2017 assembly elections, Captain
Amarinder had declared a resi-

CM’S NET INCOME IN
2016-17 WAS ₹12.14 LAKH
WHICH SHOT UP TO
₹81.43 LAKH IN 2017-18;
ALSO, HIS TOTAL ASSETS
WENT UP FROM
₹48 CR TO ₹58 CR
dential flat in Dubai (‘Goldcreet
Views Jit’, UAE) worth ₹96 lakh,
bought in year 2008.
However, there is an addition
in immovable assets of Amarinder, as he is building a bunglow at
Siswan village in New Chandigarh. Captain has spent ₹ 2.19
crore on the construction after
purchasing the 28 bigha land in
January 2018 for ₹3.71 crore.
The New Moti Bagh Palace is
spread over 160 bigha area, which
has the main building, orchards,
a stud farm, a mini shooting
range and other lavish facilities.
He has properties in Shimla,
whose worth is pegged at ₹ 2.13
crore and seven others are under
litigation, whose worth has not
been mentioned in the affidavit.
Under the liabilities head, Captain Amarinder owes a personal
loan of ₹15 lakh to one Pranav
Gupta, ₹9.53 lakh from Baldev
Singh Monga and Sons, in addition to ₹4 crore he has taken as
advance against agreement to sell
agricultural land. Overall, he has
₹4.24 crore in liabilities.

Sukhbir-Harsimrat
assets up by
₹13.9 cr in 2 years
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA: The assets of Shiromani Akali Dal president Sukhbir Singh Badal and his wife
Union minister Harsimrat Kaur
Badal have seen an increase of
₹13.90 crore in the last two years,
going by the affidavits filed by
the couple with their nomination
papers from Ferozepur and
Bathinda Lok Sabha segments,
respectively. As per the affidavit
submitted in 2017 Lok Sabha
polls, the couple was worth
₹102.05 crore against ₹115.95
crore declared now.
Interestingly, Harsimrat has
more moveable property than
that of Sukhbir. She owns moveable assets worth ₹24.17 crore,
while Sukhbir’s are pegged at
₹23.12 crore. Harsimrat owns
jewellery worth ₹7 crore. Harsimrat’s immovable assets have
gone up from ₹5.59 crore in 2017
to ₹15.9 crore now.
The couple hadn’t mentioned
the assets under the Hindu Undivided Family in their affidavits
in 2014 and 2017. This time, the
couple has assets worth ₹102
crore under this head.

SAFETY MEASURES

New AIIMS in J&K to have ‘bunkers’
Rhythma Kaul
n

J&K guv for holding state
assembly polls in Nov

Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK) leaders from
Tamil Nadu were also present.
Prime Minister Modi declared
an income of ₹19.9 lakh in his

income tax return for the financial year 2017-18. His movable and
immovable assets add up to ₹2.51
crore. These include fixed deposits worth ₹1.27 crore with the
State Bank of India and a plot in
Gandhinagar with a built up area
of 170 square feet, worth ₹1.1
crore. Modi has furnished these
details in his affidavit filed along
with his nomination papers.
A comparison with his 2014
affidavit shows that while his
movable assets have more than
doubled in five years, the value of
immovable assets has only
increased by ₹10 lakh. There are
no outstanding debts or criminal
cases against him. He has not
declared any dependents as well.
Prof. Annapurna Shukla of the
Mahila Mahavidyalaya, senior
BJP leader Subhash Gupta,
retired scientist Ram Shankar
Patel,and Jagdish Chaudhary, a
scion of the Doms who have traditionally presided over the last
rites of people brought to Varanasi for cremation, signed as proposers of Modi’s candidacy in the
nomination papers.
“In getting proposers from different caste and social groups,
PM Modi has made an effort to
represent the composite culture
of Banaras,” said KK Mishra, a
professor of political science at
Banaras Hindu University.
Modi touched the feet of Badal
and Shukla before filing the
papers.

TEJASHWI, RAHUL
SHARE STAGE IN
BIHAR, SLAM PM
ON CORRUPTION

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Beds for patients in
overground bunkers, a single
access gate with security
cover, and a peripheral surveillance track road around
the campus boundary. These
are some of the security measures planned for the two All
India Institutes of Medical
Sciences to come up in troubled Jammu and Kashmir,
according to the masterplan
accessed by HT.
The AIIMS in the Jammu
region will be set up at Vijaynagar in Samba, and the
AIIMS in the Valley, at Awantipura in south Kashmir. Both
locations are labelled “sensitive” from the security point
of view because Vijaynagar is
about 20km away from the

LoC, and south Kashmir is a
hub of militancy. Because of
AIIMS Jammu’s proximity to
LoC, the masterplan has a
provision for two bunkers
with at least 50 beds for
patients to handle mass casualties in an exigency.
The masterplan was discussed by Union health ministry officials on April 22.
“These bunkers with beds
will be separate from the
emergency department and
will be equipped to handle
mass casualty that is expected
near border areas. It will also
have an isolated decontamination area to treat chemical
biological, radiological and
nuclear exposure,” said
Shakti Gupta, medical superintendent, RP Eye Centre,
AIIMS-Delhi, who is also part
of the core committee to over-

THE MASTERPLAN WAS
DISCUSSED BY UNION
HEALTH MINISTRY
OFFICIALS ON MONDAY
see the project.
“Ideally, it should have
been an underground bunker
but since it is very expensive
to set up, these bunkers will be
created overground,” he said.
J&K has four medical colleges with attached hospitals.
South Kashmir is especially
deficient in medical facilities,
and patients have to undertake a journey of up to two
hours to reach Srinagar, the
state’s summer capital, for
treatment of serious ailments.
The coming up of AIIMS in
the vicinity will improve the

situation. In January, the
Union cabinet approved
₹1,600 crore to set up two 750bed AIIMS in J&K, with 100
MBBS seats, 60 B.Sc (Nursing)
seats, and 15-20 super specialty departments.
The hospitals will treat an
estimated 1,500 people in the
OPD each day, and around
1,000 people in the in-patient
department (IPD) per month.
The OPD is scheduled to
start in a year and the IPD in
two years; the two hospitals
are expected to employ close
to 3,000 staff each.
“Since security is a major
concern, all major amenities
will be inside the campus,
including housing, school,
shopping complex, auditorium and sports complex, so
the staff doesn’t have to travel
outside much,” said Dr Gupta.
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BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

Facingtestonperformance,
CMchangestacktosacrilege

No Modi wave, Cong NEWCOMERSINLSPOLLS
to make a clean
sweep in state: Capt In poll ring, this former

NOTHING TO WRITE HOME ABOUT? In rally after rally in last three days, Capt
has gone all guns blazing on the issue, swearing to hold the Badals to account

PATIALA : Chief minister Captain

Sukhdeep Kaur
n

THE CHIEF MINISTER’S
‘PERFORM-OR-PERISH’
WARNING HAS NOT ONLY
RATTLED HIS MINISTERS
AND CONGRESS MLAS,
IT HAS ALSO LENT
AMMUNITION TO THE
OPPOSITION PARTIES

sukhdeep.kaur@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: When the Election

Commission officially sounded
thepollbuglelastmonth,theruling Congress in Punjab was
gung-ho about its prospectin the
Lok Sabha sweepstakes.
And that was not without reason. While principal opposition
— Shiromani Akali Dal — was
still battling the lingering aftermathofthe2015sacrilegeandfiring incidents during its regime,
the official opposition Aam
AadmiPartywascaughtinanever-ending internal upheaval,
making it a pale shadow of its
former self.
Chief minister Captain AmarinderSinghdeclaredhisparty’s
‘Mission 13’ , a euphemism for
clean sweep of all parliamentary
seats, and pegged his campaign
on his government’s performance, chiefly the farm loan
waiver and ‘ ghar ghar rozgar’.
What added to his
confidence was the fact that he
had his way with the high command on selection of most candidates in Punjab.
But,withlessthanthreeweeks
togofortheMay19slugfest,Amarinder appears to have changed
tack on two fronts. One, his
switchtotheemotiveissueofsac-

n

Capt Amarinder Singh

rilege to undercut the Akalis’
Panthic base. Finding that his
performance card is notresonating with the voters, the Captain
has fallen back on the Panthic
pitch as a counter to Akali attack
line on his government’s performance.
In rally after rally in last three
days, Amarinder has gone all
guns blazing on the sacrilege
issue,swearingtoholdtheBadals
to account, both politically and
legally.“Thatisamid-coursecorrection to charge up the party
cadres and throw the Akalis off
balance,” says asenior Congress
leader. But Akali strategists see
the switch as a “desperate move
that betrays Amarinder’s nervousness”.
The Badals havechosen notto

react to the Captain’s attempt to
draw the narrative back to the
sacrilege issue.
Thesecondshiftinhisstrategy
wasevidentinhisstartlingstatement that Congress ministers
and MLAs would be held to
account for performance of the
party candidates from their
respective assembly segments.
Using uncharacteristically
tough words, he went to the
extent to saying the ministers
who fail to ensure the victory of
Lok Sabha candidates would be
dropped from the cabinet, and
that MLAs who fall short on getting the vote lead from their constituencies would not be consideredforticketsinthe2022assembly elections.
The‘perform-or-perish’warning, according to Congress sources, was spurred by reports of
internal sabotaging that some of

theCongressLokSabhaseatsare
facing. A case in point in Ferozepur where the party candidate,
Sher Singh Ghubaya, a two-time
Akali MP who crossed over to
Congress on the eve of elections,
has been ambushed by the local
partyleadersriledovertickettoa
turncoat.
But, Amarinder’s tough language has not only rattled the
ministers and MLAs, it has also
lent ammunition to the oppositionwhichhasquicklybrandedit
“an exercise in scapegoating”. A
section of Congress is livid at the
attempt to pass the onus of performance only on ministers and
legislators.
“Howabout the chief minister
himself? After all, he is the campaigner-in-chief of the Congress
in Punjab,” asks a senior MLA,
requesting anonymity.
Sofar,RajyaSabhaMPPartap
Bajwa is the only to openly question the move. “In the end, the
responsibility is with the state
leadership. It must be held
accountable,” he said.
But, party’s Punjab affairs
in-charge Asha Kumari defends
Amarinder. “Elections are a
referendum on CM and his performance but the responsibility
to ensure a win lies with each
elected representative,” she
added.

judge learning the ropes

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Gurpreet Singh Nibber

Amarinder Singh has said that
thereisno‘Modiwave’inPunjab,
and the Congress is confident of
makingacleansweepinthestate.
“In 2014 when there was Modi
wave elsewhere in the country,
Punjab voted against the SADBJP. And now, there is no Modi
wave. I am confident of a clean
sweepasthe BJPhas noachievements to boast of; it’s in a state of
complete regression and will be
ousted from power,” he said.
He was replying to the media
after the nomination filing of his
wife and Congress’s Patiala candidatePreneet Kaur.Flankedby
sonRaninderSinghanddaughter
Jai Inder Kaur, he said, “We will
winforsure,wewillwinallthe13
seats, including Bathinda.”
The mood in Punjab is completely different as compared to
2014, he said.

n

gurpreet.nibber@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Former judge of

Punjab and Haryana High
Court Zora Singh, 69, who is
the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
candidate for Jalandhar
(reserved) parliamentary
seat, wants to help the poor
and the downtrodden in legal
matters, in addition to what he
should do as a political leader.
“Now, I can sit with the people whom I want to serve,
which was not an option when
I was a judge,” said Zora
Singh, who retired in 2012
after 35 years of service.
Before elevation to the high
court in 2008, he had served as
sessions judge in various districts of Punjab after joining
the judicial services in 1977. “I
am from a poor family and can
understandthepainandneeds
of the people,” says Zora
Singh, whose constituency
has a considerable Scheduled
Caste population.
Hailing from Dhudike in
Moga, Zora Singh says he
draws inspiration from freedom fighter Lala Lajpat Rai,
who was also born in the same
village. “When I was in the
school, I used to walk-past
Lalaji’s house and stories
about his life inspired me. People of eminence from politics

SWIPE OF THE DAY

›

Sunny Deol is just a
filmi fauji, while I am a
real fauji. He has no ground
support, and is no threat
to Sunil (Jakhar). We
will defeat him.
AMARINDER SINGH, CM, on
Border film actor who is the BJP
candidate from Gurdaspur

ZORA SINGH, 69, AAM AADMI PARTY
Educational qualification: Law graduate
Political debut: First election
ELectoral record : Nil
Claim to fame: After retirement, Zora
Singh headed a one-member commission
constituted by then Akali-BJP
government to inquire into
sacrilege and police firing
incidents. However, no
action was taken on the
report submitted by him.

›

I don’t mind if
people prefix justice
to my name or not.
Important is that I get
elected so that I can do
what I want to do.
ZORA SINGH, AAP candidate

and other fields used to come
to his house and I used to think
if I can be like them ever in my
life,” he says.
Putting the legacy of his
career in the judiciary behind
him, right now he is focused on
politics. “I don’t mind if people

prefix justice to my name or
not. Important is that I get
elected so that I can do what I
want to do.”
In 2015, he was made the
head a state commission by
the then Akali-BJP dispensation to probe the incidents of
desecration of Guru Granth
Sahib and deaths of two Sikh
protesters in police firing during protests thereafter.
He submitted the report in
June 2016 and indicted the
government of being lackadaisical in controlling the sacrilege. During his campaigning,
he doesn’t miss a chance to
highlight his findings and the
failure of the government to
act on them.

In a first of late, only outsiders Mann’s nomination Jagir Kaur’s assets grew
in direct contest in Gurdaspur low-key, assets down 12 times in seven years
Surjit Singh
n

HT Correspondent

surjit.singh@htlive.com

n

GURDASPUR:In a first in the recent
past, only ‘outsider’ candidates
are pitted against each other in a
direct contest in the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha constituency.
While Congress nominee and
PunjabCongresspresidentSunil
JakharbelongstoAboharinFazilka, which is part of the Ferozepurparliamentaryseat,BJPcontender and Bollywood actor
Sunny Deol’s only Punjab connection is that he has roots in the
statewithhisfatherDharmendra
hailing from Sahnewal in Ludhiana district.
ThoughJakhar,whowonfrom
the seat in the 2017 bypoll, necessitatedbyactor-turned-politician
Vinod Khanna’s death, stayed in
touch with the segment’s people
duringhistenure,theopponents
liketheAamAadmiParty(AAP)
are raising the insider-versusoutsider bogey with the voters.

n

While BJP nominee Sunny Deol (left) has roots in Punjab, he has
no Gurdaspur connection. Sunil Jakhar is from Abohar in Fazilka.

Gurbhajan Gill, a Punjabi
writer from Gurdaspur district,
wrote in his post on social media
that by fielding an outsider, the
BJPhascheatedthepeopleofthe
segment.
“Already, BJP’s Vinod
Khanna, an outsider, won from
the seat four times. People of the
segment are waiting for the time
when a local face will represent
their segment. In the bypoll,
the Congress fielded Jakhar,”
he said.
Congress’ Sukhbuns Kaur
Bhinder won from the seat five

times from 1980 to 1997.
To stop her juggernaut, the
BJP played celebrity card by
briningVinodKhanna,aPunjabi
by origin, but an outsider for the
peopleofGurdaspur.TheexperimentworkedasKhanna,aHindu
face,wonfourtimesfromtheseat
even as five of the nine assembly
segments in Lok Sabha segment
areJatSikh-dominated.Nolocal
candidatechallengedKhannatill
2009 when Congress leader Partap Bajwa defeated him by 8,342
votes. But in 2014, Khanna
handed out a defeat to Bajwa.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR : Aam Aadmi Party
chief and sitting MP Bhagwant
Mann on Friday filed his nomination from the Sangrur Lok
Sabha constituency.
Not only he did not mention
any covering candidate, Mann
did not hold any rally or roadshow.
He reached the district election office accompanied by his
mother Harpal Kaur, leader of
opposition Harpal Singh
Cheema, Sunam MLA Aman
Arora, Barnala MLA Gurmeet
Singh Meet Hayer and Mehal
Kalan MLA Kulwant Singh Pandori.
Facing a tough fight from the
Congress nominee, businessman-turned-politician Kewal
Singh Dhillon, and Shiromani
Akali Dal’s Parminder Singh
Dhindsa, Mann said, “I decided
to file nomination in a simple

manner. I know people are supporting me and there is no need
for any show of strength.”
With his assets having gone
down as compared to the past
years, he said, “I have been losing my assets every year since
2012. But it does not matter. I am
fighting for Punjab and do not
want to amass wealth. Congress
candidate Dhillon’s assets have
gone up despite he lost the
assembly elections in 2017.”

SAD (AMRITSAR) CHIEF
HOLDS ROADSHOW
Shiromani Akali Dal (Amritsar)
president Simranjit Singh
Mann filed his nomination and
held a roadshow that started
from Mastuana Sahib and culminated at the district election
office.
Speaking to the media, he
said, “The BJP government has
failed to fulfil its pre-poll promises and betrayed people of the
country.”

Anil Sharma
n

anil.kumar@htlive.com

AMRITSAR : Assets of Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) candidate from
Khadoor Sahib Lok Sabha seat
and former minister Jagir Kaur
(72) jumped 12 times in the last
seven years, making her the
richest candidate in the segment.
Jagir Kaur, a two-time president of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee
(SGPC), had total assets worth
₹1.15 crore, including her husband late Sadhu Singh’s agriculture land worth ₹1 crore and residential buildings worth ₹15
lakh, when she filed her nomination for 2012 assembly polls
from the Bholath seat.
In an affidavit submitted to
Khadoor Sahib returning officer Pardeep Kumar Sabarwal
on Friday, Kaur has declared
total assets of ₹13.91 crore.

RICHEST CANDIDATE
FROM KHADOOR SAHIB
LOK SABHA SEAT, SAD
NOMINEE’S ASSETS
SWELLED TO ₹13.91 CR
FROM ₹1.15 CR IN 2012
These do not include the assets
of her husband as she has filled
not applicable in the spouse’s
assets column.
In her affidavit seven years
ago, the Akali Dal nominee
had shown her movable assets
worth ₹51,000 only (₹20,000
cash and ₹31,000 bank balance)
while her husband’s movable
assets were ₹35,000. Similarly,
her immovable assets were
zero while her husband’s
immovable assets were worth
₹1.15 crore in 2012.
But in seven years, her movable asset jumped to ₹46.30 lakh,

including jewellery worth ₹29
lakh, car worth ₹7 lakh, tractor
worth ₹5 lakh, besides bank balance.
Jagir Kaur now has immovable assets worth ₹13.45 crore,
including agriculture
land worth ₹11 crore, non-agriculture land worth ₹70 lakh, residential buildings worth
₹1.2 core and a share of
₹50 lakh in a building in Chandigarh.
Kaur is up against Congress’
Jasbir Singh Dimpa, who has
assets worth ₹8.13 crore, Punjab
Ekta Party’s Paramjit Kaur
Khalra with assets worth ₹1.13
crore and Aam Aadmi Party’s
Manjinder Singh Sidhu with
assets worth ₹51.51 lakh.
Kaur won the 2012 assembly
election from Bholath assembly
constituency by defeating Congress’ Sukhpal Singh Khaira
(now Punjab Ekta Party chief)
by a thin margin of 519 votes.

assetswatch
HARSIMRAT KAUR
BADAL
PARTY: Shiromani Akali Dal
CONSTITUENCY: Bathinda
ASSETS IN 2019 (including spouse
*Sukhbir Badal’s): ₹115.98 crore
ASSETS IN 2017 (including
spouse’s): ₹102.07 crore
MOVABLE: ₹24.17 crore
Cash in hand: ₹16,424
Bank balance: ₹5.92 lakh
Investments: ₹12.87 crore
Loans given to creditors: ₹4.16
crore
Jewellery: ₹7.03 crore
IMMOVABLE: ₹15.90 crore (agricultural and non-agricultural land)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: Nil
HUSBAND’S ASSETS: ₹75.88 crore
MOVABLE: ₹23.12 crore
IMMOVABLE: ₹52.76 crore
(*Her husband Sukhbir Badal is SAD
candidate from Ferozepur)

HARDEEP SINGH
PURI
PARTY: BJP
CONSTITUENCY:
Amritsar
ASSETS IN 2019:
₹34 crore
MOVABLE: ₹1.62
crore
Bank balance: ₹1.04 crore
Investment: ₹46.56 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹10,000
Vehicles: Honda City (₹11.23 lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹15.50 crore (residential buildings)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: NIL
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹16.92 crore
MOVABLE: ₹3.7 crore
IMMOVABLE: ₹13.22 crore

PRENEET KAUR
PARTY: CONGRESS
CONSTITUENCY:
PATIALA
ASSETS IN 2019
(including

spouse’s): ₹63.11 crore
ASSETS IN 2014 (including
spouse’s): ₹86.4 crore
MOVABLE: ₹3.37 crore
Cash in hand: ₹1.5 crore
Jewellery: ₹35.18 lakh
Bank balance: ₹1.45 crore
Vehicles: Toyota Innova (₹11.22 lakh)
Personal loan given to debtors:
₹1.3 crore
IMMOVABLE: ₹1.76 crore (non-agricultural land)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: NIL
HUSBAND’S ASSETS: ₹58.44 crore
MOVABLE: ₹5.72 crore
IMMOVABLE: ₹52.72 crore

Bank balance: ₹1 crore
Vehicles: Toyota Innova (₹10 lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹4.6 crore (agricultural
land and residential property)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: NIL
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹1.89 crore
MOVABLE: ₹23.69 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹1.66 crore

SURJIT SINGH
RAKHRA

crore
ASSETS IN 2017 (including
spouse’s): ₹2.63 crore
MOVABLE: ₹56.38 lakh
Cash in Hand: ₹25,000
Jewellery: ₹3.26 lakh
Vehicles: Hyundai Creta (₹10 lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹2 crore
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹49.67 lakh
MOVABLE: ₹28.71 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹20.96 lakh

PARTY: SHIROMANI AKALI DAL
CONSTITUENCY:
PATIALA
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s) ₹18.42
crore
ASSETS IN 2014: ₹17 crore
MOVABLE: ₹1.84 crore
Cash in hand: ₹1.1 lakh
Jewellery: ₹12.9 lakh
Bank balance: ₹13.38 lakh
Vehicles: Toyota Innova, Fortuner,
Maruti 800 (₹30.31 lakh)
Bonds, shares: ₹40 lakh
Personal loan given to debtors:
₹54 lakh
Weapons: A revolver and a gun
(₹1.75 lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹16.12 crore (agricultural land)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: ₹67.09 lakh
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹46.91 lakh

SUNIL JAKHAR
PARTY:
Congress
CONSTITUENCY:
Gurdaspur
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s): ₹25
crore

SOM PARKASH
PARTY: BJP
CONSTITUENCY:
Hoshiarpur
(reserved)
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s): ₹3.05

n

SAD candidate Harsimrat Kaur, accompanied by party chief Sukhbir Singh Badal, filing nomination in
Bathinda on Friday.
HT PHOTO

ASSETS IN 2017 (including
spouse’s): ₹24 crore
MOVABLE: ₹1.5 crore
Cash in hand: ₹4.49 Lakh
Jewellery: 2.37 lakh
Vehicles: None
IMMOVABLE: ₹2.8 crore (land and
residential property)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: NIL
WIFE’S ASSETS (TOTAL): ₹20.69
crore
MOVABLE: ₹8.69 crore
IMMOVABLE: ₹12 crore

JAGIR KAUR
PARTY: Shiromani Akali Dal
CONSTITUENCY:
Khadoor Sahib
ASSETS IN 2019:
₹13.91 crore
ASSETS IN 2012
(including spouse’s): ₹1.15 crore
MOVABLE: ₹46.29 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹48,000
Jewellery: ₹29.25 lakh
Vehicles: Swaraj tractor (₹5 lakh),
Toyota Innova (₹7 lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹13.45 crore (land
worth ₹11.75 crore, residential
property worth ₹1.70 crore)

SPOUSE: Not alive

BHAGWANT MANN
PARTY: Aam
Aadmi Party
CONSTITUENCY:
Sangrur
ASSETS IN 2019:
₹1.64 crore
ASSETS IN 2017:
₹1.99 crore
MOVABLE: ₹38.27 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹25,000
Jewellery: ₹3 lakh
Bank balance: ₹7.94 lakh
Vehicles: Toyota Fortuner (₹11.87
lakh) Chevrolet Cruze (₹8.50 lakh)
Weapons: A .12 bore rifle
IMMOVABLE: ₹1.26 crore (agricultural land and commercial property)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: Nil

SIMRANJIT SINGH
MANN
PARTY: Shiromani
Akali Dal (Amritsar)
CONSTITUENCY:
Sangrur
ASSETS IN 2019:

₹17.09 crore
ASSETS IN 2017: ₹19 crore
MOVABLE: ₹29.52 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹70,000
Bank balance: ₹6.22 lakh
Vehicles: Toyota Innova, Maruti Ciaz,
Tata Nexon and Tata Indica (₹20.60
lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹10.92 crore (agricultural and commercial land)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: Nil
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹5.88 crore
MOVABLE: ₹29.19 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹5.59 crore

GULZAR SINGH
RANIKE
PARTY: Shiromani
Akali Dal
CONSTITUENCY:
Faridkot (reserved)
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s):
₹8.29 crore
ASSETS IN 2017 (including
spouse’s): ₹7.66 crore
MOVABLE: ₹1.79 crore
Cash in hand: ₹2.08 lakh
Jewellery: ₹5.08 lakh

SUKHPAL SINGH
KHAIRA
PARTY: Punjab
Ekta Party
CONSTITUENCY:
Bathinda
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s): ₹59.86
crore
ASSETS IN 2017 (including spouse
and son’s): ₹66.82 crore
MOVABLE: ₹74.59 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹50,000
Bank balance: ₹6.49 lakh
Investments: ₹10 lakh
Vehicles: Ford Endeavor (₹32 lakh),
Toyota Innova (₹23 lakh), Volkswagen
Vento (₹9 lakh)
Jewellery: ₹3 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹51.80 crore
TOTAL LIABILITIES: ₹1.38 crore
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹7.32 crrore

MOVABLE: 12.86 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹7.20 crore

BALJINDER KAUR
PARTY: AAP
CONSTITUENCY:
Bathinda
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse): ₹1.06
crore
Assets in 2017 (was unmarried):
₹3.65 lakh
MOVABLE: ₹22.54 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹1.50 lakh
Bank balance: ₹41,774
Jewellery: ₹3.60 lakh
Vehicles: Innova (₹17 (lakh)
IMMOVABLE: Nil
TOTAL LIABILITIES: ₹2.85 lakh
HUSBAND’S ASSETS: ₹83.50 lakh
MOVABLE: ₹19.50 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹64 lakh

CHARANJIT SINGH
ATWAL
PARTY: Shiromani
Akali Dal
CONSTITUENCY:Jalandhar
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s): ₹3.86
crore
MOVABLE: ₹17.53 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹8.53 lakh
Jewellery: ₹2.13 lakh
Bank balance: ₹6.86 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹3.29 crore
TOTAL LIABILITIES: ₹ 22.97 lakh
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹ 39.79 lakh
MOVABLE: ₹15.79 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹24 lakh

SIMARJEET SINGH
BAINS
PARTY: Lok Insaaf Party
CONSTITUENCY: Ludhiana
ASSETS IN 2019 (including
spouse’s) ₹12.26 crore
ASSETS IN 2017: ₹12 crore

MOVABLE: ₹2.26
crore
IMMOVABLE:
₹5.9 crores
(agricultural land
and residential
property)
Cash in hand: ₹1.5 lakh
Jewellery: ₹6 lakh
Bank balance: ₹33 lakh
Vehicles: Toyota Fortuner (₹7 lakh)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: ₹1.24 crore)
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹4.1 crore

MAHESHINDER
SINGH GREWAL
PARTY (Shiromani Akali Dal)
CONSTITUENCY:
Ludhiana
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s): ₹3.5
crore
MOVABLE: ₹42.6 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹2 lakh
Jewellery: ₹ 6 lakh
Bank balance: ₹34.6 lakh
IMMOVABLE: ₹3.5 crore (land and
residential property)
TOTAL LIABILITIES: Nil
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹14 lakh

TEJ PAL SINGH
PARTY: Aam
Aadmi Party
CONSTITUENCY:
Ludhiana
ASSETS IN 2019
(including
spouse’s):
₹19 lakh
MOVABLE: ₹8.7 lakh
Cash in hand: ₹75,000
Jewellery: ₹100 gram gold
Bank balance ₹56,514
Vehicles: Maruti Swift
(₹3 lakh) )
Weapon: Pistol
(₹90,000 )
IMMOVABLE: Nil
TOTAL LIABILITIES: Nil
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹10.3 lakh
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InBathinda,brothers-in-law
calltheshotsduringcampaign

punjab

03

POLLDIARY

IN CONTROL Key leaders’ relatives toiling hard to help them emerge victorious
election
2019

FAMILY SUPPORT
Vishal Joshi
n

vishal.joshi@htlive.com

BATHINDA: With the battlelines

having been drawn in the politically significant Bathinda Lok
Sabha seat, it is the brothers-inlaw of key leaders who are slugging it out in the campaign of
those in the fray.
Dumpy Vinaik, the brotherin-law of Congress nominee
Amridner Singh Raja Warring,
is toiling hard by arranging
meetings of party workers and
voters in the constituency.
Though not an active Congress worker, Dumpy, as he is
known in political circles, is
keeping an eye on managing various aspects of the campaign to
garner more support for his
brother-in-law. He, however, is

maintaining a low-profile by
working largely from behind the
scene.
Aresidentof Muktsar, Dumpy
has interests in rice mills and
brick kilns. He is learnt to have a
significant influence in his home
district due to Warring and the
fact that he actively campaigns
for the Gidderbaha MLA during
the elections.
n

Bikram Singh Majithia

“When Warring contested the
last assembly elections from Gidderbaha, Dumpy was usually
seen with him. But he is not
much active in political activities and manages some of Warring’s businesses,” said a Congress worker.
Also extending a helping hand
to Warring’s campaign is Jaijeet
Singh Johal alias Jojo, brotherin-law of Punjab finance minister Manpreet Badal.
Jojo is seen as a local face to
take on the Akali leadership.
When Warring started electioneering last week, Jojo was

n

Dumpy Vinaik

managing the stage where
Bathinda councillors were roped
in a show of strength.
“Jojo is seen as a political
extension of Manpreet Badal, the
estranged nephew of Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) patriarch Parkash Singh Badal, in Bathindadistrict. Though he is not a Congress office-bearer but calls the
shots due to his clout in the area,
especially in the assembly constituency Manpreet represents,”
said a party leader.
On the other hand, Bikram
Singh Majithia , the brother-inlaw of Akali Dal chief Sukhbir

P U B L I C I T Y M AT E R I A L

Automation hits business of
these seasonal flag-makers
Gagandeep Jassowal
n

n

Biggies seek divine intervention

Jaijeet Singh Johal

AMRITSAR/PATIALA: Invoking the

Singh Badal, is taking care of the
poll campaign of his sister and
party candidate Harsimrat Kaur
Badal who is seeking re-election
from Bathinda.
A three-time MLA, he is holding ‘nukkar’ (street) meetings
besides overseeing the public
relations and publicity of his
party.
“Majithia has an important
role in the party controlled by
the Badal family. He is keeping a
close watch on various developments with the help of his aides,”
an Akali leader said, seeking

gods, Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) chief Sukhbir Singh
Badal and his wife and Union
ministerHarsimratKaurBadal
paid obeisance at the Golden
Temple on Friday before filing
theirnominationsfortheFerozepur and Bathinda seats,
respectively. Similarly, chief
minister Capt Amarinder

EC notice to
Baljinder Kaur
BATHINDA: The election com-

JAKHAR FILES
NOMINATION
PAPERS, BAJWA
SKIPS EVENT

mission (EC) has issued
notice to AAP candidate
from Bathinda Baljinder
Kaur after party workers
were seen doing a poll survey in Model Town on
Thursday. Sub-divisional
magistrate-cum-assistant
returning officer Bathinda
(Urban) Amrinder Singh
Tiwana said some AAP
workers were distributing
forms to people asking
whom would they vote for in
the Lok Sabha elections.

HT Correspondent

gagandeep@htlive.com

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR :Around seven years

GURDASPUR :Upset over not field-

ago, the election season brought
cheer to local women who made
money by preparing publicity
material. But the Lok Sabha elections this time have left them a
bit disappointed as their business has taken a hit amid
increased automation in
machinery and centralised supply of publicity material by
national parties.
Nevertheless, these women
are still trying hard to get whatever business they can.
Asha, 35, and her four neighbours — Rani, 65, Kavita, 38, Parveen, 52, and Dilmohini, 65, —
who reside on the Nakodar road
in Jalandhar, have been making
publicity material for the past
two decades during the polls.
They used to work 10 hours a
day to complete their supply
orders.
Asha said around 250 to 300
women, who tied up with private
firms, used to stitch publicity
material in Jalandhar till 2012.
“Now just a few women are
left in the business as the earnings are not commensurate with
the time invested and input
costs. Automation has also put a
major dent to the business as
printing press owners prefer to
get the flags and other publicity
material stitched from
machines. They find it cheaper
that way,” she said.
She also pointed out that
national parties have started
giving centralised contracts for
publicity material in New Delhi
and their candidates also prefer
to buy various items from those
contractors.
“Local printers are now get-

ing his wife from the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha seat, former Punjab
Congress chief and Rajya Sabha
member Partap Singh Bajwa did
not join party candidate Sunil
Jakhar when he went to file his
nomination papers here on Friday.
Bajwa had sought party ticket
for his wife Charanjit Kaur
Bajwa from the Gurdaspur parliamentary constituency on a
plea that she was denied ticket
from Qadian in the 2017 assembly elections paving the way for
her brother-in-law and Partap
Singh Bajwa’s younger brother
Fateh Jang Singh Bajwa. Charanjit was sitting MLA from Qadian then.
Bajwa is also upset with the
party for fielding “outsider”
Jakhar, saying that his home
turf has been encroached.
Jakhar said he formally
invited Bajwa and wanted him to
be by his side while filing his
nomination papers, but he did
not turn up.
Bajwa’s brother Fateh Jang
was, however, present. Bajwa
could not be contacted despite
repeated attempts by Hindustan
Times.

n

Women preparing flags of different political parties ahead of the Lok
Sabha elections in Jalandhar.
PARDEEP PANDIT/HT

ting less business and that
affects us too as we rely on them
for work. We earned around ₹2
lakh to ₹3 lakh each in 2012
assembly elections. Even during
the 2017 state polls, we did good
business as the local candidates
directly approached us for supplies. But this time, we have got
very few orders,” she added
Parveen said, “Contractors
are not ready to pay us adequately for the hard work and
the time we invest in preparing
publicity material. They prefer
to buy it from big firms on
cheaper rates.”
She added, “Earlier, we used
to get engaged in the work at

least a month before the elections. Now, we have very less
work, but we are still proud of
doing it as we think we are contributing to the electoral process
of the country.”
Yogesh Kohli, owner of a
printing press who is into the
business for more than 50 years,
said,
“Several
women
approached us for getting job
work this time, but our own
hands are empty. We didn’t get
any contract from political parties due to centralisation of supplies. Whatever little work we
get, we will produce the material
on machines to save time and
labour cost.”

BAJWA HAD SOUGHT
CONGRESS TICKET FOR
HIS WIFE FROM THE
GURDASPUR SEAT ON
THE PLEA THAT SHE WAS
DENIED TICKET FROM
QADIAN IN THE 2017
ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS

Singh’s wife and former Union
minister Preneet Kaur visited
the famous Kali Mata Mandir,
samadh (mausoleum) of Baba
Rode Shah and Gurdwara
Dukhniwaran Sahib before
submitting her nomination for
thePatialaLokSabhaconstituency.She was accompaniedby
her daughter Jai Inder Kaur,
who is also her poll strategist.

n

(Left) SAD candidate and Union minister Harsimrat Kaur Badal
at the Golden Temple and Congress’ Patiala candidate and chief
minister Capt Amarinder Singh’s wife Preneet Kaur with her
daughter Jai Inder Kaur at Gurdwara Dukhniwaran Sahib in
HT PHOTOS
Patiala on Friday.

Mrs Puri turns poll strategist
AMRITSAR: Behind every
successful man there is a
woman goes the saying.
When the BJP named
Union minister Hardeep
Singh Puri as its candidate
from Amritsar, his wife
Lakshmi Puri was the first
one from the family to land
in the Holy City. She
quickly searched for a
house and finalised the
deal within two days and
before Puri landed in
Amritsar. On Thursday,
Puri addressed a press conference and she was at the

venue 15 minutes before
him and then left after a
while to meet the party’s
rank and file. An Indian
Foreign Service batchmate of her husband, she
joined the United Nations
in 2002 and became assistant secretary general for
inter-governmental support and strategic partnership at UN Women in 2011.
The former diplomat is
passionate about gender
equality and won accolades for human rights
advocacy.

A house for Sunny
Deol in Pathankot
PATHANKOT: BJP leaders these days

are busy looking for a “suitable
house” for Gurdaspur candidate
Sunny Deol in Pathankot. A house
in the constituency will help the
Bollywood actor shed the tag of an
outsider. Deol stayed in Pathankot
for some day during the shooting
of his film “Gadar” way back in
2000-2001. Local BJP leaders have
shortlisted three-four houses, but
the final call will be taken by Deol,
who will come to the city on April
28 and is likely to file papers on
April 29 after a road show.

COMPILED BY ANIL SHARMA, VISHAL RAMBANI, SACHIN SHARMA, SURJIT SINGH AND VINAY DHINGRA.

In Delhi, Hans promises to build Heads of 7 political
hospitals, ensure farmers’ welfare outfits, state units
in fray in Punjab

Ashish Mishra
n

ashish.mishra2@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: The Bharatiya Janata

Party’s (BJP) Lok Sabha candidate from Northwest Delhi constituency Hans Raj Hans, on Friday,saidopeninghospitals,especially in theconstituency’srural
part,improvingexistingmedical
facilities and social security will
be his priorities.
The BJP gave ticket to the
famous Punjabi folk and sufi
singer, ignoring sitting MP Udit
Raj, who joined the Congress on
Wednesday.
The 57-year-old singer, a resident of Jalandhar, who had
visited the constituency while
campaigning for the BJP candidate in 2017 municipal elections,
saidheisawareofthearea’sproblems. “I will work to address
water scarcity and air pollution
in northwestDelhi seat,which is
majorly a rural constituency.”
“There is a lack of hospitals,
especially in rural parts of the
constituency. We will make hospitals and fulfil a long pending
demandofvoters.Socialsecurity,
improvedwatersupplyandfarmers’ welfare will be my other
areas of focus,” Hans said.

n

Punjabi singer Daler Mehndi, who joined the BJP on Friday,
Union minister Vijay Goel and Hans Raj Hans during the
ANI
inauguration of an election office in New Delhi.

DALER MEHNDI JOINS BJP
NEWDELHI :Famous Punjabi
singer Daler Mehndi joined
the BJP here on Friday in
the presence of Union minister Vijay Goel and Delhi
BJP chief Manoj Tiwari.
BJP candidate from
Northwest Delhi in the
ongoing Lok Sabha polls
Hans Raj Hans, Union minister and Chandni Chowk
candidate Harsh Vardhan
and other party leaders
were also present on the

occasion. Mehndi’s daughter is married to one of the
sons of Hans, also a popular
Punjabi singer.
“Daler Mehndi also happens to be my relative,”
Hans said. In 2013, Mehndi,
who was keen on contesting
the Delhi assembly polls,
had joined the Congress.
He had also lent his voice to
the Congress’ campaign
song — “Nahi Rukegi Meri
Dilli”.
PTI

CHANDIGARH : The prestige of at
least seven heads of regional
parties and state units of
national outfits are at stake in
Punjab as they will slug it out in
the electoral battle.
Prominent among those are
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) chief
Sukhbir Singh Badal, Congress
state president Sunil Jakhar and
his Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
counterpart Bhagwant Mann.
Sukhbir is leading the contest
from the front as he jumped into
the fray by contesting from Ferozepur constituency.
In Gurdaspur, the Congress
has reposed faith in Jakhar, who
won the seat in the 2017 bypoll.
Mann, meanwhile, is seeking
re-election from Sangrur. Simranjit Singh Mann, president of
the SAD (Amritsar), is also trying his luck from Sangrur.
Sukhpal Singh Khaira, who
floated the Punjab Ekta Party is
contesting from Bathinda.
Lok Insaaf Party chief Simarjeet Singh Bains is contesting
from Ludhiana. Sitting Patiala
MPDrDharamviraGandhi,who
floated the Nawan Punjab Party,
is seeking re-election.
PTI
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CBI court issues
notice to SSP for
threatening witness
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: AspecialCentralBureau
of Investigation (CBI) court on
FridayissuedanoticetotheGurdaspur senior superintendent of
police(SSP)seekingreplyonallegations of threatening a witness
in the 1994 fake encounter case.
CBI judge Nirbhow Singh Gill
hasaskedSSPSwarandeepSingh
and other police officials to file
their reply by May 1. The notice
was issued on the application
movedbyassistantsub-inspector
(ASI) Mukhtiar Singh, a witness
in a fake encounter case, against
DaljitSingh,SurinderPalSingh,
Baldev Singh Sekhon and Swarandeep. “Before proceeding in
the matter, let notice be issued to
police officials for May 1, 2019,
who are directed to file their
reply,” said the court.
The notices have been issued
in the ongoing proceedings following complaint filed by ASI
Mukhtiar Singh, currently
posted at Information Technology Control Room, Gurdaspur.
Mukhtiaristodeposeasawitness
in the face encounter of six
youths. A total of 28 police officials are accused in the case.
In his complaint, Mukhtiar
alleged that the SSP was threatening him not to depose in the
case as a witness. He also alleged

GURDASPUR SSP
SWARANDEEP SINGH
AND OTHER POLICE
OFFICIALS HAVE BEEN
ASKED TO FILE THEIR
REPLY BY MAY 1
that SSP even offered him ₹60
lakh through Daljeet.
Mukhtiar’scounselSarabjeet
SinghVerkasaidthewitnesswas
being pressured to strike a compromise. Mukhtiar alleged that
theSSPcalledhimformeetingat
his residence and said that the
Punjab DGP has deputed him to
strikeacompromisewiththewitness.LateragainSSPsummoned
him to his office and threatened
him not to depose as witness on
April 24 in the CBI court.
THE CASE
In January 1994, Gurdaspur
police picked up six youths and
killedthemafterillegaldetention
of one week on January 24-25
night. The police showed it as an
encounter. The CBI booked 20
policemen, including then SP
(operations), Gurdaspur, Vivek
Mishra, DSP Baldev Sekhon,
Kahonowal SHO Pritam Singh
and Dhaliwal SHO Malok Singh.
Six persons died pending the
trial.
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shortstories
OIL PILFERED
FROM IOC PIPELINE
KARNAL: Oil theft was detected
in the Mathura-Jalandhar pipeline
of the Indian Oil Corporation
Limited (IOCL) at Sivah village of
Panipat district. An investigating
team found that petrol was being
stolen by cutting the pipeline
with help of valves. Rakesh Singh,
senior operations manager of
Northern Region Pipelines, said
they had suspected leakage in the
pipeline as the pressure was low
for the past few days. The loss
due to oil theft is yet to be
ascertained but it is suspected
that the oil was being stolen for
the past one month. Case has
been registered under relevant
HTC
sections.

400 protected sheesham
trees felled in Pataudi
GURUGRAM: An estimated 400
sheesham trees—protected
under the Forest Act, 1980 —have
reportedly been felled in Pataudi
in the last four months on a land
belonging to the Haryana State
Industrial and Infrastructure
Development Corporation
(HSIIDC). The issue of the disappearing trees was flagged to
forest department by Anil
Gandas, a wildlife rescuer, who
has personally counted about 400
stumps in the area. He estimates
that the real figure is probably
HTC
more.

Robbery bid with ‘toy
gun’ at Sohna foiled
GURUGRAM: An alleged robbery
bid at a mobile shop in Sohna was
foiled Wednesday night after a
crowd gathered outside the shop,
forcing the two suspects to flee.
The police Friday said the incident
was captured on CCTV cameras
installed inside and outside the
shop. The accused men are yet to
be identified. A case under section
393 (attempt to robbery) and 506
(criminal intimidation) of IPC was
HTC
registered.

RamRahimseeksinterimbail
forfosterdaughter’swedding
PLEA States her parents have died and he is the only person to perform customary rites
HT Correspondent
n

BENCH ASKS CBI FOR
CASE DETAILS AND
HARYANA POLICE FOR
REPORT ON LAW AND
ORDER ASSESSMENT,
IF HE IS ALLOWED TO
GO OUT ON BAIL

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Jailed self-styled
godman Gurmeet Ram Rahim
SinghhasapproachedthePunjab
and Haryana high court seeking
four weeks’ interim bail for the
wedding of his foster daughter.
A division bench presided by
high court justice Daya ChaudharyonFridayaskedtheCentral
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) to
give factual details of both the
cases in which he is behind bars
and Haryana police to give a
report on law and order assessment, if he is allowed to go out on
bail. Both the parties have been

n

Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh

asked to respond by May 1.
Ram Rahim is behind bars
since August 25, 2017, when he
wasconvictedforrapesoftwodisciples on dera premises in 2002.
Subsequently, he was convicted

Two get 10-year jail
for snatching car of
Ggm ACP’s father
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA :Ambala district and sessions judge Vikram Aggarwal
has sentenced two convicts to
rigorous imprisonment of 10
years for snatching the car of
Gurugram ACP Pankhuri
Kumar’s father in July last year.
The court also imposed a fine
of ₹25,000 on the convicts, identified as Sachin Chopra and Monu
Vohra, both residents of Indri in

Karnal. In case of default in the
payment of fine, the two will
have to undergo rigorous imprisonment of two years each.
The case dates back to July 14,
2018, when Rattan Kumar, the
father of Gurugram ACP Pankhuri Kumar, had gone to a
shopping complex on National
Highway 1 with his wife Shashi
Kumar. Two men turned up at
the spot and snatched the car
from Rattan Kumar, injuring
him in the process.

in January 2019 for the murder
case of Ram Chander Chhatrapati, in 2002. He is lodged in Sunaria jail in Rohtak.
As per the petition, the wedding of his ‘foster daughter’,
Guransh Insan is to be solem-

nised on May 10. The court has
beentoldthathewastheonlyperson to make necessary arrangements for the marriage and performcertaincustomaryritesand
rituals since her parents have
diedandshewasbeingtakencare
of by him since she was six years
old. Heisrecordedasthefatherof
the girl in all government
records, the petition states.
Guransh is marrying one
DeepakKumarofPatialaandthe
ring ceremonyis to takeplaceon
May 7. The marriage and Kanyadaan rituals will be done on
May 10 from Dera’s Sirsa-based
headquarter, as per the
petition.

BASIC IDEAS ENSHRINED IN THE CONSTITUTION ARE
UNDER THREAT UNDER THE BJP-LED GOVT AT CENTRE.

Food inspector,
contractor booked
for gangrape
KARNAL : The Karnal police have
booked an inspector of food and
supplies department and a privatecontractorforallegedlyraping a 24-year-old Class
IVemployeepostedattheiroffice
at Assandh.
The accused have been identifiedasinspectorAshokRanaand
contractor Raman Kumar.
The complainant alleged that
in the past three months, they
raped her several times on the
pretextofprovidingheraregular
jobandalsothreatenedtokillher
if she disclosed the incident to
anybody. When contacted,
Assandh women police station
in-charge Savita Devi said the
accusedhavebeenbookedunder
Section 376 D (gangrape), 506
(criminal intimidation) of the
Indian Penal Code.
HTC

Man booked for raping daughter
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

GURUGRAM:A35-year-oldmanwas

Thursday booked for allegedly
raping his 11-year-old daughter
in DLF Phase-3, police said.
The police were informed of
thecaseThursdayeveningbythe
girl’s mother after she was discharged from a private hospital.
She was admitted there after she
caught her husband assaulting
her on April 19. She told police
that her husband forced himself
on their daughter when she and
their two other children were
sleeping on the terrace.
Karan Goyal, assistant commissionerofpolice(DLF),saidon
the basis of the medical report

> BHUPINDER SINGH HOODA , former Haryana CM

Ayushman Bharat’s
first beneficiary’s
kin allege apathy
Neeraj Mohan
n

neeraj.mohan@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL : The father of eight-

month-old Karishma, the first
beneficiary of the much-hyped
Ayushman Bharat scheme, is
alleging that they are running
from pillar to post for her treatment under the scheme.
BornonIndependencedaylast
year,Karishmawasthefirstbeneficiary of the Modi government’s flagship healthcare programme, under which the government promised insurance
cover and medical facilities to
poor and vulnerable families in
secondary andtertiary carehospitals of the country.
Karishma’sfatherallegesthat
she has been ill for the past 15
daysandhaslost2kgs.“Initially,
we took her to private hospitals
but as she showed no sign of
recovery,wetookhertoKalpana
Chawla Government Hospital,
Karnal. But the doctors there
conductedabloodtestandasked
us to bring her two days later.”
“But on Thursday, her condition deteriorated following
which we got her admitted to a
governmenthospitalatIndri,”he
said.
KalpanaChawlaGovernment
Hospital director Surender
Kashyap refuted the allegations
thatshewasnotgiventreatment.
“Ateamofdoctorsexaminedher
but there was no need to admit
her at the hospital. The doctors
recommended tests and asked
her to bring her to the hospital a
day after with the reports. The
team also gave her medicines,”

n

Karishma’s father says she has
been ill for the past 15 days and
lost 2 kgs

SAY DOCS AT KALPANA
CHAWLA GOVT HOSPITAL
CONDUCTED SOME
TESTS AND ASKED THEM
TO TAKE HER HOME;
DOCTORS SAY THEY
PROVIDED PROPER
TREATMENT

and a statement from the family
members,they haveregistered a
case of rape under Section 4 (liable to fine) of the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO)Actand323(assault)on
Thursday. “We are conducting
raids at suspected locations to
arrest the accused,” said Goyal.
The woman,in hercomplaint,
told the police that her husband
had returned home in an inebriated state that night and started
quarrellingwithheraround10.15
pm.Shesaidsheignoredhimand
askedher threechildren to come
along with her to the terrace.
“When I was taking my children, my husband asked my
11-year-olddaughtertoservehim
food and did not let her go. I took

mysonandtheyoungerdaughter
withme.After45minutes,Iheard
mydaughter’sscreams.Irushed
downstairs and found the door
locked.Ibrokeopenthedoorand
found my husband had raped
her,”saidthemotherinhercomplaint.
The police said when the
mother shouted and raised an
alarm, the man picked up a beer
bottle and hit on her head due to
which she collapsed and the
neighboursadmittedhertoaprivate hospital in DLF Phase 3.
The victim was given first-aid
at the civil hospital and was dischargedthesameday,saidpolice.
She will be produced before the
child welfare committee on Saturday.

91 NOMINATIONS
FILED IN PUNJAB
ON DAY 5

NEWCOMERSINLSPOLLS

saidKashyap.Karnalchiefmedical officer Ramesh Kumar said,
“The first beneficiary of the
Ayushmanschemewas brought
here for treatment and she was
sufferingwith feverandnowshe
is being given treatment at the
government hospital in Indri.”
Deepak Kumar, senior medical officer of community health
centre, Indri, said they started
her treatment soon after she
visited the hospital. He said that
she was suffering with fever and
chest infection but is now
recovering.

ELECTION2019

223 in fray for 10 seats in Haryana
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: As many as 223 candidatesareleftinfrayforelection
to10LokSabhaseatsinHaryana
after withdrawal of nomination
by 10 candidates on Friday.
Stating that there were 230
candidatesinthegeneralelection
to Lok Sabha in 2014, joint chief
electoral officer Inder Jeet said
thatonthelastdayofwithdrawal

HSGMC (ad hoc)
to support Cong
in Haryana

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
CANDIDATES FOR
SONEPAT SEAT AND
MINIMUM FOR KARNAL
of nomination, 10 candidates
fromsixparliamentaryconstituencies withdrew their nomination. While one candidate each
withdrewnominationfromKurukshetra,Sirsa,Hisar,Bhiwani-

Mahendergarh and Gurugram
parliamentary constituencies,
five candidates withdrew their
nomination from Karnal parliamentary constituency.
He said the number of candidates who are left in the fray for
the election included 18 for
Ambala, 24 for Kurukshetra, 29
for Sonepat, 21 for Bhiwani-Mahendegarh, 24 for Gurugram, 20
for Sirsa, 26 for Hisar, 16 for Karnal and 27 for Faridabad.

He said this time, the maximumnumberofcandidatesarein
Sonepat seat 29) while
the minimum are at Karnal
(16). Hesaidthatin2014,themaximumnumberofcandidateswere
inHisarseat41andtheminimum
were at Ambala and Rohtak
seats, with 14 candidates
each. Inder Jeet said the election
commissionhasallottedsymbols
to various political parties and
independent candidates.

C A M PA I G N T R A I L

Boxer Vijender vows to fight
water supply woes in South Delhi

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Abhishek Dey
n

abhishek.dey@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL :Accusing the Bharatiya

Janata Party (BJP) government
in the state of neglecting
Sikhs, the Haryana Sikh Gurdwara Management Committee
(ad hoc) has decided to support
the Congress candidates in the
state this time.
As per information, the decision was taken in the general
body meeting of committee in
Kurukshetra
Talking to Hindustan Times,
Didar Singh Nalvi, acting president of the HSGMC, said they
havedecidedtosupportCongress
candidates in Ambala, Kurukshetra,KarnalandKurukshetra
whereSikhshaveaconsiderable
vote share.
On why they chose the Congress, he said the previous Congressgovernmentinthestatehad
takenstepsforformationofaseparate Sikh body in the state and
also passed a bill in the state
assembly but the BJP governmentanditspartnersShiromani
Akali Dal (Badal) were opposing
thislongpendingdemand.“Inthe
past five years, we took up the
matterwithHaryanaCMseveral
times, but they did not show any
interest,”Nalvisaid. “Wedidnot
haveanyother option butto support Congress,” he added.

NEWDELHI: Hemlata Devi, 68, was
left bewildered when professional boxer Vijender Singh
stepped out of his vehicle,
approachedherandaskedabout
her prime concerns. Before she
could find her voice and speak,
Singh was swept away by a
swarm of local supporters.
On Friday, Congress’ 33-yearold Lok Sabha candidate from
South Delhi led his first election
campaign,adoor-to-doorprocession,forwhichhechoseTigrivillagein the SangamViharassembly segment.
The urban village is home to a
wide mix of people, including
Gujjars, Jats, upper-caste Hindus, Dalits and Muslims.
For Devi, and a dozen other
women, the top concern was
water.“IjustwishIcouldtellhim
that,” said a disappointed Devi.
“Water supply is inadequate
and often leads to violent fights
amonglocalswhostandinqueue
fortheirday’squota,”50-year-old
Tara Devi said, adding that her
son andhusbandhavesustained
severeinjuriesontwosuchoccasions in the last three years.
Residents said they have to
buy a 200-litre drum of water for
around ₹100. “Water in Sangam

n

Congress candidate from South Delhi Vijender Singh waves while
SANJEEV VERMA/HT
campaigning at Tigri village, on Friday.

›

I am here to connect
with the people...I
have learnt that water is a
major issue here and I will
ensure it is taken care of
VIJENDER SINGH, boxer and Cong
candidate from South Delhi

Vihar is accessible to those who
either have money or muscle,”
Devi said. As Singh and his supporters zig-zagged through the
lanes, the professional boxer did
brief stopovers to greet young-

sters at momo stalls, garland an
elderly man at a sweet shop and
touchthefeetofanoldwoman.“It
seems like he is on a ‘campaign
express’. After all, he is a sportsperson,” said Munna Khan, 57,
whoshookhandswiththeboxer.
Khan, whose family migrated to
Tigri from Agra 35 years ago,
said,“Foranycandidate,nomatterhowmuchstarappealonehas,
it will be tough to compete with
the AAP, especially in Sangam
Vihar.”
Speaking with reporters, he
said, “I am here to connect with
the people and know the local
issues.”

CHANDIGARH: A total of 91 candi-

dates, including SAD chief Sukhbir Singh Badal, his wife Harsimrat Kaur Badal and Congress’
Preneet Kaur, on Friday filed
their nomination papers for the
seventh phase of Lok Sabha polls
in Punjab, officials said.
SAD (Taksali) candidate Bir
Devender Singh filed nomination from the Anandpur Sahib
seat, Punjabi Ekta Party nominee Sukhpal Khaira filed his
papers from Bathinda and AAP
candidate Bhagwant Mann filed
his papers from the Sangrur Lok
Sabha seat.
AAP candidate and MLA Baljinder Kaur also filed his papers
from the Bathinda seat and SAD
(Amritsar) candidate Simranjit
Singh Mann filed nomination
from the Sangrur seat.
SAD candidates Charanjit
Singh Atwal, Surjit Singh Rakhra, Gulzar Singh Ranike, Jagir
Kaur and BJP’s Som Prakash
also submitted their nomination
papers from Jalandhar, Patiala,
Faridkot, Khadoor Sahib and
Hoshiarpur seats, respectively.
SAD candidate Mahesh Inder
Singh Grewal and Lok Insaaf
Party candidate Simarjeet Singh
Bains also filed their papers from
the Ludhiana seat.
The nomination process will
continue till April 29. The scrutiny of the nominations will be
done on April 30 and the last date
of withdrawal of candidature is
PTI
May 2.

From Jat quota stir
to electoral politics
Bhaskar Mukherjee
n

bhaskar.mukherjee@hindustantimes.com

entered electoral politics after
remainingactiveinfarmeragitations,includingtheJatreservation stir, for years.
Koth is the Indian National
LokDal(INLD)candidatefrom
Lok Sabha seat of Hisar.
He is pitted against DushyantChautalaofJannayakJanata Party (JJP), which is contesting the polls in alliance
withAamAadmiParty(AAP);
Congress candidate Bhavya
Bishnoi, son of senior party
leader Kuldeep Bishnoi; and
BJPnomineeBrijendraSingh,
former bureaucrat and son of
Unionsteel ministerBirender
Singh. Koth had actively participatedinthequotaagitation
right from the time it was
launched in Haryana in 2010.
He is facing many criminal
cases for blocking national
highways, rioting and unlawful assembly at various police
stations of Hisar.
All India Jat Aarakshan
Sangharsh Samiti (AIJASS)
state spokesperson Rambhagat Malik said Koth shared
stage with senior Jat leaders

Bhavya launches manifesto
HISAR:Congress’ Hisar candidate

Bhavya Bishnoi on Friday
launched his own manifesto in
the presence of Rajya Sabha MP
Rajeev Gowda.
The26-year-old,whoistheson
ofCongressMLAsKuldeepBishnoi and Renuka Bishnoi, is fighting his first election.
Detailingabouthisplans,BhavyasaidhewantstomakeHisara
modeldistrictintermsonlawand

order.
“Thiscanbeachievedthrough
greateraccountabilityanduseof
technology. A safe Hisar will
ensurethateconomicinvestment
gravitatestowardsusandbrings
peace and prosperity.”
Speaking on the occasion,
Gowda said, “Bhavya has done a
detailed research for over a year
and prepared his manifesto on
the basis.”
HTC

At ancestral home, Arvinder says it’s a fight for trans-Yamuna pride
Risha Chitlangia
n

risha.chitlangia@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: Supporters from vari-

n

Arvinder Singh Lovely in
East Azad Nagar. SONU MEHTA /HT

ouspartsofGandhiNagarassembly constituency came in large
numbers to Congress candidate
from East Delhi Arvinder Singh
Lovely’s ancestral home in East
Azad Nagar Thursday.
Thenarrowlanesofthecolony
sawhecticactivityaspeoplekept
moving in and out of Lovely’s
two-storeyedhouse,whichisnow
being used as his party office,

resulting in snarls in the neighbourhood.
Sittingonthefloor,alongwith
hissupportersonthefirstfloorof
the house, Lovely listened
intently to supporters as they
narrated incidences and listed
out things he has done for the
GandhiNagarconstituencyduring his 15-year tenure the area
MLA and a minister in Sheila
Dikshit’s government.
Illyas, a resident of Shastri
Park, said, “For years, our
requestforagraveyardhadfallen

on deaf years. But it was Lovely
who helped us get space for a
graveyard. He also opened
schoolssothatourchildrendon’t
have to travel long distances for
education.”
Addressing a gathering,
Lovely said this Lok Sabha election is about “fighting for transYamuna’s pride” and reminded
peopleofthe“stepmotherlytreatment” meted out to the people of
trans-Yamuna areas by the two
other major parties — the BJP
and the AAP.

AttackingtheBJPandAAPfor
fielding“outsiders”,Lovelysaid,
“GautamGambhir(BJP’scandidate) was to contest from New
Delhi, but he agreed to contest
fromEastinstead.Hewouldhave
contestedfromanyconstituency
— South,West,ChandniChowk.
Chunav ladne ka shauk hai ( His
interest is to just contest the
polls).”
Headded,“AAPtoohasfielded
an outsider. We don’t know
whereshelives.Theyarebigpeopleandwearesmallpeopleaswe

SURESH KOTH

HISAR : Suresh Koth, 50, has

live in East Delhi. It is a shame
that the two parties couldn’t find
asinglecandidatefromtrans-Yamuna areas, where one-third of
Delhi’spopulationlives.ButCongress president Rahul Gandhi
had made it clear that only a person will contest from East.”
Speaking about the work to
“transform” East Delhi done by
theCongressgovernmentduring
its 15-year stint in Delhi, he
remindedsupportersofthe“stepmotherly treatment” meted out
to the trans-Yamuna areas.

Constituency: Hisar
Age: 50
Party: Indian National Lok Dal
Educational qualification: BA
Claim to fame: A Jat leader who has
actively participated in the
reservation stir

›

Heavyweight
leaders from other
parties will come here to
seek votes and they will
not show their face again
for five years. However, I
am going to stay here
forever.
SURESH KOTH, Hisar,
INLD candidate

during 2010 protests for reservation for the community.
Koth, a resident of Koth
Kalan village, completed his
BAdegreefromIndiraGandhi
National Open University,
New Delhi, in 2018.

Claiming that he is a common man, Koth says, “INLD is
the only party that has given
tickets to common people. It’s
only the people like us who
actuallyknowtheissuesofthe
common man.”
He added, “Being a farmer
leader, I know the problems
andissuesofthepeasantryand
how to get these resolved.”
Koth said he has already
started his election campaign
and is getting support from all
sections of society.Asked
about his contest with heavyweights of other parties, he
said, “Heavyweight leaders
from other parties will come
heretoseekvotesandtheywill
not show their face again for
fiveyears.However,Iamgoing
to stay here forever.”

Notice to BJP’s
Karnal candidate
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL :Returning officer Vinay
Pratap Singh has issued a poll
code violation notice to Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) candidate from Karnal, Sanjay Bhatia
for holding an election meeting
in a temple.
As per information, the district returning officer has
sought his reply within 24
hours.
The election commission took
the cognisance of the matter
after a video of Bhatia addressing a gathering at a temple in
Dabri village of Karnal went
viral on social media.

BSP CANDIDATE MAY
FACE ACTION FOR POLL
CODE VIOLATION
ROHTAK: Kishan Lal Panchal, the
candidate fielded by Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) and Loktantra Suraksha Party (LSP) alliance in Rohtak, may face action

for violating model code of conduct by seeking votes in the
name of religion. Panchal on
Friday toured mosques across
Rohtak and sought votes from
Muslims.
According to a press note
issued by Panchal’s media
advisor Sunil, he addressed the
Muslims saying successive governments had ignored them and
only the BSP will raise their
voice in Parliament.
The press note said the Muslims assured to give their support to Panchal. Rohtak additional deputy commissioner
Ajay Kumar said it was a poll
code violation and a report
would be sought on the matter.
The Supreme Court has specified that political leaders cannot
seek votes in the name of caste
or religion.
When asked, Panchal denied
any association with the press
note and said he was not aware
of who had sent it.
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Owners ask four state Now, throw trash to save cash near Golden Temple
procurement agencies
to vacate godowns
Mandeep Kaur Narula
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR:The municipal corpora-

REVISE RATES Owners say they were left with no other
option after their demand for increasing rentals fell flat
Gurpreet Singh Nibber

THE GODOWNS STOCK
NEARLY 5 LAKH TONNES
OF GRAIN, EACH HAS A
STORAGE CAPACITY
BETWEEN 10,000 AND
54,000 TONNES
kets with the state food and civil
supplies department facing
acute storage crunch. Of the
total covered storage space of
158.5 lakh tonnes in the state,
only 13 lakh tonnes of new
wheat arrival can be stored.
Nearly 132 lakh tonne wheat
is expected to arrive in Punjab
mandis this year.
“These agencies pay us ₹1.70
per quintal as monthly rental
for stocking foodgrain but
charge ₹9.36 per for the same
from the Food Corporation of
India (FCI), which is unjustified,” said Dapinder Singh Brar,

general secretary of Private
Entrepreneurs Godowns Association.
“When the agencies started
with us, they paid us ₹1.52 per
quintal as monthly rental and
charged ₹2.52 from FCI,” he
added.
Most of these godowns, which
are located in the Malwa belt,
stock foodgrains for the Punjab
State Warehousing Corporation
(PSWC), Markfed, Pungrain and
Punsup, with the former occupying most of the space.
PSWC managing director
Abhinav Trikha said the matter
was under consideration and he
held meetings with the godown
owners.
“They must understand what
we are paying them is rent for
their property. Besides, we are
spending on preservation and
quality control of the foodgrain
stocked in these godowns,” he
said.

Panel to recalculate
enhancement in
5 districts set up

AIR QUALITY HITS
THREE-WEEK
LOW, AQI
TOUCHES 260

GURUGRAM: Chief minister Manohar Lal Khattar has set up a committee to recalculate enhancement, after a meeting with representative groups of plot owners
was held in Chandigarh on
Thursday. Enhancement is the
increase in compensation paid to
a farmer/ land owner for the
acquisition of his/her land,
which is decided by a court in case
the farmer or land owner is not
satisfied with the price of land
being offered by the state government or its agency.
The committee will be headed
by D Suresh, chief administrator,
Haryana Shahari Vikas Pradhikaran (HSVP). One sector each in
five districts—Gurugram, Rohtak, Hisar, Faridabad and Panchkula—has been selected for the
recalculation. Sector 57 in the city
will be a part of this exercise.
Acting on the CM’s order,
Suresh on Friday held a video
conference with the HSVP
administrators of these districts,
plot representatives and other
officials from land acquisition
and town planning departments.
“I have asked the administrators to measure the total land of
each sector acquired by the HSVP
in these five districts and then
prepare the details of common
land and plotted lands separately.
There are 56 categories of common land that the HSVP creates
at time of developing sectors and
common land, such as roads,
schools, parks, sewers, drains,
nursery schools, dispensaries,
hospitals, markets,” Suresh said.
He said that owners are likely
to be exempted from 44 categories

city hit a three-week low on Friday, touching a reading of 260
(poor) on the Central Pollution
Control Board’s (CPCB) Air
Quality Index (AQI) bulletin.
The concentration of PM2.5
(finer particulate matter) pollutants stood at an average of
290ug/m3, almost five times the
safe limit, but were as high as
350ug/m3 at 7pm in the vicinity
of Vikas Sadan, where the Haryana State Pollution Control
Board operates an air quality
monitor.
This is the worst that air quality in the city has been since
April 5 when the Air Quality
Index reading stood at 280
(poor).
HTC

n

gurpreet.nibber@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The owners of at
least 34 private godowns in Punjab have served legal notices on
state procurement agencies to
vacate their storage space, saying the rentals for stocking
wheat and rice have not been
revised for years.
These godowns are stocking a
total of nearly 5 lakh tonnes
with each having a storage
capacity ranging between 10,000
and 54,000 tonnes.
The owners say they were
left with no option but to take
the move after a series of meetings over their demand for
increasing rentals with the
heads of the procurement agencies failed.
Also, their stand is being seen
as an arm-twisting tactic at a
time when wheat crop has
started arriving in grain mar-

WHAT IS
ENHANCEMENT?
n HSVP acquired land from

local farmers and developed sectors in 2002-03.
n A year later, farmers moved

court claiming that HSVP
acquired their lands at a
price lower than the
prevailing market rate and
demanded compensation.
The case lasted for a decade
in various courts and 15
years later a court ruling
came, asking HSVP to
compensate farmers and
following the court order
HSVP recalculated the price
of plots as per the current
market value and sent
enhancement notices to
plot holders to pay the
additional dues in 2018.
Allottees refused to pay.
n In 2002-03, allottees
purchased the plots at
₹4500/sqmt and now HSVP
reassessed plots at ₹6067/
sqmt asking allottees to
pay the difference with
interest of past 15 years.

GURUGRAM: Air quality in the

tion is leaving no stone unturned
in beautifying the holy city, its
pioneering initiative of rewarding people using the polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) bottle crushing machines near the Golden
Temple with discount coupons to
be redeemed at popular food and
shopping stores has become a hit
among both locals and tourists.
On April 18, the municipal corporation installed 10 PET bottle
crushers, worth ₹5 lakh each, on
Heritage Street, outside the
Golden Temple, which has the
distinction of being the most-visited place in the holy city, under
the Swachh Iconic Places (SIP)
project.
To get the ball rolling, the MC
adopted the slogan, ‘Throw trash,
save cash’ and rewarded users
with a 10-20% discount on seven

food and shopping stores, including the famous Bharawan Da
Dhaba and Punjabi Juttis stores.
Localites are all praises for the
initiative, a resident, Mahima
Sharma, says, “One often finds
Heritage Street littered with plastic bottles, which reflects poorly
on us. The discount coupons are
an incentive for people to use the
machines.The MC should install
these machines all across the
city.”
“I had only seen such
machines in metropolitans. It
was wonderful to see them in the
Golden Temple complex. People
across the country should take
similar initiatives to reduce pollution caused due to plastic,” says
Balram, a tourist from Pune, who
has duly queued, to avail a discount at famous restaurants.
The machines’ operator,
Rajan, says, “Each machine can
crush 200 plastic bottles on daily.
People need to enter their mobile

numbers and drop the bottle in
the machine and the crusher will
automatically dispense a discount coupon. On an average, 100
plastic bottles are deposited in
each machine daily and people
often form queues to use it. I am
sure their popularity will grow as
the word spreads.”
Mayor Karamjit Singh Rintu,
says, “Often plastic water bottles
are refilled and resold in the market. The corporation collects tonnes of plastic bottles from garbage bins every day. Also, the
plastic littered on streets is consumed by stray cattle. To tackle
this problem and avoid littering
on Heritage Street, we have
installed these machines.”
“We are also working on
increasing the number of restaurants and shops, which will provide discount to those using the
machines,” he said, adding that
similar machines will be installed
across the city in near future.

n

People using the plastic bottle crushing machine at Heritage Street
in Amritsar on Friday.
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

Two killed, 3 hurt as Gang extorting money from
car hits divider in bizmen busted in Gurugram
Anandpur Sahib
Leena Dhankar
n

n

Eyewitness say the vehicle was going towards Nangal when it hit
the road divider near Taj Hotel and crushed a cyclist.
HT PHOTO

ANANDPUR SAHIB : Two persons

were killed and three others
injured when a Maruti Suzuki
Ertiga hit a road divider on Nangal road in Anandpur Sahib on
Friday morning.
Eyewitness say the vehicle
was going towards Nangal when
it hit the road divider near Taj
Hotel and crushed a cyclist Satpal, 60, of Majara village. Occupant of the car Ashish Bansal, 37,
a resident of Delhi also died in the
accident.
The seriously injured, Avneet
Jha of Gurugram, Pardeep of Faridabad and Ajit Singh of Delhi,
were referred to Post Graduate

Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh. Police said Ashish and his
six friends were on their way to
attend a wedding function at Palampur in Himachal Pradesh. It
appears that the driver dozed off
and lost control over the vehicle,
he said.A case under Section 279
(rash driving or riding on a public
way), 304-A (Causing death by
negligence), 337 (causing hurt by
act endangering life or personal
safety of others), 427 (mischief
causing damage to the amount of
₹50) of Indian Penal Code has
been registered against the driver
of the car.
HTC

leena.dhankhar@htlive.com

GURUGRAM: The police busted a
gang of six men, suspected to be
close aides of gangster Kaushal,
who is wanted in more than 200
cases of murder, attempt to murder, extortion and robbery, the
police said on Friday.
As per police, these gang members allegedly used to extort
money from prominent businessmen, jewellers, traders, hotel
owners, hospital owners across
Haryana, Delhi, Noida, other
parts of Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand. They were also involved
in robbery, dacoity and carjacking cases in the four states , police
said. Several hundred businessmen, traders, hospital owners,
jewellers and sweet shop owners
pay protection money to the gang
members, the police said.
A police team, headed by Bijender Hooda, inspector, crime unit
of Palam Vihar, arrested Ranbir
Saini, the alleged leader, early
Thursday from Dehradun.
The police said he was wanted
in at least four dozen cases in
Gurugram, including the murder
of 40-year-old Vijay Batra who
was shot dead outside a condominium on Sohna Road February
22. Akil said Saini was also allegedly involved in the murder of a

n

Five of the six suspects in police custody. They are said to be close
YOGESH KUMAR/HT
aides of Kaushal, a wanted gangster.

45-year-old history-sheeter, JD,
who was shot dead on January 23
in Shivaji Nagar. Saini was
arrested along with his associate
Ashu alias Sumit and Gaurav
from a rented accommodation in
Dehradun.
While the police were still outside, Saini, his wife, and three
other members made a 50-second
video and posted it on Facebook,
alleging that they were willing to
surrender but that the police
there were to eliminate them in
an encounter.
“They had been on the run
since 2016. They operated from
different places as they knew that
police was their locations and
keeping a watch on their operations,” Muhammad Akil, commissioner of police, said.

Another team arrested their
close aides Sushil and Satishof
Gautam Buddh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh from IMT Manesar on
Thursday. They were also
wanted in more than 20 cases of
murder, extortion, attempt to
murder and kidnapping. They
joined Kaushal’s gang in 2005
after they befriended Amit Dagar
while staying on rent in village
Naharpur Rupa. Police had
formed 12 teams comprising 50
police personnel and cybercrime
teams. Akil said the four men
were arrested without firing a
single gunshot. The teams were
spread out in many areas based
on technical and human intelligence. Kaushal, the kingpin, is on
the run and is believed to be in
Thailand, the police said.

and a final decision will be taken
after he gets clear details of the
common land and the land under
plot allotment in each sector.
“I believe plot owners will be
given major relief after recalculation that may vary from 40% to
50%,” he said.
About one lakh HSVP plot
holders in the state had refused to
pay the enhancement amount
they received in March last
year.
HTC

Centre eases wheat
procurement norms

n

Farmers drying the wheat at New Grain Market in Patiala.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Centre has

accepted Punjab chief minister
Captain Amarinder Singh’s
request for relaxation in wheat
specification for procurement in
the current season, on account of
lustre loss due to unseasonal
rains.
The chief minister had earlier
this week written to Prime Minister Narendra Modi, urging him to
ease the norms for procurement
in view of the losses incurred by
the farmers in their wheat crop
due to the rain.
Responding to the request, the
central government has decided
to procure wheat in the state with
relaxation on provisional basis in
the uniform specifications of the
crop during the rabi marketing

HT PHOTO

season 2019-20. The relaxation
comes into immediate effect, and
will remain till final analysis
report of joint team is received.
Disclosing this here, a spokesperson of the food and civil supplies department said that the
Union ministry of consumer
affairs food & public distribution
had conveyed its decision to the
state food and civil supplies
department. It had been decided
by the central government to
allow purchase of lustre lost
wheat containing up to 10% kernels without any value cut.
The ministry has also allowed
percentage relaxation up to 50%
in lustre lost wheat on districtwise basis in Bathinda, Faridkot,
Muktsar and Ferozepur, while
relaxation up to 75% has been
allowed in Fazilka and Hoshiarpur districts.
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JKLF chief Yasin Malik
to face trial in Jammu
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU: Decks were cleared on
Thursday for the trial of JKLF
chief Yasin Malik in Jammu in
two nearly 30-year-old cases
relating to gunning down of IAF
personnel and the Rubiya Syed
kidnapping, with the Jammu and
Kashmir High Court striking
down a 2008 order that had transferred their hearing to Srinagar.
In a 27-page judgment, justice
Sanjay Kumar Gupta also
vacated an order by a singlejudge bench of the high court
which had stayed trial against
Malik in 1995, besides observing
that the October 25, 2008, order of
special TADA court of Jammu
allowing Malik’s petition for
shifting trial to Srinagar was not
correct.
“...from bare perusal of contents of petitions and relief sought
therein, one can definitely come
to conclusion that petitioners
(Malik) have sought transfer of
their cases from designated court
Jammu to additional court at
Srinagar, which is not permissible under law,” justice Gupta said
in his order.
Malik is currently lodged in
Tihar jail in New Delhi after being
arrested by the NIA in a case

n

Yasin Malik

related to financing of terror and
separatist organisations.
The two cases relate to the killing of Indian Air Force officers on
January 25, 1990, on the outskirts
of Srinagar and the kidnapping of
then union home minister Mufti
Mohammed Sayeed’s daughter in
1989. The two chargesheets were
filed by the CBI in August and
September 1990 against Malik
before the designated TADA
court in Jammu. In 1995, he was
granted a stay on trial by a singlejudge bench of the Jammu and
Kashmir High Court as there was
no TADA court in Srinagar.
In 2008, Malik approached the
special court saying that the trial
could be shifted to Srinagar as he
was facing a lot of problems of
security in view of the Amarnath
row — an agitation which had
divided people of Kashmir and

Jammu on religious lines over
the issue of leasing out land to
outsiders during the annual
Amarnath pilgrimage.
CBI counsel Monika Kohli
argued before the high court that
the agency had opposed transfer
of cases to Srinagar which was
rejected. She also informed the
court that petitions challenging
the order of TADA court were
filed with the high court but the
same could not be heard so far.
During the pendency of trial in
this case as well, an application
was filed by the accused persons
seeking transfer of the case to the
designated TADA court in Srinagar.
The CBI filed objections and
opposed the application, which
was rejected by the order dated
April 20, 2009.
Highlighting the CBI objections, Kohli also informed justice
Gupta that the TADA court is
Srinagar had been abolished and
the designated court in Jammu
was given jurisdiction throughout the state with headquarters at
Jammu in May 1990.
Rejecting the argument of
Malik’s counsel Zaffar Shah as
“not tenable”, the court vacated
the stay granted by the single
bench as also the order of TADA
court of 2008.
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Sajad Lone calls
Farooq ‘white
collar killer’ over
Yasin Malik remark

Get ready to spend more for
special pujas at Kedarnath
Nitika Kakkar
n

Nitika.kakkar@htlive.com

TWO DETAINED
FOR RAPING
MINOR GIRL AT
JAMMU HOSPITAL
JAMMU: Police on Friday detained

SRINAGAR : Peoples’ Conference

DEHRADUN : Rates of special pujas

chairman Sajad Gani Lone on
Friday termed National Conference patron Farooq Abdullah as
a ‘white-collar killer’ who allegedly forced people like Yasin
Malik to pick up gun and is now
exhorting them for his own benefits. The scathing remarks from
Lone came after Abdullah on
Thursday congratulated Malik
for preferring jail to safeguard
the "honour of a Kashmiri".
“Dr Farooq congratulating
Yasin Malik for his sacrifice after
Delhi imprisoned him. Dr Farooq
did you not arrest him and torture him post 1987. Did u not put a
bounty on his head post 1987 and
why doesn’t your son go on hunger strike. Why should other people’s sons sacrifice their lives,”
Lone tweeted, along with a video
of Thursday’s statement by
Abdullah.
"He is nothing but a shameless
elite exhorting the proletariat to
sacrifice their lives while his family enjoys monarchical concesHTC
sions," Lone said.

in Kedarnath shrine are being
changed from this year as a result
of which devotees may have to
spend more money.
There are different kinds of
pujas held in Kedarnath shrine
during the Chardham yatra
period. A 15-minute special
morning puja is held every day
between 4 to 6 am for a select few
people before the sanctum sanctorum is opened to the common
public.
The booking for this puja is
made one day prior by the interested devotees and costs ₹5,000
per family. “A family which has
booked the puja is given special
entrance and allowed to participate in the morning puja. All the
items for the puja are provided by
the temple committee and are
included in the amount,” executive officer of the temple committee NP Jamloki said.
“Earlier, five members of each
family that booked the puja were
allowed inside but now only three
members will be allowed. In case

n

A 15-minute special morning puja is held every day for a select few
HT FILE
people before the sanctum sanctorum is opened to public.

more members of the same family
want to participate, they will be
counted as a separate group and
will have to pay the rate separately.” Apart from this, special
one-hour pujas are conducted
during the month of September
and October.
“Once the peak season is over
and the crowd starts to thin down,
these elaborate pujas are carried
out. Known as Rudrabhishek and
Mahabhishek, they have different rates. While there are fixed

base rates for these pujas starting
from ₹6500, the temple committee
also plans to fix a limit on the
number of family members
attending the puja. If there are
more than the fixed members,
then there will be a per person
charge of ₹2,500,” he said.
“Self-help groups will be making the prasad. But instead of cardamoms and other items, laddu
made of locally-produced chaulai
will be the primary prasad distributed from this time,” he said.

two men for allegedly raping a
minor girl inside the Government
Medical College and Hospital
here.
The accused were identified as
Salim, a resident of Poonch district, who works in the hospital
canteen and Surinder Singh, a
resident of Mishriwala, who
works in Sahyog Medical shop
inside the hospital.
In his complaint, the victim’s
father alleged that her ailing wife
was admitted in ward number 2 of
the hospital since March 1. The
victim was staying with her
mother as an attendant and it was
during this period that the
accused raped her.He alleged that
the duo threatened his daughter
of dire consequences if she told
anyone about her ordeal. However, a couple of days ago, the victim told her parents about the
incident. Police said they have
recorded the statement of the victim’s father and the accused will
be arrested soon. A medical
examination of the girl was conHTC
ducted on Friday.

SC lists CBI’s plea for hearing in Oct Former HP minister
DA CASE AGAINST VIRBHADRA SINGH

NEWDELHI: The Supreme Court on
Friday said it would hear in
October the petition filed by the
CBI seeking a clarification on the
nature of sanction needed from a
state government to probe any
offence committed within its territory.
The CBI has challenged in the
apex court a limited part of the
March 31, 2017 verdict of the
Delhi High Court passed in a dis-

proportionate assets case
against former Himachal Pradesh chief minister Virbhadra
Singh and others.
The matter came up for hearing on Friday before a bench
comprising chief justice Ranjan
Gogoi and justices Deepak Gupta
and Sanjiv Khanna which said,
“List the matter for final disposal
in the month of October 2019”.
Senior advocates Kapil Sibal

and Harin Raval along with
advocate D K Thakur appeared
for the former chief minister. In
its plea, the CBI has said that section 6 of the Delhi Special Police
Establishment (DSPE) Act, 1946
does not talk about the nature of
consent and, therefore, it needs a
clarification on the issue as it
would affect its power to investigate offences which are commitPTI
ted in the states.

Vidyasagar dies
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

DHARAMSHALA: Former Himachal
Pradesh minister and senior
Bharatiya Janata Party leader
Chaudhary Vidyasagar passed
away at the age of 84 in Kangra
near Dharamshala, a family
member said.

Governor Acharya Devvrat
and CM Jai Ram Thakur have
expressed grief over the demise
of the senior leader who passed
away at his native place in
Jamanabad area near Kangra on
Thursday night.
Vidyasagar was undergoing
treatment for age-related ailments for a few days.
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BJP heavyweights
h Thakur,
Kapoor file nominations

Jai Ram takes a
dig at Priyanka
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondents
n

DHARAMSHALA:HimachalPradesh

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HAMIRPUR/DHARAMSHALA: The

Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP)
two heavyweights, Anurag Thakur and Kishan Kapoor filed
their respective nomination
papers from Hamirpur and Kangra Lok Sabha constituency in
Himachal Pradesh on Friday.
Anurag Thakur, son of
former chief minister Prem
Kumar Dhumal and three-time
MP from Hamirpur, submitted
his papers in the presence of
chief minister Jai Ram Thakur
and his father, who accompanied him along with a battery of
slogan-shouting supporters.
Other senior leaders, including
former chief ministers Prem
Kumar Dhumal, Shanta Kumar
and state BJP chief Satpal Singh
Satti were also present.
Amid a sea of followers and
much fanfare, the leader
reached the district court in a
massive road show where people showered flower petals on
him and raised pro-BJP slogans.
Soon after the filing of nomination, the party cadre took part
in a rally where BJP leader lambasted Congress for “destroying
the nation”.
Speaking on occasion, chief
minister Jai Ram Thakur said
Congress would be “vanished
from the political scenario of
India once the election results
were declared”.
“The false and negative propaganda of the Congress would
not work and would come back

n

BJP candidate Anurag Thakur filing his nomination from Hamirpur
constituency on Friday.
ANI

heavily on the party itself,” the
chief minister said.
Dhumal exhorted people to
side the BJP for their own benefit and expressed hope that BJP
would win all four seats with a
thumping majority.
Thakur had won Hamirpur
seat defeating Rajinder Rana of
the Congress by a margins of
98,403 votes.
He is in fray for the fourth
time in succession.
In Kangra, several prominent
leaders turned up in large number as BJP nominee Kishan
Kapoor filed nomination
papers.
In a show of strength, Kapoor
was accompanied by his cabinet
colleagues-- urban development

minister Sarveen Chaudhary
and health minister Vipin Singh
Parmar during the filing of
nomination in Dharamshala.
Chief minister Jai Ram Thakur, former CM and outgoing
MP Shanta Kumar, his predecessor Prem Kumar Dhumal,
state BJP chief Satpal Singh
Satti, in-charge of Himachal for
Lok Sabha elections Tirath
Singh Rawat among others flew
from Hamirpur to attend the
rally organised on the occasion.
The nodal officer had also
ordered that the road show of
Kapoor be videographed in the
wake of complaint filed by Congress that state machinery is
being misused in favour of
Kapoor.

chiefministerJaiRamThakuron
Friday took a jibe at Congress,
sayingthepartyhasdoneenough
“experiments” to counter the
surgingpopularityofPrimeMinister Narendra Modi.
Thakur targeted Congress for
building“suspense”aroundVaranasi seat earlier after dropping
hints of fielding party general
secretary Priyanka Gandhi
against Modi.
“They (Congress) have done
enough experiments. After
Rahul, Congress brought in PriyankaGandhi.Theyclaimedthat
awavewas buildingupinfavour
ofPriyankabutitisnowheretobe
seen and has suddenly vanished,” Thakur said, while
addressing a rally for BJP candidate Kishan Kapoor.
He further said that Congress
presidentRahulGandhi’sdream
ofbecomingthePMwouldnotbe
realised this year as the people
had made up their minds to support an experienced and capable
leader. “People are aware of the
fact that Gandhi is politically
immature and inexperienced.
The BJP, on the other hand, has
the strong leadership of Narendra Modi, who has taken several
strong decisions and visionary
steps for the country,” Thakur
said. Meanwhile, Thakur congratulatedSattiforkeepingcalm.
“Scribes had their pens out and
camerasonbuttodaytheydidnot
get any news,” he said while
referring to “controversial”
speeches made by the BJP chief.

n

The saffron organisation has spread its wings exponentially in the
HT FILE
last five years from 300 ‘shakhas’ to 900 plus as of now.

BJP banks on RSS to
amplify Modi factor
in HP campaign
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA : The BJP is counting on

the grassroots network of the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS),itsideologicalparentorganisation,toamplifytheNarendra
Modi factor in Himachal Pradesh. The RSS has grown exponentially in the state from 300
shakhas (branches) five years
ago to 970 today.
At least 150 shakhas came up
inthe stateafterthe BJPgovernment led by Jai Ram Thakur
assumedofficeinDecember2017.
The RSS had 15,000 members
in 2014 and now has more than
five lakh. Earlier, the organisationdeployedseniorpracharaks
at the district level but now the
average age of zila pracharaks is
35 years.

The state unit was set up in
1940 and can boast of shakhas in
far-flung areas, including Kaza
village in Lahaul and Spiti district. The state unit, however,
downplays the organisation’s
growth.“TheRSSisanationalist
organisation with no political
role. We focus more on shakhas
for our daily drill besides other
activities. Such shakhas are
organised in every state with
Hindu population,” says Veer
Singh Rangra, the prant sarsanghchalak who is a professor
in the physics department of
Himachal Pradesh University.
Thakur’sopponentsandrival
partiesaccusetheRSSofcontrolling the chief minister’s office, a
chargetheCMdenies.Herefutes
such allegations, saying: “My
officerunsindependentlyandthe
RSS has no role to play in it.”

J&K CEO withdraws directive
on state assembly election
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: The Jammu and Kash-

mirchiefelectoraloffice(CEO)on
Friday issued a letter to the district election officers to submit
information about nodal officers
for assembly elections in the
state,indicating that elections to
the state legislative assembly
might be held soon after the Lok
Sabha election.
However, the letter was withdrawn within hours.
“Iamdirectedtoenclose herewith a format for submission of
information regarding district
levelnodalofficersforforthcoming assembly elections 2019 and
request you to submit the same
withintwodayspositively,”additional chief election officer of
J&K stated in the letter.
The letter prompted a news
agencytoframethenewsitemas
“J&K CEO blows poll bugle for
assembly elections…”

HAD ASKED ELECTION
OFFICERS TO SUBMIT
INFORMATION ABOUT
DISTRICT LEVEL NODAL
OFFICERS FOR 2019
POLLS WITHIN 2 DAYS.
Additional CEO Rakesh
Kumar Srangal told HT that the
communication has been withdrawn. “The letter was wrongly
connected to the assembly elections,” he said.
While most political parties
including the NC and PDP have
been asking for early assembly
election, the EC in March had
only announced the Lok Sabha
elections in the state citing security situation.
State administration led by
governor SatyaPal Malik onFridaytoldtheECthatitwasnotpossibletoholdassemblyelectionsin
June and instead proposed that

theelections shouldbeheld after
October.NCvice-presidentOmar
Abdullah on Friday tweeted,
“Most political parties in J&K
werereadytotakeontheseparatists and militants in assembly
elections by ignoring their
threatsofboycottofpollsandviolence.UnfortunatelyModiji&his
handpicked team in J&K have
decided to once again surrender
to these forces #Shame.”
PoliticalanalystGowharGeelani said that the elections could
easily have been conducted in
June but the governor administration is delaying it owing to
lower voter turnout in the Lok
Sabha election.
“I think because of abysmal
voterturnoutdespitecrackdown
on Jamaat-e-Islami and JKLF, it
is a kind of embarrassment for
them.Ramzanandtouristseason
isbeingusedasanexcusetodelay
the assembly election to prepare
more ground for the voter turnout to increase,” Geelani said.
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election2019
NEW CHANT

PMsets3targetsforworkers, Rahul’s new slogan targets
PM over ‘false promises’
stresses‘incumbencywave’
HT Correspondents
n

VARANASI Modi says job of winning the Lok Sabha seat was done at Thursday’s roadshow
Sudhir Kumar and Kumar Uttam
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

VARANASI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday set three targets for Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) workers in Varanasi and
assured them an incumbency
waveacrossthecountrywillstun
politicalexpertswhenresultsfor
the ongoing Lok Sabha elections
are declared.
Thethreetargetsare:toensure
increasedelectoralparticipation
of women; to reach out to firsttimevoters;andtomaintaincivility in political discourse.
Referring to the campaign
model followed by the party in
Gujarat, where Modi was the
chief minister before he contested the 2014 general elections,
he suggested that the BJP workers should personally reach out
to families in their respective
areas over the next few days and
spend time with them.
“This does not incur any
expenditure,andhelpslowering
thecostofcontestingelection.We
did it in Gujarat ,” Modi said.
“TheelectioninVaranasishould
be such that political experts are
compelled to write a book on it
after the election.”
Theresultsforallsevenphases
of the general election, which
ends on May 19, will be declared
on May 23.
“ThejobofwinningKashiwas
done yesterday,” Modi told a
gathering ofover3000BJPworkers, before he filed his nominationpapers for the Varanasi parliamentary constituency, from
whereheisthesittingMemberof
Parliament. “Media has also lost
its interest in Varanasi, because
thereisnoTRPanymore.Butyou
don’t have to be complacent,” he
said.
TRPreferstotelevisionrating
point, which indicates the popularity of a television channel
among its viewers.
On Thursday, the Congress
ended speculation about its general secretary in charge of east
UttarPradesh,PriyankaGandhi
Vadra,contestingfromVaranasi,
andfieldedformerlegislatorAjay
Rai.Theprimeministeralsoheld
asixkilometre-longroadshowin
thetempletown,andtookpartin
theeveningprayersonthebanks
of the Ganga river on Thursday.

Delhi court seeks
police response on
complaint against
Rahul’s remarks
HT Correspondent
n
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NEW DELHI: A Delhi court on Friday sought a report on action
taken by Delhi Police on a criminal complaint seeking a first
information report (FIR) to be
lodged against Congress president Rahul Gandhi for a 2016
remark he made against Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
Additional chief metropolitan
magistrate Samar Vishal listed
the matter for May 15.
The complainant, Supreme
Court advocate Joginder Tuli, in
his application said Gandhi, in a
speech in October 2016, had
accused the Prime Minister of
“hiding behind the blood of soldiers....” and “....cashing on their
sacrifice.”
Tuli sought an FIR against
Gandhi “for spreading obscenity, insulting a public figure and
also sedition”. Tuli said he had
lodged a complaint with the deputy commissioner of police (New
Delhi) and station house officer
on October 10, 2016 but the police
had not taken action despite
knowing that it was “a cognisable offence.”
Pranav Jha, a Congress
spokesperson, said the Congress
party was not scared of frivolous
litigation. “Sundry complaints
at the behest of PM and his party
are not going to take away from
the fact that as then, Shri Modi,
almost habitually is hiding
behind the supreme sacrifice of
personnel from our forces even
now,” said Jha.

THE COMPLAINANT
SAID GANDHI, IN OCT
2016 SPEECH, HAD
ACCUSED THE PM OF
‘HIDING BEHIND THE
BLOOD OF SOLDIERS’
AND ‘CASHING ON
THEIR SACRIFICE’

n

Prime Minsiter Narendra Modi during the BJP workers meet programme in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh on
Friday.
RAJESH KUMAR / HT PHOTO

›

For every 100 votes of
men in a booth, the
number of women voters
should be 105...The
election in Varanasi should
be such that political
experts are compelled to
write a book on it ...
NARENDRA MODI, Prime Minister

“For every 100 votes of men in
a booth, the number of women
voters should be 105,” he told
workers. Of a total of 1.8 million
voters in Varanasi, 800,000 are
women.
Asperfiguresprovidedforthe
first two phases by the Election
Commission of India, the voter
turnout among women has surpassedthatofmen—68.53%compared to 68.01% in phase 1, and
69.47% compared to 69.40% in
phase 2.
Modi also exhorted party
workers to make a list of all firsttime voters, irrespective of their
political affiliation. Of a total of
900millionvoters,84.3millionare
first-time voters, including 15
million in the age group of 18-19
years according to the Election

Commission.
HealsoaskedBJPpartyworkers to restore the lost bonhomie
that once existed between political adversaries. “Treat opponentswith respect.Don’tgetcarried away by the heat generated
intelevisionstudios,whereleaders from different parties have
heated arguments,” Modi said.
He asked the workers to
respect their rivals. “They are
also participating in the election
process to make democracy
stronger,” he said.
The Samajwadi Party-Bahujan Samaj Party alliance in the
statehasfieldedShaliniYadavin
Varansi. In 2014, in the first parliamentaryelectionofhiscareer,
Modi won by a margin of 371,000
votes against Aam Aadmi Party
chief, Arvind Kejriwal. With no
heavyweight candidate in the
field this time, Modi’s election
managersarehopingforabigger
victory margin.
“BJP’sstrategystartsfromthe
booth. When the party starts
campaign at the level of polling
station, it comes to know which
way the wind is blowing,” said
political analyst KK Mishra, a
professor at the political science
department of Benaras Hindu
University.
Modi said he has shown in the
past five years that the prime

minister’s post is not for “mauz
masti (enjoyment) or chahcabhatija (uncle-nephew) and
bhai-bahan (brother-sister)”,
but to serve the country. Modi
said BJP workers in Varanasi
were fortunate that they do not
face what their counterparts in
Kerala and Bengal have to. Both
the states have seen bloody
clashesbetweentheruling party
andBJPworkers,claiminglives.
“In law and order the state is
first in the country. If anyone
floutsthelawhewillbedealtwith
sternly. In BJP-ruled states RSS
workers easily get away after
committingseriouscrimesbutin
Keralathiswillnothappen,”said
Kerala chief minister Pinarayi
Vijayan, in a statement released
on social media on Friday.
“Idon’tthinkhe(PMNarendra
Modi)isawareofthegroundreality. He is going to face huge antiincumbency on May 23. He will
realise this when the results
come out,” senior Congress
leader Rajeev Shukla said.
Samajwadi Party spokesman
Abdul Hafiz Gandhi, “Modi
speaks the opposite of what he
does. He talks of love and respect
butspreadshatredandenmityin
the society. He spent ₹5000 crore
for his personal publicity...
Despite this, he criticises other
leaders.”

Proposers represent
cross-section of
Varanasi society
VARANASI :The Bharatiya Janata
Party picked as proposers of
PrimeMinisterNarendraModi’s
candidaturepeoplefromacrosssection of society in Varanasi.
They include academician
ProfAnnapurnaShukla,Jagdish
Chaudhary from the Dom Raja’s
family, senior BJP worker SubhashGupta,andretiredscientist
Ram Shankar Patel. The Dom
Rajaoverseesallcremationsand
last rites in the city of Varanasi.
Shukla, served as principal of
Mahila Mahavidyalaya on the
BanarasHinduUniversity(BHU)
campus. A graduate of Patna
Medical College, she was also
medical officer at the college dispensary. “It is a matter of great
luck that I got the opportunity to
become a proposer for PM
Modi...,” the 81-year-old said.
Subhash Gupta, a senior BJP
worker, is in his early seventies.
Before joining the party, he
servedasavolunteeroftheRashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, the
party’s ideological parent. He is
known toactasabridge between
BJPworkersandRSSvolunteers.
“It is a matter of great joy and
honour tobe theproposerforthe
PM’snomination.PeopleofKashi
are going to elect the PM, while
people in the rest of the constituencieswill elect MPs,” he said.
Ramashankar Patel, a retired
scientist of the Indian Council of
AgriculturalResearchsaid,“Iam
highlyinspiredbyPMbecausehe
is a positive thinker.”
Jagdish Chaudhary, a
descendant of the Dom Raja,
whose family plays a key role in
performinglastritesatManikarnika Ghat on the river Ganga,
said, “What the PM Modi did for
Kashi[Varanasi],nooneelsecan
do.Therefore,Ibecameoneofthe
proposers.”ThePMwouldwinby
a huge margin, he added.
Professor KK Mishra from
Banaras Hindu University’s
politicalsciencedepartmentsaid,
“Ingettingproposersfromdifferent social groups, PM made an
effort to represent the composite
culture of Banaras (Varanasi).”
HTC

N YAY I M P L E M E N T A T I O N P L A N

Cong for rollout in phases: Pitroda
Saubhadra Chatterji
n
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NEWDELHI: The Congress will try
to create at least 100 million new
jobs and roll out its poll promise,
NyuntamAayYojanaorNyay,in
a phased manner if it comes to
power after the summer elections, party’s senior strategist
Sam Pitroda said on Thursday.
Pitroda, a key member of the
panelthathasoverseentheongoing2019campaign,claimedthata
phase-wise rollout of Nyay, the
mega poverty eradication plan
that would give ₹72,000 a year to
India’s 50 million poorest households, will ensure coverage of all
beneficiaries without any stress
on the exchequer.
“In the first year, all targeted
beneficiariesmaynotbeaddedin
the scheme. But by the second
year, all beneficiaries would be
identifiedandtheywouldreceive
themoney asintended underthe
scheme,” said Pitroda.
Senior Congress leaders meet
on a daily basis to take a stock of
the campaign and fix issues.
Party leaders emphasised the
scheme has caught people’s
attentionas the campaign is cen-

‘NOT TO CONTEST FROM VARANASI
PRIYANKA’S OWN DECISION’
JAIPUR: Congress leader Sam

Pitroda said on Friday that
it was party general secretary Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra’s own decision not to
challenge Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in the electoral battle for the Varanasi
Lok Sabha seat.
Speculation over Priyanka Gandhi making her
electoral debut from the
temple town was put to rest
on Thursday when the Congress named Ajay Rai as its

teredaroundtheconceptofNyay
evenasPrimeMinisterNarendra
Modi-ledBJPhasturneditscampaigntonationalismandgovernment’s valour, in a bid to corner
theopponentsonemotiveissues.
Nyay,theCongress’minimum
incomesupportprogramme,has
beenthecornerstoneofitsentire
pollcampaignasitwantstohighlightthelossofjobsandruraldistress due to the government’s

candidate in Varanasi. Pitroda, chairman of the
Indian Overseas Congress
Department, said party
president Rahul Gandhi left
the decision to her. “It was
she [Priyanka Gandhi] who
thought there are a lot of
responsibilities; rather
than concentrating on one
seat, she should focus on
the job she has at hand. The
decision was finally hers,”
Pitroda told reporters at the
state Congress office. HTC

faulty economic policies. The
schemes will target five crore
familieswhoconstitutethepoorest 20% of all families.
Pitroda maintained that the
Congress has the political will to
provide this money without
imposing higher taxes. “This is a
socialresponsibilitybutwillgive
impetus to rural economy and
will create jobs. Former Reserve
Bank of India governor Raghu-

Rahul tweets ‘engine trouble’ on
flight, DGCA orders investigation

ram Rajan has looked into this
scheme,”heclaimed.He alsosaid
that the Congress leaders have
discussed among themselves to
focuson“jobsatdistrict-levels”if
itcomestopower:“Ourplanning
wouldbebasedonhowmanydoctors, nurses, teachers or engineersweneedforaparticulardistrict and how to generate jobs in
each district.”
Speaking at a rally in Ahmednagar,whichconcludedhiscampaign in Maharashtra, which
faces the last bit of polling on
April 29, Gandhi said that the
scheme will not affect the economy of the country.
“Iamnotpromisinganyunrealistic thing such as ₹15 lakh
promisedbyModi.Wecanlaunch
thisschemewithoutaffectingany
other sector because we want to
work in the interest of the poor
and not a handful industrialists
who got loan waiver in last five
years,” he said.
Theschemehasreceivedwidespread censure from the BJP.
Finance minister Arun Jaitley
dismissed the poll promise as a
“bluff scheme” when it was first
announced, and said that it was
unimplementable.

eral of Civil Aviation (DGCA) on
Friday initiated a probe after
Congress president Rahul Gandhitweetedthat“enginetrouble”
in his chartered flight from New
Delhi to Patna forced him to
return to the national capital.
ADGCAteamisinspectingthe
aircraft and collecting data from
therecordertoascertainthepossible cause of the incident. The
Hawker850XPcharteredplaneis
owned by Forum 1 Aviation.
“We have sent two officers to
inspecttheplaneandinvestigate
thematter,”aDGCAofficialsaid.
Gandhialsoposteda21-second
videoalongwiththetweet,which
showed the pilots manoeuvring

the small plane. “Engine trouble
on our flight to Patna today!
We’ve been forced to return to
Delhi. Today’s [election] meetings in Samastipur (Bihar), Balasore (Odisha) & Sangamner
(Maharashtra) will run late.
Apologies for the inconvenience,” Rahul Gandhi tweeted.
Congressdeclinedtocomment
on the issue. Gandhi was able to
otherralliesscheduledinOdisha,
Bihar and Maharashtra.
His flight took off from Delhi
around9.30amandlandedsafely
at 10.21am, according to officials
in the air traffic control room.
One of the officials said the pilots
informed them about the snag in
theplaneandrequestedapriority

landingafterthetechnicalglitch.
A DGCA team reached the
Delhi airport after they received
the information about the plane.
A Forum 1 Aviation executive
saidthattheaviationregulatoris
probing the matter and there
seems to be no serious issue.
Gandhi faced a similar situationbeforetheKarnatakaassemblyelectionlastyearwhenanaircraft flying him to Hubballi sufferedsnagmid-air.TheCongress
partyhadthencomplainedtothe
statepolice,allegingthattheincident raised questions of “intentionaltamperingtoendangerthe
life ofpassengers”. The DGCA in
its report said that the “‘incident
was survivable”.
HTC

SAMASTIPUR/BALASORE: Congress

presidentRahulGandhiattacked
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Friday, saying that all of the
latter’s promises had been
proventobefalseandthat hehad
robbedthepeopleoftheirwealth.
“Kuchhnahinsabjhoothahai,
Narendra Modi ne loota hai, (All
promises are proven false, NarendraModihasrobbed),”Gandhi
saidinnorthBihar’sSamastipur,
as he emphasised the benefits of
Nyuntam Aay Yojana (Nyay)
minimum guaranteed income
scheme of ₹72,000 to the bottom
20% of the poorest, annually.
Gandhialso mockedtheprime
minister for making military
operations carried out after the
terror attacks in Uri and Pulwamaa part of his poll plank and
saidhe(Modi)spokeof thestrikes
because he had been left with
nothing else to talk about.
“Hedelivershisspeechesfrom
the text on the teleprompter and
...keepsgettingordersfromabove
-- don’t talk about employment.
Do not mention the ₹15 lakh you
had promised to...every poor
Indian. Do not, at any rate, men-

n

Congress president Rahul Gandhi at an election rally in Balasore,
ARABINDA MOHAPATRA/HTPHOTO
Odisha on Friday.

tion the farmers... Keep harping
onsurgicalstrikes,”Gandhisaid
in Samastipur, where he shared
the stage with RJD leader Tejaswhi Yadav for the first time after
the general elections were
announced. In Balasore, he said
the Congress will ensure that no
farmerwassenttojailfordefaultingonloansandtherewouldbea
separate budget for farmers.
Meanwhile, BJPstate spokerspersonNikhilAnandsaidRahul
Gandhi’s promise of depositing
₹6000inaccountofpoorbeneficiaries through Nyay is just an eyewash.“Congresshasneverdone
justicewithSC/ST,OBCandpoor
of the country. Congress has lost

its base in Biharandnow piggyriding on RJD and Tejashwi,
which shows the party’s lack of
confidence...” Anand said.
DM Diwakar, social scientist
and former director of AN Sinha
Institute of Social Sciences said,
“Thereis now a competitiveness
among all major parties to dole
outmoney.Iseethisasanalarming trend because it would not
solve the basic issues like unemploymentandpurchasingpower
of people. The BJP has started
doingitbygiving₹6000tofarmers
(annually) and now Congress is
playing it out aggressively by
promising ₹6000 through Nyay.
It’s competitive politics.”

SC REFUSES TO
OVERTURN EC
ORDER ON BAN
ON MODI BIOPIC
NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

n

BJP supporters during election rally of PM Narendra Modi at
SATYABRATA TRIPATHY/HT PHOTO
MMRDA ground in Mumbai on Friday.

Cong won’t even
get 50 seats: Modi
HT Correspondent
n
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MUMBAI:MaintainingthattheBJP

would return to power, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on Friday claimed that the Congress
won’t get even 50 seats in the
ongoing Lok Sabha elections.
“Dont waste your vote. Better
to vote for a party that is coming
topowerandyoucanstrengthen
it with your vote,” Modi said
addressing an election rally in
Mumbai.Hecitedasurveyreport
to support his claim. “The only
questionnowisiftheBJPwillbetter its own 2014 tally.”
Modialsosaidhewouldensure
that the country’s citizens feel
safeandthereisnofeelingofinsecurityand“helplessness”among
them.“Mumbaineverstops,beit
26/11 attacks or any terrorist
attacksbuttheyhadtolivewitha
feeling of helplessness. But now
they have to come to know that
Modi will reply them [terrorists]
in their language. We will enter
their houses and kill them,” he
saidmakinganindirectreference
to the Balakot air strike.
He was accompanied by allies
Shiv Sena chief Uddhav Thackeray and Republican Party of
India chief and union minister
Ramdas Athawale along with
senior leaders of the party.
Modi also attacked the Congress for neglecting the police
force and turning it into a
“punching bag” while the party
wasinpower.Hiscriticismcame
in the backdrop of a raging controversy over BJP candidate
PragyaSingh Thakur’s remarks
about 26/11 Mumbai terror
attack martyr police officer
Hemant Karkare.

‘RAID MY
HOUSE IF
NEEDED’
SIDHI(MP):Dispelling the
impression that recent
searches by Income-Tax
department were politically motivated, PM Narendra Modi on Friday
said the law is equal for
all and his residence
should also be searched
if he has done anything
wrong.
Referring to recent I-T
raids at the premises of
aides of Madhya Pradesh’s Congress Chief
Minister Kamal Nath,
Modi said, “They are crying that why were they
targeted by the agencies.
But they were raided as
they indulged in wrongdoing. If Modi is found to
do such things then he
should also not be
PTI
spared.”

Had it not been for the alertness of Mumbai Police, the city
would have paid a heavier price
due to terror activities, he said.
Inaseparateelectionrallyinat
Sangamner in Ahmednagar district, Congress chief Rahul Gandhi on Friday slammed the Centre’s policies.Heappealedtovoters to “choose between the
unfulfilled promises of jobs and
financial assistance by the Modi
government and the assurance
by his party in its manifesto”.
(With agency inputs)

refusedonFridaytooverturnthe
Election Commission’s order
banning thereleaseof thebiopic,
PM Narendra Modi, until the
ongoing Lok Sabha polls end on
May 19.
A bench headed by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi said it was not
willing to entertain the plea filed
by the film’s producer challenging EC’s order.
“What survives in this now?”
thebench,alsocomprisingJustices Deepak Gupta and Sanjiv
Khanna, asked senior advocate,
Neeraj Kishan Kaul, appearing
for the producer.
Inareportsubmittedtothetop
court last week, EC said the
biopic was a “hagiography”. It
gave areportagainst themovie’s
publicscreening duringthe election campaign, saying it would
“tilt the electoral balance”.
Kaularguedthat theorderviolates the right to freedom of
expressionandisalsocontraryto
theclearancegiventothefilmby
theCentralBoardofFilmCertification (CBFC).
However, the bench replied:
“The issue is whether the movie
canbe exhibited at this time. The
ElectionCommissionhastakena
decision. We are not inclined to
entertain this [plea].” The court
even refrained frommakingany
commentwhenKaul,attheendof
the hearing, said even the promo
of the movie isn’t being allowed
on air.
The Congress welcomed the
EC stand on the issue.
“Whatisimportantinthematter is that the detailed second
report of the EC describes how
themovieisnothingbutahagiography. These facts speak for
themselves about the true intent
and purpose of such producers
and actors in the middle of an
election,” senior advocate and
Congress leader Abhishek
Singhvi said.
Singhvi added that in the last
twenty days, the Congress was
“able to successfully argue and
obtain EC orders banning Yogi
Adityanathfor72hours,banning
Namo TV, stopping Namo web
series;banningMr(SatpalSingh)
Satti (BJP’s Himachal Pradesh
state president) from campaignHTC
ing amid other things.”

C A M PA I G N I N M E T R O C I T I E S

Cong hits multiplexes to attract Avengers fans
Amrita Madhukalya
n
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NEWDELHI: Urban voters in
metro cities who went to watch
Marvel Studio’s Avengers
EndGame in multiplexes
around the country on Friday
were greeted with human size
Ludo Boards listing the manifesto points of the Congress.
The initiative is the latest in
a line of outreach programmes
that the party’s publicity team
is undertaking to reach out to
its upwardly mobile voters.
The Ludo Boards, with a
snakes-and-ladder game on it,
list some of the key offerings of
the party for the Lok Sabha
election, as listed in its mani-

HUMAN SIZE LUDO
BOARDS WITH CONG’S
MANIFESTO POINTS
GREET MOVIE-GOERS
festo. They have been placed in
over 20 multiplexes in six
metro cities, including Delhi,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Lucknow, Guwahati.
A party leader involved in
the process said that these
boards will also carry the Congress’s key campaign slogan,
Ab Hoga Nyay (There will be
justice, now), and will also
have selfie-booths.
Micro-targeting YouTube

users via masthead advertisements is also one of the initiatives. One minute advertisements during intervals have
also been designed that centre
around the party’s promises of
a simpler Goods and Services
Tax, job creation, and women
security. One such video was
shared by Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Thursday,
over Twitter.
While pamphlets and IVR
messages detailing the party’s
promised minimum income
guarantee scheme, Nyunatam
Aay Yojana (Nyay), have been
sent out to a prospective rural
voter base, a need to reach out
to the party’s urban voters was
felt. Gandhi, leaders said, had

insisted on a positive messaging for its urban voters.
Starting Friday, the party
had also started a series of
radio ads carrying the voice
of Priyanka Gandhi Vadra,
where she is talking about
how the amount under
Nyay will go into the
accounts of the woman in
the household identified as a
beneficiary. “The BJP’s
campaign has centred
around PM Modi this time, a
flight from its ‘achche din’
campaign which was positive and offered people
something. Our messages is
in a similar vein,” a member
of the Congress publicity
committee said.
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UKoptimisticaboutlisting
ofAzharasglobalterrorist
WARNING UK envoy says Pak asked to take
action against terrorists operating from its soil
Rezaul H Laskar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

misticaboutthelistingofJaish-eMohammedchiefMasoodAzhar
asaglobalterroristevenasithas
been prodding Pakistan to take
“irreversibleaction”againstterroristsoperatingfromitssoil,UK
high commissioner Dominic
Asquith said on Friday.
The Easter Sunday suicide
attacksinSriLanka,whichkilled
eight British nationals, had
broughthome“howterroraffects
us” and underlined the need to
work together to deal with the
menace, Asquith told a news
briefing. The UK and the US had
backedafresheffortbyFranceto
designate Azhar at the UN’s
IslamicStateandal-QaedaSanctionsCommitteeaftertheFebruary 14 suicide bombing in south
Kashmir’s Pulwama that killed
40 CRPF troopers. That move,
like three others before it, was
blocked by China through a
“technical hold” on the ground
thatthere was needformore evidence.TheUShasnowcirculated
a draft resolution on listing
AzharattheUNSecurityCouncil
andhinteditwillbetabledfordiscussion in order to force China’s
hand. Without naming China,
Asquithsaid,“OnMasoodAzhar,
it’s at the UN at the moment.
We’rewaiting to see whetherthe
country that has so far been
resistinginagreeingtohislisting
will lift that objection.
“I remain optimistic that we
will get to that conclusion. We
have been strong supporters of
the listing of Masood Azhar for a
decade. So I hope we will get to
that conclusion shortly.”
Responding to a question on
theUK’sroleinreducingtensions
between India and Pakistan in
the aftermath of the Pulwama
attack, Asquith said his country
was “very actively involved”
with both sides and had been

n
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NEWDELHI:India and Turkey have

n

Dominic Asquith

AFP

pushingIslamabadtoactagainst
terrorists operating from Pakistani soil. The UK, he said, had
talked “to a variety of key actors
over in Pakistan to make clear
whatweexpectedintermsofPakistaniactionagainstthoseterrorist groups who are operating
around the Line of Control in
termsofverifiable,effective,publicly declared and irreversible
action against those groups”.
He added, “So don’t mistake
natural British modesty in what
we say in public with a lack of
activity.” The UK is holding discussions with India on a free
trade deal (FTA) to be concluded
after Britain exits the European
Union this year, Asquith said.
“As long as we are in the EU, we
can’ttalkabouttariffsbutwecan
talkaboutmarketaccess,regulatorycontrolsandavarietyofnontariff issues,” he added.
The two sides have identified
sectors they can work on and
formed a joint working group
focused on improving and facilitating the trade relationship.
TradetieswithIndiaarea“really
highpriority”astherehavebeen
nine consecutive quarters of
growthinbilateraltrade,hesaid.
The number of Indian companies operating from the UK has
increasedto842andtheyemploy
105,000 people while visas were
grantedto19,500Indianstudents
last year, a figure that was 70%
higher than that for 2016, the
envoy said.

n

discussed how they can work
together to counter terrorism
and common challenges such as
the US decision to end exemptions to sanctions on Iranian oil
imports, Ibrahim Kalin, senior
advisorto the Turkish president,
said on Friday.
Kalin, who held talks with
National Security Advisor Ajit
Doval and foreign secretary
Vijay Gokhale, said Turkey and
India find themselves on the
“same page” on several pressing
issues, including US sanctions
on Iranian oil imports and Russian military equipment, and the
American plan to end the Generalised System of Preferences
(GSP) for preferential duty-free
imports.
Like India, Turkey has been
threatened with US sanctions
under the Countering America’s
Adversaries Through Sanctions
Act for procuring the S-400 air
defence system from Russia.
Kalin told an event at Observer
Research Foundation that Turkey opted for the Russian system
only after trying unsuccessfully
to buy the Patriot missile system
from the US for 10 years.
Kalin said US sanctions “don’t
work and hurt everybody”, and
Turkey is on the same page with
European nations on the issue of
US ending exemptions to sanctions on Iranian oil imports,
which are set to take effect from
May 2.
Despite the threat of sanctions, he said Turkey had no
plans to cut oil imports to zero or
to stop trade with Iran “for the
time being”.
“We are talking to the Europeans (to see) how we can find ways
and mechanisms by which we
continue to trade with Iran with-

IBRAHIM KALIN, SENIOR
ADVISOR TO THE
TURKISH PRESIDENT
WHO HELD TALKS WITH
FOREIGN SECY AND NSA
SAYS ANKARA AND NEW
DELHI ON THE “SAME
PAGE” ON SEVERAL
PRESSING ISSUES
out affecting our economy and
without violating the sanctions
and having another confrontation with the US over this issue,”
he said. He added he hadn’t
heard anything officially about
India joining such a mechanism
US unilateralism and trade
wars will cost everyone, and the
raising of tariffs and taxes in the
name ofprotectingtheAmerican
economy will “certainly backfire”, Kalin said.
“If the idea is to change Iranian behaviour on certain
regional issues in Iraq, Yemen
and Syria, that will not happen
through sanctions. You have to
have further engagement and
dialogue with Iran rather than
this kind of antagonistic sanction-based policy,” he said. Kalin
said in Turkey’s view, there is no
difference between the attack on
mosques in New Zealand and the
suicide bombings in Sri Lanka
claimed by the Islamic State.
Nine suicide bombers carried
out a series of blasts targeting
churches and luxury hotels on
Easter Sunday in Sri Lanka, killing 253 people. On March 15, a
white supremacist killed 50 people and injured many others in
two mosques, the deadliest mass
shootings in New Zealand.
The “same mindset” was
behind both attacks and the IS
ideology has nothing to do with
Islam, he added.

sentingdiamantaireNiravModi
did not move a fresh bail plea in
the Westminster Magistrates
Court on Friday, as the judge
extended his tenure in Wandsworth jail till May 24.
Modi,48,appearedviaavideolink from jail, dressed casually,
andmentioned hisfullname and
dateofbirth.Hewillbeproduced
in court on May 24 again via video-link, chief magistrate Emma
Arbuthnottoldhimduringabrief
hearing.The next“case managementhearing”in the extradition
casebyIndiahasbeenscheduled
forMay30,whenModiisexpected
to be present in court in person.
TheprosecutionhasuntilMay24
to produce paperwork related to
charges against him.
Modi’sbailpleaswererejected
twice—firstonMarch20afterhe
was arrested in central London
the previous day, and again on
March 29, despite his offer to pay
£1 million as a security deposit
andtoobeystringentconditions.
Denying Modi bail is significant given the history of Indians
sought to be extradited since
IndiaandtheUKsignedanextraditiontreatyin1992.Almostallof
them were granted bail, includingformerDawoodIbrahimaide
Iqbal Mirchi, as well as others
such as Vijay Mallya, Sanjeev
Chawla and Ravi Shankaran.
DuringtheMarch29hearing,a
lawyer for the Crown Prosecution Service, acting on behalf of
India, made several revelations
about Modi while asking the
judge to deny him bail. At the
March29hearing,Arbuthnothad
acceptedtheprosecution’sobjectionsanddeniedhimbailduetoa
flight risk, the high value and
seriousness of fraud in the scandalinIndia,andhis “lackofcommunity ties” in the Indian diasHTC
pora in the UK.

7 states put on terror alert Surat court convicts
Seven states, including all south
Indian ones, were put on alert
late on Thursday after the Bengaluru police received a tip-off
about a possible terror attack on
multiple cities and the gathering of a group of terrorists in
Tamil Nadu’s Ramnathapuram.
The alert comes at a time
when security and intelligence
agencies are concerned about
the existence of sleeper cells on
Indian soil that could be linked
to the group that carried out
bombings in Sri Lanka, where
253 people were killed on Sunday during Easter celebrations.

A caller claiming to be a lorry
driver said major cities in Tamil
Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala,
Andhra Pradesh, Telangana,
Goa, Maharashtra and Puducherry would be hit by terror
attacks… (which) will take
place on trains, said the letter
issued by Karnataka director
general of police to the states
mentioned in the tip. “He also
claimed that there are 19 terrorists present at Ramanathapuram, Tamil Nadu,” the letter
added.
A Karnataka police official,
who asked not to be named, said
the letter had been sent out after

analysing the tip-off, which was
received around 5:30pm.
“Inputs with the police suggest
that over a dozen terrorists
could have sneaked through
Ramanathapuram,” the officer
added.
Ramanathapuram is few kilometres west of Rameswaran on
the east coast, which is a short
nautical distance from Sri
Lanka. Tamil Nadu too issued
alerts to district and coastal
security officials. A Maharashtra police officer said “... places
that attract crowds… have all
been put under extra surveilHTC
lance”.

Asaram son of rape
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

AHMEDABAD: A Surat sessions
court on Friday convicted Narayan Sai, son of jailed self-styled
godman Asaram, in a rape case
filed against him by a former
woman devotee in 2013.
Additional sessions judge PS
Gadhviwillpronouncethequantum of punishment on April 30.
The minimum punishment for
rape is 10 years in jail, while the

Marathwada
drought worsens
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: The drought situation
in Marathwada and parts of
north and western Maharashtra has aggravated further with
water level depleting in major
dams in the state, according to
the figures released by the state
water resources department
this week.
Marathwada, which is the
worst affected region, has just
5.28% of water available as
against 30.67% on April 25, 2018.
The average water stock in a
total of 3,267 dams in the state
has dropped to 20.09% against
33.12% on the same day last
year.
More than 20,000 villages
were declared drought-hit in
November last year and the
state government extended a
slew of concessions and tax
rebate to the villagers.
Districts such as Beed, Jalna,
Osmanbad in Marathwada were
the worst affected.

Now, the state government
has deployed 4,594 tankers to
supply water to 3,555 villages
and 8,183 hamlets affected by
drought, according to the state
water resources department figures.
Water levels have dropped
drastically in major dams,
including Jayakwadi, Manjara,
Majalgaon,
Siddheshwar,
which are the primary water
sources for Aurangabad, Latur
and Nanded districts.
The shortfall of rain in 2018
not only caused a loss of crops in
the kharif season [between June
and October] but also affected
the rabi crops (sown during
winter) as the soil and air moisture level dropped.
Aslam Patel, a farmer from
Nandi village in Jalana said,
“All the wells in our villages
have dried up and we are totally
dependent on water tankers.
The district administration
fill public well in the evening
and the villagers keep fetching
it till midnight.

Cyclone may hit TN’s
northern coast
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

CHENNAI:The India Meteorological Department (IMD) on Friday
sounded an alert that a cyclone
, expected to make landfall on
April 30, was closing in on the
northern coastal parts of Tamil
Nadu, and warned fisherfolk
not to venture out to sea.
The Tamil Nadu government
said it had identified 4,339 areas
as regions vulnerable to cycle

and claimed that precautionary
measures had been put in
place.
A low-pressure region
formed in south-east Bay of
Bengal has transformed into a
deep depression that was 1,500
kilometres away from Chenna,
said S Balachandran, regional
director of IMD, Chennai “The
deep depression is likely to
strengthen as a cyclone on April
27 afternoon,” Balachandran
said.

ADMISSION NOTICE

Applications are invited for selection of seven candidates from the
State of Haryana for admission to 3 years Diploma Course in Handloom &
Textile Technology (DHTT) at Indian Institute of Handloom Technology,
Jodhpur (Rajasthan) for the academic session commencing from 16 July,
2019.
Qualifications
The applicant must be a domicile of Haryana and have passed 10th
standard or equivalent examination with English as a subject of study.
Some Board has already introduced the system of grading in 10th
Examination. As such, candidate must endorse the proof of details of
marks with their application form to enable the Selection Committee to
prepare merit list which is prepared on the basis on marks secured in 10th
examination only.
Out of the total 7 seats allotted by Govt. of India to the Haryana State
1 (one) seat is reserved for candidate belonging to Weavers Community
and 1 (one) each for SC/ ST/ OBC etc. In case, the eligible candidates are
not found for the reserved seats, the same will be allotted to the remaining
candidates on the basis or merit.
Age
The age limit for admission to first year of Diploma Course in
Handlooms & Textile Technology for all the categories except SC/ ST
should be between 15-23 years and for SC/ ST candidates it should be
between 15-25 years as on 01-July, 2019 of the admission year.
Stipend
A stipend of Rs. 1000/- PM shall be given to each student of first &
Second Semester, Rs. 1100/- PM in Third & Fourth Semester and Rs.
1200/- P.M in Fifth & Sixth Semester for the duration of the course (tenable
for 10 months from 16th July to 15th May).
Application form, free of cost, may be obtained from the O/o. of Joint
Director/ Deputy Director and Assistant Director, District Industries
Centres, located in each district.
The application from, complete in all respect should reach to the
Director General of Industries & Commerce, Haryana, 30 Bays Building,
Sector-17, Chandigarh on or before 10th June, 2019 through Joint
Director/ Deputy Director and Assistant Director, District Industries Centres
of the concerned district.
Ashok Sangwan, IAS
Director General of Industries & Commerce, Haryana
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RASHID IRANI
AVENGERS: ENDGAME

maximum punishment is life
imprisonment.
BesidesSai,47,whoislodgedat
Surat’sLajporejailsince2013,the
court held four of his aides,
including two women, guilty of
various offences. Sai was convicted of rape, unnatural offences, assault, criminal intimidationandconspiracy.Sai’s aides-Dharmishtha alia Ganga,
BhavnaaliasJamunaandPavan
aliasHanuman--wereheldguilty
of being part of a conspiracy.

Direction: Anthony and
Joe Russo
Actors: Robert Downey Jr,
Chris Evans, Mark Ruffalo,
Scarlett Johansson, Chris
Hemsworth
Rating:

n

The plot also provides adequate representation to superheroines.

A superhero saga for the ages

E

leven years after
Tony ‘Iron Man’
Stark kicked off
what we now know
as the Marvel Cinematic
Universe, the multi-billiondollar, 22-film MCU-Avengers franchise (arguably the
most lucrative franchise
ever) has finally been
wrapped up.
The question most fans
are asking is, does it all end
with a bang or a whimper?
Happily, and despite the
film’s bum-numbing threehour runtime, the answer is
without question the former.
At the end of last year’s
…Infinity War, the intergalactic despot Thanos (Josh
Brolin) had with a snap of his
fingers wiped out half of all
life in the universe, including several of our super-powered friends.
Their numbers depleted,

it’s now up to the surviving
Avengers — among them
Iron Man (Robert Downey
Jr), Captain America (Chris
Evans), Thor (Chris Hemsworth) and Hulk (Mark
Ruffalo) — to figure out a
way to reassemble, fight
back, and tackle the genocide unleashed by the archvillain.

The narrative is bogged
down from time to time by
hoary time-travel and heist
tropes, but the co-directing
brothers Anthony and Joe
Russo do manage to still
keep it engaging. They spend
as much mileage on character interplay and emotional
stakes as on CGI-augmented
spectacle.
The plot also provides
adequate representation to
super-heroines such as
Black Widow (Scarlett
Johansson), Nebula (Karen
Gillan) and Captain Marvel
(Brie Larson). In addition to
playful banter, the script is
stuffed with cameos by
A-list actors from earlier
films in the series. Seamless
storytelling and majestic
visuals commingle in
…Endgame making it a
superheroes saga for the
ages.

CBI files FIR over irregularities
in Mayawati-era sugar mills case
NEWDELHI:The Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) has registered a FIR and six preliminary
enquiries (PEs ) to probe alleged
irregularities in the disinvestment of 21 state-owned sugar
mills in UttarPradesh in 2010-11,
when BSP supremo Mayawati
was chief minister, according to
officials in the agency and a copy
of the FIR accessed by HT.
The irregularities led to a loss
of ~1,179 crore to the state exchequer, according to a 2013 report
by the Comptroller and Auditor
General of India (CAG) that
formed the basis of the case.
Although no Uttar Pradesh

governmentofficialorpolitician
hasbeennamedintheFIRorPEs
registered on Thursday, seven
people who allegedly submitted
forged documents in the purchase of the mills, run by the UP
StateSugarCorporationLimited,
have been charged in the FIR
withforgery,cheatingandunder
section 629 (A) of the Companies
Act , which deals with providing
false evidence, the FIR said.
The FIR and PEs have been
registered at a time when the
BSP,inanalliancewithone-time
rival SP, is taking on the Bharatiya Janata Party in elections to
the 80 Lok Sabha seats in UP.

BSP national general secretary Ramachal Rajbhar said the
investigationwasamisuseoffederal agencies by the ruling BJP
government to harass and pressurise leaders of opposition parties. “The people will give befitting reply to the BJP in the ongoing Lok Sabha election,” he said.
The controversy began in 2013
when CAG, in a report, said that
the sugar mills had been sold at
“dirt cheap” prices.
On April 12, 2018, the Yogi
Adityanath-ledBJPgovernment
in Uttar Pradesh issued a notification seeking a CBI investigaHTC
tion into the case.

HARYANA STATE TECHNICAL EDUCATION SOCIETY (HSTES)
(Under Department of Technical Education, Govt. of Haryana)
Bay Nos.: 7-12, Sector-4, Panchkula, Haryana
(Toll Free: 1800-420-2026 E-mail: onlineadmissionhelp@gmail.com
Website: www.hstes.org.in

PUBLIC NOTICE
Subject: Schedule for Online Entrance Test (OLET) for Admission to lateral entry to B.E./B.Tech Course for the session- 2019-20.
Course/ Categories
B.Tech. (LEET)
22.04.2019 to 26.05.2019
Apply online at www.onlinetesthry.gov.in
Deposit Entrance Test Fee either Online or through E-challan in any branch of the 22.04.2019 to 26.05.2019(Online)
Designated Bank.
23.04.2019 to 27.05.2019 (E-Challan)
Download Admit Card for appearing in Online Entrance Test of B.E/ B.Tech (LEET) - 2019 30.05.2019 (After 1:00 PM)
from www.onlinetesthry.gov.in
03.06.2019, 04.06.2019 and 07.06.2019
Date of Entrance Test:
Display of inter-se merit /Unique ranks of OLET-2019 on websites: 12.06.2019 (After 5:00 PM)
www.onlinetesthry.gov.in and www.hstes.org.in.
Applying Online for Tuition Fee Waiver (TFW), Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs) & 22.04.2019 to 30.06.2019
Kashmiri Migrants (KM)* category on Website www.onlinetesthry.gov.in and Deposition
of Application Form (for verification purpose) to HSTES Office, Panchkula.
Online payment of counseling fee for all categories through E-challan generated or Credit 12.06.2019 to 17.07.2019
card /Debit card /Net-banking by using Online Payment Gateway Services through
website: www.techadmissionshry.gov.in.
•
•

Three Years Diploma course in Handloom & Textile
Technology (DHTT) for the Session 2019-20 at Jodhpur

Very Good

ABROAD SPECTRUM

LONDON: The defence team repre-

2013 CASE

NEW DELHI/BENGALURU/CHENNAI:
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Nirav Modi

NIRAV TO STAY
India and Turkey hold IN UK JAIL
talks to counter terror FOR NOW
HT Correspondent

NEW DELHI: Britain remains opti-

movie review

nation

•

•
•

Admission brochure for B.E./B.Tech (LEET) Course is available online on website www.hstes.org.in.
Admissions in TFW & EWS for B.E./ B.Tech. (LEET) course shall be made on the basis of rank obtained in OLET for B.E./B.Tech.
(LEET)-2019. So candidates of TFW & EWS must appear in OLET for B.E./B.Tech.(LEET)-2019.
Kashmiri Migrant candidates are required to deposit application fee of Rs.200/- for the purpose of processing of their application
by HSTES. The E-Challan or Credit card /Debit card /Net-banking modes for depositing the application fee on website
www.onlinctesthry.gov.in may be used while submitting online application form for admission to B.E./B.Tech (LEET) course.
For more information regarding Online Entrance Test for B.E./B.Tech (LEET) Course, applicant may contact on Toll Free Helpline
No.1800-420-2026 or E-mail at onlineadmissionhelp@gmail.com.
The above mentioned schedule is subject to Change, kindly visit website www.hstes.org.in regularly for latest updates.
Joint Director
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Make Indian
cities walkable
Making mobility safe and
comfortable can boost tourism

I

t is a truth, universally acknowledged, that the best way
to really see a city is by walking around in it. In India, be it
in Delhi’s enclaves with broad boulevards, or in Mumbai’s bustling megalopolis, or Bengaluru’s increasingly
traffic-choked streets, there is so much to soak in. But it is
almost impossible to walk in these cities without a certain

daredevilry, because it is really dangerous. Our cities no longer
encourage walking, built as they are to facilitate driving.
Take Mumbai, for example. In large
parts of the city, there is a glaring lack of

H I N DUSTAN TI M ES , C H AN DI G AR H
S AT UR DAY, APRIL 27, 2019

comment
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ourtake

pavements. In a city bursting at the
seams, there are always pedestrians on the roads, this seems like
a glaring omission on the part of the town planners. Delhi is
slightly better in this regard. But try crossing a road, even in
areas that are tree-lined and have pavements. Foot overbridges
are few and far between, and practically impossible to navigate
for anyone who isn’t perfectly able bodied — the elderly, small
children, wheelchair users — or even just tired. Simple solutions
are not implemented because of their effect on cars. Longer traffic
signal stops (which make it easier to cross roads without climbing
a million stairs) will build up traffic jams. Smaller roads (that
allow for pavements on either side and take less time to cross) create bottlenecks for traffic. More pedestrian infrastructure —
trees, benches, space for hawkers and street vendors — is less
space for cars.
There are enough studies to show that better walkability
makes cities more viable for citizens, especially those who rely on
public transport to get around. According to a nationwide assessment commissioned by the ministry of urban development in
2008, a third of all daily travel trips in Delhi and more than half in
Mumbai are walking trips. Almost 90% of commuters in Mumbai
depend on public transport to get around. And yet, most of our
urban planning is focused on vehicles. Making walking safe, comfortable, and convenient for pedestrians can even help boost tourism. Combining enhanced walkability with better public trans-

stagecraft&statecraft
BRAHMA CHELLANEY

The terrorist attacks in Sri Lanka
carry a stark message for India
The main group behind the bombings, the NTJ, is
an offspring of the Tamil Nadu Thowheed Jamath

T

he Sri Lanka bombings — one of
the world’s deadliest acts of terrorism — highlight the growing
terrorist threat to democratic,
secular states. Far from a concerted and sustained global war
on terror, the anti-terrorism fight is being
undermined by geopolitics. The global ideological movement fuelling terrorism is Wahhabi jihadism. Yet, the US-ordered total ban
onIranianoilexportsfromMay3willreward
this jihadism’s financiers.
DespitespecificanddetailedIndianintelligence warnings, Sri Lanka failed to avert the
bombings, in large part because of a divided
anddysfunctionalgovernment.However,Sri
Lanka was quickto detain the bombers’ familymembersforquestioning oncethesuicide
killers were identified. By contrast, the Pulwama bomber’s family members not only
remainedfreebutalsogavemediainterviews
rationalising the suicide attack.
Sri Lanka has a blood-soaked history, but
the scale and intensity of the latest attacks
wereunprecedented.Thecoordinatedbombings,in less than30minutes,killed morepeople than the 2008 Mumbai terrorist siege,
which lasted nearly four days. Actually, in
termsofsophisticatedmethodsandsynchronisedlethality,theywereeerilysimilartothe
1993 serial bombings that targeted Mumbai.
JihadistshavelongusedIndiaasalaboratory:
MajoractsofterrorfirsttriedoutinIndiaand
thenreplicatedelsewhereincludeattackson
symbols of State authority, mid-air bombing
of a commercial jetliner and coordinated
strikes on a city transportation system.
TheseriesofextraordinarystepsSriLanka
took after the bombings — blocking social
media,imposingadailydusk-to-dawncurfew,
closingschoolsuntilApril29andproclaiming
an emergency law — may seem unthinkable
in terrorism-scarred but rights-oriented
India. But such measures were necessary to
maintain control and to deter large-scale
reprisal attacks against Muslims.

Ironically, in the days leading up to the Sri
Lanka bombings, the 2008 Mumbai attacks
were back in the news in India because of
Bharatiya Janata Party candidate Pragya
Thakur’scontroversialcommentonHemant
Karkare, the police officer gunned down in
that siege. The irony of ironies is that those
26/11 attacksreceivedmore Indian attention
thismonththanontheir10thanniversaryfive
months ago. This underscores a troubling
truth:NothingdrawstheattentionofIndians
more than political controversy, however
petty.
The Spanish-American philosopher
GeorgeSantayanafamouslysaid,“Thosewho
cannotremember thepastarecondemnedto
repeat it.” This is especially true of India,
which—farfromheedingthe26/11lessons —
doesn’t remember its martyrs. How many
Indians know the name of Tukaram Omble,
the“heroamongheroes”of26/11?Anex-army
soldier,whobecameapoliceassistantsub-inspector,Omble—byensuringterroristAjmal
Kasab’scapturealive — providedtheclinching evidence of Pakistan’s involvement in
26/11. Kasab was captured after the ambush
killing of six cops, including Karkare and
additional commissioner Ashok Kamte.
Omble grabbed the barrel of Kasab’s AK-47
andtookavolleyoffiredbullets,allowingothers to seize Kasab.
All the 10 Pakistani terrorists involved in
26/11 wore red string wristbands for Hindus
that Pakistani-American David Headley got
forthemfromMumbai’sSiddhivinayakTemple. But for Kasab’s capture (and confession)
helping to indisputably establish Pakistan’s
direct involvement, Pakistan’s wicked plan
was to portray 26/11 as exemplifying the rise
ofHinduterrorismbycapitalisingonthethen
Manmohan Singh government’s classification of the 2006-07 blasts in Malegaon, Ajmer
Sharif,MeccaMasjidandSamjhautaExpress
as “Hindu terror”.
Omble’s extraordinary bravery thus
should never be forgotten. Nor the sacrifices

n

A security officer stands guard near St Anthony's Shrine in Colombo, April 24. Like the 2016
brutal Dhaka café attack, the Sri Lanka slaughter was carried out by educated Islamists
AFP
from well-off families

oftheother26/11martyrsawardedtheAshok
Chakra —SandeepUnnikrishnan,Gajender
Singh, Vijay Salaskar, Karkare and Kamte.
The 26/11 siege affected the national psyche
more deeply than any other terrorist attack.
Yet such is India’s lack of a sense of remembrance that it laid the Kartarpur Corridor’s
cornerstoneonthe10thanniversaryof26/11,
withanobliviousIndianvicepresidentcalling
it a “historic day”. Pakistan couldn’t have
received a better gift from India.
Make no mistake: The Sri Lanka attacks
hold major implications for Indian security,
in part because the main group behind the
bombings, the National Thowheed Jamath
(NTJ),isanideologicaloffspringoftherapidly
growing, Saudi-funded Tamil Nadu Thowheed Jamath (TNTJ). The TNTJ, wedded to
fanaticalWahhabism,railsagainstidolaters.
It helped establish the Sri Lanka Thowheed

Jamath, from which the bomber outfit NTJ
emerged as a splinter.
Likethe 2016 brutal Dhakacafé attack, the
Sri Lanka slaughter was carried out by educated Islamists from well-off families. And
just as Bangladesh blamed Pakistan’s InterServices Intelligence (ISI) for the attack, the
NTJ has ties with ISI’s front organisation,
Lashkar-e-Taiba, which, through its Sri
Lanka operations, has sought links with the
TNTJ in India. NTJ leader Zaharan Hashim
was inspired by fugitive Indian preacher
Zakir Naik’s sermons and received funds
fromIndianjihadists.Itwouldbeparadoxical
if India, which tipped off Sri Lanka about the
bombingplot,becameavictimitselfofThowheedJamat terror. First of all,it must outlaw
the TNTJ.
Brahma Chellaney is a geostrategist
The views expressed are personal

port can help discourage the use of cars, reduce vehicular pollution, and reduce the number of traffic accidents. This year, this
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newspaper has led the initiative to make Delhi more friendly to

Cash transfer promises:
Recipe for a fiscal disaster

pedestrians. The Delhi Development Authority has at least begun
to think about policies to make the city more walkable. This is a
good beginning, but there are miles to go before any Indian city
can claim to have become pedestrian friendly.
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Not only is the country’s tax base small, it is also difficult
to raise tax rates too much without reducing compliance
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Sri Lanka attacks: Could
lives have been saved?

O

ne evening last month, as we left a
cinema in the suburbs of Washington,Iwantedtoknowthereactionof
ourlocalAmericanfriends.Wehad
together watched Hotel Mumbai, a film
inspired by the staff of one of the hotels targeted by terrorists in a massacre over severaldays inNovember2008. Iwanted to ask
what they thought. Instead, I was asking
myself the question that has troubled us
Indians since those terrible four days —
November 26 to 29: Did India handle the

attacks well, or at all? Did India respond as
a nation that knew how to deal with terrorism, having previously seen attacks on the
Akshardham temple and the Parliament?
Could the killings have been prevented or
minimised? Could the killers have been
intercepted,andneutralised,shot,thatis,off
their dinghy mid-sea?
QuestionsthatSriLankanswillbeasking
now. Through the film, scenes from that
horrificnightofNovember26(IwasinNew
Delhithen),playedinmyhead.Ileanedover

ate cuts by the Reserve Bankof India
(RBI) maynotfindtransmission into
lower interest rates in the Indian
economyifelectionpromisesoflarge
cash transfer programmes are kept. Fears of
largegovernmentspendingwithoutanyclear
planstoraisetaxrevenueorcutotherexpenditure can increase economic fragility as well
as create expectations that India will move
away from the path of fiscal consolidation.
This would mean government can only borrow at higher interest rates. Higher cost of
capitalwouldmeanlesserprivateinvestment.
Election promisesofboth leadingpolitical
partiesinvolvelargergovernmentspending.
Both the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and
the Congress havemade promisesregarding

to our friend in the next seat, once, to point
outAjmalKasab,thecharacterasplayedon
screen. But that was also the last time I
spoke during the movie.
Watchingtheill-equippedMumbaipolice
take position behind whatever they could
find for cover, I was once again filled with
dread. They were carrying 303 bolt-action
rifles and handguns, while the terrorists
were armed with AK-47 assault rifles, pistols,handgrenades,andbagsofexplosives.
Theyrespondedbravely,ofcourse,butthey
were outgunned and outmatched. The
whole country breathed easier when they
werejoinedbyMarineCommandosandthe
National Security Guards.
India was unprepared. “What we have
found are instances of lack of: intelligent
appreciation of threats, handling of intelligence,maintaininghighdegreeofefficiency
in instruments specifically set up to deal
with terrorist attacks and certainly lack of
overtandvisibleleadershipincarryingout
operations to face multi-targeted attacks,”
said a high-level inquiry committee set up
bytheMaharashtragovernmenttoinvestigate the response of the security agencies.

cash transfers in their election manifestos.
India’s fiscal deficit currently stands at 3.4%
ofgrossdomestic product(GDP).Even thisis
an underestimate as not all expenditure was
shownin this yearandnot allborrowingwas
showntobeexplicitborrowingoftheCentral
government in the last budget. Both parties
remain quiet on how they plan to fund the
additional expenditure; the two paths to not
borrowing more are either to tax more or to
cut expenditure.
Thegovernmenthasalreadylaunchedthe
PradhanMantriKisanSammanNidhiYojana
forcashtransferstomarginalorpoorfarmers
who own land up to two hectares. The manifesto promised to increase the scope of
PM-Kisan scheme to all farmers in the country. In addition, the BJP manifesto promises
a pension scheme for all small and marginal
farmersinthecountry.Short-termnewagriculture loans up to ~1 lakh at zero per cent
interest rate would be made available. Even
beyondthemanifesto, therearepromises for
collateralfreeloansof~50lakhtotradersand
pensions for shopkeepers.
The Congress has promised farm loan

“In fact,” it added, reflecting the mood of
thenationatthetime,“thelastfactorhasled
to public anger and resentment, both
against the political as well as the administrative establishments.”
Sri Lankans are feeling that anger and
resentment now, I think, and may read a
similar report soon on why and how they
lost more than 350 people, most or some of
whom could have been saved. There were
very specific intelligence alerts about the
possibility of attacks, and the group of men
who were planning it. Mumbai police had
similar information in 2008 — not as accurate, but close — about Lashkar-e-Taiba’s
plans to target Taj Mahal Palace Hotel.
Still, 10 Pakistani terrorists trained by
their military killed 166 people over four
days. Seven years before, on September 11,
2001, 19 men flew passenger planes loaded
withtravellersintotheWorldTradeCenter
and the Pentagon killing 2,981 people. “The
nationwasunprepared,”concludedthe9/11
Report ordered by the US government.
Sri Lanka was unprepared as well, and
will want to know why.
n

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com
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The notion of rich is relative. 99.7% of
households in India earn less than ~1 lakh
per month
SATTISH BATE/HT

waivers, one crore jobs, National Rural
EmploymentGuaranteeAct(NREGA)daysto
increasefrom100to150,andtheNyuntamAay
Yojana(NYAY)toprovide~72,000ayeartothe
20% poorest families in the country. Health
expenditure would be doubled to 3% of GDP,
and so on.
Ifalltheseelectionpromisesaretobekept,
Central government expenditure would
increase by around 3% of GDP. One proposal
istotaxtherichmore.ButwhoisrichinIndia?
The notion of rich is, of course, relative.
Households who earn ~1 lakh per month in
India are rich by Indian standards as only
about0.3%ofthepopulationearnsmorethan
~12 lakh a year. 99.7% of households in India
earn less than ~1 lakh per month.
Taxing 0.3% of households to distribute to
theremaininglooksveryhard.Soperhapsthe

top5%shouldbetaxed?But95%ofhouseholds
earn less than ~50,000 per month (or ~6 lakh a
year).Eightypercentofhouseholdsearnless
than~3lakh ayearor~25,000permonth.This
ishardlythesectionthatis“rich”andshould
be taxed to pay for the poor.
At best, raising taxes for redistributing
income from rich to poor households would
involvetaxingabout5%householdswhoearn
morethan~50,000permonthandtransferring
money tothe poor.This haslimitedpossibilities. Not only is it difficult to tax the middle
class politically, even the amount of revenue
that can be raised without pushing rates too
high and taxing away even 50% of their
income, or almost ~25,000 per month away
from them, will not raise revenues adequately.
Notonlyisthetaxbasesmall,itisalsodifficulttoraisetaxratestoomuchwithoutreducing compliance. Wealth tax, or taxing the
super-rich in developing countries, has usuallyendedupin capitalflight without raising
revenues.
Theotheralternativeistocutexpenditure.
Consideringthat interest payments,salaries
andsubsidiesare difficult to cut, thereare no
clear plans outlined by either party on what
willbecut.Usuallythismeans,asithasinthe
past, that capital spending will be reduced.
In all probability, large cash transfer programmes mean large fiscal deficits, upward
pressure on interest rates and moving away
fromfiscaltargets.Ifallthatispromisedmaterialises,Indiawill,unfortunately,almostcertainly, head towards a fiscal crisis.
Ila Patnaik is an economist and a professor at the
National Institute of Public Finance and Policy
The views expressed are personal
By special arrangement with The Print

Don’t brood over the past, every day
is an opportunity to start afresh in life
innervoice
Shiv Sethi
Life is in constant flux. Anybody who is
born on this earth is bound to perish. It’s
not possible to keep the picture of life cast
in a single frame away from the ravages of
time. Every day brings an opportunity for
a new beginning. Holding on to the past is
not advisable. However, we should
always introspect and ponder over the
follies we committed in the past.
Plato states that we should give priority to quality over quantity in life. He opines that it is better to be a human being

dissatisfied than a pig satisfied. Leading
a quality life is in the hands of human
beings as nature has not given the power
to cogitate to the animals. Only humans
have been endowed with the faculty of
contemplation
Time to time, snakes shed their old
skin and replace it with new one. Therefore, everyday is an opportunity to shed
away our old skin. And start anew with
universal love and a positive attitude. So
let us learn to live for others by lifting the
fallen, restoring the broken and healing
the wounded. The changes at the surface
level are neither needed nor do they last
long. It is futile to visit a temple with a
vengeful heart.
Inner Voice comprises contributions
from our readers.
The views expressed are personal
n

Innervoice@hindustantimes.com
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India Misinformed; The True
Story
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fake news by the Alt News team

As cynical sections scorn a pliable electoral
system, a new book edited by former chief election
commissioner SY Quraishi strikes a celebratory note

n

TN Seshan, the Chief Election Commissioner who ensured the ECI became a powerful poll regulator rather than a
HT PHOTO
mere organiser, in a picture clicked on 07 August 1996
Zia Haq
n

zia.haq@htlive.com

uring the first war of Indian
independence, leaders of the
uprising reached out to a
defunct Mughal king, urging
him to take control of his lost
empire in a desperate attempt
to expel the British. When India
finally gained freedom in 1947,
nobody was looking for a monarch anymore. India was
birthed right into the lap of modernity. The
country, “having solemnly resolved to
constitute India into a sovereign socialist
secular democratic republic”, was born a
liberal democracy, with quinquennial
elections and universal adult suffrage
from day one. In contrast, the West was
woefully late in deepening democracy,
granting the right to vote to the non-propertied class and women only in the late
19th and 20th centuries. French women
were able to vote in 1944; Swiss women
only in 1971. The allotment of symbols to
political parties, which figure in our ballots, was our own ingenious way of overcoming the shortcomings of an illiterate
electorate. Sukumar Sen, the first chief
election commissioner, thought this would
be a temporary measure since it wouldn’t
be necessary once literacy levels went up
in the promising, foreseeable future.
Have our elections served our democ-

D

The Great
March of
Democracy,
Seven Decades
of India’s
Elections
Edited by SY
Quraishi
296pp, ~699
Penguin

racy well? The Great March of Democracy,
Seven Decades of India’s Elections, a collection of essays by some renowned
experts and edited by the former chief election commissioner SY Quraishi is out at a
time when the nation is in the middle of a
keenly fought general election. As cynical
sections scorn an eminently pliable electoral system, this new book seeks to strike a
celebratory note and highlight the challenges of keeping India democratic, at least in
a formal sense. Elections alone, however,
do not a democracy make. Not long after he
crafted a thoroughly modern Constitution
that provided for an Election Commission
of India (ECI) under Article 324, BR
Ambedkar struck a cautionary note in an
interview to a BBC journalist that is available on YouTube. Excerpts:
BBC journalist: Dr Ambedkar, do you
think democracy is going to work in India?
BR Ambedkar (unhesitatingly): No.
Except in a formal sense… I mean the paraphernalia of democracy, quinquennial
elections, prime ministers and so on.
BBC: But elections are important.
Ambedkar: No. Elections are important,
provided they produce really good men…
people have no consciousness of our electoral system… And democracy will not
work for the simple reason we have got a
social structure which is totally incompatible with parliamentary democracy… In
America, yes, I agree you see democracy
works and I don’t think there ever would

The City and the Sea

Sandeep Bhushan; Westland
PP312, ~699
An account of the Indian
television newsroom

Raj Kamal Jha; Penguin
PP267, ~499
A novel on India’s tragedy of
violence against women
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Preeti Shenoy
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HARPERCOLLINS

7. The Perfect Us

8. Heads You Win

9. One Indian Girl

10. The Mister

Durjoy Datta
PENGUIN
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Chetan Bhagat
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Robin Sharma
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Book: The 44 Ideas...
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PENGUIN

10. The Intelligent
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Benjamin Graham
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KEEPING INDIA
DEMOCRATIC

The Indian Newsroom

be Communism in America. I have just
come from that country.
BBC: What alternative do you see?
Ambedkar: The alternative as I think is
some kind of Communism.
It isn’t difficult to see Dr Ambedkar’s
point. Elections will not work when the
masses have no consciousness of their
duties in a society where casteist social
structures can easily trump democracy
itself. Villages for Ambedkar were no Gandhian havens but a “den of ignorance, narrow-mindedness and communalism”.
As Alan Ryan points out in On Politics,
unlike ancient Athenian democracy,
which sought equal political power (every
eligible citizen must have an equal share of
power), modern electoral suffrage, along
with accompanying democratic structures, is designed to give equal consideration to everyone’s interests. Many of these
ideals rest on India being a democracy. But
Ambedkar’s point was that an enlightened
electorate is the sine qua non of a functioning democracy. Quraishi’s book, with contributions from Pranab Mukherjee, TN
Seshan, Bhikhu Parekh and Yogendra
Yadav etc, gives an overview of the institutional, organisational and geographical
challenges of the early years faced by the
ECI. It also talks about the emergent challenges of money, funding and other corrupting influences. We are not even talking of the sheer ineffectiveness of India’s
poll administrator in tackling the new
monster of fake news.
A graver challenge has now been
revealed in the degree to which political
parties, the Supreme Court and the intelligentsia have found the ECI seriously wanting. It took the top court to comment this
month that the “Election Commission has
woken up to its powers” after it acted belatedly on political leaders making controversial speeches. India’s poll administrator derives its powers directly from the
Constitution. Yet, in an astounding lack of
institutional memory as to its own powers,
the ECI proclaimed before the Supreme
Court this month that it was toothless in
enforcing the model code of conduct. “The
power of the ECI in this behalf is very limited... we can issue notice and seek reply
but we can’t de-recognise a party or disqualify a candidate,” the ECI stated.
There is an attempt, in the book, to highlight the essentiality of the ECI. Indeed, it
is the only institution of its kind we have.
But elections aren’t a sufficient, if a necessary, condition for a thriving democracy.
Democracy consists of elections, public
deliberations and protests, writes Parekh,
setting out some normative arguments in
the book. He notes that the “last two components have suffered a decline”. As he
writes, elections have become detached
from democratic institutions and this has
given rise to authoritarianism.
Seshan, the legendary chief election
commissioner who ensured the ECI
became a powerful poll regulator rather
than a mere organiser, recalls that the
1990s were the “toughest time”. Not only
were governments uninterested in
strengthening the ECI, the bureaucracy
too resisted the ECI’s mandate, he writes.
He warns that the “scope of the executive
to play mischief still exists”. Chistrophe
Jaffrelot’s chapter on TN Seshan is the
centrepiece. As criminalisation of Indian
elections reached alarming levels in the
1980s and 1990s, the “Seshan effect”
famously instilled the rule of law necessary for free and fair polls. How did he do
it? Seshan simply acted with zeal to
enforce the model code of conduct, the
same one that the current ECI claimed has
very “limited powers”. He suspended polling in a Madhya Pradesh seat where a sitting Governor campaigned for his son. In
Uttar Pradesh, he forced a minister to quit
the dais since the campaigning time was
over. Seshan’s story, as Jaffrelot argues,
shows that the effectiveness of institutions
depends on the personalities that
run them. As aspersions continue to be cast on the ECI
now, the poll body doesn’t
need a new mandate. What
it requires is a new resolve
to save its own face.
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Jazz legend
Dizzy Gillespie
charms a snake
with his
trumpet during
a trip to Karachi
in 1956.
“Pakistanis and
cobra found
him
irresistible,”
says the
original
caption.
BETTMANN ARCHIVE/
GETTY IMAGES

COSSACK OF CURRACHEE
The Selected Works of Abdullah the
Cossack is fiction as world view

longside cryptic epigraphs from F
Scott Fitzgerald and Faiz Ahmed
Faiz, the only-partially-reformed
slam poet HM Naqvi began his debut
novel Home Boy with a couplet from
that most writerly act of old-school rap,
Eric B & Rakim. “This is how it should be
done/ This style is identical to none”
applied impeccably to that 2010 best-seller
with its vivid, cascading prose recalling
exactly what it felt like to be desi in the
New York City environs before, during
and immediately after the 9/11 terrorist
attacks that turned our times topsy-turvy.
Naqvi deservedly won the inaugural DSC
Prize for South Asian Literature for it. But
those lines from I Know You Got Soul
remain perfectly apt for the 44-year-old
author’s hugely enjoyable follow-up The
Selected Works of Abdullah the Cossack.
Part-farce, part-lament, at turns scholarly
and satirical, nothing quite like this novel
has emerged from the subcontinent since
Salman Rushdie set about demolishing the
colonialist façade of Indo-Anglian writing
nearly 40 years ago.
Idiosyncrasies abound in what Akhil
Sharma blurbs on the front cover of the
Indian edition as “a fun, fantastic thing.”
In the back, there’s an absurdist “Sociocultural Genealogical Table” with its family
tree leading directly from Lord Ram and
Prophet Abraham to five Pakistani brothers, including the ostensible diarist who
gives the novel its name. Following that is
an engagingly eccentric “Glossary Of
Terms For Those English-Speaking Peoples Who Are Unfamiliar With Our Idioms.” Sample entry: “PBUH An acronym
that connotes the awkwardly phrased benediction, Peace Be Upon Him. I understand
some Christian evangelicals employ the
even stranger ‘Angel Upon You,’ or AUY.
One wouldn’t want angels swarming about
oneself; one passes gas when one is upset.”
Laced all the way through (precisely 182
times in 257 pages) there are digressive
footnotes, ranging from long to encyclopedic. It is true this is a lot of fireworks one
after the other but, happily for the reader,
underlying the quirky high-energy Naqvi
is an assured story-teller in the classical
mould. He reveals Abdullah (halfway
through, we learn he earned his sobriquet
by out-drinking a visiting Soviet delegation) as flatulent, flailing and more than
faintly ridiculous but also immensely likeable, unexpectedly gutsy and an old-fash-

ioned romantic with his priorities dead
straight. “I am not a bad man but not good
for much any more,” says our protagonist,
“I am not the same man I was yesterday.”
But then “the damnedest development”
erupts into his life on his 70th birthday,
and we’re off adventuring full-speed into
“Currachee” both past and present.
Abdullah’s obduracy isn’t only lexical.
He’s hopelessly stuck in the first stage of
grief, in deep-seated denial about the
decline of his hometown after its cosmopolitan heyday. “Jazz came to Currachee
in ‘53” he recalls, “Whilst the Anglos congregated at the Burt Institute, and the gentry waltzed across the floors of the Gymkhana and Scinde Clubs, the Goans were
doing the Lindy hop or cha-cha-cha…And
of course, everyone would bring liquor –
Murree, caju feni or Goan hooch and, if
they could afford it, the foreign sauce: Dimple, Black & White, Vat 69. Before long, the
legendary Eddie Carapiet began hosting
the weekly radio show ‘The Hits Parade’,
injecting jazzy riffs into the bloodstream of
the city. And one fine day Dizzie Gillespie
rolled into town.” But “then the Prime
Minister had imposed prohibition in a gutless attempt to gain currency with the
excitable religious rabble. The clubs, bars
and cabarets were shut down soon
after…It was the end of an age.” He
mourns, “I remember it all as if it were yesterday. But yesterday is no more.”
The Cossack is clearly out of sync in 21st
century Pakistan. There are twists and
mysteries aplenty in The Selected Works
of Abdullah the Cossack, but this review
will issue no spoilers. Still, you should
know the novel is often courageous. When
his bank teller says “Allah-Hafiz”, the Cossack rebukes her, “Khuda-hafiz. The correct usage is Khuda-hafiz. ‘But Khuda
could be any god’, she chirps… I snap: ‘And
I could hail from any faith. I could worship
Ram, Zarathustra, Taus Melak. As a Musalman, you should be doubly, no triply
intent on accommodating others.”
This is straightforward pluralism, the
endangered civilizational bedrock of the
subcontinent. Naqvi is an evident connoisseur, lovingly tabulating all kinds of minutiae: the Lahore-born Baghdadi Jewish
architect Moses Somake, Karachi’s “dark
horse candidate for Pope” Cardinal Joseph
Cordeiro, any number of Goan and Parsi
luminaries, and the Indian-Jewish-Pakistani-Muslim painter Simon Fyzee
Rahamin, who studied at London’s Royal
Academy under John Singer Sargent at
the turn of the 20th century.
Here is fiction as an act of retrieval, as
world view, and every now and then the
slam poetry shows up too:
“It is a gorgeous evening, the sort that
reminds you why one resides in Currachee: the stars are spilled sugar across the
sky, and the breeze is cool and salty like
lassi.”
Vivek Menezes is a curator, photographer, writer and
co-founder of the Goa Arts and Literature Festival

istics of e-comm and its likely movement in
the Indian business space. The power of
the click has spelt the “death of distance”
in traditional commerce.
Geography is dead too. E-retail operates
globally so competition is intense. No wonder Amazon sells every book at a deep discount. Today, price is the only means of
vendor differentiation. In the Indian context, Pandey raises two unanswered

issues: limited competition and absence of
profitability. In Chapter 6 entitled Some
Theoretical Musings on E-Commerce, he
writes: “One possible narrative told to financiers is as follows: India is a large market and, more importantly, growth possibilities are immense. The consumer has
just been introduced to online space and
will take considerable time to accept this
new way of doing business. She has to be
‘trained’ to accept e-commerce, infrastructure has to be built, the regulatory environment has to develop. A long transition
is inevitable.
To reap the rich harvest of a humongous
e-commerce-savvy market, players must
play a waiting game of building state-ofthe-art platforms, discounting heavily,
advertising profusely, capturing market
share in customers’ hearts and wallets.
Keep faith strong, immense profits will be
made.”Pandey’s last sentence in the book,
and mine here, are the same: In election
season I hope e-commerce policy makers
will set politics aside.
Sujoy Gupta is business historian
and corporate biographer

The Selected Works of
Abdullah the Cossack
HM Naqvi
270pp, ~599
HarperCollins
Vivek Menezes
n
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SY Quraishi
PARVEEN KUMAR/
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THEDEATHOFDISTANCE E-COMMERCE AND THE INDIAN RAILWAYS
THE POWER OF THE CLICK
A book that describes how Indian Railways, a solidly publicsector organisation, used e-commerce to change its business paradigm
Sujoy Gupta
n

When It Clicks
Amitabh Pandey
156pp, ~299
Pan Macmillan

letters@htlive.com

Management books are rarely lightweight
(in gms and word count.) This one indeed is
heavyweight (in quality of insights shared)
but unassumingly light in one’s hands.
The subtitle ‘Field Notes From India’s
E-Commerce Revolution’ worried me.
Much has been written about how India’s
e-commerce ‘revolution’ was successfully
triggered off by Liberalisation; I wondered
if Amitabh Pandey had something new to
offer. This book narrates autobiographical
‘field notes’ collected during a career partially spent working in the Indian Railways and describes how this solidly public-sector organisation internalised e-commerce and used it to change its business

paradigm. I wondered, and still do to a certain extent, whether the application of
e-commerce tricks and techniques in managing the country’s stodgy railroad system
makes for a tale sexy enough to interest
professionals who pick up management
books at airports or from Amazon. After
all, presumably, only a few among them
travel by long-haul train and need to carry
a book or two to while away time as they
chug along. On introspection, though, this
possible weakness is also the book’s
strength. Readers’ range of interest is not
restricted to familiar subjects and Pandey’s field notes provide insights in areas
that the average air traveller will not read
about elsewhere.
Here’s a nugget from Chapter 3 entitled
Introducing E-Commerce To India’s

Bricks-And-Mortar Economy: “To nudge
the naturally reluctant customer – remember, the unfamiliar is frightening – e-comm
needed to offer some huge value-add, enormous discounts or massive convenience
compared to brick-and-mortar purchase.
In the Indian context reserved railway
tickets met all these criteria, most importantly the need for touchy-feely customer
interface.” This online facility was a big
success. Pandey, who was in the thick of
the project, gushes that “project implementation didn’t involve any ‘Rocket Science’ yet it brought a massive fundamental
change in our economy and society. By
this point, the initial disquiet about the
book’s raison d’être was gone and I
accepted Pandey’s advice to theorise a little to understand the principal character-

n

Crowd at a
ticket booking
window at a
railway station
in New Delhi on
June 10, 1992.
ROBERT
NICKELSBERG/GETTY
IMAGES
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world

BRAZIL CAN’T BE A COUNTRY OF THE GAY WORLD,
OF GAY TOURISM. WE HAVE FAMILIES.

> JAIR BOLSONARO, Brazil’s president, warns against ‘gay tourism’

SriLankancopsraidISvideo Pak, China set for
CPEC 2nd phase
location,seizeexplosives

photooftheday

Sutirtho Patranobis

TERROR TRAIL President says ringleader Hashim died in Shangri-La hotel attack
Agencies
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

COLOMBO: Sri Lanka’s security

n

A passer-by takes a photograph next to a graffiti believed to
have been created by street artist Banksy, at the site where
hundreds of Extinction Rebellion climate protestors camped
recently, at Marble Arch in London.
REUTERS

shortstories
CORBYN TO BOYCOTT TRUMP DINNER
LONDON: Britain’s main opposition Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn on Friday
declined an invitation to a banquet with Donald Trump when the US
president visits in June, accusing him of using “racist and misogynist
rhetoric”. Prime Minister “Theresa May should not be rolling out the red
carpet for a state visit”, Corbyn, a veteran left-winger and pacifist, said in a
statement. Trump “rips up vital international treaties, backs climate change
denial and uses racist and misogynist rhetoric”, Corbyn said, although he
added that he would welcome a meeting with Trump during the June 3-5
visit. Corbyn said it was “disappointing that the prime minister has again
opted to kowtow to this US administration”. House of Commons speaker
AFP
John Bercow has ruled out allowing Trump to address parliament.

Heatstroke leaves 15 dead
at shrine in Pakistan

‘US coalition killed 1,600
civilians in Syria’s Raqqa’

KARACHI: At least 15 people have
died due to heatstroke while
attending the annual religious
rites of Urs at the Lal Shahbaz
Qalandar shrine in Pakistan’s
Sindh province. Sarwar Shaikh,
the in-charge of the Edhi Centre in
Sehwan area, said the death toll
at shrine had reached 15 as the
PTI
heat wave continues.

BEIRUT: The US-backed assault to
drive Islamic State from its Syrian
capital Raqqa in 2017 killed more
than 1,600 civilians, 10 times the
toll the coalition itself has
acknowledged, Amnesty International and the monitoring group
Airwars said. The cases they had
documented probably amounted
to violations of international
REUTERS
humanitarian law.

Xi likely to visit US in June
to sign trade deal
BEIJING:Chinese President Xi
Jinping could visit the US as early
as June to sign a trade deal with
his American counterpart Donald
Trump. Xi would visit the US in
June if the two sides can finalise a
deal, South China Morning Post
AGENCIES
reported.

B’desh: Rana Plaza rescue
hero sets himself on fire
DHAKA :Nowshad Hasan Himu, 27,
a Bangladeshi activist who
rescued dozens of people when
the Rana Plaza factory complex
collapsed in 2013, has committed
suicide after suffering years of
trauma-related depression. AFP

inthenews

ANNA SOROKIN

Fraudster who conned many convicted in US
A jury in Manhattan, New York, convicted
the socialite of mixed German and Russian
origin, who bankrolled her lavish lifestyle
with tens of thousands of dollars swindled
from banks, hotels and friends who believed she
was a wealthy German heiress

1

2
3

She was found guilty on four counts of theft of services, three
counts of grand larceny and one count of attempted grand larceny.
She now faces up to 15 years in prison
Using the name Anna Delvey, she deceived friends and financial
institutions into believing she had a fortune of $67 million and was
the daughter of a diplomat or an oil baron.

Boy Scouts faces slew
of cases, bankruptcy
WASHINGTON: The Boy Scouts of

America’s own records, which
havebeencalledthe“perversion
files”,showthatmorethan12,000
childrenweresexuallyassaulted
by leaders of the organisation
goingbackseveraldecadestothe
1940s. The organisation could be
hit witha slew ofcourtcasesthat
could drive it to bankruptcy.
The revelations came in a
court testimony by a researcher
hired by the Boy Scouts to examineitsrecordsthathadremained
secret for all these years.

Yemen war death
toll is much higher
than reported
Nadim Siraj
n

syed.siraj@htlive.com

Thereportshowed12,254children were allegedly abused by
7,819leaders,asperthetestimony
released by Jeff Andersen, the
plaintiffs’ attorney.
The attorney told reporters
that the list isn’t complete. “This
is far from a full disclosure of
what the Boy Scouts actually
knew,” he said.
The Scouts leaders found to
have abused children were not
reportedtolawenforcement,but
assignedworkthatdidn’tinvolve
HTC
dealing with children.

forces on Friday raided the location where they believe Islamist
radicals recorded a video pledge
to Islamic State (IS) leader Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi before carryingoutthedeadlyEasterSunday
attacks.
Police said they found an IS
flaganduniformssimilartothose
wornby theeight fightersforthe
film before they launched the
attacks against three luxury
hotelsandthreechurches,killing
253. During a separate search,
securityforcesandmilitarycame
underfirehowevertherewereno
reports of injuries, police said.
“We have found the backdrop
the group used to record their
video,” the police said.
The IS had released the video
two days after the attack.
Policeshowedtheclothingand
the flagonnational television, as
well as some 150 sticks of dynamite and about 100,000 ball bearings seized from the house.
The discovery in the town of
Sammanthurai, 370km east of
Colombo, came as police and
securityforcescontinuedsearch
operationsforIslamicextremists
responsible for the bombings.
WANTED EXTREMIST
KILLED, SAYS SIRISENA
An Islamic extremist believed to
have played a key role in the
EasterterrorattackinSriLanka

n

Citizen of Stavtrup gather in the Holch Povlsen family home town to commemorate three children the
REUTERS
family lost in the Sri Lanka bomb attacks, in Stavtrup, Denmark.

›

We take collective
responsibility and
apologise to our fellow
citizens for our failure to
protect victims of these
tragic events.

“What intelligence agencies
have told me is that Zahran was
killed during the Shangri-La
(hotel) attack,” President Maithripala Sirisena told reporters,
referring to Zahran Hashim,
leaderofa localextremist group.

RANIL WICKREMESINGHE,
Sri Lanka’s Prime Minister

had died in one of the bombings
targeting a luxury hotel, the
country’spresidentconfirmedon
Friday.

Trump pulls US out
of arms trade treaty
supported by UN
n

The Sudanese Professionals Association (SPA) is
leading the protests. It first forced Omar al-Bashir
from power, then forced pro-Bashir figures to resign
from the military council that took power on April 11

n ‘WON’T GIVE UP!’ Protesters chant slogans as
AFP
they gather for a march in Khartoum.

Donald Trump holds up an
executive order as he declares
the US will drop out of the
arms trade treaty.
REUTERS

letters@hindustantimes.com

Anirudh Bhattacharyya
VLADIVOSTOK,RUSSIA: Kim Jong Un

n

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un gets out of his car outside the
railway station in Vladivostok, Russia.

AFP

countriesasrivalsinthestruggle
to influence North Korea.
The Russian government has
called for the sanctions to be
eased,whiletheUShasaccusedit
of trying to help Pyongyang
evade some of the measures accusations Moscow denies.
A little more than a week ago,
Pyongyang demanded the
removal of US secretary of state
Mike Pompeo from the stalled
nuclear talks, accusing him of
derailing the process.

BLAST, BLAZE
AT TATA STEEL
PLANT IN UK;
TWO INJURED
prasun.sonwalkar@hindustantimes.com

Alaa Salah, 22, is a protestor who shot
to fame after her picture (above) went
viral. The iconic image has earned her
the nickname “Woman in White”

Steelsufferedburninjuriesinan
explosiondescribedas“massive”
at its biggest plant in the UK in
Port Talbot, Wales, early on Friday morning.
The company said the explosion occurred in a train used to
carry molten metal. The fires
were eventually put out and all
employees were accounted for.
“Two of our employees suffered minor injuries and both
have been released following
treatment,” the company said.
“The spillage led to a number
offireswhichwereextinguished
by our own emergency services,
supportedbymembersoftheMid
and West Wales Fire and Rescue
Service.Wearecurrentlyinvestigating the cause of the incident
and are looking to minimise any
impactonproduction,”TataSteel
said in a statement.
Imagespostedonsocialmedia
showed huge flames at the site
andplumesofsmokerisingabove
the plant that employs over 4,000
people. The blasts occurred at
around 3.30am and the site
reopened by 7am, reports said.
Sharon Freeguard, a Neath
PortTalbotcouncillor,toldBBC,
“Iheardabouttwotothreeexplosions. It was extremely frightening... The house just shook.”

M O Z A M B I Q U E A G A I N FAC E S N AT U R E ’ S F U R Y

Cyclone kills three, leaves
chilling trail of destruction
Agencies
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

letters@hindustantimes.com

TORONTO: An Indo-Canadian

TRUMP WELCOMES
CHINA, RUSSIA HELP
Trump welcomed the roles of
Russia and China in nuclear
negotiations with Pyongyang on
Friday.
“I appreciate that Russia and
China are helping us,” Trump
toldreportersattheWhiteHouse,
indicating he did not see the two

ALAA SALAH/TWITTER

SYMBOL OF THE PROTESTS

has also spoken of leaving the
WTO and the NATO.
The arms trade treaty, which
seeks to regulate global arms
trade,wascoordinatedbytheUN
and had come into effect in 2014.
It hasbeen signedby130 countries, but ratified by only 101 of
them. The US signed it in 2013
underBarackObama,buthadn’t
ratified it.
India hasn’t signed the treaty,
arguingthatitdoesn’tadequately
address concerns about terrorism and the role of non-state
actors.

Indo-Canadian
activist takes legal
action to take back
his party’s name

VLADIMIR PUTIN,
President of Russia

LONDON: Two workers of Tata

Khartoum versus provinces

n

›

(BRI is) intended to
strengthen the
creative cooperation of the
states of Eurasia... and fits
perfectly into our plans.

n

Sudanese history has been marked by long periods
of dictatorship punctuated by bouts of dysfunctional parliamentary politics. The SPA may have to
struggle for a while to negotiate Khartoum's politics
For decades, Sudan has been hit by rebellions in the
provinces by ethnic and religious minorities who felt
marginalised by the government, which is
dominated by Sudanese Arab Muslims. Prolonged
unrest could fuel renewed demands for autonomy.

liberalised trade regime.
Morethan30headsofstateand
representatives from over 100
countriesandinternationalorganisations are taking part in the
three-day forum which concludes on Saturday.
India stayed away, as CPEC
passes through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir, raising New
Delhi’s sovereignty concerns.
Deliveringthekeynotespeech
at the opening ceremony of the
forum on Friday, President Xi
said BRI was for high-quality,
sustainable and shared development, but did not pledge new
funds for the project. The principle of extensive consultation,
joint contribution and shared
benefits for the BRI should be
upheld, Xi said.
TheBRIhasbeencriticisedfor
ensnaringsmallercountriesinto
“debt-trap diplomacy” and high
costofprojects.Xisoughttoallay
those fears, talking about winwin cooperation with participating countries. He said China will
increase imports of goods and
servicesonalargerscale,andwill
further lower its tariff rates.

Prasun Sonwalkar

The bumpy road ahead

Agencies

from sanctions but the two sides
disagreed over what the North
waspreparedtogiveupinreturn.

CHRISTINE LAGARDE, International
Monetary Fund managing director

What the protesters achieved

WASHINGTON: President Donald

n

›

History has taught us
that, if not managed
carefully, infrastructure
investments can lead to a
problematic rise in debt.

Three years ago, doctors, lawyers, engineers,
teachers and others formed the SPA. In December,
the SPA sought wage increases due to rising prices,
before eventually demanding to overthrow Bashir

North Korean leader accuses
US of acting in ‘bad faith’
has accused the US of acting in
“badfaith”intalksonitsnuclear
arsenal, North Korean state
media said on Friday as he left
Russiafollowinghisfirstsummit
with President Vladimir Putin.
Kim’s armoured train
departed the port city of Vladivostok a day after talks that saw
Putin back the North’s need for
“security guarantees” in its
stand-off with the US.
The Korean Central News
Agency reported that Kim told
Putin the US had adopted a “unilateral attitude in bad faith” at a
summit with US President
DonaldTrumptwomonthsagoin
Hanoi.
“Peace and security on the
Korean peninsula will entirely
dependontheUSfutureattitude,
andtheDPRK(NorthKorea)will
girditselfforeverypossiblesituation,” Kim was quoted as saying.
The Kim-Trump summit
brokedowninFebruarywithout
adeal,aftercash-strappedPyongyangdemandedimmediaterelief

theysay

Roots of the revolution

KIM’S RUSSIA VISIT

n

BEIJING: Pakistan and China are
readytostartthesecondphaseof
the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor(CPEC),PrimeMinister
Imran Khan said on Friday, noting that the two countries have
made substantial progress in
implementingthefirstraftofprojects under the venture.
The CPEC is a key project
underPresidentXiJinping’sBelt
andRoadInitiative(BRI),amultibillion dollar connectivity plan
that aims to revive ancient land
and sea trade routes between
China, rest of Asia and Europe.
Khan said that Pakistan and
Chinaareenteringthenextphase
of CPEC with greater emphasis
onsocialeconomicuplift,poverty
alleviation,agriculturecooperationandindustrialdevelopment.
Speaking at the Second Belt
and Road Forum for International Cooperation in Beijing, he
mooted five joint projects comprisingpoverty alleviation, anticorruption, fighting climate
change,a tourism corridor anda

A close look at the African country’s unfinished revolution as protests continue

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

TrumponFridayannouncedthat
he was pulling the US out of the
Arms Trade Treaty (ATT), a
UN-led arrangement to regulate
global trade in conventional
weapons, yielding to gun-rights
proponents who have long
argued the pact would subject
Americanstointernationallaws.
“I am officially announcing
today that the US will be revoking… America’s signature from
this badly misguided (treaty),”
Trumpsaidataconventionofthe
National Rifle Association
(NRA), the powerful body that
spearheads the gun lobby and
which had opposed the treaty.
“We are taking our signature
back,” the US president said.
He said the US will soon notify
the UN, which had coordinated
thetreaty,andthathewouldalso
asktheUSSenatetostoptheprocess that had been initiated to ratify the pact.
With the announcement,
Trump has basically pulled the
US out of yet another international agreement, adding to a
growing list that includes the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action(alsocalledtheIranDeal),
the Paris Climate Accord,
UNESCO and the Trans-Pacific
Partnership. The US president

CATHOLICS IN SRI LANKA
CANCEL SUNDAY MASSES
Catholic churches in Sri Lanka
cancelled all Sunday Masses
until further notice over fears of
more attacks.

spatranobis@hindustantimes.com

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN SUDAN?

Yashwant Raj

NEWDELHI: The number of deaths

caused by the conflict in Yemen
hassoaredpast70,000,according
to a new report.
Data collected between the
start of 2016 and mid-April this
yearshows70,200deaths, conflict
monitorArmedConflictLocation
andEventDataProject(ACLED)
said.Therevelationisdisturbing
given that up until now, it has
beenreportedinthemediaandby
the UN that the death toll has
ranged between 8,000 and 14,000.
The ACLED report also said
10,000 people died in the last five
months, while the death toll this
year stands at 7,600 at least.
ACLED,whichmapsconflicts
onareal-timebasis,hasobserved
that fatalityratesin Yemenhave
shiftedacrossareasoverthepast
two years.
“Reportedfatalitiesincreased
mostdramaticallyin(theregions
of)AlJawfandHajjah,alongwith
Taiz, Sadah and Ad Dali,” the
report said. “They dropped most
significantly in Hodeidah and
also in Marib, Sanaa and Al
Bayda.”

US WOMAN WRONGLY
IDENTIFIED AS SUSPECT
The Sri Lankan police which
wrongly identified an American
Muslim woman as a suspect has
apologised for the goof-up.
ThepoliceonThursdayissued
aflyerwiththenamesandphotos
of six persons - three men and
threewomen-wantedinconnec-

tion with the attacks that killed
253 people. On the flyer, a photograph of Amara Majeed was put
wrongly by Sri Lankan authorities, identifying her as a suspect
linked to the bloodshed.
The name attached to the picture was Abdul Cader Fathima
Khadiya - but the picture was of
Baltimore-born Majeed, whose
parents are from Sri Lanka.

n

activist has taken legal action
against Elections Canada's decision to reserve the name, People's Party of Canada, for a newly-formed rightwing political
party, claiming that the copyright and trademark rest with
him.
The People's Party of Canada
was formed by rebel Conservative Party MP Maxime Bernier
and has already contested federal by-elections in the country.
But Satinder Dhillon, based in
Abbotsford, British Columbia,
is striving to “take back” the
name, claiming he had filed for
party status using it before Elections Canada “weeks prior” to
the other party.
The resulting legal case in
this matter was heard in a federal court in Montreal, and the
presiding judge has reserved
judgment, meaning that a decision could be announced at any
point in the near future.

JOHANNESBURG/LUANDA: Cyclone
Kennethkilledat leastthree personsandleftatrailofdestruction
in northern Mozambique,
destroying houses, ripping up
trees and knocking out power,
authorities said on Friday.
The cyclone brought storm
surges and wind gusts of up to
280kmph when it made landfall
on Thursday evening, after killing three people in the island
nation of Comoros.
Itwasthemostpowerfulstorm
on record to hit Mozambique’s
northern coast and came just six
weeksafterCycloneIdaibattered
theimpoverishednation,causing
devastating floods and killing
more than 1,000 people across a
swathe of southern Africa.
The World Food Programme
(WFP) warned that Kenneth
could dumpas much as 600 millimetres of rain on the region over
the next 10 days - twice that
brought by Cyclone Idai.
Onewomanintheporttownof
Pemba died after being hit by a

n

Cyclone Kenneth approaches the coast of Mozambique in this
REUTERS
satellite image made available on Thursday.

fallingtree,theEmergencyOperations Committee for Cabo Delgado (COE) said in a statement.
In rural areas outside Pemba,
manyhomesaremadeofmud.In
the main town on the island of
Ibo, 90% of the houses were
destroyed. Around 15,000 people
were out in the open or in “over-

crowded”sheltersandtherewas
a need for tents, food and water.
There were reports of a large
numberofhomesandinfrastructure destroyed in Macomia district.BeforeKennethhit,thegovernment andaidworkersmoved
around 30,000 people to safer
buildings such as schools.
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POWERED BY

shortstories
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DPIIT secretary Ramesh
Abhishek

RBIgetsSCultimatum
onRTIActdisclosures

Hero MotoCorp’s
profit falls 26% on
tepid rural demand

DEFAULTERS’ LIST SC asks RBI to share details of bank inspection reports

India’s largest manufacturer of
two-wheelers, reported a significant 25.5% fall in net profit to
₹730 crore for the quarter ended
31 March, indicating tepid rural
demand and an overall slowdown in the economy in the
run-up to the April-May general
elections.
Net profit in the corresponding period a year ago stood at
₹967 crore.
Retail sales of two wheelers
came under severe pressure in
the second half of fiscal year 2019
due to increase in third party
insurance costs, lack of credit
finance and falling income in the
agriculture sector, due to
decreasing commodity prices
and inadequate rainfall in certain parts of the country.
As a result, most two-wheeler
manufacturers had to enforce
production cuts.
Total vehicle sales of the company decreased 11% y-o-y to
1,781,160 units as unsold stocks
at dealerships soared across the
country, prompting the company to offer increased discounts.
In turn, net sales or the revenue during the period decreased
by 7.9% to ₹7,885 crore from
₹8,564 crore in the year-ago quarter.
The Delhi-based manufacturer could not beat the Bloomberg estimate of ₹746 crore in net
profit, but managed to beat net
sales estimates at ₹7,764.2 crore.
As the company had offered
huge discounts and cut production during the quarter, its operating profit—or earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization (Ebitda)—declined
by 21.9% to ₹1,069 crore from
₹1370.5 crore a year ago.
Operating margins during the
quarter contracted by 240 basis
points to 13.6% from 16% in the
year-ago period.

120 STARTUPS GOT
PATENTS SINCE ’16:
DPIIT’S ABHISHEK

Japnam K. Bindra &
Gopika Gopakumar

NEW DELHI: As many as 120
startups have been granted
patents under the expedited
examination process for applications since 2016 when the facility
was introduced, a top official said
Friday. A total of 450 startups
have filed applications under this
facility. Secretary in the department for promotion of industry
and internal trade (DPIIT) Ramesh
Abhishek said that the government is taking several steps such
as hiring more manpower to
reduce the time for examination
of IPR (intellectual property
rights) applications. Under the
expedited examination facility, a
total of 1,021 applications were
received and 351 patents were
granted by the Indian IP Office.
“We are using technology and
artificial intelligence for the
examination of IP applications,”
Abhishek added.

NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

IL&FS arm re-designates
Dilip Bhatia as CEO
NEW DELHI :IL&FS Transportation
Networks Ltd, a company of the
crisis-hit IL&FS group, on Friday
announced re-designation of
Dilip Bhatia as its chief executive
officer. “The board of directors
has re-designated Bhatia as chief
executive officer of the company
effective April 4,” IL&FS Transportation Networks Ltd (ITNL) said in
a filing to BSE. Bhatia, it said,
continues to be key managerial
personnel of the company. Last
month, ITNL said it has defaulted
on a payment of Rs 20.91 crore
due on principal and interest of
non-convertible debentures
(NCDs) because of insufficient
funds. The principal amount and
interest due and payable on
March 18, 2019, was not paid to
the debenture holders due to
insufficient funds, the company
had said in a filing to stock
exchanges. Infrastructure Leasing
& Financial Services (IL&FS) and its
subsidiaries have defaulted on
many debt instruments in the
past few months due to insufficient funds. The group’s total
debt stood at over ₹90,000 crore
as of October 2018. In December
last year, the IL&FS group announced a sale of equity stakes in
its road assets to raise funds and
initiated the process of exploring
divestment of IL&FS group’s
equity stakes in road assets.

Cryptocurrency is a ponzi
scheme, says Agarwal
NEW DELHI:Virtual currencies,
such as bitcoins and other
cryptocurrencies, allegedly often
used for terror financing or illegal
drug trading, is a Ponzi scheme
and should be banned, a senior
government official said on
Friday. “Cryptocurrency is a Ponzi
scheme and it should be banned.
This is the view of the IEPF
(Investor Education and Protection Fund) authority and we want
the government to take a stand
on it. By not taking a decision, we
are harming the investors,” said
Anurag Agarwal, joint secretary,
ministry of corporate affairs. IEPF
comes under the administrative
control of the corporate affairs
ministry and was set up to
facilitate refunds of shares,
unclaimed dividends and matured debentures to investors,
and promote awareness among
them. There are no existing
government or Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) guidelines on virtual
currencies. However, the central
bank, as well as the government,
has time and again warned
against the use of cryptocurrencies. In December 2017, the finance
ministry had said that virtual
currencies are neither currencies
nor coins, and are not authorized
by RBI or the government as a
medium of exchange.
COMPILED FROM
REPORTERS AND AGENCIES

n

TOP COURT vs REGULATOR

japnam.b@livemint.com

(SC) on Friday ordered the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to
disclose its annual inspection
reports of banks, along with the
listofwilfuldefaultersandinformationrelatedtothem,underthe
Right to Information Act (RTI).
RBI is “duty bound under the
law” to disclose information
soughtundertheRTI Act,itsaid.
The apex court also ordered
RBI to “withdraw its disclosure
policy”, which it said, is in violation of an order passed by the
court in 2015, directing the centralbanktodiscloseinformation
under the provisions of the RTI
Act. It gave RBI “one last opportunity”tocomplywiththeorders.
“Any further violation shall be
viewedseriously,”saidthebench
comprising Justices L. Nageswara Rao and M.R. Shah, who
warned that the central bank
couldfacecontemptproceedings
if it failed to furnish the information. Friday’s order is part of
long-runningattemptstoextract
financialinformationinthebackdrop of mounting bad debts at
banks, with RBI resisting such
attempts and bankers worrying
about the potential impact on
financial stability.
Banks’ total non performing
assets amounted to ₹11.2 trillion
inFY18.InJanuary,thetopcourt
had issued a contempt notice to
RBI on a petition filed by RTI
activists Subhash Chandra
Agrawal and Girish Mittal, who
said RBI had failed to disclose
information they had sought on
its annual inspection reports of
banks.Theyclaimed former RBI
governor Urjit Patel had “wil-

THE RBI withheld the
information, citing ‘economic
interest’ and ‘fiduciary
relationship’ with banks.

IN 2015, a petitioner had sought
copies of inspection reports of
certain commercial banks from
April 2011 under the RTI Act.
fully”notcompliedwithanorder
oftheSCdatingbacktoDecember
2015.Backthen,the SCheardthe
complaints of a batch of transferred cases from different high
courts under the case name of
Jayantilal N. Mistry and others,
to whom RBI had similarly
deniedinformationsoughtunder
the RTI Act. These petitioners
hadsoughtcopiesofRBI’sinspection reports of ICICI Bank, Axis
Bank, HDFC Bank and State
BankofIndia,betweenApril2011
and December 2015. But the central bank said such information
was exempted under section
8(1)(e) of the RTI Act and section
45NBoftheReserveBankofIndia
Act,1934. Rulingonthematterin
December2015,theSCjudgeM.Y.
Eqbal rejected RBI’s defence of
“economic interest”and“fiduciary relationship”. The court
observed that RBI is a statutory
regulatory authority, which
oversees the functioning of the

malyaban.g@livemint.com

NEW DELHI : Hero MotoCorp Ltd,

n

Yes Bank CEO Ravneet Gill

MINT

Yes Bank posts loss
on higher provisions
Ashwin Ramarathinam &
Shayan Ghosh
n

ashwin.r@livemint.com

MUMBAI: Private sector lender

Yes Bank Ltd on Friday reported
its first-ever quarterly loss at
₹1,506.64 crore on the back of
higher provisions. The bank
would have reported a steeper
loss if not for a tax write-back of
₹832 crore in the March quarter.
Meanwhile, the bank’s board
approved the appointment of
Ravinder Kumar Khanna and
Shagun Kapur Gogia as additional directors (non-executive,
non-independent) with immediate effect. Interestingly, in June
2013, Yes Bank’s board turned
down Gogia’s application to be
nominated as a director on the
bank’s board.
Profit in the March quarter
was lower than the ₹1,023.9 crore
estimated by a Bloomberg poll of
23 analysts. Total provisions
during the quarter increased
more than nine-fold to ₹3,661.7
crore, as against ₹399.64 crore in
the year-ago quarter. In the
December quarter, the bank set
aside ₹550.23 crore in provisions.
Yes Bank’s other income,
which includes core fee income,
dropped 62.58% to ₹531.69 crore
from ₹1,420.97 crore in the yearago quarter.

Net interest income (NII)—the
difference between interest
earned on loans and paid on
deposits—increased 16.33% from
₹2,154.24 crore in the March
quarter of 2018 to ₹2,505.93 crore
in March quarter 2019. Its net
interest margin (NIM)—a key
measure of profitability—fell 30
basis points (bps) on a year-onyear basis and 20bps, sequentially.
In a filing to the stock
exchanges, it said gross slippages in the fourth quarter stood at
₹3,481 crore, of which ₹552 crore
was on account of an airline, and
₹529 crore on account of a
stressed infrastructure conglomerate.
The bank has an outstanding
loan of ₹2,528 crore to various
companies and special purpose
vehicles of Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services, of
which ₹2,442 crore has been classified as non-performing asset
(NPA), with a specific provision
of₹610 crore prior to the National
Company Law Tribunal order
dated 25 February.
“Subsequently, the bank has
retained classification for the
balance exposure of ₹85.9 crore
as standard, although this exposure would be required to be
classified as NPA,” Yes Bank
said.

conclusions. That is a danger,”
said R. Gandhi, former RBI deputy governor. RBI is empowered
under section 35 of the Banking
Regulation Act, 1949 to conduct
annualinspectionofallcommercial banks—public, private and
foreign. It conducts an on-site
inspection of all banks once a
year. RBI officials visit the head
offices and branches of banks to
inspect the books.
Currently, the annual inspection is based on a Risk-Based
Supervision method which
focuses on “evaluating both
presentandfuturerisks,identifyingincipientproblemsandfacilitatesprompt intervention/early
corrective action”. It covers
financialposition,functioningof
board and various links of the
bank,detailsofassetsandliabilities,treasurymanagement,asset
liability management, liquidity
operations, para banking activities, etc.

Naspers checks out
of MakeMyTrip with
Ctrip share swap

NO WORD FROM
STAKEHOLDERS
ON PAY, DUBEY
TELLS JET STAFF

Uber sets terms for IPO, posts $1 bn Q1 loss

Varsha Bansal

Press Trust of India

n
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BENGALURU: China’s largest

MUMBAI :In a clear indication of

online travel agency now owns
nearly half of India’s largest
travel e-portal, MakeMyTrip,
after a share-swap deal with
South African internet giant
Naspers Ltd.
The swap will see the stake of
China’s Ctrip.com International
Ltd in Nasdaq-listed MakeMyTrip Pvt. Ltd increase to around
49%, along with 4% of total voting rights, while Naspers will
end up owning 5.6% of the Chinese company’s shares.
“We have worked with Ctrip
in the past years and are excited
to take this partnership to the
next level,” said Deep Kalra,
chairman and group chief executive officer (CEO), MakeMyTrip.
“We will leverage this investment to benefit from the tremendous growth potential in travel
and tourism between our two
countries.” MakeMyTrip’s market capitalization is around $2.69
billion, whereas that of Ctrip is at
$23.5 billion.
Ctrip and Naspers invested
$330 million in MakeMyTrip
around two years ago. This was
after its portfolio company, Ibibo
Group, merged with MakeMyTrip in January 2017. In January
2016, Ctrip had invested $180 million in MakeMytrip.
“MakeMyTrip has transformed travel in India and
beyond since 2000. The agree-

lack of support from the lenders
on further funding, Jet Airways
chief executive Vinay Dube has
said it is painful that there is no
commitment on the part of the
all stakeholders on paying salaries to the employees which are
due in a few days.
The now grounded airline has
not paid March salaries to its
over 20,000 employees. Jet
ceased operations on April 17.
April salary is due in a few days.
The airline suspended operations after the State Bank of
India-led consortium of lenders
rejected its demand for ₹983
crore lifeline to help carry out
operations and pay to the
employees their March salaries.
“While we will continue to
support the bank’s bid find a
buyer or the airline, it pains us
to communicate that no clarity
or commitment on salaries has
been provided by any of our
stakeholders so far,” Dube said
in a communication to employees Friday.
Significantly, on Friday the
employees of Jet Airways’
employees had planned to take
out a peace walk towards the
venue of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s election rally in the
BKC are here, but was cancelled
at the last minute on request
from the police and the state
government.

n

MakeMyTrip chief executive
MINT
officer Deep Kalra

ment we have announced today
is a significant step in the growth
ambitions of both MakeMyTrip
and Ctrip, and we believe, continuing to support them as a
shareholder will create additional value for Naspers and our
shareholders,” said Naspers
CEO Bob van Dijk.
The development marks Naspers’ second exit in India, following its exit from online retailer
Flipkart when it the e-commerce
platformwasboughtbyWalmart
Inc. last year. Moreover, Naspers had announced in March
that it will list its main internet
businesses on the Amsterdam
stock exchange. This will
include its 31% stake in Chinese
giant Tencent Holdings Ltd, Russian internet platform Mail.

Amazonplans one-day delivery target for Prime users
Reuters
feedback@livemint.com

SANFRANCISCO/LOSANGELES/BENGALURU: Amazon.com Inc

plans to deliver packages to
members of its loyalty club
Prime in just one day, instead
of two days, part of a spending
ramp-up that may curb nearterm profits and will up the
ante for retail rivals such as
Walmart Inc.
Shares rose as much as 2%
in after-hours trade on Thursday as Amazon said faster
shipping will come to customers around the world and said
its profit more than doubled in
the first quarter, trouncing
estimates thanks to soaring
demand for its cloud and ad

n

banks,andtheinformationabout
thebanksiswithitonlybyvirtue
of its nature as a statutory
authority.
The court had held that RBI is
accountabletothegeneralpublic
andcannotwithholdinformation
underthedefenceof“trust”with
the financial institutions.
The court ruling prompted an
immediate political response
from advocate and activist PrashantBhushan,whotweetedina
referencetoPrimeMinisterNarendra Modi, “Today, during the
contemptproceedings,theSChas
yetagainorderedRBI todisclose
it. Will Chowkidar comply?” An
RBI spokesperson said the centralbankdoesnot haveanycomment to offer at the moment.
“Typically bank inspection
reports are not made public. The
reportisacomprehensiveassessment of banks as an entity. Various thoughts can be taken out of
context and could lead to wrong

R A I S I N G T H E S TA K E S

n

RBI’s NON-DISCLOSURE policy
is in violation of its order, ruled
SC, and ‘any further violation
shall be viewed seriously’.

Malyaban Ghosh

n

Amazon founder Jeff Bezos

services. The news marks a
costly challenge for competitors that will have to pour
money into a logistics problem
that even the king of e-commerce has yet to solve. Amazon expects to spend $800 million toward the shipping goal

in the second quarter alone.
“There’s a lot of error bars
around this programme, especially from the cost side,”
Amazon’s chief financial officer Brian Olsavsky told analysts on a conference call. “We
(are) again, trying to take
advantage of the fulfilment
capacity and transportation
capacity, especially with
third-party partners, that we
have.” While Olsavsky did not
provide a concrete timeline for
the program’s rollout, he said,
“We expect to make steady
progress quickly and through
the year.” US rivals Walmart
and Target Corp. have steadily
rolled out two-day shipping,
albeit on far fewer items than
Amazon Prime customers can

get at that speed for $119 a year
in the US. Olsavsky said the
“vast majority” of Amazon’s
selection is available in two
days, and the company has
already expanded the number
of goods eligible for same-day
and two-hour delivery.
“Amazon is cranking it up a
notch, trying to set themselves
apart,” said Cathy Morrow
Roberson, a former UPS analyst who founded consulting
firm Logistics Trends &
Insights. She estimated that
roughly 20 percent to 25 percent of Amazon’s shipping is
currently within one day, noting that speedy service was
easy in large US metro areas
where it already had built out
its delivery network.

Bloomberg
n

mentispartofadealtoextendthe
paymentcompany’spartnership
with Uber. The two companies
plan to work together to develop
adigitalwalletforUber,aspokesman for PayPal said.
Uberalsoprovided arange for
its first-quarter performance in
the updated filing. Based on the
midpoint of Uber’s projections,
thecompanyexpectstohaveanet
lossof$1.07billionon$3.07billion
in revenue in the quarter. Revenue growth slowed to 19% compared with the same quarter last
year, down from 22% growth in
the comparable fourth quarter.
At the low end of the range,
Uber’s market valuation would
be just $74 billion—below its last
private funding round, in which
Toyota MotorCorp. investedat a
valuation of about $76 billion.
Uber is taking a conservative
approach to its valuation and

feedback@livemint.com

NEWYORK: UberTechnologiesInc.

is seeking to raise as much as $9
billioninaninitialpublicoffering
(IPO) that could give the ridehailing giant a market valuation
of as much as $84 billion.
The No. 1 ride-hailing company plans to offer 180 million
shares at $44 to $50 each, according to a regulatory filing on Friday.ThefilingputsUberontrack
to make its trading debut in May
ontheNewYorkStockExchange
in what is expected to be the
year’s biggest US IPO.
At the top of the range the listing would value Uber at almost
$84 billion, based on the number
of shares outstanding after the
offering, as detailed in the filing.
Onafullydilutedbasis,including
the addition of stock options,

n

Uber chief executive officer
Dara Khosrowshahi BLOOMBERG

restricted shares or other stakes
not included in the outstanding
total,thevaluationcouldtop$91.5
billion.PayPal Holdings Inc. has
agreed to buy $500 million of
Uber’s stock at the IPO price in a
private placement. The invest-

Chinese smartphone brands
increase India market share
Abhijit Ahaskar
n

abhijit.a@livemint.com

NEWDELHI : Chinese phone mak-

ers are clearly entrenching
themselves in the Indian smartphone market. Even as India’s
overall smartphone shipments
grew just 4% annually, the market share of Chinese brands in
the Indian smartphone market
touched 66% in the first quarter
of this calendar year, according
to a report released by Counterpoint’s Market Monitor service
on Friday.
Chinese brands accounted for
62% of India’s smartphone market a quarter ago (Q4 2018), and
57% a year back (Q1 2018),
according to Counterpoint.
Xiaomi retained its position
as market leader in the smartphone segment in Q1 2019 with a
29% share, though its shipments
declined by 2% year-on-year.
Volumes for the Chinese brands
grew 20% annually, primarily
due to the growth of Vivo,
Realme and OPPO.
Research firm Canalys, too,
corroborated in its report on
Friday that Xiaomi has retained
its leadership position with a
31% market share and 9.5 million unit shipments in the first
quarter of the calendar year, but
added that rival Vivo was the
fastest-growing phone maker
with an annual growth rate of
108% in the same period.
Vivo, according to Canalys
estimates, appears to be the only
phone maker to register tripledigit growth at a time when the

Pecking order
Xiaomi retained its position as market leader in the
smartphone segment in Q1 2019 with a 31.4% share,
according to Canalys.
Market share (in %)

30.6 31.4
25.3 24.4

Q1 2018

Samsung

Vivo

*Realme entered the
market in Q2 2018

Indian smartphone market
largely remained flat with a
growth rate of 2%, and 30.1 million unit shipments.
Most phone makers, other
than Vivo in the top five, had a
growth rate of around 1%.
With 15% market share, up
from 7.3% a year ago, and shipment of 4.5 million units, Vivo
has now moved to the third spot.
Samsung, the only non-Chinese vendor in the top five, saw
a dip in its annual growth
(-1.8%). It has a 24.4% share of
the market with 7.3 million shipments and is the second largest
smartphone original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) in India,
according to Canalys.
Chinese brands also dominated the top five best-selling
list, according to the Counterpoint report. Xiaomi Redmi 6A
remained the top model following multiple price cuts, followed

Oppo

4.2

Realme

feedback@livemint.com

AHMEDABAD: Food and beverages

15.7
9.4 9.3
*NA

Xiaomi

n

Q1 2019
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PepsiCo proposes
to settle lawsuits
against Gujarat
potato farmers
Press Trust of India

27.4

7.3

couldlaterraisethepricedepending on investor demand, people
familiar with the matter have
said. Last year, bankers jockeyingtoleadtheofferingtoldUberit
couldbevaluedatasmuchas$120
billion in an IPO.
Some recent big listings by
technology unicorns have seen
valuations come back down to
earthafteryearsofaccesstohuge
poolsofprivatecapital.Sharesof
Lyft Inc., which made its market
debut in March at a $20.5 billion
valuation, have since dropped
22%towellbelowtheirIPOprice.
Uber’s ride-hailing rival has a
market value of$16.1billionasof
Thursday,much closer to its last
privatefundingroundat$15.1billion. Pinterest Inc., meanwhile,
has seen its shares soar since it
priced its 17 April IPO below the
last private valuation of$12.3 billion.

Others

Source: Canalys smartphone
analysis, April 2019

by Xiaomi Note 6 Pro, Redmi Y2,
Samsung Galaxy M20, and Galaxy A50. The top 10 models contributed 35% to overall smartphone shipments.
According to the Counterpoint report, Vivo’s expanding
portfolio in the mid-tier
(₹7,000-14,000) drove its growth
along with aggressive Indian
Premier League (IPL) campaign
around flagship V series. OPPO,
on the other hand, focused on
expanding its portfolio in the
less crowded ₹15,000-25,000 segment.
Even though Xiaomi
launched several budget smartphones in the last few months,
Vivo’s marketing spending on
its products and brands, turned
out to be very effective. Rushabh Doshi, research director,
Canalys, attribute Vivo’s
growth to its “expensive bets on
the IPL”.

giant PepsiCo Friday offered to
settlelawsuitsagainstfourfarmerswhoithasdraggedtocourtfor
allegedlyillegallygrowingavarietyofpotatoes“registered”bythe
company. Nine farmers from
Sabarkantha and Aravalli districts are being sued by PepsiCo
forallegedlygrowingavarietyof
potatoesforwhich ithasclaimed
plant variety protection rights.
During a hearing in the commercialcourtinAhmedabadFriday, the firm offered to settle the
dispute if the farmers gave an
undertakingtopurchasethisspecific variety of seeds from the
company and thereafter sell the
potato produced to it.
SeniorcounselAnandYagnik,
who appeared for the four farmers of Sabarkantha district, told
the court he will discuss this settlement proposal with the farmers and inform the court about
the outcome during the next
hearing.Commercialcourtjudge
M.C. Tyagi Friday extended its
previous order restricting these
farmers from using the patented
seedstillthenexthearing,which
waskeptforJune12. PepsiCohas
sought damages of ₹1 crore from
eachofthefourfarmersinitssuit
filed at the commercial court in
Ahmedabad, and ₹20 lakh from
each of the farmers sued at a district court in Modasa, Aravalli.
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HIMACHAL PRADESH
PUBLIC WORK DEPARTMENT
E-PROCUREMENT NOTICE

INVITATION FOR BIDS(FBI)
The Executive Engineer Nalagarh Division HP.PWD,Nalagarh on behalf of Governor of H.P invites the on line bids on
item rate in electronic tendering system in 2 cover system for the under mentioned work from the eligible & approved
contractors/firms Registred with H.P.P.WD, Department.

S.N.

Name of Work

Estimated Earnest
Cost of
Time Class
money Tender Form
cost
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
2000
One
1 AMP on Ramshehar to Kwarni road km 0/0 to 11/0 (SH:- 28,65,418 53500
Post Maintenance Plan PMGSY (SH:- P/L B/C 25mm thick
month
3/0 to 6/0 and U-Shap drain in km 3/0 to 6/0)
2000
One
2 AMP on Ramshehar to Kwarni road km 0/0 to 11/0 (SH:- 28,65,418 53500
month
Post Maintenance Plan PMGSY (SH:- P/L B/C 25mm thick
6/0 to 9/0 and U- shap drain in km 6/0 to 9/0)
1500
One
3 AMP on Ramshehar to Kwarni road km 0/0 to 11/0 (SH:- 976519 19500
month
Post Maintenance Plan PMGSY (SH:- P/L B/C 25mm thick
9/0 to 10/0 and U-Shap drain in km 9/0 to 10/0)
1. Availability of Bid Document and mode of submission: The bid document is available online and bid should be
submitted online on website http//hptenders.gov.in.
2. Bidder would be required to register in the website which is free of cost. For submission of bids, the bidder is
required to have Digital Signature signature Certificate (DSC) from one of the authorized certifying Authorities (CA)
"Aspiring bidders who have not obtained the user ID and password for participating in e-tendering in HP PWD may
obtain the same from the website http://hptenders.gov.in Digital signature is mandatory to participate in the etendering. Bidders already possessing the digital signature issued from authorized CAs can use the same in this
tender.
3. Keys dates:1. Date of online publication 24-04-2019 up to 3.00 P.M to 16-05-2019 up to 11.00 A.M
3. Bid submission start and end date 24.04.2019 3.00 P.M up to 16-05-2019 at 11.00 A.M.
4. Physical submission of EMD and cost of tender documents dated 24-04-2019 at 11.00 A.M
5. Date of Technical Bid opening,, evaluation of Technical Bid followed by opened of financial Bid 16.5.2019
at 11.30 A.M.
The Tender documents shall be uploaded online in 2 cover.
Cover shall contain scanned copies of all Technical documents/ Eligibility information. Cover 2 shall contain BOQ/
Financial Bid where contractor will quote his offer for each item.
5. Submission of original Documents. The Bidders are required to submit (a) original demand draft towards the cost
of bid documents and (b) original Bid security/ Earnest money Deposit ( EMD) and other Technical Documents in
O/O the Executive Engineer HP PWD Nalagarh Division H.P as specified in key dates Sr NO 4 on tender opening
date failing which the bid will be declared non responsive
6. Bid opening details. The bids shall be opened on 16.5.2019 at 11.30 HRS in the Office of the Executive Engineer
HP PWD Division Nalagarh HP by the authorized Officer. In their interest the tendered are advised to be present along
with original documents at the time of opening of tenders, if the Office happens to be * closed on the date of
opening of the bids as specified, the bids will be opened on the next working day at the same time and venue.
7. The bids for the work shall remain valid for acceptance for a period not less than 90 Days after the deadline date
for bid submission.
8. Other details can be seen in the bidding documents. The Officer inviting tender shall not be hold liable for any
delays due to system failure beyond its control Even though the system will attempt to notify the bidders of any
bid updates, the Employer shall not be liable for any information not received by the bidder. It is the bidder's
responsibility to verify the website for the latest information related to the tender.
9. The contractor/firm should have requisite equipments, hot mix plant & machinery for executing this type of work.
Terms & condition:- The contractor will have to submit affidavit along with that he has not more than two works in hand.
0045

htclassifieds
PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

I BALRAJ S/o Bittu R/o Plot No. 134, I, GURVINDER Singh Madhan son
Army Enclave, Phase-III, Dhina,
Jalandhar have changed my name
from Balraj to Balraj Warraich.

I RAJESH Jain S/o Sh. Kimat Lal R/o
Flat No. C-2, GH 42, Sector 20,
Panchkula, Declare that I have
changed my name from Rajesh
Kumar to Rajesh Jain.

WE GAJE Singh S/o Gamla Singh
and Lajjo Devi wife of Gaje Singh
R/o House No. 4968/3, Sector 38,
Chandigarh, disown our son
Pitamber because he is out of our
control. We disown him from our
moveable/ immoveable properties.
Anybody dealing with him is at his/
her own risk.

I PARMINDER Pal Singh Sandhu
S/o Ajit Singh Sandhu R/o # 136,
Sector 19-A, Chandigarh have
changed my minor son's name from
Anmol Rattan Singh to Anmol
Rattan Singh Sandhu.

COURT NOTICES

of Shamsher Singh Madhan resident
of H. No. 57, Akal Ashram Colony,
Sohana, Sector 77, S.A.S Nagar
Mohali working as Court Secretary
at Punjab and Haryana High Court at
Chandigarh have changed my name
from Gurvinder Singh Madhan to
Gurvinder Singh and henceforth I
shall be known as Gurvinder Singh
son of Shamsher Singh.

I A. Shankar S/o Arumugam R/o
Z-5-06853, Street No. 9/4, Guru
Gobind Singh Nagar, Bathinda have
changed my minor daughter's name
from Deksha S. to Deksha Shankar.
Studying at St. Joseph's Convent
Sen. Sec. School in Class Xth.
Concern note.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I SUMITER Kumar Dhiman S/o Mast
Ram R/o H.No. 355/A Manav Colony
VPO Saketri Panchkula Haryana
hereby notify that Sumiter Kumar
Dhiman & Sumiter Kumar is the
same person.

I SONU Jain W/o Sh. Rajesh Jain R/o
Flat No. C-2, GH 42, Sector 20,
Panchkula, Declare that I have
changed my name from Sonu Bala
to Sonu Jain.

I, MOHAMMAD Irshad S/o Shri
Laiq Ahmed R/o # 32B, Housing
Board Complex, Dhanas, Chandigarh
have changed my name from
Mohammad Irshad to Irshad Ahmad.

I, ARUN Mahajan S/o Col M.L.
Mahajan R/o # 225 Sector 35-A
Chandigarh have changed my minor
son's name from Aadit Mahajan to
Aadiet Mahajan.

I, RAJ Kumar S/o Amrit Lal R/o 106,
Nasib Enclave, Near Azad Gas Office,
Haibowal Kalan, Ludhiana hereby
declare that Raj Kumar and Raj
Kumar Dawar is the one and same
person.

I, LAVEENA Bansal D/o Hukam
Chand Jindal now W/o Ajay Bansal
r/o #321 Madhopuri Muhalla
Malerkotla is also known as Laveena
Jindal.

I, REENA Dawar W/o Raj Kumar R/o
106, Nasib Enclave, Near Azad Gas
Office, Haibowal Kalan, Ludhiana
hereby declare that Reena Dawar
and Reena both names are one and
the same person.

I, RAJ Kumar S/o Amrit Lal R/o 106,
Nasib Enclave, Near Azad Gas Office,
Haibowal Kalan, Ludhiana declare
that my minor daughter's name
Vidhi Dawar and Vidhi. Both names
are the one and same person.

I SATINDER Singh S/o Tarsem
Singh R/o 2387, Street No. 5, New
Kuldeep Nagar, Basti Jodhewal,
Ludhiana have changed my name to
Singh Satinder.

I, POOJA Jindal D/o Jiwan Kumar
Gupta W/o Rishi Jindal R/o #488
Radha Swami Colony Malerkotla is
also known as Pooja Gupta.

BUSINESS
VIRTUOUS ADVERTISING is
looking for experienced advertising
Sales / Marketing Business
Associates in Punjab, Haryana,
Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Dehradun, Jammu & Srinagar. Send
your Profile : virtuousreportings@
gmail.com, 98880-88093.

HEALTH CARE
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Why private equity still votes
for commercial real estate?
RISE Commercial segment saw a total PE inflow of nearly USD 2.8 bn in 2018, up from USD 2.20 bn in 2017
Anuj Puri
n

housing inventory situation,
REITs and the rapidly decreasing vacancy levels in Grade A
office projects have prompted
commercial real estate developers to increase their supply
pipeline.
In the face of all this evidence,
the commercial versus residential equation would appear to be
a no-brainer. However, as in
most matters related to real
estate, it is not as simple as that.
In many ways, it like trying to
compare apples and oranges
using the same yardstick.

letters@hindustantimes.com

If the prolonged slowdown in
the residential was not bad
enough to begin with, major policy overhauls over the last five
years – DeMo, RERA, GST,
amendments in the Benami
Transactions Act etc. – literally
paralysed the residential segment.
While any policy change
brings with it some amount of
teething pains, the residential
segment took a prolonged hit
because it had attracted the bulk
of black money in the sector.
Commercial real estate was far
less affected, if at all.
Residential was also far less
organized than the commercial
office segment. Largely driven
by IT/ITeS and BFSI sectors, the
commercial real estate segment
has been quite transparent and
predictable – the primary criteria for foreign investors’ confidence.
COMMERCIAL VS. RESIDENTIAL – NO CONTEST
Various Government-driven
policies including ease of doing
business in India are attracting
both Indian and global companies, squarely benefiting commercial real estate.
Big-bang boosters like the
start-up revolution and the
Make in India and Smart Cities
missions have created a very
lucrative environment for businesses to work and expand in
India.
The demand for high-quality
office spaces in India has never
been higher. The residential
sector, on the other hand, continues to struggle with problems

n

Residential is less organized than the commercial segment

that the commercial segment
does not share.
Moreover, high-quality office
space developers largely deal
with prosperous multi-nationals who, apart from having deep
pockets, have zero tolerance for
opacity. They are also very
exacting in their requirements,
which naturally leads to the
highest-possible product quality.
Residential developers are
engaged in a B2C business
largely defined by customers
looking for the lowest possible
prices. While reputed developers do ensure product quality
regardless of their customers’
budget bandwidth, the bulk of
Indian builders cut corners
wherever possible to keep their
projects affordable.
Another advantage that the
commercial property sector
enjoys is that office properties
are primarily leased out rather
than sold, which leaves far less

MINT/FILE

scope for dodgy activities. The
residential sector is primarily
driven by sales. Compared to
the lease yields for office spaces
at 12-14% per annum, rental
yields for housing are negligible
2.5-3.5% per annum in a bestcase scenario.
The funding crunch that has
crippled the residential sector
has not seriously impacted the
office sector.
In fact, India’s first REIT listing and those to follow have
opened up massive potential for
increased liquidity infusions
into Indian office spaces. Commercial real estate also remains
largely unaffected by the
dynamics that affect the residential segment, such as interest rate fluctuation, income tax
breaks and even election sentiment.
While residential developers
have had to curtail their supply
pipeline to avoid exacerbating
the already massive unsold

AN INHERENTLY DIFFERENT ASSET CLASS
Commercial real estate is
driven by leasing because this is
a far more beneficial model for
developers than selling them.
High rental yields do not imply
high sale value, because the
demand for leased office spaces
is much higher than for outright
ownership of the same properties.
If a commercial space developer opts for outright sale, his
top-line increases immediately.
By leasing out the project
instead, he can look forward to a
very attractive bottom-line
because of steadily increasing
rental yields over the years.
Also, with REITs now a reality, developers can follow a predictable exit mechanism once
the project is ready and operational, providing maximum
returns on investment.
As per ANAROCK data, office
rentals remained steady in 2018,
with a marginal rise of 3% over
the previous year. More importantly, however, the average
vacancy levels reduced from
15.4% in 2016 to nearly 14.47% in

2018. Not surprisingly, vacancy
was the least in Bangalore with
mere 3.4% in 2018.
2019 will continue to see commercial real estate supply gain
momentum on the back of vastly
increased interest from PE players who are actively pumping in
funds into this segment. As per
ANAROCK data, the commercial segment saw a total PE
inflow of nearly USD 2.8 bn in
2018, up from USD 2.20 bn in
2017.
In fact, if we analyse PE
trends over the last few years,
the commercial segment saw
total PE inflows of nearly USD
7.4 bn between 2015 and 2018. In
the same period, the residential
sector drew just USD 2.9 bn. This
clearly reflects the interest of
PE players – both global and
domestic.
The major differences
between commercial and residential real estate in terms of
performance – and indeed as
investment asset classes - are
quite apparent. Certainly, private equity investors are quite
certain of which segment they
are more comfortable with in
the current Indian market scenario.
Will residential regain its
numero uno position on the
Indian real estate bestseller list
in the future? If it does, there is
certainly a long way to go before
it happens. More so, it cannot
happen on the basis of end-user
sales alone – it can only happen
if and when investors, both individual and institutional,
become sufficiently interested
in the Indian housing story once
again.
The author is Chairman – ANAROCK
Property Consultants

Nitesh Estates to raise ₹1,300 cr
for commercial office portfolio
Madhurima Nandy
n

madhurima.n@htlive.com

BENGALURU: Nitesh Estates Ltd
plans to raise about ₹1,300 crore
to build a commercial office
portfolio even as it mulls exiting
the residential business, the
company’s top executive said.
The Bengaluru-based developer
will raise ₹800 crore as equity
and partner a foreign investor
primarily to build a commercial
office platform, chairman and
managing director Nitesh
Shetty said in an interview. He
said the company has mandated
Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China (ICBC) for the
same.
Nitesh Estates also plans to
raise up to ₹500 crore of mezzanine capital or structured debt
for three to four residential projects, which will be eventually
converted into offices.
Nitesh Estates has primarily
been a premium residential
developer, but given the slowdown in this segment and the
several roadblocks faced by the
sector, its focus is to finish
under-construction projects,
pare debt and then, look at rentgenerating assets.
The developer also plans to
sell or exit a few land parcels,
including those it owns as well
as under joint development
agreements to raise another
₹400 crore, he said, adding bulk
of the proceeds will be used to
trim debt and the rest to complete ongoing projects and other
exit formalities. “...Our objective first is to complete our
seven residential projects and
finish our consumer commitment and exit the residential
space. Along with this, our senior team is focusing on the
shift to rental assets and in the
next two years, come out
strongly with our pipeline and
build a platform with a global
institution,” Shetty said.
The commercial real estate
platform, with rent yielding
assets, will be led by office pro-

Bengaluru offers highest REIT-worthy office space
Madhurima Nandy
n

madhurima.n@htlive.com

BENGALURU: Bengaluru will provide the highest REIT-worthy
commercial office assets totaling
97.8 million sq. ft valued at
around $10.7 billion, according to
estimates by property JLL India,
once again signalling that the city
tops India’s office sector for being
the most favoured city in terms of
quality, volume and institutional
investor interest.
The country’s commercial real
estate market is estimated to provide 294 million sq. ft of REIT-able
space from the existing office
stock, according to JLL’s latest
report titled India REITs—Heralding a New Era in Real Estate

THE COUNTRY’S
COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE
MARKET IS ESTIMATED
TO PROVIDE 294 MILLION
SQ. FT OF REIT-ABLE
SPACE FROM THE
EXISTING OFFICE STOCK
Investments released on Wednesday.
These REIT worthy-assets
would be valued at $35 billion.
While Bengaluru occupies the
large share of 33% of REIT-able
space across key cities, Mumbai
accounts for 17% share at 49.7 mil-

lion sq.ft worth $8.6 billion. Delhi
NCR and Chennai follow both in
space and value terms.
“What separates high-quality
REIT-able office assets from the
rest is that they are over 200,000
sq. ft in size, with less than 20%
vacancy and are owned and managed by large institutional investors and developers rather than
being sold to high net-worth individuals through strata sale.
India’s overall commercial office
stock would be around 541 million sq. ft,” said Samantak Das,
chief economist and head of
research at JLL India.
The initial public offering
(IPO) of Embassy Office Parks
REIT, India’s first REIT to be
listed, was fully subscribed dur-

ing the three-day initial share
sale in March.
The 97.8 million sq. ft of REITable space in Bengaluru includes
Embassy REIT’s portfolio, which
comprises about 33 million sq. ft
of office space as on 31 December.
A real estate investment trust
is an investment vehicle that
allows people to invest in real
estate and hold properties under
it, and then lease it out to earn
rental income.
In India, REITs are only
allowed for holding commercial
properties.
Rising transparency levels,
progressive regulations and a
robust commercial real estate
market have made the commercial office segment a favourite

FLATS FOR SALE
HIG LOWER ground floor, corner,

CHANDIGARH

MOHALI

PLOT FOR SALE

facing park, sector 42 and second
floor sector 47, MIG second floor
sector 44-A, chandigarh.
8847540434

CHANDIGARH SECTOR-35A,
1 Kanal, corner, facing park,
independent first floor, 2 bedrooms
attached baths, Dining drawing,
Annexe with Kitchen, bath. Contact:
98785-95377.

EIGHT MARLAS First/ Second
Floor 46-A. Five marla freehold/
46C, Three/Two Bedrooms 43B, 44,
47-C, 51-A, 63. Contact 98786-51125.

2 KANAL, single lane house in North
Chandigarh. Contact: 9878533999

1 KANAL Ground floor in sector 16
Chandigarh for immediate sale
contact S.G property 70092-66814.

6 MARLA kothi triple storey first,
second, ½ share for sale # 569 sector 71. Contact: 9041016300,
7696616165

CHANDIGARH 10 Marla new first
with lift 1.75 cr. also 8 Marla Ground
Sector-20. 98151-86915.

DOUBLE STOREY, 16 Marla
House, 6 bed room house,
exquisitely built, for sale. Contact:
98141-13905, 98156-65577.

HARMILAP NAGAR Showroom
14'x40' double story, Both side road,
North East 9877280021,
7973603231.

MOHALI

3BHK-110SQ.YARD NEWVILLA for sale in Sector-117 near
airport-Rd next to TDI for-sale
please call-7347215285/8427773399

FREEHOLD RENTED property for
sale at Industrial area Phase 8B,
Mohali Genuine return 8.5% (Approx.) of total investment
9779411000

2 KANAL (100x90) corner side
Broad plot phase 8B, Mohali suitable for Hotel/ Hospital etc.
9779411000

TDI CITY sector 116 plot 250 yards,
possession ready, near 200 feet airport road @41 lakh. Castle estates95011-74455

AVAILABLE 300 sq. yard, Newly
Built-up Super Luxury Fully
Furnished Villa in OMAXE New
Chandigarh with ultra modern
amenities like home theatre, Gym,
Swimming Pool, Snooker Table, Bar,
Modular Kitchen, Diakin Air
Conditioning (VRV) Security System
with all inbuilt Electronic Appliances
and Home Automation System.
Contact: 9872866600

PLOT FOR SALE

MOHALI ONE Kanal 25% builtup
plot, North West facing. Prime
location Sector-69, Rajeev:
9815360606.

SUNNY ENCLAVE, near market,
corner, North facing, 234 yards, duplex kothi, fully marbled, sector-125,
Kharar(Mohali). Dealers welcome.
8427423771, 9988600073

TDI CITY sector 117 plot 275 yards,
corner, facing east, near 200 feet
airport road. Castle Estates - 9501174455

TDI CITY Sector 117 Plot 500 Yards,
Facing East/ B-Road, Near 200 feet
Airport Road, Castle Estates 9501174455.

MOHALI AEROCITY brand new,

MOHALI AEROCITY plots: 300yd
7957. 200yd facing park 7471. Confirm deals. papers with us. castle estates 9501184422

URGENT SALE 74Yards Corner
Plot North Facing Park East-Front
32' Road 40' Daragarden Mohali-115,
8872452137.

DLF FYDE park new chandigarh 350
sqyds plot at most reasonable price.
9878533999

PLOT KOTHI 5, 6, 8, 10 marla aerocity and sector 77, 78, 79, 80 mohali.
72299 12655

PLOT FOR-SALE Road head Plot
No.9, Sector-5 Near Kasauli Road
Barrier, Parwanoo. Contact:
8219082002, 9816021718.

suncity parikrama sector 20, panchkula contact- Kush Mahajan.
9878979454, 7814929454

SHOWROOM PLOT 13.9' x 130' in
Zirakpur Maps Approved By Punjab
Government Adjoining Hotel Dream
(Patiala Road) Owner 9988099090.

3+1 BHK 1850 sqft facing park available for sale in suncity parikrama
sector 20, panchkula. Contact:9876166800, 8195000365

MOHALI AEROCITY plot 500 yd
3064 single lane back 60 ft. wide
road block-D. Booked deal. castle
estates 9501184422

ALL SIZES 112, 130, 150, 200, 250,
300 above plots, kothies, villas,
flats, SCF, sites available genuine
rates sunny enclave, kharar. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista hotel,
new sunny enclave. Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

FLATS FOR SALE
4+1 BHK, lifestyle apartment, ATS
Derabassi for immediate sale.
Contact: 9815496989.

LUXURY 3BHK + Servant room
independent Apartment with lift and
covered car parking in heart of
Mohali. Price starting 70 Lac Call
98150-29454

3 BHK complete wood work for sale
in bollywood height-1, peer
muchalla adj. sector-20, panchkula.
Contact:- 8195000365

MOHALI LUXURY flats 2, 3, 4 with
servant room sector 90, 91, 70, 66-A
mohali. 9872023591, 9803398032

5 BEDROOMS flat with roof garden
fully renovated Sector-5, MDC near
IT Park. 9988909387.

double storey, corner House, 130
yards, adjoining park, tastefully constructed, ample parking space. 9888250709

12 MARLA No 807, Sector 79 Mohali 2, 3 BHK Flats Sector-5 MDC

10.5X26.5 FURNISHED shop for

PLOT 500 sq. yd single lane, gated

sale in Swaraj Nagar near Mata Gujri
Gurdwara sahib Kharar. 9646070211.

community, bank loan available,
wave estates sector 85 mohali. contact 7508755555

facing East, front pocket, near to
park. 94173-40888.

3+1 BHK 1850 sq. ft. flat available in

Panchkula all floors available Vaid
Real Estate- 9417095455,
8360850273.

2+1 BHK 1431 Sq. ft. Sky Garden
Sector-66A, Mohali, Airport Road.
98883-68883.

TDI WELLINGTON Heights Sector
117 Flat 2 Bedroom, Corner, Facing
200 Feet Airport Road, Possession
Ready Family already Residing,
Castle Estates 9501161199.

OTHERS
AVAILABLE/ WANTED kothies/
flats/ floors ( two bedrooms to four
bedrooms) Chandigarh, Mohali. KK
Associates 98141-38383, 9914108383

PROPERTY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY WANTED all

2 BHK Newly Constructed, all
modern fittings, fully furnished with
ACs, Parking, facing market, Sec 20
A, Chandigarh. 98152-55755.

INDEPENDENT 1 kanal kothi
basement, ground, first and second
floor, servant room sector 36-B,
Chandigarh. Mob. 9876066034,
7340895439

NEWLY BUILT furnished AC room
bath kitchen FF #1542/33-D and AC
furnished room GF bath, Kitchen
Allen/ Helix, Student/ executive.
9996119202.

OWNER FREE furnished flat-45
two rooms kitchen washrooms/
beds/ television/ fridge/ cooler/
gas/ Ro, 98777-14238.

FULLY FURNISHED Studio
Accommodation, independent floor,
2 Kanal House, attached Toilet,
Kitchen, AC, Fridge, washing
machine, TV, LPG. #1042, Sector 27B, Chandigarh. 9915498110.

INDEPENDENT FIRST/ 2nd
floor, D/D Two Beds attached
bathroom, store. Sector-48C. 01722231128, 99883-40518.

CHANDIGARH
TWO BED room attached washrooms, drawing dinning, kitchen.
Spacious accommodation bank lease
prefferd sector 46C Chandigarh
9417023736, 9988429613

ONE INDEPENDENT room with
kitchen, Varanda, Bathroom.
Preference girls/ women. 40-C, 2nd
floor. 88721-67777.

sizes plots, kothies villas, flats, SCF
in sector 123, 124, 125 sunny enclave, kharar. Buyers ready. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista Hotel,
new sunny enclave, Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

FULLY FURNISHED 3 BHK with

ARCHITECT/BUILDER/
CONTRACTOR

SMALL INDEPENDENT Room

A-CLASS CONSTRUCTION
structure work with material with
qualified engineer (kothi's/ baungalows/ showroom with interiors)
Bansal- 9417483183, 9781278033

TO-LET
CHANDIGARH

among institutional investors,
the JLL report said.
Investors have allocated
nearly $17 billion in the form of
direct investments as well as
through entity-level investments
between 2006 and 2019 in the office
sector.
“The listing of India’s first
REIT heralds the institutionalisation of real estate assets and
indicates enhanced maturity and
professionalism in the real estate
market,” said Ramesh Nair, chief
executive and country head at
JLL India.
“Growing knowledge of REITs
will ensure acceptability and a
gradual increase of interest from
retail investors. We expect to see
other asset classes like retail,

servant room, near IT park, Chandigarh. MNC/ Bank. 93333-60000.

Attached Washroom Without
Kitchen. Suitable for Single Person.
Sector 21-C, Chandigarh. 9988701535.

ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE first/ second floor sector 37B, Chandigarh. Bank/ company employee preferred. Contact: Sharma
9872511100

ONE INDEPENDENT room

CHANDIGARH

attached Bath Kitchen available,
#3104/2, 41-D, Contact: 9501566325.

AC ACCOMMODATION for boys

3BHK+ SERVANT Quarter, fully

students, peaceful atmosphere, no
crowds, full safety, Sector-15A,
Chandigarh. 92166-11134.

NEWLY BUILT independent two
room bath kitchen 2nd floor
#1149/44-B small family/ student.
8872661222.

THREE BHK attached bathroom,
modular kitchen, second floor, kanal
house. 225/35-A. 88472-17764

marbled, fully AC, facing park,
ample parking, sec-45 A,
Chandigarh. +91 9815255755

10 MARLA Second floor 3
bedrooms, two bathrooms, kitchen,
drawing, dining, Sector-18,
Chandigarh. 93160-02857.

2 AC Room Kitchen Bath FF Open
Terrace #195/33-A, Small family or
Executive. 9814820195.

2 ROOM set with kitchenette annex,
One Kanal house small family
preferred. 3282/19D, Chandigarh.

INDEPENDENT FURNISHED
One Room/ attached kitchen/ Bath/
2 kanal Kothi. 157/ 38A, Chandigarh.
96469-34688, 98881-77199

FULLY FURNISHED independent
marbled AC room attached washroom, 2nd floor, sector -27D,
Chandigarh contact: 98720-34056

MOHALI
TWO ROOM Set + Kitchen,
Semi-Furnished, HIG-826, Phase-2,
Mohali. 7988076219

10-MARLA FIRST-FLOOR,
Drawing-Dinning Set at Kothi No316, Phase-4, Mohali. Contact9815953240

ONE A/C-ROOM-FURNISHED,
Having Kitchen with-Fridge/LPG,Attached-Bathroom on Terrace-Floor.
Available for Girls on Sharing/Single
Basis(Max-Two).Phase-8B,Sector74.
9814970020

2 BHK attached bathrooms available
on ground and 2nd floor fully
marbled new 5 Marla house facing
park. 916 Sector-80. Contact: 9815606800.

ROOMS FOR girls AC, non AC, fully
furnished with kitchen bathroom
phase 4 mohali. 0172-4611407,
9417678783

THREE BEDROOM DD flat
Sector-79, 2nd floor, Modular
kitchen. Contact: 9417166468.

MOHALI
ONE ROOM set. fully furnished,
fridge, fan, cooler, attached kitchen.
#1014, ph-4 mohali. 98883-61014

16 MARLA Independent Kothi 3 BHK
Phase 6. Booth Phase 10. Showroom
Near Bestech 98149-23413.

3 BHK, DD Flat, Ground/ first/
second floor, Gillco Palms,
Sector-115. Contact: 8146799000,
8360163014.

Nitesh Estates has been a premium residential developer

THE DEVELOPER ALSO
PLANS TO SELL OR EXIT
A FEW LAND PARCELS,
INCLUDING THOSE
IT OWNS AS WELL
AS UNDER
JOINT DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENTS
jects but will also have data centres and warehousing projects.
The developer will bring in a few
of its land parcels as equity.
Last year, Nitesh Estates was
in talks with China’s Fosun
Group to raise about ₹800 crore
through a 51% stake sale in the
company, but a deal was held up
due to tightening of norms
for outbound investment by the
Chinese government in hotels,
real estate among others.
In a bid to clean up its balance
sheet and deleverage, the firm
in March sold the Plaza Centre
Mall in Pune comprising one
million sq. ft, to Era Realty Pvt.
Ltd, part of ABIL Group.
It also sold a 21,000 sq. ft plot
for ₹55 crore in Bengaluru and
repaid ₹40 crore to HDFC Ltd.
Nitesh Estates, which had a net

room, FF, house no. 137, phase-6,
Mohali: Small family, girls preferred.
Contact 98885-40005

3 BHK new fully furnished Flat, AC,
Fridge, washing machine, LPG,
mattresses, curtains, complete
furniture. Sector 114, API Ansals,
AWHO, Mohali. 9915498110.

FURNISHED ONE room set for
Boys/ girls in #945, Phase-XI,
Mohali. Contact: 9914499024.

SEMI FURNISHED Two bedroom
Drawing dining with Store, United
Society, Sector-68, Mohali. Owner:
9876065885.

Embassy office
Parks to raise ₹3,650
crore via debentures
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Embassy office Parks, which
recently raised ₹4,750 crore
through India’s first Real Estate
Investment Trust, on Tuesday
said it will raise ₹3,650 crore in
two tranches through issue of
debentures.
Embassy Office Parks, a joint
venture between Blackstone and
realty firm Embassy group, is a
leading developer of commercial
real estate. The debenture committee of the board of directors of

PANCHKULA
FIRST FLOOR one room set with
kitchen, bathroom, balcony in
Sector 12. Contact 0172 4182257 /
9465225903

TOLET SERVICE room/ flat/ PG
and independent house available in
panchkula. Satyam properties:
9316972600, 9779184319.

2ND FLOOR one Bedroom attached
Bath, DD, Modular Kitchen, Store,
Open terrace 12A, Panchkula.
9569310753.

TWO ROOMS with kitchen bath

Embassy Office Parks Management Services, which is an investment manager of Embassy Office
Parks REIT, has approved the
issue of secured, redeemable,
non-convertible debentures on a
private placement basis for an
aggregate amount of ₹3,650 crore,
a regulatory filing said.
The first tranche will be worth
₹3,000 crore and the second of ₹650
crore. The company did not disclose where this amount will be
utilised. However, it will be used
for expansion of its commercial
real estate business, sources said.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

PANCHKULA
3 BHK flat 1850 sqft available for
rent in suncity another 3 BHK flat
available for rent just Rs. 13500/- in
sector 20, Panchkula Contact8195000365

Kitchen Bathroom fully furnished
IInd Floor Kanal House Phase-7
Mohali Employed Doctors company
bank Couples Preferred 9815374314.

INDEPENDENT SECOND floor,
two bedrooms, two bathrooms,
kitchen, terrace 1218 phase- 10,
Mohali. 09815712034

PANCHKULA
TWO ROOMS Bathroom, Open
Kitchen, Cooler, Geyser, Gas, 2nd
Floor Sector 15. Girls Only.
9463962324.

F-34 PHASE 8 industrial area
Mohali,Ground floor available for
rent for inquiry contact8427741155

COMMERCIAL PLOT available on

MANIMAJRA
INDEPENDENT 3 Room/ Kitchen
furnished nicely built Sector-20,
Chandigarh. Boys only. 99151-97233.
(Owner).

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

terrace small south indian army personnal preferred 124/8 01722571369

rent in Sector-82, Mohali, interior
flooring on demand, total space
13500 sq. ft. including all floors.
Contact: 9872631167.

CABINS AVAILABLE
FULLY FURNISHED Airconditioned Cabin for office 300, 400
Sqft Near Hotel Piccadily Sector 22B
Chandigarh owner 9988099090.

CENTRALLY AC, fully-furnished
cabins with services of Caretaker/Receptionist/ Stewards/Canteen.
Photostat-Machine available in
Sector:22-D,SCO-3033-3034,
Chandigarh.9888466910,01722783851.

INDEPENDENT TWO BHK store
front Verandah, backside open
space, serviceman preferred. 764/7
Panchkula. Contact: 9888310765.

NEW MODERN, luxurymaintenance free cabins available
at manimajra main road NAC at very
reasonable price. Contact for 100,
150, 250, 600 sqft. cabin/ offices95011-21900, 99888-88858

3 ROOMS, attached bathrooms, 10
Marla, First floor, Corner, 79/12A,
Panchkula. Contact: 8146857785,
9465222979.

INDEPENDENT FURNISHED
one BHK, One/ Two/ Three Room
sets, first/ Second floor, 402/8,
9888154848

2 ROOM with attached bathroom +
kitchen+Lobby (semi furnished) on
2nd floor in #443, Sector-9,
Panchkula, (10 marla house).
8054797900.

2 ROOMS set available for rent in
Sector-69, Mohali, family/ girls
preferred. Contact: 6280269075.

MINT/FILE

debt of ₹1,500 crore as of 31
December, cut it by around ₹450
crore through these two deals
earlier this year. It plans to
reduce another ₹250 crore or so.
The growth in office space is
despite a sustained slowdown in
the residential sector where
several realty companies are
saddled with unsold apartments. This has led a number of
developers to shift towards
office projects although the bulk
of the office sector is still concentrated with a few top developers and investors.
“India’s commercial office
market is on an upswing and
given the kind of absorption of
office space last few years, we
are bullish about the asset class
and expect it to see continued
growth. For commercial real
estate, it is important to have
strong financial support from
institutional investors,” said
Ram Chandnani, managing
director, advisory and transaction services, India at CBRE
South Asia.
Office space absorption
touched nearly 48 million sq ft
across top cities in 2018, according to CBRE estimates, which
expects the momentum to
continue.

TWO BEDROOMS, kitchen, bath-

INDEPENDENT 1 Bedroom

TWO ROOMS fully-furnished with
kitchen/ toilet for working female in
sector-41A, chandigarh.
9646880190.

warehousing and hospitality also
offering REIT-able assets in the
times to come.”
According to JLL India’s Das,
the real estate sector has potential to offer an additional 101 million sq. ft of office space for REITs
from the completion of new office
space expected during 2019-21.
“...This could help upcoming
REITs to gain from an upside in
rentals as well as capital appreciation. While the strong institutional flow of funds into real
estate will continue to provide
initial momentum towards
REITs’ growth in the country,
active participation of insurance
and pension funds in future will
help in long-term growth of the
market,” he said.

n

TWO ROOM set first floor 105,
Sector-17, Panchkula, small family.
9417763699.

1700 SQFT 1st 2nd floor showroom

ZIRAKPUR: INDEPENDENT FF

FOUR SHOWROOMS and go-

flat 2 BHK, 2 toilets, Balconies, 16-A
Durga Apartments, Gurdev Nagar:
9855071118

down (Approx Area 4000 sqft) for
rent at plot no. 72, Pabhat Godam
Area Zirakpur, Backside JP Hospital
and Kalra Complex, with 35 feet
street, wide parking area (3 truck
can be part in front). 9855357185,
6239660394

SHOWROOM AND R.C.C space
3+1, BHK 1850 sq ft available for
rent in suncity parikarma, sector 20,
panchkula. Contact: Kush Mahajan,
9878979454, 7814929454

FULLY FURNISHED independent
room AC, DTH, Kitchen fridge water
purifier Geyser 262/15, Panchkula.
98159-08262.

INDEPENDENT TWO room set
first floor attached kitchen bath
open terrace sector 15 Panchkula
9815482595

TO-LET
ZIRAKPUR

17 phase-6 mohali insurance/
pharma/ education/ companies
98153-74314

located on main road, and other
spaces in Panchkula available for
rent. S.G property 70092-66814.

400 TO 8000 square feet space
available on ground, first and
second floor furnished/ unfurnished
facing park and east F-297 phase 8B, Near Airport Road, Mohali.
9216508924, 9815008924.

REQUIRED FURNISHED/ semi
furnished Independent kothi or 3/ 4
BHK house for visiting education
Director in Chandigarh. 9988088880, 82228-84488.

PAYING GUEST
PG FOR Boys in Just Rs 5500/Sharing, Rs-6500/- Independent
room with facility TV/LED Three
time meals attached bathroom and
coolers Bidg. SBI, Near ISBT Sector
52, Chandigarh. 9815545815,
9876874998.

ONE ROOM, Kitchen with washroom, Fully Furnished on VIP Road
Zirakpur. Contact: 94632-55555.

SPACE FOR ATM
ATM/ EATRY/ MNC Heart of main
Market- 37C, Chandigarh 8289090133. also many Saleable House
hold items.
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P

W

L Pts NRR*

CSK

12

8

4 16

MI

11

7

4

14 +0.537

DC

11

7

4

14

SRH 10

5

5

10 +0.654

KXIP 11

5

6 10

-0.117

KKR

11

4

7

8

-0.05

RR

11

4

7

8

-0.39

RCB

11

4

7

8

-0.683

-0.113
+0.181

This IPL is kinder to bowlers
NUMBERS GAME Batsmen finding it tougher to score;
barring Delhi, bowlers working extra hard to get wickets

shortstories

Runs per 120 balls

173
6.3

PREMIER LEAGUE

7:30pm: Fulham v
Cardiff; 10:00pm:
Brighton v Newcastle, live
on Star Sports Select 2 &
SHD2
LA LIGA

7:45pm: Atletico Madrid
v Valladolid; live on Sony
Six, Six HD, Ten 2 & Ten
2HD

FORMULA ONE
AZERBAIJAN GP

6:30pm: Qualifying, live
on Star Sports Select 2
& SS Select 2HD

ARCHERY
WORLD CUP

8:30pm: Compound
Team Finals; live on Sony
Ten 2 & 2HD

6.2
6.0

161

160

158

CHENNAI: He entered the India

ranks through his IPL exploits,
and leg-spinner Yuzvendra
Chahal has come a long way to
become one of the key spinners
going into the World Cup.
The 28-year old, with chinaman bowler Kuldeep Yadav,
exemplified the Indian team
management’s revised opinion
that wrist spin will deliver at
the World Cup after finger
spinners (R Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja) could not win the
2017 Champions Trophy in
England. His 72 wickets in 41
ODIs at an economy of 4.89
underline match-winning
qualities, but Chahal is ready
for the intense competition
with Kuldeep and Jadeja for a
playing spot the World Cup is
likely to throw up. The RCB
bowler spoke on the World Cup
and his preparations.
Excerpts

How do you assess India’s bowling strength?
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RUNS PER 120 BALLS BY VENUE
Delhi

Hyderabad

Chennai

Mumbai

Bangalore

Kolkata

200

188.6
182.4

181.4

180

177.0
169.5
162.0

180.6
161.5

160

159.5

156.9

147.0
n

Chennai Super Kings’ Imran Tahir celebrates the wicket of KKR’s Chris Lynn in Kolkata on Sunday. Data
PTI
suggests the Eden Gardens pitch has become better for batting this season.

Karthik Shashidhar
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

BENGALURU: It’s not all about hit-

ting sixes out of the park, or bats
being wielded as deadly weapons against hapless bowlers.
This season, the scoring rates in
the IPL have actually fallen
compared to last year.
After a steady but steep climb
in scoring from the 2013 season
till 2018, this edition has been
kinder to bowlers. The average
number of runs scored per 120
balls has fallen from an all-time
high of 173 in the 2018 edition to
168 in this edition.
The data also suggests that
wickets have become more precious; the number of wickets
lost per 120 balls has fallen drastically from 6.25 to 5.74 — an all
time low.
The lower scoring rate is primarily a function of a drying up

IN CHENNAI, AN ALL-TIME
LOW OF 140 RUNS HAVE
BEEN SCORED ON
AVERAGE IN AN INNINGS.
DELHI, WHICH WAS A 180
WICKET FOR THE LAST
TWO SEASONS, HAS
TURNED INTO A SUB-160
WICKET THIS SEASON.
of runs in Chennai and Delhi. In
Chennai, which only hosted one
game last season because of the
Cauvery water protests, an alltime low of 140 runs have been
scored on average in an innings
this season.
Delhi, which was a 180 wicket
for the last two seasons, has
turned into a sub-160 wicket this
season. Scoring has dropped at
Bengaluru too.

This is somewhat balanced by
more runs being scored at
Hyderabad, the venue for the
final, as well as Mumbai and
Kolkata.
The Eden Gardens has been a
170 wicket for the last 5 seasons,
but has suddenly become a 190
wicket; Mumbai’s Wankhede
Stadium is back to being a 180
wicket after seeing far fewer
runs in the last few seasons.
On the wickets front, most
venues have seen a drastic drop;
it is harder for bowlers to get
wickets this season than in 2018
at all venues except Delhi. If you
are a bowler, you don’t want to
be at Kolkata, which has seen
the most precipitous fall in
wicket-taking.
Are batsmen taking fewer
risks? Or have bowlers become
less penetrative and more
defensive?
That’s the question.
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hope that discovering a babyfaced batsman and the return of
an almost forgotten pace bowler
continues to provide good cheer
even if hopes for a play-off berth
have receded fast when they face
Sunrisers Hyderabad here on
Saturday. Both teams will be
depleted as the erosion in the
ranks due to the approaching
World Cup takes effect. Rajasthan Royals will be without
England all-rounder Ben Stokes,
Jos Buttler as well as fast bowler
Jofra Archer, the Barbados-born
aspiring to gatecrash the home
team for the first time with a good
performance in the ODIs before
the tournament starts on May 30.
Sunrisers will have only one
half of their biggest strong point
going on Saturday. Jonny Bairstow, who put on one big opening
partnership after another with
David Warner, has left. The Australian batsman too will leave at
the month end.
Royals are worse off as they
stand seventh, and only one slot
above the bottom-placed Royal
Challengers Bangalore. First led
by Ajinkya Rahane, and now by
Steve Smith until he packs his
bags for World Cup next week,
Royals have not managed to find
momentum. Their campaign is
likely to end in disappointment,
barring an unlikely three wins in
the last three league games with
the other results falling kindly.
The team did totter on Thursday before pulling off a threewicket win over Kolkata Knight
Riders at the Eden Gardens. The
17-year-old batting all-rounder,
Riyan Parag, played a second crucial knock, scoring 47 off 31 balls,
to pull RR past the finish line.
Pacer Varun Aaron, whose
career has been blighted by a
series of stress fractures, also
delivered a spell that stopped
KKR from running away with the
game despite skipper Dinesh Karthik’s 97. Playing in only his second game, the 28-year-old took
2/20 from four overs.
While Rajasthan have managed only four wins in their 11
games, Sunrisers Hyderabad will
also feel anxious as they are only
two points ahead (five wins out of
10 games). With Warner due to
leave soon, Sunrisers will be desperate to put away a win against
Royals, who can’t claim much
home advantage having lost
three of their five matches here.
Sunrisers will also be boosted
by bowling spearhead Bhuvneshwar Kumar finding his rhythm as
he gets to play regularly.

S Ravi among officials for World Cup Rohit sets it up as Mumbai
Indo-Asian News Service
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Sundaram Ravi will be

the only Indian among the 22
match officials chosen for the
upcoming World Cup to be held
in England and Wales from May
30. Ravi, India’s only representative in ICC’s Elite Panel of
Umpires, has officiated in 33
Tests, 42 ODIs and 18 T20Is.
The 53-year-old recently had
to face flak from India skipper
Virat Kohli when Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) lost a close
match to Mumbai Indians in the

ongoing edition of the Indian
Premier League (IPL).
Ravi had failed to notice a
no-ball bowled when Bangalore
needed seven to win the match
off the final delivery. Mumbai’s
Sri Lanka bowler Lasith Malinga
had bowled a dot ball, but replays
suggested the paceman had overstepped. After the match, Mumbai captain Rohit Sharma had
also said such mistakes were
“not good for the game”.
The 22-member list,
announced by the International
Cricket Council (ICC), consists
of 16 umpires and six match ref-

erees. Sri Lankan Ranjan Madugalle, the most experienced
match referee, will be officiating
in his sixth World Cup, while it
will be the fourth World Cup for
Broad and Crowe.
Umpire Aleem Dar of Pakistan will be officiating in his fifth
World Cup and it will be the
fourth and last for Gould, who
has announced his retirement
after the tournament.
The appointments for the
semi-finals will be announced at
the end of the league stage and
those for the final will be finalised after the semi-finals.

well and not getting wickets,
it’s not a big issue. Sometimes I
am economical, but not getting
enough wickets. But if I am not
bowling well and not getting
wickets, then it’s a disturbing
thing. It’s all about going back
to basics and understanding
the variations that had helped
me deceive the batsmen. One
has to keep working hard.

YUZVENDRA CHAHAL , India spinner

abhishek.paul@htlive.com
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CUP OFFICIALS
Match Referees: Chris Broad,
David Boon, Andy Pycroft, Jeff
Crowe, Ranjan Madugalle, Richie
Richardson
Umpires: Aleem Dar, Kumar
Dharmasena, Marais Erasmus,
Chris Gaffaney, Ian Gould,
Richard Illingworth, Richard
Kettleborough, Nigel Llong,
Bruce Oxenford, Sundaram Ravi,
Paul Reiffel, Rod Tucker, Joel
Wilson, Michael Gough, Ruchira
Palliyaguruge, Paul Wilson

‘Like last year, slow World Cup pitches will be great’
Abhishek Paul
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Ashok Dinda hits back
at RCB over tweet

FOOTBALL

6.3
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SYDNEY: Former Australia allrounder Shane Watson on Friday
retired from the native Big Bash
League. Currently playing for
CSK in the IPL, Watson had
captained BBL side Sydney
Thunder for the past three
seasons. He will remain available
for select overseas tournaments.

8:00pm: Rajasthan
Royals v Sunrisers
Hyderabad, live on Star
Sports 1, 1HD, 2, 2HD,
1Hindi, 1Hindi HD, Select 1,
SHD1

Wickets per 120 balls
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JAIPUR: Rajasthan Royals will

7
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Watson retires from BBL

IPL

n
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LONDON: England batsman Alex
Hales is serving a three-week ban
from the sport for recreational
drug use, The Guardian newspaper reported on Friday. Hales was
named in England’s preliminary
15-man World Cup squad last
week and the paper said he was
still expected to join the team’s
training camp in Cardiff. Hales
was fined and suspended for his
involvement in a nightclub
altercation with team mate Ben
Stokes in 2017. Hales was given a
six-match ODI ban in December.
He had already missed two games
and the remainder of the ban was
suspended for 12 months so he
could be available for selection.

CRICKET

HT Correspondent

THE AVERAGE ACROSS 11 EDITIONS

ENGLAND’S HALES
BANNED FOR DRUG
USE: REPORT

todayontv

FALLING SCORES, LESS WICKETS
HT takes a look at how scoring and wicket-taking patterns have varied across
venues from 2008 till the April 23 match between SRH and CSK this edition

Updated till CSK v MI match

NEW DELHI: Indian fast bowler
Ashok Dinda hit back at Royal
Challengers Bangalore on Thursday for a tweet put out by them.
“Haters, helping you get your
statistics right. Stop and stare
well your opinion is not my reality.
So shut your hating selves and
keep me out of your mouth,”
Dinda wrote on social media. His
reaction came after RCB posted a
tweet taking a jibe at him. RCB
bowler Umesh Yadav took three
wickets against KXIP and the
team tweeted the bowler’s
picture captioning it as “Dinda
academy? What’s that?” The
tweet was later taken down and
an explanation given.

Task cut out for
Royals, Sunrisers
as foreign recruits
leave for Cup

All our pacers can bowl 145 kph
plus. The spinners too have the
ability to take wickets in any
situation. These are big positives. We’ve been playing
together for a long time and
know each other’s strengths. It
helps ours and the team’s
cause.

What variations are you working
on ahead of the World Cup?

How do you see competition for a
spot in the playing XI?
When you know you are not
performing well there are
three or four others to replace
you, it automatically boosts me
to work harder. And when I
realise I am the best (spinner)
among those fighting for a
place in the eleven, it will push
me to work harder than them.

As a leg-spinner, you can go for
runs too...
My biggest strength is I never
look at the batsman’s name
when bowling. I play to my
strategy and what the captain
wants. That is the mentality I
have developed over the years,
and it has taken me this far.

n

Yuzvendra Chahal

PTI

When a top batsman is coming after me, I have more
chance of getting his wicket as
he is just looking for fours and
sixes. If I am vulnerable, he is
vulnerable too. I can use my
variations well and take my
chances. That’s how I look at
batsmen attacking me.

Everyone goes through a lean
patch at some point…
It depends on how you are
bowling. If you are bowling

I am working on my top spin
more, and on my sliders. (Topspin delivery is released off the
middle finger. It has higher
loop and dip is sharper than the
stock delivery. The slider is
bowled with more side spin and
backspin, making it tougher to
pick from the stock leg-break.)

You toured England in 2018. How
were the pitches?
Wickets at that time were slow
compared to India. I think during the World Cup, it’s going to
be the same. It is good as it
gives us (spinners) a great
chance to make an impact.
This will be my first World
Cup, and I am waiting for it.
After three years of playing
international cricket. I have

gained confidence. It is the biggest strength for any player.
When you perform against top
players, it always boosts your
morale, particularly when you
know the management has
faith in your ability.

Is your strategy for ODIs vastly
different from T20s?
The margin of error is less in
T20s. Here you have only four
overs and in ODIs you 10 to
show your skills. In ODIs, even
if you are hit in one or two
overs, you have a chance to
make a comeback. In T20s you
may be hit more. You have to
be prepared for it.

RCB started poorly, but have
recovered a bit…
After a string of Iosses (the first
6 games), we were missing the
momentum in the first half. In
the last four-five games, we
have been playing really well.
We have won three straight
games. Our momentum is
back. We are more confident.
It’s good I’m playing in IPL
ahead of the World Cup. It is a
learning experience, and is
helping me use my variations
ahead of the big test in
England.

thrash Dhoni-less Chennai
Abhishek Paul
n

abhishek.paul@htlive.com

CHENNAI: It’s tough to imagine

Chennai Super Kings without MS
Dhoni. And if it’s against Mumbai
Indians, his colleagues seem to
have a brain freeze. A similar plot
played out here on Friday. After a
patient 48-ball 67 by skipper Rohit
Sharma guided MI to a fighting
155/4 on a slow track, the CSK
batsmen wilted under pressure to
lose by 46 runs. Lasith Malinga
finished with figures of 4/37.
This was CSK’s first defeat at
their home ground since 2015.
Their last defeat in Chennai too
came against MI. However, the
hosts can afford the odd stumble
as they lead the table and are virtually through to the play-offs.
There was surprise at the toss
as Suresh Raina came for the
hosts and Dhoni, who has spoken
about the need to protect his
dodgy back with the World Cup
approaching, was not available
due to fever. But in every Raina
move, Dhoni’s stamp was evident. Raina’s bowling changes in
particular showed that.
Like in previous matches here,
Deepak Chahar combined with
Harbhajan Singh in the powerplay. It was followed by a healthy
dash of spin bowling in the form
of leg-spinner Imran Tahir from
one end and left-arm spinner
Mitchell Santner, playing in
place of Ravindra Jadeja, from
the other.
The last overs were kept for
Dwayne Bravo and Chahar.
With Rohit at the top, MI
looked prepared for CSK’s ploy.
They waited for the loose balls,
like the short of length deliveries
by Chahar in the third over, or the
flat ones by Harbhajan.
What resulted was a healthy
run rate despite the loss of Quinton de Kock in the third over.
Rohit and Evin Lewis added 75 off
56 balls. Lewis however fell in the

n

Mumbai Indians captain Rohit Sharma top scored with 67.
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scorecard
MUMBAI INDIANS
R Sharma c Vijay b Santner 67 (48)
Q de Kock c Rayudu b Chahar 15 (9)
E Lewis c Bravo b Santner 32 (30)
K Pandya c Santner b Tahir
1 (3)
H Pandya not out
23 (18)
K Pollard not out
13 (12)
n Extras (lb 1, w 3)
4
n Total (for 4 wkts; 20 overs)
155
n FoW: 1-24, 2-99, 3-101, 4-122
n Bowling: D Chahar 4-0-46-1; H
Singh 4-0-23-0; I Tahir 4-0-37-1; D
Bravo 4-0-35-0; M Santner 4-013-2.
n CHENNAI SUPER KINGS
n

M Vijay c Yadav b Bumrah 38 (35)
S Watson c R Chahar b Malinga 8 (4)

13th over and Krunal Pandya followed the next over, but Rohit
continued to take his chances.
The 16th over by Tahir yielded 16
runs as Rohit went on the rampage. But Rohit’s dismissal off
Santner put the brakes on MI.
Hardik Pandya and Kieron Pollard added only 33 runs in the last
22 deliveries.
But another experienced MI
hand Lasith Malinga was waiting
to show his magic. It took him just

S Raina c Yadav b H Pandya
2 (4)
A Rayudu b K Pandya
0 (3)
K Jadhav b K Pandya
6 (11)
D Shorey c Chahar b Roy
5 (8)
D Bravo c & b Malinga
20 (17)
Santner c Pollard b Malinga 22 (20)
D Chahar c K Pandya b Bumrah 0 (2)
H Singh c H Pandya b Malinga 1 (3)
I Tahir not out
0 (0)
n Extras (lb 1, nb 1, w 5)
7
n Total (all out; 17.4 overs)
109
n FoW: 1-9, 2-22, 3-34, 4-45, 5-60,
6-66, 7-99, 8-101, 9-103
n Bowling: L Malinga 3.4-0-37-4; K
Pandya 3-0-7-2; H Pandya 2-0-22-1; J
Bumrah 3-0-10-2; R Chahar 4-021-0; A Roy 2-0-11-1.

five balls to deceive Shane Watson, who holed out to Chahar at
short fine leg. Raina gave an easy
catch to Suryakumar Yadav off
Hardik at backward point. Spinners Krunal and Anukul Roy
shared three wickets as CSK were
five down inside 10 overs.
Murali Vijay, playing his first
match, held one end up but when
he was caught brilliantly by Suryakumar Yadav off Jasprit Bumrah, it was all but over for CSK.
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Teen sensation
wins India Olympic
quota in shooting

Indian boxing punches big
ASIAN C’SHIPS Amit Panghal and
Pooja Rani bag gold as Indians end with
13 medals in best ever performance

n

Divyansh Singh Panwar clinched silver in 10m air rifle.

Ajai Masand
n

ajai.masand@htlive.com

NEW DELHI:For someone so “lazy”
n

Pooja stunned reigning world champion Wang Lina in the final.

Avishek Roy
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Blood trickled down
Kavinder Singh Bisht’s right eyebrow to his cheeks. Kavinder had
got the cut while beating the
reigning world champion Kairat
Yeraliyev of Kazakhstan in the
quarterfinals, and now, in the
final, it had opened again. His
opponent, Asian Games gold
medallist Mirazizbek Mirzahalilov from Uzbekistan, focused on
landing his punches on the cut.
Kavinder was undeterred,
launching his own attack with a
furious combination.
In the end, the 24-year-old
Indian lost the bout, but not
before announcing himself on the
international stage at the Asian
Boxing Championship in Bangkok. Before Kavinder’s gutsy silver, Amit Panghal (52kg) calmly
went about his business against
Korean Kim Inkyu and did what
was expected of him, win a gold
medal. The 23-year-old Army
man is fast establishing a reputation as one of the best in the world
in his weight class.
The bout of the day, however,
belonged to Pooja Rani, who
shocked the reigning world
champion Wang Lina of China in
the 81kg final. The seasoned
Indian boxer was fearless and
attacked with purpose. A six-time
national champion, the Haryana
girl was disappointed when she
was not selected for the World
Championships at home last year
without any trials in her weight

Pardeep wins
bronze in Asian
Weightlifting
Press Trust of India
n

AFP

category. But she bounced back
with a national title, earlier this
year, to prove herself. It was her
third medal, but first gold in the
Asian meet, having won silver in
2012 and bronze in 2015. The second woman boxer in the finals,
Simranjit Kaur (64kg), had to be
content with silver after losing to
China’s reigning world champion
Dou Dan in a 1-4 decision. Two
other boxers, Deepak Singh
(49kg) and Ashish Chaudhary (75
kg) also won silver.
India finished the championships, which was held jointly for
men and women for the first time,
with 13 medals: two gold, four silver and seven bronze. It is not just
the Indian team’s best performance at the Asian Championships, it is also a big leap from last
year’s Asian Games, where India
won just one gold and one bronze.
“The Indian boxing scene is looking very good, very positive,”
India’s high performance
director Santiago Nieva told HT.
“From where we were at the
Asian Games, it is a big stride forward as we look ahead to Tokyo
Olympic qualification. Now we
need to prepare well for the World
Championships.”
RETURN TO THE RING
India’s campaign was a story of
sweat and blood, one that could go
a long way in reviving the sport
that went downhill when the
national association (IABF) was
suspended by international federation (AIBA) in December 2012.
For the next three years, the

n

Amit Panghal (L) beat Korean Kim Inkyu to clinch gold, his second medal at the Asian meet after a bronze in 2017.

boxers were left in the lurch with
hardly any international competition and exposure.
“We kept ourselves going with
the hope that things will get better. We were taking part in
smaller competitions during that
time” says Kavinder. “This is my
first medal in a major competition. Beating the World Champion in the quarterfinals was a big
achievement for me. When you
play such big players and beat
them, it simply doubles your confidence.”
PANGHAL’S GOLD
Focused and brave, Panghal
defeated Korea’s Kim Inkyu in a
unanimous decision to win gold

medal. Facing an opponent much
taller than him, Panghal took his
time to gauge the Korean’s reach
before deftly stepping in. He used
his nimble footwork to good
effect, moving inside the Korean,
and staying low to evade oncoming punches. Panghal was competing in 52kg for the first time,
after moving up from the light flyweight (49kg) category where he
won the Asian Games gold last
year. There is no 49kg category in
the Olympics.
“I have worked on my power
and reach. It is a very important
medal because I was able to test
myself against top opponents as I
will meet them at the World
Championship,” Panghal said.

Sakshi, Vinesh clinch bronze
medals at Asian Championships
n

NITENDRA SINGH RAWAT, marathon runner

‘Aiming to break national record’
Navneet Singh

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com
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NINGBO (CHINA): India’s Pardeep

Singh won a bronze in clean and
jerk in the 102kg category competition at the Asian Weightlifting Championships here on Friday.
Pradeep lifted 201kg in clean
and jerk to get a bronze but his
150kg effort in snatch was the
least among seven competitors
in Group A. He had a total lift of
351kg which put him in sixth
position.
Former world champion Mirabai Chanu (49kg) had also
picked up a bronze in clean and
jerk with a personal best effort of
113kg though she finished fourth
in total lift (199kg).
Jhili Dalabehera, a junior
World Championships bronze
medallist, had clinched a silver
medal in the women’s 45kg category, which, however, is not an
Olympic weight category.
Medals are awarded separately for snatch, clean and jerk,
and total lift in continental and
World Championships. But, just
one medal — for total lift — is
awarded at the Olympics.

n

medallist Sakshi Malik and
Asian Games champion Vinesh
Phogat settled for a bronze each
as Indian women ended their
campaign without a gold at the
Asian Wrestling Championships
here on Friday.
Both Sakshi (62kg) and Vinesh
(53kg) lost their quarter-final
bouts but made their way to the
podium through the repechage
round as their victors reached
the finals.
In the bronze medal playoffs,
Vinesh beat World Championships bronze medallist Qianyu
Pang of China 8-1 while Sakshi
got the better of North Korean
grappler Hyon Gyong Mun 9-6.
With the two bronze won on
Thursday through Manju
Kumari (59kg) and Divya Kakran (68kg), Indian women ended
their campaign with four bronze.
For Sakshi, a qualifying
round win on points against Thi
My Hanh Nguyen of Vietnam
was followed by a defeat against
World Championships silver
medallist Yukako Kawai of
Japan in the quarter-finals by

n

n

Vinesh Phogat won bronze in a new weight category.
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Tiger Woods says he’s happy to show his children the positive side
of a career that got derailed by injuries and personal problems. AFP

with a laugh. “Now I just need to
have a lot of things go my way,
and who’s to say that it will or will
not happen? That’s what the
future holds, I don’t know. The
only thing I can promise you is
this: that I will be prepared.”
Everything was going Woods’
way during his final round in
Augusta, a win, he said, that had
yet to sink in. The former world
No 1 was two shots behind the

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com
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WUHAN (CHINA): Indian shuttlers

fall.
But since Kawai reached the
final, Sakshi got a chance to feature in the repechage round
where she had a comprehensive
win over Korean Jiae Choi by
technical superiority to reach
the bronze medal playoff.
For Vinesh, it was moving up
to a higher 53kg category from
50kg where she had won gold at
the Jakarta Asian Games, after a
rejig of weight classes by the
world governing body for the
2020 Tokyo Olympics. She had

competed in 53kg at the Dan
Kolov-Nikola Petrov tourney in
Bulgaria last month and won silver.
Vinesh had a disappointing
start as she lost to Mayu
Mukaida of Japan, who came
through the qualifiers. The Japanese was declared a 10-0 winner
by technical superiority.
But since her opponent
reached the final, Vinesh featured in the repechage round
where she beat Chinese Taipei’s
Jo Cih Chiu 6-0 by fall verdict.

leading Francesco Molinari at the
12th at Augusta National when
the British Open champion
opened the door by finding water
en route to a double-bogey.
“It went from a one-horse race
with all of us kind of chasing
Francesco, to now Pandora’s box
is opened up playing 13, where ...
there’s at least seven with a legitimate chance to win the tournament with six holes to go.”

Woods birdied the next hole to
grab the lead and held his nerve
despite a logjam of contenders.
He will make his first start
since the Masters at the May 2-5
Wells Fargo Championship
where he will bid to match Sam
Snead’s all-time record of 82 PGA
Tour victories. However, Woods
said he was just happy to show his
two children the positive side of a
career that was derailed by personal problems and a litany of
back injuries that convinced
many the best golfer of his generation was done. “They never
knew golf to be a good thing in my
life and the only thing they
remember is that it brought this
incredible amount of pain to their
dad and they don’t want to ever
see their dad in pain,” he said.
“And so to now have them see
this side of it, the side that I’ve
experienced for so many years of
my life, but I had a battle to get
back to this point, and it feels
good.”

navneet.singh@htlive.com
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Saina Nehwal.

SAINA, SINDHU,
SAMEER BLOWN
AWAY AS INDIA’S
CAMPAIGN ENDS

Woods says Nicklaus’ record on mind
NEWYORK:Tiger Woods said Jack
Nicklaus’s record of 18 major
championships is in his sights following his triumph at the Masters as he enjoys a career “extension” after a prolonged period of
injury woes. In his first comments since winning his 15th
major title and fifth green jacket,
the 43-year-old American said he
always thought Nicklaus’s mark
was reachable, provided his
career was long enough.
“It took him an entire career to
get to 18,” Woods said in an interview with streaming service
GOLFTV. “So now that I’ve had
another extension to my career —
one that I didn’t think I had a couple of years ago — if I do things
correctly and everything falls my
way, yeah, it’s a possibility.”
“I’m never going to say it’s not,
except for a couple of years ago
when I couldn’t walk,” he said

PTI

he played, showed his class
today.”
What worked for India is a new
focus on aggression in the ring.
“Boxers from Tajikistan,
Kazakhstan, will keep throwing
punches. They are very aggressive. We wanted our boxers to be
more attacking and show aggression. They have executed it well,”
said national coach CA Kuttappa.
Handling the defensive tactics of
opponents was another aspect
that needed work.
“Our boxers were not very
good when the rival used tactics
like holding or clinching,” Nieva
said. “We have worked on those
areas and the results can be
seen.”

that he had to be pushed—even
“scolded”—to do some physical
activity, Divyansh Singh Panwar on Friday emerged as a
potential Olympic Games medal
hopeful. The 17-year-old
clinched a 2020 Tokyo Olympic
Games quota place in 10m Air
Rifle on way to silver in the ISSF
World Cup at Beijing on Friday.
The Jaipur boy, son of a senior nursing staff at the Sawai
Man Singh Medical College,
became the fourth Indian to
secure an Olympic quota after
rifle shooters Anjum Moudgil
and Apurvi Chandela, and pistol
sensation Saurabh Chaudhary,
another 17-year-old.
Competing in only his third
international competition, Divyansh won silver after a tense
final with China’s Hui Zicheng
who clinched gold with a score
of 249.4. Divyansh was just 0.4
behind. He added to the gold
medal he won in the mixed team
event along with Chandigarh
shooter Anjum Moudgil on
Thursday.
This is a double delight for
India as Divyansh can not only
compete individually in air rifle
at the Olympics, but also pair
with either Moudgil or Chandela for a shot at the mixed team
medal.
Divyansh, a class 12 student
with the ambition of becoming a
doctor, first qualified for the
finals in third place with a
superb 60-shot score of 629.2.
“Though my ward has won
the medal, I feel I have conquered Mt Everest,” Divyansh’s
coach of six years, Kuldeep

NRAI

Sharma, said from Jaipur. “The
boy came to me when he was 11
with a rudimentary “break barrel air rifle”, the one to be kept
as an antique. He was physically
unfit. His elder sister Anjali,
though, was far fitter and I concentrated on her. In fact, his
father imported a proper competitive rifle—an Anschutz—for
Anjali.”
Anjali though moved away
from the sport, and Divyansh
began to use not just her rifle,
but also her shooting jacket and
trousers.
In one of his first competitions, in 2013, he made two holes
in a target card with a screwdriver as a joke and was
promptly disqualified.
“I remember the first time his
father brought him to me, he
said make Divyansh run as
much as you can, and if need be,
punish him,” Kuldeep says. “He
had poor concentration. He
would eat anything in front of
him. But he was also exceptionally talented and he had lots of
motivation.”
Divyansh was put through a
fitness regimen as well as meditation practice. “Knowing that
he was a foodie, I set him targets
accordingly,” Kuldeep says. “I
told him if you achieve this target, you will get ~10 for golgappas. I have coached several
players but his progress has
been phenomenal.”
From there, Divyansh made
rapid progress, and was picked
to the national squad in 2017.
This year, he made it to the
senior team.
“Now that he is winning medals in shooting, I don’t know
whether he still wants to be a
doctor.”

facetoface
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XIAN (CHINA):Rio Olympics bronze
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CONTROVERSY
In the first fight of the day,
Deepak (49kg) lost to Nodirjon
Mirzahmedov of Uzbekistan in a
bout that the Indian coaches
strongly felt should have gone in
their favour.
“Deepak was clearly the better
boxer in the first two rounds. Yes,
sometimes, we may not see the
punches clearly from the corner
but we thought he was the gold
medallist today,” said Nieva.
The system of protest will be
re-introduced at the World
Championships. It was on trial
here and the Indian camp immediately sought a review of the first
two rounds. “That’s all we could
have done. But Deepak, the way

17

belied expectations at the Badminton Asia Championships,
their campaign ending quicker
than expected after PV Sindhu
and Saina Nehwal were knocked
out in the quarterfinals here on
Friday.
In a men’s singles quarterfinal
earlier in the day, Sameer Verma
too was shown the door after he
suffered a 10-21, 12-21 loss to Chinese second seed Shi Yuqi.
Taking the court first, London
Olympics bronze medallist Saina
put up a tough fight but could not
avoid a 13-21, 23-21, 16-21 defeat at
the hands Japanese third seed
Akane Yamaguchi. The match
lasted an hour and nine minutes.
The quarterfinal duel between
Saina and Yamaguchi was a marathon one with both the players
matching each other stroke for
stroke.
Saina continued the good work
and raced to a 7-2 lead in the
decider which she later extended
to 14-11 before Yamaguchi roared
back to surge ahead 17-14.
The Japanese never looked
back from there and closed down
the contest by winning the
decider 21-16. Saina, seeded seventh, had needed just 38 minutes
to get the better of Kim Ga Eun of
South Korea to enter the last eight
on Thursday.
Much was expected from
fourth seed Sindhu but the Rio
Olympics silver medallist was
stunned by unseeded local girl
Cai Yanyan.
Sindhu looked a pale shadow of
herself and was blown away
19-21, 9-21. The world No 6 went
down in just 31 minutes against
the Chinese, who is ranked 11 places below her. It was Sindhu’s
maiden loss against Yanyan.

NEW DELHI: Nitendra Singh
Rawat only began running in
his early 20s, after joining
the army, but that late start
did not stop him from becoming one of India’s best distance runners.
On Sunday, Nitendra, 32,
will become the first Indian
to race in the elite category of
the London Marathon.
Along with Tokyo, Boston,
Berlin, Chicago, and New
York, the London Marathon
forms a sextet of the world’s
most prestigious marathons,
together known as the World
Marathon Majors.
Nitendra, who is from a
village near Bageshwar in
Uttarakhand, believes that
running in London will be an
opportunity for him to break
the four-decade-old national
record (2 hours, 12 minutes),
set by the late Shivnath
Singh in 1978.
The man from Kumaon
Regiment was introduced to
sports in the army, where he
first picked up cross-country
running. By 2015, he had
established himself as a leading marathon man, but an
injury and a disappointing
84th place finish at the Rio
Olympics led to a long layoff
of 14 months.
Last year, Nitendra began
a comeback. In January, at
the Mumbai Marathon, he
was the best finisher among
the Indian men, and 11th
overall, which also won him
a qualification for the Athletics World Championships in
Doha in September.
It has been an incredible
return, and Nitendra is looking to build on it.

Excerpts:

How have you been preparing
for London?
The first thing I did was to
shift my training base from
Bengaluru, which has moderate altitude of around
1,000m, to the hilly terrain of
Ranikhet where the altitude
ranges from 2,000m and
above. The focus has been on
having a steady weekly mileage of 250km. I train six days

n

Nitendra’s personal best in marathon is 2:15.18.

a week, and cover almost
40km daily. In the first half of
2018 my weekly mileage was
180-200km per week.

What pace do you generally
train at? And what is your longest weekly run?
I train twice a day and my
longest weekly run is
35-38km, which is covered at
an average pace of 3:50-3:55
minutes per km. But shorter
mid week runs of 8-13km are
at a faster pace say 3:15 per
km.

How do you recover for your
next training session?
To stay healthy, good sleep
for 8-10 hours at night is
important. I also try to get a
short nap in the afternoon
and a massage.
There is always the temptation to chat on social
media, but I have switched
off my phone. To avoid getting distracted, I hardly communicate with the outside
world these days other than
my coach and training partners.

What is your goal for London?

HT PHOTO

It’s difficult to predict time in
distance running. But going
by my current fitness, I
should be able to race below
2:13. I want to break the
national record

You began running pretty late
in your life, only after joining
the army. How did you get to
the elite level so quickly?
It has something to do with
my childhood. I was born
and brought up in a village
near Bageshwar (Uttarakhand) that has an altitude
of 1,300m. During my school
days we had to walk up and
down the hills. That might
have laid a foundation for
distance running.

What needs to improve in India
for better performances in distance running?
There is a lack of patronage
for marathon running.
There are fewer (national)
camps for marathon runners. Without camps, athletes are scattered and train
individually, and improvement is slow. To improve
timing, group running is the
answer.
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Spurs look to seal top-four spot
PREMIER LEAGUE Tottenham aim to consolidate their third spot ahead of Chelsea as they face struggling West Ham
Agence France-Presse
n

sportm@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Tottenham have rediscovered the winning feeling
just as their top-four rivals have
faltered and victory against
West Ham on Saturday would
be a huge step towards
qualifying for next season’s
Champions League.
Maurico Pochettino’s men, in
third place, have won three of
their past four league games and
their tally of 70 points puts them
three ahead of fourth-placed
Chelsea and four clear of Arsenal,
in fifth spot. Manchester United
are a further two points adrift.
Christian Eriksen’s late winner against Brighton in mid-week
was the seventh time they have
found a winner in the 80th minute
or later this season, showing an
impressive never-say-die spirit.
Spurs, who have three league
games left to play, lost four out of
five Premier League matches
before they stopped the rot earlier
this month against Crystal Palace
in the first game at their new stadium.
“We keep going until the last
minute,” said Eriksen.
“We had chances and that was
the case in the other games as
well, games where we should
have scored before instead of
making it so exciting and nervewracking. In the end it’s about
taking the chances you get.”

“We needed a result, so did
they, and it was patience, building and trying to create something out of nothing. In the end it
was a big win,” he added.
Spurs, who host Ajax in the
first leg of their Champions
League semi-final on Tuesday,
travel to Bournemouth on May 4
and then finish their Premier
League campaign at home
against Everton the following
week. “Before the season started
we would have signed up for
being in the semi-finals of the
Champions League and being
where we are (in the Premier
League),” said Eriksen.
“Of course we would love to
have gone even further in the Premier League as well but at the end
you need to win the games you
can, we’ve done that in the Champions League and we also need to
do that in the Premier League to
secure our place in the Champions League again next season.”
The victory against struggling
Brighton was Tottenham’s
fourth win out of four in their
sparkling new stadium. They
have scored eight goals at their
new home without reply. Mid-table West Ham, by contrast, have
not won any of their past eight
league matches on the road, failing to score in six of those.
Spurs, seeking to qualify for
the Champions League for the
fourth season in a row, are without injured talisman Harry Kane

Barca a win away
from clinching
La Liga crown
Reuters
n

sportm@hindustantimes.com

BARCELONA: Barcelona can clinch

the La Liga title with victory
at home to relegation-threatened
Levante on Saturday — the
first step in what they hope will
be a clean sweep of trophies
this season. Ernesto Valverde’s
side
are nine points clear
of Atletico Madrid with each club
having four games left and Barca,
who have the better head-to-head
record, could be champions
before kick off at the Nou
Camp if Atleti lose at home to
Real Valladolid.
Should second-placed Atletico
draw, a point against Levante
would be enough for Barcelona to
guarantee their 26th league title
and eighth in 11 years.
Barca captain Lionel Messi
will be able to lift the trophy in
front of their supporters after
Spanish federation president
Luis Rubiales said the team
would be handed the silverware
on Saturday, instead of at their
final home game of the campaign.

Messi will join a select group of
players to have won 10 league
titles with one club, while midfielder Arturo Vidal will collect
an eighth consecutive title since
2012 after winning four championships with Juventus and three
with Bayern Munich.
The Catalans began the season
by winning the Spanish Super
Cup and, assuming they win the
league, could lift a third domestic
trophy when they face Valencia
in the Copa del Rey final on May
25. The prize they covet most
though is the Champions League,
which Real Madrid have dominated in the last three seasons.
Valverde can afford to rest
players against Levante ahead of
next week’s Champions League
semi-final first leg at home to Liverpool, which will provide the
high watermark of a season in
which no-one has come close to
challenging his side in La Liga.
Barca have led from the front
since early December, when they
crept ahead of Sevilla and Atletico as Real Madrid endured a
nightmarish season.

Son Heung-min has led Tottenham’s attack well in the absence of
GETTY IMAGES
Harry Kane.

and Pochettino will be cautious
with the Champions League
semi-final looming.
One player almost certain to
feature is Son Heung-min, who is
suspended for the European tie
and says he is feeling fresh as the

season nears its climax.
“If I say I’m tired, maybe other
players start thinking the same
as me, so if I’m tired I’ll never say
I’m tired,” said the South Korean.
“I try to keep positive to the
other players.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Manchester City’s

UNITED STILL IN TOP-FOUR RACE: OLE

n

Agencies
n

newstracker
MANCHESTER: Manchester United
still have a chance to finish in
the top four despite a rocky
campaign and the sacking of their
manager in December, the
Premier League club’s boss Ole
Gunnar Solskjaer (in pic) said on
Friday. “It’s been an emotional
season for the club because we’ve
changed manager halfway
through,” Solskjaer told reporters
ahead of Chelsea’s visit on
Sunday.
“We’re still in the race for top four,
and the focus has to be on
Chelsea. If we get a performance
there, which we know we can do,
we know they’re tired, we don’t
care because there’s three games
to go. You work your
socks off for 90 minutes three
times, then it’s your holidays.”
Solskjaer was unbeaten in his first
12 league games in charge but
United have since lost four of
their last six matches, handing
Arsenal and Chelsea the
advantage in the race
for the
top four. “It’s a challenge, yes, and a
difficult period now, but
it’s what I expected,” he
added. “The Premier
League has
changed, it’s
such an unbelievable

Sterling honoured
for fighting racism

league. When I played, it was us
and Arsenal. Now there are six
teams really fighting or starting
in the beginning believing they
can challenge for trophies.”
Midfielder Paul Pogba has been
linked with a move to Real
Madrid by British media in recent
weeks, but Solskjaer said he
believed the France international,
who has a contract until 2021,
would stay at Old Trafford next
season. “You can’t guarantee
anything in football but yes, I
think Paul is going to be here,”
Solskjaer said. “We want him to
do well, he’s a leader in that
dressing room and on the pitch
for us.” Solskjaer also confirmed
goalkeeper David De Gea would
keep his place against Chelsea
despite going a recent rough
patch. The Spanish goalkeeper
has not kept a clean sheet in his
last 12 games in all competitions.

Won’t make it easy for City,
says Dyche
BURNLEY : Manchester City’s
bid to retain their Premier
League title takes them to
Burnley on Sunday and Clarets
manager Sean Dyche has
warned Pep
Guardiola’s side
not to expect a
comfortable path
to three points.

England forward Raheem Sterling has been awarded The
Integrity and Impact Award at
this year’s BT Sport Industry
Awards for speaking out on a
range of social issues, including
racism. He had said more players needed to speak out when
they suffered racism to eradicate it from the game.
“I was just speaking about my
personal experiences, I didn’t
expect it to get so much attention, I just wanted to bring it to
the attention of my audience on
Instagram,” Sterling said as he
received the award from
England coach Gareth Southgate. “It’s been really pleasing to
see people listening and trying
to do better. Partly what happens when you try to do good
things is you set examples for
the next generation coming

through.”
Southgate received the Leadership in Sport Award on behalf
of the FA for building a new
atmosphere in the dressing
room which helped his team
reach the 2018 World Cup semifinals.
PFA TEAM OF THE YEAR
Manchester United’s Paul
Pogba is the only non-Manchester City or Liverpool player to be
named in the Professional Footballers’ Association’s Premier
League team of the year.
City provide six of the 11 players — goalkeeper Ederson, centre-half Aymeric Laporte, midfielders Bernardo Silva and Fernandinho and forwards Sergio
Aguero and Raheem Sterling.
The remaining four are filled by
Liverpool players — full-backs
Andrew Robertson and TrentAlexander Arnold, central
defender Virgil van Dijk and forward Sadio Mane.

ISAC APPOINTED AIFF’S NEW TD
Press Trust of India
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Romanian Doru
Isac has been named technical director of the All
India Football Federation
for three years, technical
committee chairman
Shyam Thapa said on Fri-

day. Gaioz Darsadze of
Georgia and Jorge Castelo
of Portugal were the others
who were interviewed. The
post had been vacant since
Australian Scott O’Donnell
quit in 2017. Savio Medeira
was interim TD. India are
due to name a new national
coach soon.

Nadal reaches semis with hard-earned win
Agencies
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes

BARCELONA: Eleven times cham-

pion Rafael Nadal booked his
place in the semi-finals of the Barcelona Open by beating German
Jan-Lennard Struff 7-5, 7-5 in a
hard-fought encounter on Friday.
The world No 2 will meet either
Dominic Thiem or Guido Pella,
who play later, in the last four.
Struff, ranked 51st in the world
and a renowned doubles player,
had impressed in Barcelona by
knocking out 10th seed David
Goffin and last year’s runner up
Stefanos Tsitsipas and was facing
Nadal for the first time in a competitive match.
The Mallorcan broke for the
first time in the game to take a 3-1
lead with a powerful forehand
winner down the line but Struff
broke back to make it 4-4.
Nadal broke his opponent for a
second time to avoid a tie-break
and take the set.
Neither player gave much
away in a finely balanced second
set, and Struff managed to save a
break point in the eighth game to
keep things finely balanced, but
Nadal was saving his best tennis
for the 12th game.

Nadal quickly earned three
match points and seizing the second with a magnificent backhand
down the line, ended the game in
one hour and 43 minutes.
In the previous round, Nadal
showed no mercy towards an
emotional David Ferrer, who is
set to retire after the Madrid Open
next month and made a tearful
exit on what was his 15th and final
appearance at this tournament.
But there was no room for sentiment for Nadal, who won 6-3, 6-3.
Ferrer reached a career-high
ranking of No 3 in 2013, the same
year he went closest to winning a
Grand Slam too, undone by Nadal
again in the French Open final.
Japan’s Kei Nishikori also
made it into the last four after seeing off Roberto Carballes Baena
6-4, 7-5 and will face Russian
Daniil Medvedev, who ended
Chilean Nicolas Jarry’s tournament with a comfortable 6-3, 6-4
victory.
OSAKA IN SEMIS
STUTTGART: World No 1 Naomi
Osaka came from behind in the
final set to beat Croatian Donna
Vekic 6-3, 4-6, 7-6(4) on Friday and
move into the Porsche Tennis
Grand Prix semi-finals.
Osaka comfortably won the

opening set but was tested by the
Croatian, who pushed her to the
limit in the second and third. The
Japanese made 45 unforced
errors as she struggles to get to
grips with swapping hard courts
for clay.
Osaka was visibly frustrated
and trailed 5-1 in the final set but
she refused to give up and found
her rhythm to break Vekic twice
and prevent her from serving for
the match.
In the tiebreaker, a confident
Osaka upped her baseline game
and had two early mini breaks
before wrapping up the match in
two hours and 18 minutes. An
infuriated Vekic even smashed
her racket after losing the match.
“I told myself I didn’t want to
have any regrets here,” Osaka
said. “I was stressed out when I
went down 1-5... but this (comeback) was pretty good because I
don’t play really well on clay.”
Earlier, world No 3 Petra Kvitova came back from a set down to
beat Anastasija Sevastova 2-6, 6-2,
6-3 and move into the tournament’s semi-finals for the third
time in her career.
Kiki Bertens plays Angelique
Kerber later on Friday and Victoria Azarenka faces Anett Kontaveit in the last quarter-final.

n

Rafael Nadal was stretched by German Jan-Lennard Struff before entering the semis in Barcelona.
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TALKING HEADS
ADVANTAGES
PRIVATE
INSTITUTES OFFER
Decision-making in
private institutions is
quick and efficient and as they
cannot take a chance vis-a-vis
regulatory bodies. They have also
have a modern and complete
infrastructure.
RS Bawa, vice-chancellor,
Chandigarh University

HINDUSTAN TIMES MEDIA MARKETING INITIATIVE

Education boom in tricity

Set for takeoff

MORE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
ON OFFER
Unlike government
institutes, private
institutes have more
seats to
accommodate
students, hi-tech infrastructure,
variety in courses, more job
opportunities and foreign exchange
programmes.
Anshu Kataria, chairperson,
Aryans Group of Colleges
WHERE ELSE WILL
YOU GET WORLD
CLASS LABS?
Private institutes can
afford to have worldclass laboratories
with ICT facilities
Madhu Chitkara, vice-chancellor,
Chitkara University, Punjab
INDIVIDUALS, PRIVATE
ENTERPRISES
SETTING UP
WORLD CLASS
UNIVERSITIES
There have been
private enterprises
and individuals who
have come forward to actually
contribute towards setting up of
some truly world-class universities
Kumara Guru, director, external
relations, Indian School of
Business, Mohali Campus
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C

handigarh, with its
premium academic
institutes, Panjab
University, Post
Graduate Institute
of Medical Education and
Research, Punjab Engineering
College, and Chandigarh
College of Architecture, apart
from its numerous colleges,

was planned as an
educational hub
since its inception.
Attracting
students from all
over India, the
tricity now is
experiencing a boom,
so to say, because of
private institutes offering
engineering, management,
medical education and other

options to students from not
just the region and India but
from other countries as well.
A combination of private
enterprise and support
from the government
has led to this hub
being formed, says
Kumara Guru,
director, external
relations, Indian
School of Business
(ISB), Mohali Campus
The tricity is home to
high-quality research and
academic institutions, be it
Panjab University and more

A combination of private
enterprise and support
from the government has
led to an education hub
being formed in the
tricity.
Kumara Guru, director,
external relations, Indian
School of Business,
Mohali

recently with Knowledge City
being set up all the ISBs and
Indian Institutes of Science
Education and Research
(IISERs) of the world have
come here. It is only natural
that when there is a cluster
formation like this then more
institutions thrive because
there is a large amount of
inter-dependability that comes
into play between academic
institutions, says Guru.
And why should that not
happen? RS Bawa, vicechancellor, Chandigarh
University, says the city enjoys
the reputation of being a fully
planned city. Its connectivity
with Delhi and other parts of
India is great. The area has
good schools and educational
institutes and the overall
quality of education provided
is good. Adding a word of
caution, however, he adds, all
those in the business must
constantly improve quality to
maintain their tempo.
The city fares much better
than others, says Anshu
Kataria, chairman, Aryans
Group of Colleges, Rajpura,
Near Chandigarh, because of
its peaceful and beautiful
environment, low crime rate,
safety and security for girls,
air and rail connectivity, more
job opportunities in IT Parks,
and affordable housing/paying
guest accommodation. "After
south India and later Delhi
NCR now Chandigarh has
emerged as the popular
destination for students to
pursue higher studies.
d. on page 4
◗ Contd
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> Outsiders in the city <

Chandigarh's
USP: Sukhna
lake, crisp winter
and warm,
friendly people
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> NIPER <

> ISB <
Katani Dhaba, Uncle Jack and
Sailor's Grill.

Sector 26, Chandigarh, has
the best food joints.

I wanted to study
in an institute with
top NIRF
ranking

Integrated courses
were a big drraw for
me

■ Why did you

My research skills
were honed here
■ Why did you
choose
Chandigarh?
In 2017, when
my parents
and I visited
Chandigarh,
PRANAV
they joked
BHAGWAT
that I might
23,
come to study
Maharashtra,
here. It so
NIPER ,
happened that
Pursuing
master’s in
the best
edicinal
me
pharmacy
chemistry,
institute is in
Chandigarh,
and so I actually came here.
My parents love the city too.

he bes
st thiing
g abo
outt th
his
■ Th
city?
I will miss the winter after I
leave the city as there is no
winter in Mumbai. I have met
great people and studied
under wonderful faculty here.
est thiing abo
out you
ur
■ Be
institute?
In Mumbai University, the
basic instruments and
amenities have to be paid for
and samples have to be sent
out of the college. Being in
this institute has really
helped me in my research.
vourritte ha
ango
outt zo
one in
■ Fav
tricity?.
Phase 3B2, Mohali as it has all
the best eateries such as

choose
Chandigarh?
I chose it not
for the place
SAMARTH
but for the
THAKORE,
institute. It is
27, NIPER,
Pursuing PhD
the first NIPER
in
institute and
pha
arma
aceu
utics,
has top NIRF
Surat
rankings.
■ The best
ng aboutt thiis city?
thin
You name a festival and it is
celebrated here. Earlier, I just
knew garba, Navratri and the
Ganesh festival. Now I know
about Baisakhi, Lohri and
have learnt the Giddha too.
hing about yo
our
■ Best th
institute?
We have the best facilities
and get the best guidance.
We cannot find this bunch of
teachers anywhere. They are
the best in their fields.
vourritte ha
ang
goutt zo
one in
■ Fav
tricity
Mornings at Sukhna are
without doubt the best.

y did you choose
■ Why
Chandigarh?

SRIKANT
SIVANGULA,
PhD in
phramacoinformatics,
NIPER,
Telangana

I chose the
city as my
specialisation
was only
available at
this institute.
As for the city
I just knew it
to be the
capital of two
states.
■ The best
thing about
this place?
I like that
there is a lot
of cultural
diversity here.
■ Best thing
about your

institute?
Pharmacy is integrated with
other courses like
informatics.
ourite hangout
■ Favo
zone in tricity
I like to cycle early in the
morning. Often I go up to
Sukhna Lake.

> Chandigarh University <
institute?
I love the vibrant
The campus, WiFi facility and
the gymnasium.
nightlife and clubs
■ Why did you
choose
Chandigarh?
We don't
speak English
in Indonesia
and
GINDO
Chandigarh
ALTALRIK
University was
SURBAKTI
offering an
Indonesia,
EnglishChandigarh
speaking
University,
course before
pursuing BSc
the classes
hos
spiitallitty an
nd
hotel
began. This
management
was the only
institute that
was offering the facility.
■ What's the best thing about
the city?
I've made great friends here.
hing
g aboutt yourr
■ Best th

vou
uriite han
ngoutt zon
ne
■ Fav
I like the vibrant nightlife and
the various clubs around
town.

OMRAN
MARAKI,
21,
Afghanistan,
BSc,
Chandigarh
University

I'm here
because
it's a
clean city
with
friendly
people

■ Why did you
choose
Chandigarh?
My friends
and family said it was one of
the cleanest cities in India as
compared to other states.

That decided it for me.
hat''s th
he bes
st thiing
g ab
boutt
■ Wh
this place?
My friends are like family
now. I've enjoyed travelling
very much and I've fallen in
love with the biryani, which
reminds me of my favourite
dish back home - the Kabuli
pulao.

st thing
g ab
bout your
■ Bes
institute?
It provides us with a number
of opportunities like
placements and internships.
ourritte han
ngoutt zo
one?
?
■ Favo
Rock garden, Sukhna Lake,
Sector 17 are my favourite
spots.

> Aryans Group of Colleges <
institute?
I like the fact that it is in the
outskirts of the city, far away
from the humdrum of the city.
vourrite
e ha
ang
goutt zone
e?
■ Fav
My all time favourite hangout
zone is the Sukhna Lake.

People actually
follow traffic rules
here
It has great
connectivity
and is
economical
■ Why did you choose
Chandigarh?

PRAJYOT
KUMAR,
18, Biihar,, BSC
(ag
gric
cultture)),
Aryans Group
olleges,
of Co

The fact that the city is
quiet, well connected
and economical was a
deciding factor.
st thiing
g
■ Whatt's the bes
bout th
his place?
ab
I've made friends for a
lifetime.
g aboutt your
■ Best thing

HITEN CHAWROK,
18
8, As
ssam,, B Pha
arma
acy,, Arrya
ans Grroup
p
of Colleges

y did you choose
■ Why
Chandigarh?
I'd heard that the city is clean
and that people actually
follow traffic rules.
at hav
ve yo
ou go
ot outt of
■ Wha
here?
I'm enjoying the freedom of
college life. I can already tell
that I'll miss it once I pass-out
from college.
st thing
g ab
bout your
■ Bes
institute?
The faculty is very friendly
and there are students here
from every state.
ourritte han
ngoutt zo
one?
?
■ Favo
My friends and I visit the
Chhatbir Zoo, Rock-Garden,
Elante Mall and Sukhna Lake
often

Fell in love with city
when I was five years
old

SHABALA,
24
4, IS
SB, PGP, Ch
hen
nnaii

u choose
■ Why did you
Chandigarh?
I visited Chandigarh for the first
time when I was five and fell in
love with the place. Almost 20
years later, when I was applying
to ISB, I chose the Mohali campus
to get an opportunity to stay here
for a year. I like the vibrant
culture of the city. Chandigarh is a
study in contrasts, it is laid-back
yet has all facilities, there is no
pollution, it is a city yet it is
pristine. Also, the campus is just
beautiful and it was definitely a
deciding factor.
ace
e?
■ The best thing about this pla
I will miss this community the
most because the exceptional
thing about the campus is that
you are so far away from the rest
of the world and away from the
commotion but yet you want for
nothing and that doesn't happen
in the real world.
hing ab
bou
ut you
ur in
nstitu
ute?
■ Best th
I cannot pinpoint a single reason.
The campus is beautiful, the
infrastructure is world-class, the
faculty is great of course but the
people are wonderful and that
makes all the difference. There is
so much diversity but there are
about 200 odd people here so we
are like a family. We find the
smallest reasons to get together
and celebrate. I never felt I was
so far away from home.
uriite ha
ang
gou
ut zo
one
e?
■ Favou
We like to visit the Rock garden,
Elante Mall and The Taj as it has a
great lunch buffet.

I love the peace, this
city is calm and quiet
■ Why did you choose
Chandigarh?
The ISB Mohali
campus is a
smaller campus
as compared to
the Hyderabad
campus so I
chose to come
here as you get
BHARADWAAJ, to know a lot of
27, PGP, Madurai,
people in a
ISB
smaller setting.

I was born in Madurai and went to
Coimbatore for college and had
not seen north India. I had come
here to visit friends and really
liked it. I used to stay in
Bengaluru which has so much
traffic that one finds it hard to
believe it that the airport is just 20
minutes away.
■ The best thing about this place?
I will miss the calm and quiet.
Chandigarh is orderly chaos.
Sector 8 and 26 have a different
feel, if you go to the Student's
Centre or Leisure City, each place
has its own ambience. I don't
think, I'll get to experience it
anywhere else.
est th
hing ab
bout you
ur in
nstitu
ute?
■ Be
Infrastructure is top-class and the
professors are world-class. It's
fantastic the way they plan our
day and how our classes are
conducted. Professors from top
universities are invited here and
the diversity is astounding.
vou
uriite han
ng-o
out zon
ne
■ Fav
My favourite is the Sukhna Lake
and as I'm foodie I love Deluxe
Dhaba, Sector 28C, The Hedgehog
Café, which has lots of books, and
Backpacker's Café. You'll always
find me at one of these places.

Even the cabbies are
concerned about us
students

PAYAL VARMA
PG
GT, Du
ubaii, 26
6, IS
SB

y did you choose
■ Why
Chandigarh?
My roots go way back. My father
also studied here. He loves the
city. I also knew it has a peaceful
and calm environment and I
wanted to experience the winter. I
thought it would be a good
change of pace.
e bes
st thiing
■ Whatt's the
boutt th
his place?
ab
The people are very warm. If you
are out late at night the cab driver
will also express concern for our
safety and say, 'beta aaram se
jaana. Child, be careful'. It is the
various small things.
est thin
ng abo
out you
ur institute
e?
■ Be
I was interested in public policy,
especially at the Bharti Institute
of Public Policy, here.
vourritte hang
g-o
outt zo
one
e?
■ Fav
We spend most of our time at
Elante and the Virgin Courtyard.
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Best of research and innovation
ANSWER

Our graduates are in
n Caltech, Harvard and
Oxford so about 50% go into researrch

About 10% of NIPER students explore
opportunities for higher research abroad

pinnacle of 1940s.

always get top UGC ranks.
Having adjoining industrial
areas such as Baddi has given
impetus to pharma, which we
are concerned with.

ave th
hese bec
come key
y
■ Ha

Professor Arvind, director (officiating)
of the Indian Institute of Science
Education and Research (IISER),
Mohali, which is creating a new
generation of scientists dedicated to
the pursuit of knowledge in frontier
areas of basic sciences speaks to
Aishwarya Khosla about the institute
and how the tricity developing into an
educational hub.
he trricity has
s be
ecome an
■ Th
ducatiional hu
ub be
ecause
e off a
ed
nu
umb
ber off in
nsttituttes
s co
omin
ng up
ke?
herre.. Your tak
In the 1940s Lahore was the
educational hub not just of
north India but also Asia. After
Partition, the country and this
region did not get attention
and large institutions were not
built because everyone thought
Delhi was there to meet their
educational needs. After all
these years numerous new and
high-profile institutions have
come up in the tricity. This is an
opportunity to reach the

TH
HE TR
RICIITY'S TO
OP IN
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NDIA
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NCE ED
DUC
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ATIONAL
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SEARCH,, PU
UNJAB EN
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M
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ND AB
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drriv
vers off the ec
conomy?
There are two types of
education sectors. One
includes premium institutions
such as Panjab University, IIT
Ropar, National Agri-Food
Biotechnology Institute (NABI);
and Institute of Nano Science
and Technology (INST). The
other education sector includes
Class-9, Class-10, Class-11,
Class-12 students from all over
India who come here for
education. One should look at
these two poles - one is the
school sector and high-profile
coaching institutions, which
bring in a lot of money. Then
you have the new higher
education institutions coming
up which provide quality
education but do not
contribute as much to the
economy of the tricity.
hatt do
o prrivatte in
nsttitutiions
■ Wh
offfer to
o sttude
ents
s in
n co
ompariison
o go
overrnme
ent in
nstituttion
ns?
?
to
They are both very different.
There is a lot of emphasis on
privatisation and private
enterprise. If you go to worldclass private institutions none
of them are profit-making as
they put all their money back
into education whereas the
private institutions here are all

being run like businesses. This
model must be changed. The
high-profile Ashoka University
is setting up a non-profit
making university in Mohali. I
hope that over time we have
private institutions, which are
genuinely interested in
developing the education
sector and not making profits.
at abou
ut pla
acementts
■ Wha
n yo
ourr ins
stiitutte?
in
We have a very different
approach to education. We
believe in providing quality
education and after that it
is up to students to do well.
w ma
any
y stu
uden
nts do
oes
■ How
IIISER
R Mo
oha
ali ha
ave?
In this institution, we have
about 200 undergraduate
students.
w arre the
ey div
verse
e?
■ How
Our graduates are in Caltech,
Harvard and Oxford so about
50% go into research and get
placed into very good PhD
programmes, the other half do
other things. Many of them go
for other educations like MBA
or preparing for civil services, a
small fraction also goes for
industry.
hat regio
ons do
o the
ey com
me
■ Wh
from?
We are cosmopolitan. You
name the place we have
students from there.

ave th
hese be
ecome
e ke
ey
■ Ha

Professor Raghuram Rao Akkinepally,
director, National Institute of
Pharmaceutical Education and
Research (NIPER), Mohali, a
government- funded pharmacy
research institute and an institute of
national importance, under the aegis
of the ministry of chemicals and
fertilizers, which has seven branches
across India talks to Aishwarya
Khosla about Chandigarh as an
educational destination.
he trricity has
s be
ecome an
■ Th
ed
ducatiional hu
ub be
ecause
e off a
umb
ber off in
nsttituttes
s co
omin
ng up
nu
herre. Yourr tak
ke?
?
Chandigarh is a very important
city as far as education is
concerned as for a long time
industrialisation was limited
and education has been the
prime driver of development in
the best-planned city of India.
It has unique architecture and
infrastructure. The schools
here are wonderful. The
colleges and universities,
especially Panjab University,

drrivers
s off th
he trriciity's
economy?
Most institutions focused on
research in pharmaceutical
sciences, biotechnology
(including microbial
technology), chemical
sciences, defense and semiconductors have come up in
the tricity, which offer a lot of
variety. We have over here a
good number of industries
offering clinical pharmacy and
pharmacovigilance services,
which have triggered
development as these are
research based institutions.
Institutes like Indian School of
Business (ISB) and the Indian
Institute of Science Education
and Research (IISER) have
come up so the growth here is
knowledge and innovation
based.
he diiffe
erence be
etw
ween
n
■ Th
go
ove
ernme
ent an
nd prriv
vate
institutes?
As a government institution,
we provide hands-on training
and state-of-the- art facilities
and students who come up
here are from the cream of

Students' success driven by handson learning experience at PEC

Punjab Engineering College (PEC),
Chandigarh, is one of India's premier
and oldest institutes which focuses in
the field of applied sciences,
particularly
engineering
and
technology. Dr Dheeraj Sanghi,
director, talks to Arshdeep Arshi about
research, innovation and facilities the
institute offers
ow ma
any sttuden
nts
s do
o yo
ou
■ Ho
ha
ave
e wh
ho do
on't be
elo
ong to th
he
tricity?
In the current batch out of 2,373
students of the UG programme,
there are 1,108 students from
outside the state and 153
students from outside the
country. In PG courses out of
485, 423 are from outside the
state. This gives institute a good
ratio to provides an enriched
diversity.
hat ma
ake
es th
hem
m ch
hoose the
■ Wh
tricity?
Chandigarh offers reputable
educational
institutions,
research centers, and it's the
administrative hub of two
states. This diversity offers an
insightful glance into the
various options available to
engineering graduates. The
doorstep to the Shivaliks, the
tricity is the gateway to the best
of north India. Furthermore, the

lower overall cost of education
with higher safety and living
standards is another enticing
proposition.

19. The students are from Qatar,
USA, Kuwait, UAE, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Oman, Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, and Uganda.

hat sp
peciial fa
acilitie
es do
o yo
ou
■ Wh

ow do
o yo
ou selectt stude
ents?
?
■ Ho

n in
nstittute to th
hes
se
offfer as an
students?
The
state-of-the-art
infrastructure at PEC allows the
students to prosper but the
driving force behind their
success is the hands-on
learning experience at the
institute.
The
institute
constantly collaborates with
the industry at various levels,
for
example,
six-month
internships in industry, guest
lectureships,
workshops,
industry supported laboratory,
mentorships from industry and
alumni, joint R&D work, and inhouse projects like the Smart
City Innovation Centre and the
Solar Technology Park. This
bridges the gap between
academia and industry and
exposes PEC students to the
real problems that need
inventive
solutions.
The
institute
has
its
own
Entrepreneurship
and
Incubation Cell, allowing the
students to experiment with
business ideas and become the
job creators who will fuel our
economy in the future.

Admissions
to
the
UG
programmes are made once a
year
in
July
based
on
candidate's rank in JEE-(Main),
conducted at the all-India level
by the Central Board of
Secondary Education.
Admission
for
the
UG
Programme is done centrally
through
the
Joint
Seat
Allocation Authority (JoSAA).
JoSAA.has been set up by the
Ministry of Human Resources
Development
(MHRD)
to
manage and regulate the joint
seat allocation for admissions
to 100 institutes for the
academic year 2019-20.This
includes 23 IITs, 31 NITs, 23 IIITs
and
23
Other-Government
Funded Technical Institutes
(Other-GFTIs). Admission to all
the academic programmes
offered by these Institutes is
made through a single platform.
About 50% of the seats are
reserved for candidates who
pass
their
qualifying
examination
as
regular
students of schools located in
Chandigarh and recognised by
the Chandigarh Administration.
For PG Programmes
The PG admissions is done
through the CCMT. Centralised
counselling
for
MTech/MArch/MPlan/MDes
admissions (CCMT) 2019 is an
on-line admission process for
all National Institutes of
Technologies (NITs) and several
other institutes.

■ What about diversity in PEC?
◗ The male to female student
ratio in the UG programme
(2018-19) is 4.2:1
◗ In the PG programme (2018-19)
the male to female ratio is 3.16:1
◗
About
44
international
students were enrolled in the
UG programmes at PEC in 2018-

students, who clear the
examination and make it to our
limited number of seats. Over
the years we’ve had around 200
patents. Our mandate is
to encourage small and
medium industry growth. We
out licensed some of our
patents to industry for
commercialisation, especially
to small and medium-scale
pharmaceutical companies,
one of them was a PSU too.
hat ab
bout the pllaceme
ent
■ Wh
cen
nario att NIP
PER
R?
sc
This batch, which is in the
fourth semester, got an
average salary of Rs 5 lakh,
with median salary of Rs 5.2
lakh and the highest at Rs 10
lakh. About 10% of our
students go abroad for higher
research and 30% to 40% will
get enrolled in the pharmacy
programme.
here do
o yo
our sttudents
■ Wh
come from?
Most of our students are from
outside Punjab. This is because
most pharmacy undergraduate
institutions are in south India.
Others have come in from
Dadra and Nagar Haveli,
Mizoram, Bengal, and Gujarat.
w ma
any sttudents
s do
o yo
ou
■ How
have?
Around 750.

This year the highest
package was Rs 53 lakh per
annum at UBS
This year, we have selected 10 students for the PhD
programme from Ethiopia.
ow do
o yo
ou se
ele
ect sttud
dents
s?
■ Ho
Students who qualify the CAT are called for group
discussion and personal interview . Final merit list
is prepared on the basis of score in CAT, GD and PI
having 85%, 7.5% and 7.5% weightage respectively.
Panjab University's department of commerce and
business management was renamed University Business
School (UBS) in 1995 and is now recognised as a
prominent centre of management education in India.
Deepak Kapoor, chairperson, UBS, speaks to Arshdeep
Arshi about flagship courses and other matters.
ny sttude
entts do yo
ou have
e wh
ho don't
■ How man
bellong to th
he tricity
y?
We have 159 students from Chandigarh and
Punjab and 189 students are from other states
across the country.
es th
hem ch
hoose th
he trricity?
■ Whatt make
Our B-school offers them good education, very
good placements, alumni interaction, industry
interaction. The placements and the packages
offered are very good. This year the highest
package offered was ?53lakh per annum.
hat sp
pecial fa
acilitie
es do
o yo
ou offfer as an
n
■ Wh
in
nstitutte to th
hes
se sttude
ents
s?
We have the infrastructure provided by the
university. Our faculty is very good and hard
working. Proper procedures are followed for
everything, starting from admission. We
organise lectures, conferences and alumni
interactions. Many of our alumni are working at
very good positions and are still contributing to
the department. We are building more
infrastructure with their help.
hat ab
bout div
verrsitty?
■ Wh
We have 218 male students and 132 female
students. We have four students from
Afghanistan and one NRI student from Iraq.
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TAKING CHANDIGARH TO THE WORLD

A VENTURE CAPITALIST WORKING AS AN INVESTOR WITH THE GOLDMAN SACHS GROWTH EQUITY TEAM IN NEW YORK; AN IMPERIAL COLLEGE,
LONDON, ALUMNUS, NOW OWNER OF A PUNJABI FILMMAKING STUDIO; AND A SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT WITH AN NEW YORK CITY-BASED BUSINESS INSURANCE START-UP; NAVLEEN KAUR KHETARPAL FINDS OUT HOW CHANDIGARH SHAPED THEIR CAREERS AND ASPIRATIONS
The city is small but
there is access to
quality education. My
school made me
confident to succeed on
the global front

Coming from a family of IAS officers, my
goal in life was to always remain on top
of academics. I was always a meritorious
kid. The choice of going for engineering
was easy because IT and electronics were
booming back then. My parents wanted me
to go for civil services but I chose against
it. I wanted to study abroad. Higher education matters in shaping one’s career.There
is no replacement to quality education.

I meet people from the tricity living abroad,
we become a close-knit group with great
community feeling.

How did the city help provide a springboard to higher studies?
Studying in Chandigarh made me realise
what competition is. The students were
very focused as compared to those in
other cities of Punjab. The progression
was unparalleled. The city opened for me
avenues of sports and education. Students
here had high aims so you knew you had to
stand out. Chandigarh provides everything.
What did it mean to belong to the tricity when you were studying in Imperial
College, London?
To belong to India and Chandigarh in a
college where just two Indians were in my
batch made a lot of difference.
Three things that helped you succeed?
The backbone of success is happiness,
not money or popularity. One must follow
their passions. Freedom from family makes
a huge difference.
Gunbir Singh Sidhu, 38, Imperial
College, London (2003)

To belong to India and
Chandigarh in a college
where just two Indians
were in my batch made
a lot of difference
Where did you study in the tricity?
St Stephen’s, Sector 45 (1996), DAV
College, BTech from REC Jalandhar (now
NIT), PG (ME) from Imperial College,
London
How did you prepare for the entrance
test,; when did you decide to target
Imperial College?

Tell us something about campus life
at Imperial College.
The difference between India and UK is
that there is no spoon feeding. I remember
I had to prepare for test on digital design
and it took me seven days to understand
the question itself. I was good in all the
subjects but was very weak in VHDL
(VHSIC Hardware Description Language).
So I used to go to Southall gurdwara to
pray to God to just get me passing marks.
Favourite hangout in Chandigarh
Elante Mall has a nice crowd, experience
and good movie theatres.
What are you doing now?
I’m the owner and MD of Whitehill Studios,
into Punjabi filmmaking and music composition. I have produced/made/distributed almost 150 films all over the world
including the National Award winner
Punjab 1984.

out of their comfort zones, see the world,
and learn new things. I credit my school,
Vivek High, with providing me invaluable
opportunities to develop not only academically but holistically. During my time there, I
took part in a student exchange programme
in Tasmania, attended a conference in
London, received a scholarship to attend
summer school at Brown University in the
US, and participated in debates and MUN
conferences not only all over the country
but also abroad.These opportunities helped
me develop a wide-ranging skill set and
engage with the world around me better.

How did the city help provide a
springboard to higher studies?
Some of the fondest memories in life are
of Chandigarh. The city is small but there
is good access to quality education. The
school I went to instilled in me confidence
to succeed on a global front. I used to play
tennis as well. Chandigarh was the perfect
place to grow in. I felt more nurtured as
compared to growing up in a big city.
Amanjot Singh Khaira, 40, Harvard
Business School

I encourage friends
in the US to go visit
Chandigarh
Where did you study in the tricity?
St. Stephens till Class 10 (Chandigarh topper) and DAV College for Classes 11 and 12
How did you prepare for the entrance
test; when did decide to target HBS?
I started preparing for GRE in the third
year of engineering from Thapar, Patiala.
It is very hard to get into Harvard; out of
thousands of applications, only a couple get
selected because of the very low intake. But
I had a unique background of doing social
work, a good GMAT score and a master’s
from Cornell. My mother was a cancer
survivor so I worked with PGI’s Sahayata
to provide funds for the underprivileged
cancer patients. Currently I manage the
US chapter of the NGO.
What did it mean to belong to the tricity when you were studying in a top
institute abroad?
It is with immense pride that I tell people
about the planned city. I encourage friends
in the US to go visit Chandigarh. And when

Three things that helped you succeed?
Hard work. Learning from failures. Right
network building because success doesn’t
come in isolation.
Tell us something about
campus life in HBS.
HBS has its own campus and we were
very involved in social life. I used to attend
talks where senior leaders were invited.
Getting access to that kind of thought
leadership was very special. Often leaders from Fortune 500 companies would
come down to teach us. The two years in
business school also helped me build lifelong connections with my peers who are
successful leaders now.
Favourite hangout in Chandigarh?
Hot Millions in Sector 17, gol gappas from
Sector 23, Sukhna Lake for a walk with dad,
eating corn on the cob there.
What are you doing now?
I am senior vice-president, product, Cover
Wallet, a NYC-based business insurance
start-up. I joined it when it was six months
old. I dream of successfully owning my
own start-up.

Saanya Ojha, 25, 2016, the University of
Pennsylvania. Huntsman programme in
international studies and business; BSc
in economics from Wharton and BA in
International Studies from the College
of Arts and Sciences, with a minor in
French

City helped me grow
academically and
holistically
Where did you study in the tricity?
Vivek High School
How did you prepare for the entrance
test, when did you decide to target an
institute abroad?
I didn’t have much time to prepare or plan
because I didn’t decide till the last minute
that I wanted to study in the US.
I spent about two weeks going through
SAT books that I borrowed from the library
and a week writing the essays.
How did the city help provide a springboard to higher studies?
The city has great schools that provide students with many opportunities to push them

What does it mean to belong to the
tricity when you are studying in an
institute abroad?
Chandigarh doesn’t have the same name
recognition abroad that Delhi, Mumbai, or
Bengaluru does so I took every chance I got
to tell people about the history of our unique
city. A lot of my American and European
friends from college actually visited the
city with me over the summer and really
enjoyed their experience.
Three things that helped you succeed?
A genuine curiosity for the world around,
a willingness to work hard, and the ability
to not take life too seriously.
Tell us something about campus life at
University of Pennsylvania?
I studied French in college and had the
opportunity to go live in France for six
months, during which I took classes at
the local university, taught English to high
school kids, and travelled all over Europe
on the weekends.
The highlight of each school year at Penn
was the ‘Spring Fling’ which is a giant
party/concert that happens every Spring.
During the time I was there, David Guetta
and Kesha played on campus. That was
pretty incredible! John Legend, who’s a
Penn alum, also came back for a concert.
Favourite hangout in Chandigarh?
I really enjoy sunsets at Sukhna Lake.
What are you doing now?
I’m a venture capitalist. I work as an investor at the Goldman Sachs Growth Equity
team in New York.

Education boom in tricity...
...Countined from page 1
Not only this, but the students from the South Asian
Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) countries and Africa are also studying in Chandigarh-Punjab
region,” he adds.
A well-defined infrastructure has worked, feels Madhu
Chitkara, vice-chancellor,
Chitkara University, Punjab.
“Chandigarh was the first
planned city in the country
post-independence and as
such boasts of a well-defined
infrastructure and an efficient
administration. The roads are
wide, the traffic is rather well
managed, and there is functional air connectivity with all
major cities.The quality of life in
Chandigarh is one of the best in
the country with scenic mountains just a few hours away for
a weekend getaway,” she says.
It’s also a very attractive
place, adds Guru, because
of the presence of these
institutions. “And of course
Chandigarh as a city itself has
many positive aspects such
as being clean, safe, beautiful and well-connected from a
student’s point of view. By setting up IT cities and knowledge
cities the government is really
pushing the envelope in terms
of attracting high-quality universities here. So a combination
of private enterprise and support from the government has
lead to this hub being formed,”
he says.

most promising places after
Bengaluru, the ‘Silicon Valley
of India’. “Chandigarh comes
second in spearheading the
growth of the startup ecosystem in the country, there are
smaller ‘valleys’ coming up in
different parts of the country,”
she adds.
So if you look anywhere
in the world, says Guru, be it
Boston, the Silicon Valley or
Texas or other parts of the
world where there are mature
economies, wherever there is
a large amount of economic
growth one sees that it happens because of talent availability.

DRIVING ECONOMY

So, have the tricity’s plus-points
become the key drivers of the
region’s economy?
Bawa replies in the affirmative. “That’s happened to
quite an extent.” There are
times when institutes cannot
accommodate all of its students
who apply. “So, the real estate
sector is boosted as students
avail PG, rent and other accommodation. The students, who
come from all 29 states, invest
in the economy.They also help
the retail market. If you were to
go to the North Country Mall on
a weekend, you’d find a number
of our students there. We have
students from 40 countries in
the institute - they help the
economy grow.”
Chitkara is of the opinion
that Chandigarh is one of the
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Actor Radhika Apte
says the huge China
success of her film
Andhadhun is a
proof of its
universal
viewer
connect

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity
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Playing a surrogate mother
was tough, says Patralekhaa
Patralekhaa
everal actors have in the
past vouched for the web
allowing them to push the
envelope further. Now,
Patralekhaa, too, will be seen
playing a surrogate mother in
a digital movie, which not
many heroines have essayed
on screen. Talking about the
challenges in playing the role,
the actor says that it is tough
“both mentally and
physically”. “It’s quite hot in
Delhi and I am prosthetically
wearing a baby, which is tough
to carry. That feeling of
carrying a baby and being a
mother is weird and different,
as in real I haven’t been one
yet. So, I am experiencing how
it would feel to be a mother.
Initially, I didn’t feel it but as
the days passed, you realise
there is a change in body
posture and you feel there is a
baby that you need to protect,”
says the Citylights (2014) actor.
Ask her if it also a sensitive
role to essay on screen, and
she says, “I am excited because
I loved the concept and there is
an element of humour to it.
Also, I am attending few
workshops on surrogacy,
reading books, and watching
videos as part of my prep.”
On the growing domination
of the digital medium and if it
will affect the business of
movies, Patralekhaa explains,
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BOX OFFICENUMBERS
IMPORTANT:RADHIKA
A
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Pooja Sharma

ctor Salman Khan has been
booked for snatching a
journalist’s phone. According to
the journalist, he and his
cameraman were travelling
when they saw Salman riding a
bicycle in Mumbai. They asked
his bodyguard if they could
shoot a video and he
agreed. “...Salman turned
around and gestured to his
bodyguards. My cameraman
was pushed by one of the
guards and he even pushed
our car. We ended up
having an argument with them.
Salman turned his cycle and
came to us. We told him we
were from the press. He said, ‘It
doesn’t matter’. Then he
snatched our phones and left.”
A cross-complaint has been
lodged by Salman’s
bodyguard alleging that the
person took the video without
permission.

A

fter an incredible
2018 with films such
as Padman and
Andhadhun and the
acclaimed web series Sacred
Games, Ghoul and Lust Stories
— 2019, too, is turning out
pretty well for Radhika Apte.
Andhadhun has struck gold at
the Chinese box office, earning
more than ₹300 crores, and is
still running in the theatres.
But unlike a lot of her peers, the
actor doesn’t deny that box
office numbers are important.

instagram.com/htcity

CHANDIGARH

POLICE COMPLAINT
AGAINST SALMAN

Rishabh Suri

twitter.com/htshowbiz

“After all, it’s a business.
If you put in money, you need
recovery. And in order to keep
making films, you also need
those many people to watch
your films. You need the film to
reach out to as many people as
possible. For both these
reasons, it’s absolutely crucial.
These numbers are really
important,” she says.
And Radhika is absolutely
thrilled about the runaway
success of the Sriram
Raghavan thriller. “It just
proves that it’s such a good
film, and has been able to

connect with audiences across
the world. When you make a
good piece of work, it will get
(its due). Today, audiences
want to watch new subjects.
This is, therefore, really
encouraging,” says Radhika,
who will reunite with her
Manjhi and Badlapur (2015) costar Nawazuddin Siddiqui for
her next, Raat Akeli Hai.
“The shoot has been going
on really well, there’s only the
end of it left. I enjoyed working
with Nawaz in a very different
capacity, in very different
roles. Working with Honey

(Trehan; the director) was also
great,” says the actor, who was
seen in Bombairiya.
While Radhika’s choice of
projects — be it the web series
Lust Stories or Andhadhun —
has received praise, the actor
has largely stayed away
from commercial masala
entertainers. Is that a
conscious decision? The actor
says, “I would love to do songand-dance masala films. I don’t
think all masala films are not
my cup of tea. I just feel I need
to like the script.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Ican’tquitboxing,it’sinmyblood’
Naina Arora

Vijender Singh
is contesting
the 2019
general
elections from
South Delhi
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

ith his bronze at the 2008
Beijing Games, Vijender
Singh got India its firstever Olympic medal in boxing.
Seven years on, he fought his
first professional bout, and in
2016, became the WBO Asia
Pacific Super Middleweight
Champion. Now, preparing to
contest the general election
from the South Delhi
constituency on a Congress
ticket, he looks ready to land
the right hooks as perhaps the
first Olympic pugilist to be
contesting an election.
“It’s a good surprise,” says
Vijender, smiling. How’s he
coping up with the expectations
of this new territory? “Yeh
bahut badi zimmedari hai. The
environment is new. People are
excited. It’s just the beginning.
But we are going to succeed and
win this. People have given me
a chance to represent them,
and I am happy to do so. I don’t
want to make any false
promises, but to do good things
for the country, the people and
the youth. There’s a line ki
public sab jaanti hai,” says the
Padma Shri pugilist.
Did he always plan on
joining politics? “Yes, kind of.
Because the recent scenario in
India is not good right now.
People never talk about good
things like the environment,
women’s safety, education,
health and employment. They
are so many things we have to
talk about. But nobody talks
about these things. And, we

W

have to make a change now as
enough is enough. We are in the
21st century, but we still talk
about casteism, religion,” says
Singh, who is aspiring to be
India’s Manny Pacquiao,
former champion professional
boxer, who now serves as a
Senator of the Philippines.
Singh feels everyone should
join politics to be the change
they wish to see. “Every youth
should come to politics. Once
Bhagat Singh said ‘Agar desh
ka yuva rajneeti mein nahin
aayega, toh I don’t think desh
ka kabhi bhala ho sakta hai.’
Youth ko zyada se zyada
interest lena chahiye politics
mein. They should come out
and vote in huge numbers.”
For the new challenge, the
33-year-old looks up to
Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra. “She told me
not to make a stardom kind of
aura around you. [Show]
whatever you are and don’t
change. My thought process,
vision and mind is more with
Congress. [Joining them] is
because of Rahul [Gandhi].
Priyankaji’s simplicity [also]
impressed me. She is the charm
of Congress,” he says.
Fans worried that the boxer
might hang up his gloves now
can rest easy — Viju isn’t
going anywhere. “[Vijender
the sportsperson] is always
there. People know me because
of boxing. I can’t leave boxing,
it’s in my blood. I can’t do that.
I want to be a boxer till the end
of my life,” he says.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in
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“The reason web is doing so
well is because people are able
to experiment and tell their
stories with the freedom that
this platform provides.
However, we still have people
who would rush to theatres to

watch the movie for various
reasons, be it for their
favourite actors, or to have a
cinematic experience etc. It’s a
balance between both.”
pooja.sharma@
htlive.com
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Vikrant’s special trip to Delhi
Sneha Mahadevan
fter doing small but
important parts in films
such as Lootera (2013) and
Dil Dhadakne Do (2015),
Vikrant Massey recently
bagged the lead role opposite
Deepika Padukone in Meghna
Gulzar’s Chhapaak. Vikrant
has also received critical
acclaim for his role in several
web-series that he has been
part of. And now, the actor is
set to visit Delhi University to
speak about his success story.
A source reveals,
“Vikrant’s journey has been
one of rags to riches. For
someone who didn’t have
money to survive to now being
part of five interesting
projects, including a big
banner film opposite Deepika
to his credit, Vikrant’s story
has been an inspiration to
many. He will be going to Delhi
in the second week of May
after he finishes shooting for
Chhapaak and will talk about
how he made it on his own in
the industry without a
godfather and faced several
hurdles including nepotism,
before he bagged acclaim for
his work.”
Talking about it, Vikrant

Vikrant Massey

A

KANYE TO COME UP
WITH OWN CHURCH?
apper Kanye West is
considering creating his
own church to permanently
host Sunday service, claims
a source. Kanye’s Easter
version of his Sunday
service at the second
weekend of Coachella
drew massive crowds and
has inspired him to
consider a more permanent
spiritual path, reports
people.com. “He is
extremely passionate about
his faith and wants to share
it more regularly with
people,” said a source.

R
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says, “It feels absolutely great
to give back to my audience in
whatever capacity I can. I
personally never went to an
acting institute so it’s surreal
that I’m in a position where I
can do this and I’m stoked to

explore and witness the
energies of these young
aspiring actors. I am happy to
support them and create
awareness in my own
capacity.”
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Jassie Gill and Parineeti Chopra to make
music together?
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor-singer Jassie Gill is
fond of Parineeti Chopra
both for her acting and
singing skills. In a recent
radio interview, Jassie
revealed having a crush on
the actor. And when Parineeti
got to know about it, she took
to social media to express her
affection. “Jassie ji hun taa
milna payega @jassiegill,”
she tweeted, to which Jassie
replied, “Looking forward to
that great moment dasso
kaddon Aava ?? (sic).” This
banter got their fans guessing
if something is brewing
between the two. And if
rumours are to believed, they
might work on a song
together.
We have learned that
Jassie is keen on making
music with Parineeti and he
plans to meet her soon.
“Jassie finds Parineeti quite
versatile given the kind of
actor and singer that she is.
He is quite fond of the songs
Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin,
Afeemi (Meri Pyaari Bindu;
2017) and Teri Mitti (Kesari),
sung by her. Jassie feels their
combination will do well, so

A

he plans to meet Parineeti and
discuss the possibility once he
is in Mumbai,” says a source
close to the Punjabi star.
When contacted Jassie, he
confirms, “Parineeti is not
just a good actor but she sings
very well, too. I really admire
her talent and would like to
collaborate on a song with
her. And I think the video
would be visually appealing,
too.” Meanwhile, Jassie is
basking in the success of
Surma Kaala, featuring actor
Rhea Chakraborty, which
crossed over 24 million views
within 10 days of its release.
He is currently busy with
director Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s next, Panga, where
he plays Kangana Ranaut’s
on-screen husband.

Jassie Gill says
he admires
Parineeti
Chopra (inset)
for her acting as
well as singing
skills

PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

WE HAVE LEARNED
THAT JASSIE IS KEEN
ON MAKING MUSIC
WITH PARINEETI AND
HE PLANS TO MEET
HER SOON
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High on style and
glamour, HT India’s
Most Stylish Awards
2019 witnessed
some riveting
performances that
made everyone
groove to classic
tunes

Shreya Mukherjee
hen Vicky Kaushal
introduced him as
one of the “most
promising
actors” who has two
times ‘n’ and ‘r’ in his
name, everyone knew
who he was talking
about. And the moment
Ayushmann Khurrana
took to the stage with
his band Ayushmann
Bhava, he owned it
with an electrifying
performance. The actor
crooned and danced to Naina
Da Kya Kasoor, Dil Karta Hai,
and Aaja Aaja. The highlight
of the act was an impromptu
jig which was joined in by
actors Akshay Kumar,
Ranveer Singh, and
Aparshakti Khurana. “Ayush
bhai is known for his musical
energy, Ranveer for his style
energy, Akshay sir for his
acrobatic energy, and my
name has it all (laughs). When
these people came together, it
was so much fun… Most good
things are unplanned and
extempore,” said an elated
Aparshakti.

W

WATCH THE AWARDS CEREMONY
CATCH ALL THE ACTION ON

SATURDAY, MAY 4 AT 9PM
ONLY ON STAR WORLD

LET THE LIP SYNC
BATTLE BEGIN

OF STYLE, JAZZ, AND
RAZZMATAZZ
Designer Manish
Malhotra, style curator for
the evening, put up a
scintillating fashion show
that was in tune with the
theme of the night —
razzmatazz. Inspired from
the disco era of the 1980s,
the show titled Fashion
Theatrical saw models
walk the ramp in
shimmers, bold cuts, frills,
metallic looks, and surface
texturing. The couturier
played with primary hues
of black and white, along
with a tinge of pop
accents. Embellishments
in grey and silver with lots
of tone-on-tone
embroidery ruled the
collection. While the
gorgeous creations left
everyone mesmerised, it
was nothing short of a
beautiful surprise when
actor Kareena Kapoor
Khan walked the runway
as the showstopper and
lauded Manish’s work.

The evening kick-started on a
high note with retro style
boom-box challenge where
hit classics were played. Given
the name, it was a battle
between the hosts of the
show — actors Vicky Kaushal
and Radhika Apte, and the
duo aced it in style.
Lip-syncing to the
classic songs Taareef Karun
Kya Uski, Oh Haseena
Zulfon Waali, and Koi
Yahaan Nache Nache,

Vicky jazzed up the mood
with matching steps. Radhika
was not behind and put her
A-game forward, lip-syncing
to Piya Tu Ab Toh Aaja. And
that wasn’t all. She then sang
Aaj Ki Raat and made none
other than Shah Rukh Khan
dance with her. The last song
played, Yeh Mera Dil Pyaar
Ka Deewana, saw Vicky show
off his moves. While this
battle left the guests
confused as to who
won it, Radhika
gave it up for
Vicky. Sweet, isn’t
it?
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Store water in a
copper vessel, drink
it up for good health

BENEFITS OF COPPER
Prerna Gauba Sibbal
ecades back when
traditional technology
triumphed, water was
heated, purified and stored the
old way. With the advent of
modern technology, we have
given these basics the miss and
moved to ‘newer’ options. But
most nutritionists still root for
many traditional remedies,
especially drinking water from
a copper vessel.
Copper is an essential trace
mineral and helps complete the
nutrition and mineral
requirement of the body.
Eating or drinking out of
copper vessels is healthy as it is
great for the immune system,
digestion and is also known to
reduce the risk of cancer.
“Water stored in a copper
vessel is alkaline and drinking
it cools the body down. Our

D

Improves Immunity: It helps
people who are falling ill
frequently with flu and have
low immunity.
Anti-Cancer Agent: It
reduces risk of cancer as it
works as an anti-oxidant and
lowers toxins in the body.
Fights Bacteria: It completely

body has toxins due to the food
we eat and daily stress, which
makes the pH balance of the
body acidic, so we need to have
food alkaline in nature,”
suggests nutritionist Kavita
Devgan. She says one should
store water in a copper vessel
at night and drink it up in the
morning. Manjari Chandra,
consultant nutritionist, Max
Multi-Speciality Centre, says
the best use of copper vessels is
to store water and not other
eatables. “While you can store
about anything in a copper
vessel, foods that contain

destroys common bacteria
such as E.coli, salmonella etc. It
prevents food-borne
infections.
Cuts Doshas: According to
Ayurveda, copper vessels
should be used to cut down
doshas (physical and mental
ailments) like acidity, heart
burn, congestion, phlegm,
cough, mucus, etc.

ingredients such as salts,
tomato, lemons etc have high
chances of making the overall
food acidic and, therefore,
unhealthy. However, foods
with neutral pH balance can be
easily stored in copper vessels,
such as cooked rice or dal,
boiled vegetables etc. Since
copper is a good conductor of
heat, it is advised for cooking,
however, it is recommended to
be used with a lining made of
different material so it doesn’t
transfer heat too fast,” she
shares.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com
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STUDY SAYS YOU
CAN FEEL
CAFFEINE BUZZ
WITHOUT
DRINKING COFFEE
he placebo effect of coffee
can heighten focus in
regular coffee drinkers
without actually consuming
the beverage, recent findings
suggest. Researchers
explored the association
between coffee and arousal to
see if the brain’s exposure to
stimuli could deliver the same
cognitive benefits as a
caffeine buzz.
“As long as individuals see
a connection between coffee
and arousal, whatever its
origin may be, mere exposure
to coffee-related cues might
trigger arousal in and of
themselves without ingesting
any form of caffeine,” said
Eugene Chan, lead researcher
of the study.
According to researchers,
smelling coffee gives rise to
the beverage’s psychoactive,
arousing effects. This is
because the brains of habitual
coffee consumers are
conditioned to respond to
coffee in peculiar ways.
“Walking past your favourite
cafe, smelling coffee grounds,
or even witnessing coffeerelated cues in the form of
advertising, can trigger the
chemical receptors in our
body enough for us to obtain
the same arousal sensations
without consumption,” Chan
explained.
Researchers exposed 871
participants from Western
and Eastern cultures, to
coffee and tea-related cues,
across four experiments that
would make them think of the
substance without actually
ingesting it.
The study centred on a
psychological effect called
ANI
‘mental construal’.

T

Just the smell of coffee is enough
PHOTO: ISTOCK
to stir your senses
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Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

SATURDAY,
APRIL 27,
2019

Some binge eating is likely to upset your
health today. Financial stability will come
only when you care about your
spending. It is likely that your efforts will
take time to pay off as far as
professional front in concerned. A feeling
ARIES
of positivity is likely to overwhelm some
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
and make the day most happening. This
positivity is bound to influence one and all in
the family and make everyone happy. You might have to wait for
some more time for purchasing your own house.
Love Focus: Your romantic aspirations may get side-lined as the lover
may remain off mood.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

The exercise regime that you started is
paying you back well in terms of good
health. Good financial situation is
indicated and will help you buy what
you had been wanting for long. Don’t
manipulate things to get recognition at
TAURUS
work else you might have to suffer..
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Despite hardships, you will be able to
discharge a family commitment responsibly. A
long drive may prove much exciting for some.
Love Focus: This is the day when you need to learn to limit your
expectations from your romantic relationship. Being too adamant
about the things you want will only lead to disappointments.

Jenna Coleman: This British actor, who is known
for her role in the popular TV show Dr. Who, and
films such as Me Before You, turns 39 today.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Your inner drive will make it easy to fulfil
your commitment towards your health
and stay at peace. You are likely to get
financially strong, but you need to have
some patience for that. Professional
scene looks favourable, but may totally
GEMINI
involve you. Some turbulence on the
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
domestic front cannot be ruled out, as you
may not see eye to eye with spouse. A long
drive may prove fatiguing for some. Investing in property will not
bear fruitful results at this time as indicated in your card.
Love Focus: There is a likelihood of getting struck by the Cupid’s
arrow and fall madly in love, so rejoice.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health needs care today. Be careful and pay
attention to what you eat. Following the
advice of someone blindly on financial
matters is not recommended. You are
likely to enjoy your time at work today.
Meeting some old family friends is on
CANCER
the cards and is expected to cheer your
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
mood. Make the most of the day. Commute
problem will have to deal with some patience
till you purchase your own car. A property through inheritance is likely
to reach some.
Love Focus: You are likely to put off lover by your irritating habits, so
try to bring about a change in your nature.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

Health remains in good form today. You
may need to do some quick thinking on
the financial front. You will have a good
grip of a situation or project at work and
complete it well in time. On the home
front, parents may get upset with their
LEO
non-performing child. But be gentle and
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)
don’t be too pushy. A trip to someplace
nearby is on the cards. Buying or selling of
property is likely to put you in trouble today. So be cautious and keep
your eyes and ears open.
Love Focus: Spouse will be more than eager to please you and get
you in an upbeat mood.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Metallic Blue

Take some outdoor activities to beat
lethargy and keep fit. A windfall may
come your way and strengthen your
financial front. An excellent chance to
showcase your skills at work comes your
way and is likely to impress those who
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
matter. Your initiative in bringing a
change on the domestic front might not be
received well by the youngsters in the family. It
is likely to be a fruitful day for enjoying a trip nearby. Not a good day
to deal in property.
Love Focus: Romance may have to take a back seat as some other
things at hand may be required to put on priority.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Forest Green

Health will be satisfactory today. But that
doesn’t mean you need to go on an
eating spree. In the financial side, money
loaned to someone will be promptly
returned. Your request for salary hike
can fall on deaf ears, but don’t lose heart.
LIBRA
Keep up your hardwork. Despite hardships
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
your family stays firm by your side to
support you. Be thankful and grateful. Going
on an official trip abroad is likely for some. This seems to be the best
day to deal in property.
Love Focus: Gossip mongers may romantically link you with a
colleague, which might end up positively for you.
Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Health remains good and keeps you at
peace. Some of you having high
expectations of money coming from a
source might get disappointed. But keep
up the hardwork. Negative thoughts will
prevail at work today as you feel
SCORPIO
neglected by team. But don’t lose heart. A
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
satisfying day is in store for you, both
personally and in terms of family. A holiday is
just round the corner for some to enjoy. People in property business
will have a satisfactory day.
Love Focus: Your lover might not be too pleased with your plans on
the romantic front. It is better to take decisions collectively.
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Off White

Health will remain good by eating right.
But don’t overindulge and watch what
you are eating. Becoming too beeminded in the guise of saving may not
go down well with other family
members. Getting comfortably settled in
SAGITTARIUS
a new work environment is indicated for
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
some. Family might not approve of a new
change at home. Purchasing a new vehicle is
possible, but will take some time. A property dispute with a family
might turn nasty.
Love Focus: If love is what you seek, it is celebration time already as
you manage to impress someone from the opposite camp!
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

You keep physically fit and healthy. You are
likely to get financially strong as money
flows in from previous investments. This
is not a good day for a professional
venture that you had been planning for
long, as chances of meeting with failure
CAPRICORN
cannot be ruled out. Failure of a family
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
member in the academic field or a
competitive exam will make everyone sad, but
don’t lose heart. Traveling with a colleague might not be too
satisfactory. A property by inheritance cannot be ruled out for some.
Love Focus: Your romantic endeavours are likely to bear fruit as the
one you love sends positive signals.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Keeping a check on your diet will help you
improve your health. Tight control over
expenditure will show good result. You
yearn for recognition at work and you
may manipulate the situation to
get it. You have an intrinsic desire to
AQUARIUS
impress others not only by words, but by
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
deeds too. This will get you much
appreciation on the social front. A travel plan
might not go as planned. So be prepared. Buying or selling of
property is one the cards for some.
Love Focus: You are beginning to take charge of your love life, so
expect good times ahead!
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health-wise, you will fare much better than
before in keeping fit. Saving money can
be on the top of your agenda and you
will manage it without feeling the pinch.
Those starting a new job are likely to
find the going smooth. Domestic peace
PISCES
and harmony is you aim and you will do
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
anything to achieve it at any cost. A trip
with friends might get shelved due to reasons
beyond your control. But don’t get disheartened. For property related
matters it is not a good day to invest.
Love Focus: Lover may crave for your company today; but you are
likely to be busy.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Yellow

SUDOKU

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Bill Watterson

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 11:05AM
11:55AM 01:45PM 04:25PM
05:05PM 07:05PM 07:45PM
10:25PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 11:15AM
02:35PM 04:55PM 07:25PM
09:45PM
Kalank 01:45PM 09:55PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

MATHDOKU

Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
08:30AM 10:00AM 12:00PM
01:50PM 03:40PM 05:40PM
07:20PM 09:30PM 11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:00AM 12:30PM 07:45PM
11:30PM
Kalank 04:15PM

DID YOU KNOW?
To pLay Jageera in China Gate,
actor Mukesh Tiwari did not have
bath for many days but kept himseLf
fresh with various perfumes.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

SCRAMBLE - 3068
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

P S EIO
IYS S S
BB OYNS
E LR UGP
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

To paint is a _____ rather than a picturing.
- PhiLip Guston (10)

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Poise, sissy, snobby, gulper
ANSWER: To paint is a possessing rather than a picturing. - Philip
Guston

Theyjustwanttoseemein
sexycomedyroles:RiyaSen

MOVIES ON TV

Juhi Chakraborty

Now You See
Me at 1342

EDITOR’S
PICK

0937 G.I. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra
1139 Escape Plan
1342 Now You See Me
1549 Spy Kids 3-D: Game
Over
1717 Mission Impossible Fallout
2000 Batman Begins

The Expendables 3 at 1809

Save The Last Dance 2 at 2313

1148 Ice Age: Dawn of
Dinosaurs
1339 Big Trouble In Little China
1541 Monster Hunt
1809 The Expendables 3
2050 Shanghai Knights
2317 Fantastic Four: Rise of The
Silver Surfer

1058 Two Weeks Notice
1243 Pain & Gain
1439 Desperado
1618 Getaway
1748 Within
1923 Heart of Dragon
2100 Downsizing
2313 Save The Last Dance 2

Salt at 2317
Yeh Hai Jalwa at 1810
1215 ABCD: Any Body Can
Dance
1515 Meri Jung One Man Army
1810 Yeh Hai Jalwa
2100 R…Rajkumar

1000 Good Boy,
Bad Boy
1104 Mitron
1344 Shivam
1654 Daring Bazz
2000 Vivah
2317 Salt

Loveyatri: A Journey of Love
at 1202
0845 Welcome
1202 Loveyatri: A Journey of
Love
1449 Ramaiya Vastavaiya
1746 Pataas
2000 Haan Maine Bhi Pyar Kiya

hen you look Riya Sen
up on the Internet, the
most common
adjectives used for
her are bold and sexy and
seldom people talk about her
acting. And the actor, who has
starred in films such as
Jhankaar Beats (2003) and
Apna Sapna Money Money
(2006), agrees.
“No one takes me seriously.
They just want to see me in the
sexy comedy roles. It did bother
me a lot initially. It does not any
more,” she says.
But Riya has done her fair
share of critically-acclaimed
films, all of them in Bengali,
including Abohoman (2010) and
Noukadubi (2011).
“I even got the best actress
award for Noukadubi but
nobody spoke about it.
All they ever discussed was my
style and the other nonacclaimed films. Even now I
have shot a sex comedy and I
know that people are looking at
the sex more than the comedy,
but that’s how it is going to be I
guess. You don’t have a say
really. That’s how I have been
tagged,” shares the actor.
Riya, whose elder sibling
Raima Sen is also an actor, is
the younger daughter of actorturned politician Moon Moon

W

Riya Sen
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

Avengers: Endgame Hindi
08:00AM 03:40PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
08:35AM 09:30AM 11:20AM
12:25PM 01:20PM 03:10PM
04:15PM 05:10PM 07:00PM
08:05PM 09:00PM 10:50PM
11:55PM
Avengers: Endgame English
10:25AM 11:50AM 02:15PM
06:05PM 07:30PM 09:55PM
11:20PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 08:45AM
01:05PM 07:40PM
Kalank 09:30AM 04:05PM
10:50PM
Shazam! English 11:45AM
The Tashkent Files 05:30PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman English 08:35PM
Kesari 10:40PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame (4DX)
English 08:30AM 12:20PM
04:10PM 08:00PM 11:50PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
08:30AM 12:20PM 04:10PM
08:00PM 11:50PM
Avengers: Endgame 09:10AM
09:45AM 02:50PM 04:50PM
05:25PM 10:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English
11:00AM 01:35PM 06:40PM
09:15PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 01:00PM
08:40PM 11:40PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
09:00AM 04:00PM 07:30PM
11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:30AM 01:00PM 03:15PM
04:30PM 08:00PM 10:15PM
11:30PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
11:45AM 06:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:30PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 09:15AM
06:05PM 08:40PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman English 09:45AM
Kalank 12:05PM 11:15PM
The Tashkent Files 03:15PM

Sen and granddaughter of
renowned actor, the late
Suchitra Sen.
The actor last Hindi film
outing was Rabba Main Kya
Karoon in 2013 and she has now
shifted her focus to the web. She
has starred in an online series,
Ragini MMS: Returns and has a
slew of shows lined up on the
digital platform, both
in Hindi and Bengali.
So, has she lost interest in doing
projects on the big screen?
“I am not bothered about
getting films. I want to
predominantly focus on

doing web series,” says the
actor, who currently stars in
Poison, a revenge thriller on an
OTT platform.
And what difference does she
feel between the two mediums
of films and the
web? “When you are shooting
it’s the same thing. You don’t
feel any different. It’s the
same setting and involves
cameramen, lightmen,
just the medium through which
it reaches the
audience is different,” she
concludes.
n

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame English
08:30AM 12:20PM 04:10PM
08:00PM 11:50PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
08:30AM 10:20AM 12:20PM
02:10PM 04:10PM 06:00PM
08:00PM 09:50PM 11:50PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:00AM 12:50PM 04:40PM
08:30PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
09:40AM 11:30AM 01:30PM
03:20PM 05:20PM 07:10PM
09:10PM 11:00PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 08:45AM

11:45AM 02:45PM 08:30PM
11:30PM
Shaapit Stree Hindi 09:40AM
Kalank 12:00PM 06:40PM 10:15PM
The Tashkent Files 03:35PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 05:45PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Avengers: Endgame English
10:00AM 01:50PM 05:40PM
09:30PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
11:00AM 02:50PM 06:40PM
10:30PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
07:30AM 11:00AM 01:40PM
02:50PM 06:40PM 09:00PM
10:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English
09:00AM 12:20PM 03:20PM
07:10PM 11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
10:00AM 05:20PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
03:55PM 11:00PM
Kalank 09:00AM 07:35PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 09:10AM
11:50AM 02:30PM 08:10PM
11:05PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 05:25PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
08:00AM 09:00AM 12:30PM
02:45PM 07:30PM 09:45PM
11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
11:15AM 04:00PM 06:15PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:15AM
12:45PM 06:30PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 11:00AM
01:45PM 07:15PM 10:00PM
Kalank 03:15PM 09:00PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
08:05AM 10:30AM 06:10PM
09:35PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
10:00AM 11:30AM 01:40PM
05:20PM 09:00PM 11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
02:20PM 10:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
03:10PM 07:10PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 09:40AM
12:15PM 06:40PM
Kalank 03:10PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
08:00AM 11:15AM 02:00PM
03:00PM 05:45PM
09:30PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
09:15AM 11:50AM 01:00PM
03:30PM 04:45PM 08:30PM
10:05PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
10:15AM 06:45PM 10:30PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
06:00AM 01:00PM 08:00PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi
09:00AM 11:00AM 02:30PM
06:00PM 07:00PM 09:30PM
10:30PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
09:30AM 04:30PM 11:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English
03:30PM
Nadhoo Khan Punjabi 12:30PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
08:00AM 09:00AM 11:20AM
12:20PM 02:45PM
10:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
03:45PM 06:15PM 07:15PM
09:45PM
Kalank 10:00AM 03:30PM
09:15PM

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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‘GOT ATASTEOFTHE
REACH OF WEBAFTER
MIRZAPUR’

Who doesn’t want to
do films? At this stage,
my only concern is that
my character should
make a difference to
the story. A wide
variety of films are
being made and I feel
this is the right time to
take the plunge.

Actor Shriya Pilgaonkar says her
work in the web series got praised
and translated into more work

Shreya Mukherjee

ctor Shriya Pilgaonkar
might have done a
number of ads, web
shows and also
ventured into films but,
according to her, web series
Mirzapur changed the game
for her. After the success of
the web show, Shriya says
her career got a boost and
many more doors opened for
her.
“After Mirzapur I got a
taste of the reach of the web
and realised how powerful
the platform is. It has opened
so many new opportunities
and took me places... I got
Beecham House, my first
international show, and the
opportunity to work with
Gurinder Chadha in it. Then
came my Tamil and Telugu
debut with Haathi Mere
Saathi, where I am working
with Rana Daggubati… So,
it’s a whole new range of
different things and different
experiences for me,” she
says, excited.
Apart from the British TV

A

show and the Tamil-Telugu
film, Shriya also has a cameo
in the upcoming Bollywood
film, Bhangra PaaLe. She is
also reportedly a part of
filmmaker Shashank
Ghosh’s web show that stars
Sanya Malhotra as well.
However, she does not want
to reveal much at the
moment.
While Shriya has already
finished shooting for
Beecham House and is
currently busy with Haathi
Mere Saathi, the actor will
next start shooting for the
Bollywood project, Bhangra
PaaLe. The actor also shares
that she has been approached
for a few more Bollywood
films.
Shriya adds that the fact
that a lot of people have
watched her in Mirzapur is
evident from the offers that
have started pouring in
from various quarters. Not
just the people from the
entertainment industry have
taken notice; she has even
earned more fans after the
show went on air. “People

have actually started
associating me with Sweety.
Whenever I am out, someone
or the other comes up to me,
calls me by the name and
discusses my character… So,
it’s not that I am just
identified by the role and
praised for it, but it has
also translated into
work… In every way I feel
grateful,” smiles the
actor, who
made her
Bollywood
debut with
the Shah
Rukh
Khan
starrer
Fan in
2016.
n

ctor Tanuj Virwani went
through turmoil when
his name was dragged in
a controversy last year where
his former girlfriend, actor
Akshara Haasan’s private
pictures were leaked on social
media. And Tanuj says the
phase was disturbing not just
for him but for his family too,
more so because the incident

A

Tanuj
Virwani

Shreya Mukherjee

surfaced during the #MeToo
movement. “It was very hard.
The #MeToo movement was

hat two female actors can’t
be friends is a notion that
has been broken time and
again. And now, with actors
praising each other’s work and
achievements, it seems they
can inspire each other as well.
Tinaa Dattaa gave similar vibes
while praising her
TV contemporaries, Mouni
Roy and Ankita Lokhande, and
their successful journey in
Bollywood.
Mouni, who made her debut
with Gold (2018) and was seen
in Romeo Akbar Walter
recently, has two more films in
the pipeline. Meanwhile,
Ankita started her career with
Manikarnika: The Queen of
Jhansi and is speculated to be
in an upcoming action film.
Tinaa feels that the way
their graph has shaped up in
Bollywood has paved the way
for other TV actors as well.
“Mouni and Ankita have
become part of Bollywood and
have set an
example for TV Ankita
actors to get into Lokhande and
Mouni Roy
films, too. I
PHOTO: FOTOCORP
believe it’s all

T

shreya.mukherje

e@htlive.com

at its peak and a lot of
people were being called out.
And when this incident
came to light, people started
saying that I was a part of it
without having any proof.
Akshara and I share a great
equation even today, and
there is no connection or
proof that I did it,” shares
Tanuj. The actor, who made
his Bollywood debut in 2013
with Luv U Soniyo, doesn’t

TINAA DATTAA ACTOR

‘Mouni, Ankita have set examples
for TV actors to enter Bollywood’

‘Thephotoleakcontroversyupsetmymum’
Juhi Chakraborty

05

hesitate admitting that
he was indeed in a
relationship with Akshara.
“But I am not going to
take the blame for an action
that I haven’t done.
Unfortunately, you are guilty
until you are proven innocent
and that’s what the problem
is. But, if I, at all, did
something wrong, I would
have got caught by now, isn’t
it?” he says.

about the right time and right
opportunity. Patience and hard
work are the most important
factors, and Mouni and Ankita
have shown that,” says Tinaa,
who currently plays a double
role in a TV show.
Having done Hindi and
Bengali films such as Chokher
Bali (2003), Parineeta
(2005), and
Chirodini Tumi
Je Amar (2008),
Tinaa moved to
television and
the reason for
this shift,

she says, was the lack of “good
enough” film offers. And when
she got to play a protagonist in
a show like Uttaran, she
became a household name;
there has been no looking back
since.
Asked if she plans to take up
films anytime soon, Tinaa says
she is “definitely
open” to the
idea. “Who
doesn’t want to
do films? I had
done
Parineeta as a
child artist.
At this stage,
my only
concern is
that my
character
should
make a
difference
to the
story. A
wide
variety of
films are
being made
and I feel it’s
the right
time to
take the
plunge,”

she says, adding that the TV
actor tag is just a tag.
“It changes when you are a part
of a hit films or web series.
Actors can be part of any
medium and most of them
aren’t restricting themselves,”
she adds.
Content with how her career
has shaped up so far, Tinaa
admits the “hunger to do more”
is still strong. “There have been
many ups and downs but I have
always considered them as a
success metre. As an actor, I
want to explore more. Apart
from films, I would like to do
web series and a comedy show
on TV,” she says.
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I DON’T THINK
I’MCOMING
BACK: JOHN
BOYEGA

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, A PRIL 27, 2019

John Boyega
first portrayed
the character of
Finn in JJ
Abrams’ The
Force Awakens
in 2015.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
JOHNBOYEGA

ctor Chris Pratt ( right)
has said that he is
“thrilled” to see James
Gunn reinstated as the director
of the third Guardians of the
Galaxy film. Gunn, who
helmed the first two
instalments of the Guardians of
the Galaxy franchise, was fired
by the studio’s parent company
Disney last year after his old,
controversial tweets
resurfaced on social media. The
studio last month went back on
its decision and reinstated
Gunn as the director of the
third part of the franchise. On
the sidelines of the premiere of

A

A

In an interview with MTV
News, Boyega said he might
step aside from the character
after the upcoming film.
“Honestly, the bottom of
my heart, I don’t think I am
(coming back). I don’t think I
am. I really do feel that way.
This really is that movie, I
think everyone doesn’t
believe it, but this is that war
that just ends everything,”
the actor said.
Boyega’s Finn, Daisy
Ridley’s Rey and Oscar
Isaac’s Poe Dameron, were

the new characters who
played the central part in the
franchise’s sequel trilogy
that started with Force
Awakens and is set to
conclude with The Rise of
Skywalker.
Apart from the trio, the
new trilogy also featured
franchise veterans Harrison
Ford, Mark Hamill and the
late Carrie Fisher.
The Rise of Skywalker,
directed by Abrams, is set to
release on December 20
PTI
worldwide.

eonardo DiCaprio is in
talks to feature in The
Shape of Water (2017)
director Guillermo del Toro’s
Nightmare Alley remake.
According
Accor
g to

L

ScreenRant, the Oscar winner
is writing the script for the
new film, which he will also
direct and co-produce with J
Miles Davis.
The filmmaker has been on

Guillermo del
Toro is the
director of the
2017 Oscar
winner The
Shape of Water
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

Actor Marisa
Tomei will be
working with
Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and
Bill Burr. PHOTO:
VIVIEN KILLILEA/
GETTY IMAGES/AFP

Reporter. “I couldn’t be more
excited that this year I am not
only a nominee but also the
proud host.” Griffin said.
Winners are chosen based on
votes from the public and
scores given by the Real Time
Academy of Short Form Arts
& Sciences.
The organisers of the
awards added, “Over the past
year, Kathy has organically
grown her YouTube
following and has made a
shift to include a strong
digital presence within her
brand. “Kathy has long
proven herself within
traditional entertainment
and her seamless pivot within
the digital space. [She] made
her the perfect choice to host
this year. We are thrilled to

PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

Marisa joins Apatow’s comedy film
ctor Marisa Tomei has
boarded the cast of
filmmaker Judd Apatow’s
upcoming comedy film.
The 54-year-old Oscar
winner joins Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and Bill Burr in the
project, according to The
Hollywood Reporter.
Apatow plans to direct the
comedy from a script he cowrote along with Davidson

A

a break after The Shape of
Water, following the death of
his father and also to help
budding Mexican filmmakers
get a start through two
scholarships
and activating an animation
centre.
Kim Morgan is attached
to co-write. The movie is
based on the 1946 novel of
the same name by William
Lindsay Gresham about
a carnival worker-turned-con
man called Stanton Carlisle..
It was previously adapted
into a 1947 movie starring
Tyrone Power. It is unknown
whether or not DiCaprio
would play Powers’ character
as carnival barker Carlisle, or
if it will be a contemporary
take on it. Production starts
later this year after the cast is
finalised.

Kathy to host Shorty Awards
ctor-comedian Kathy
Griffin is set to host this
year’s Shorty Awards,
which honour the best of
social media by recognising
the influencers, brands and
organisations on Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram, Snapchat,
Musical.ly and more.
Griffin is also a finalist this
year in the best celebrity
category, where she will
compete alongside popular
names such as politician Joe
Biden, actors Jonah Hill and
Reese Witherspoon and
comedian Russell Brand.
“The Shorty Awards
honour all that is unique,
cutting-edge, diverse and
unpredictable,” Griffin said,
according to The Hollywood

Sarah Jessica
Parker and
Jeweller Kat
Florence
Design have
resumed their
partnership.

A

PTI

A

PTI

ctor Sarah Jessica Parker
and a British jeweller
have settled a breach of
contract lawsuit against the
actress.
Kat Florence Design sued
Parker, arguing that she had
agreed to promote a
collaborative jewellery line of
diamonds and other gems for a
fee of $7.5 million but failed to
live up to the obligation.
Parker filed a lawsuit of her
own, saying payments from
the designer were “abruptly
and without notice or
explanation stopped” in
October 2016. She said she was
paid about $1.3 million. Details
of the settlement in New York
were not disclosed.“Kat
Florence Design and Sarah
Jessica Parker are pleased to
have resolved their
differences,” the two said in a
joint statement released
Tuesday. “Kat’s and Jessica’s
mutual appreciation for one
another remains unwavering,
and they are excited to resume
AP
their partnership.”

PHOTO: ROBYN BECK/AFP

Guillermo
delToro’s
Nightmare
Alleyremake
setto
starLeo

his upcoming film, Pratt told
Entertainment Weekly that the
producers eventually made the
“right move” to bring Gunn
back. “I was so thrilled, so
excited. I think it’s the right
move, I really stand behind it.
I’m really proud of [the makers]
for hiring James back and
ultimately thrilled for not only
us, but also for the fans. I think
it’s going to wrap up the trilogy
in the best way,” the actor said.

Sarah Jessica Parker and jeweller
settle lawsuit

The actor says he might step aside from Finn’s
character after the upcoming film
ctor John Boyega has
denied the possibility
of him coming back as
Finn in the future Star
Wars films.
The 27-year-old actor first
portrayed Finn, a
stormtrooper-turned-rebel
hero, in JJ Abrams’
blockbuster film The Force
Awakens (2015). He later
reprised the character in The
Last Jedi (2017) and is
scheduled to appear in this
year’s The Rise of
Skywalker.

Gunn’s rehiring as
Guardians director has
Chris excited

have her host The Shorty
Awards and can’t wait for her
to bring her incredible energy
to this year’s show.”
Past hosts include actorcomedian Tony Hale and
comedian Mamrie Hart. The
11th annual Shorty Awards
will take place on May 5 at the
Playstation Theater in New
York’s Times Square. IANS

I couldn’t be more excited that this year I am not only a
nominee but also the host. The categories go from the
ridiculously fun to the supremely sublime.
KATHY GRIFFIN
ACTOR-COMEDIAN

JUDD APATOW WILL
PRODUCE THE
UPCOMING COMEDY
FILM FOR HIS
BANNER, APATOW
PRODUCTIONS,
WITH HIS FREQUENT
COLLABORATOR
BARRY MENDEL

and Dave Sirus. The film,
which is set in Staten
Island, New York, will
reportedly use elements
from the comedian’s life.
Tomei, who will be next
seen in Spider-Man: Far From
Home, will play Davidson’s
mother.
Apatow will produce the
film for his banner,
Apatow Productions,
alongside his
frequent
collaborator
Barry Mendel.
The duo has
previously
worked
together on
Bridesmaids,
This Is 40
and The Big
Sick.
The film
is scheduled
to release on
June 19, 2020.

Judd
Apatow
wrote the
script along
with Pete
Davidson
and Dave
Sirus.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

PTI

Kathy Griffin
is also a
finalist in the
best celebrity
category this
year.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

Ken Watanabe in Japanese
remake of The Fugitive
ctor Ken Watanabe is all
set to play the lead in the
Japanese remake of
Harrison Ford’s 1993 thriller
The Fugitive.
Watanabe is known for his
roles in films such as The Last
Samurai (2003), Inception
(2010), Memoirs of a Geisha
(2005), and the upcoming
Godzilla: King of the Monsters.
The original, directed by
Andrew Davis, was based on
the 1960s television series of
the same name. It featured
Ford as the famed surgeon,
Dr Richard Kimble, who is
sentenced to death after he is
wrongly convicted of his wife’s
murder. The Japanese
version, to be directed by Seiji
Izumi, will be made into a TV
programme. It will be set in
present-day Tokyo, just before
the opening of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics, reported Variety.
The story will follow Kazuki
Kakurai (Watanabe), an elite
surgeon whose wife is
murdered. Despite Kakurai’s
insistence that a man with a
prosthetic hand is the culprit,
Kakurai is arrested, tried
and sentenced to death.

A

PTI

Actor Ken Watanabe is known for his roles in Inception, Memoirs of a
PHOTO: KIN CHEUNG/AP
Geisha and The Last Samurai.
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Deals
Today’s business world is a little like
instant noodles. Something is always
cooking every two minutes.
That’s why we always keep you two
steps ahead with the latest news on
mergers, acquisitions, and everything
in between.

THE MOST AWESOME BUSINESS DAILY THERE IS.

To get your MINT copy, give a
missed call on 7039035039 or visit
www.mintreaders.com or write to
us at subscription@livemint.com
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MEETDELHI’SVERY
OWN GULLY BOY

Kr$na, one of
the Capital’s
first generation
of rappers, feels
hip hop music is
finally getting
the recognition
it deserves

Sarang Gupta

elhi-born rapper
Krishna Koul aka
Kr$na has been rapping
for the past 14 years,
making him one of the first
generation of rappers in the
Capital. In 2010, one of his
initial singles, Prozpekt Kaisa Mera Desh, a satire on
the Commonwealth Games
scam, went viral. From that
single to getting featured in
the recently released film,
Gully Boy, his journey has
been full of ups and downs. In
an interview, he talks about
mentoring the young breed of
talented rappers, the
popularity of rap thanks to
Gully Boy and more.
Excerpts:

Kr$na says he is
inspired by his
grandfather (left)
who’s a writer;
(below) with fellow
hip hop artists,
Deep and Harjas

D

How different is the hip hop scene
in India right now from when you
started out?
When I started out it was
pretty much non-existent, so I
think we have come a long
way. In the early and mid
2000s, there was a serious lack
of rappers. You could probably
count on one hand the number
of rappers in the city at that
time. I was somewhere the
other day where hip hop was
playing, and one rock song
suddenly came on and a girl
immediately exclaimed, ‘I
don’t like this kind of music’. It
was the funniest thing to me,
because I remember trying to
play hip hop music at parties
10 years ago and experiencing
a collective look of disapproval
from people who only wanted

PHOTOS: SARANG GUPTA/HT

to listen to rock music.

Gully Boy brought the whole
underground rap scene into the
limelight. How was the experience
of working on the film?
I think Gully Boy just put an
already popular movement
(gully rap) into the
mainstream, rather than
actually bring the
‘underground’ [scene] into the
limelight. That being said, the
movie was a great experience.
I was the only rapper from
Delhi-NCR in the movie and
that felt great, to be able to
represent your city on the big
screen.
How much of a difference is there
between the struggle of a hip hop
artist based out of Mumbai vs the
hip hop artist based out of Delhi ?
Mumbai has a lot of hype right
now because of Gully Boy and
everything surrounding it, so
the rappers there are really
feeding off, of that, and
building a collective scene. In
Delhi, things are a lot more

I still feel the Indian rap/hip
hop audience isn’t very
discerning at the moment and
it will take time for them to
mature. But the fact that
people recognise us and follow
w
our work and we can make
money making rap music, is a
big deal. It is exploding right
now and we have large
dedicated fan bases.
fractured. There are a lot of
egos involved. A lot of back
and forth between labels and a
general lack of unity among
rappers. Everyone is out to
fend for themselves and that is
keeping the Delhi scene pretty
limited even though I believe
the general quality of rappers
coming out of Delhi are far
better in terms of writing and
general song quality.

Do you feel that you are finally
getting the recognition hip hop
artists deserve?

What’s next for you? Any more
Bollywood songs?
I haven’t gone the Bollywood
route yet, but, I wouldn’t mind
it. Music is music at the end of
the day and if Bollywood is the
platform then so be it. It is
hard to stay true to your art at
times, since the money lies in
projects that often want a
watered down version of what
you can offer. However, it is
important to strike a balance.
Currently, I have an album
releasing in the next two to

three months and new
music videos dropping from
April-end.
n

sarang.gupta@htlive.com

Igetintoomuchtrouble,
saysSelenaGomez

merican singer Selena
Gomez recently
revealed that she gets
into “trouble” when she
talks about the possibility of
releasing new music.
Speaking at an event, the
Bad Liar songstress was tightlipped about the possibility of
releasing new music soon.
“I can’t say that. I get in
trouble too much,” she
said with a sly smile and
laugh.
Instead, the 26-year-old
singer spoke about the
incredible resources the
organisation offers and why
she continues to be a part
of it. “I’ve known this
organisation for over six
years. I know the people
behind it and how much effort
they put into encouraging
kids to do something,” she
said.
She continued, “So not only
do they make incredible
money for people all over the
world, but they’re actually
focusing on kids all over the
world that want to have the
opportunity to give back.”
The star-studded ceremony
marked Gomez’s first red
carpet appearance in nearly a
year. She looked stunning in a
navy Dior dress and a fresh
face of makeup. She wore
dramatic purple liner on her
lids, to add the perfect amount
of oomph to her whole look.
The singer felt like she
needed to take a break from
the spotlight, but this was the
one exception. “As of now, I’m
not really going out that
much,” the Taki Taki singer
shared.
When asked the reason, she
put it simply, “Cause I needed
it.” However, she admitted
she’s “excited” to see what
happens next. So there’s a

A

chance that the fans will get
to see more of her now.
During the ceremony,
Selena told the audience,
“It’s the best day of the year,
it’s We Day.”
Further adding, that
the crowd “earned”
their spot there “through
their service to make their
communities safer,
greener and more
inclusive.” In a
press release,
the 26-yearold
star
explained
this event
always
leaves her
“feeling
inspired
and
hopeful,”
because of
how
“incredible,
positive and
passionate”
people are
to “change
the world.”
“I’m so
proud to
celebrate
young
people’s year
of social
change and to
remind them
that together,
we are an
unstoppable
movement
dedicated to a
brighter and
better
tomorrow,”
her
statement
read.

IANS

PHOTO: AFP
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‘IMPORTANT
TOGIVEKIDS
THEFULL
RANGEOFTHE
SPECTRUM’

ctor Chloe Grace Moretz
believes it is important
to teach children that
love is an emotion that
is beyond prejudice.
The 22-year-old actor added
there should not be any age
limit to LGBTQ+ education.
“I think children know what
you teach them. I had two gay
brothers in my family, and our
little cousins have known my
brothers as gay from the time
they were little bitty babies.
They grew up understanding
that was a part of life and that
love comes in many forms. So,
I feel like there shouldn’t be an
age limit to that — I think it’s
unfair to the child,” Moretz
told BBC.
“It’s just like saying ‘I’m not
gonna give my kid the full
colouring box because right
now they should only draw
with black and white’ — we
don’t work that way. Why not
give them the full range of the
spectrum to grow into
themselves and understand
that they have the world in the
palm of their hand,” she said.

A

Actor Chloe Grace
Moretz feels there
should not be a
minimum age limit to
LGBTQ+ education
PHOTO: CHRIS DELMAS/AFP

ctor Elle Fanning, known
for films like Teen Spirit
(2018), Maleficent (2014),
and We Bought a Zoo (2011),
dreams of becoming a pop star.
“It’s definitely crossed
my mind. That’s not out of the
question and I feel like I did
get a taste of maybe what pop
stars go through with the
performance element because
also there would be days
where I would have to just
sing the song like 30 times,”
Fanning told Consequence
of Sound.
She added, “That element
of it I was like, ‘Whew’.
That’s an element people
don’t think of when they
think of pop stars. The
strength of having to go
on tour... That would be a
lot but I don’t know,
maybe an album or
something of songs would
be cool. Country songs to
surprise everybody!”
Fanning also said she
has been a huge music fan
since her youth. She
recalled, “My first
concert I ever went to
was Gwen Stefani when
I was nine, and it was in
Budapest. It was just
insane. I was a little
nine-year-old in
glasses. I had curled
my hair, I wore this
like crazy red dress. I
remember exactly
what I wore. I was so
excited to go.”
“I danced probably
harder than I’ve ever
danced. Like, my little
body, I was so sweaty.
I remember I was just
like throwing myself.
It was crazy. I was
like with my
grandmother and
she was just sitting
down and letting me
dance,” she added.
“Even now, that
was such a visceral
experience for being
so young, you are like...
you can’t believe what’s
happening in front of
you. I do remember
IANS
that.”

A

The actor, a vocal critic of
gender inequality in films, said
even though she has seen a
“change in the industry” over
recent years, women are still
not treated as equals.
“Representation is still few
and far between, because, at
the end of the day, most of the
time we’re still being directed,
written, seen and shot through
a male lens,” the Kick-Ass
(2010) actor said.
“They can cast a female lead
but that doesn’t mean it’s a
female-driven story, as you
still need people behind the
scenes to be of a different mind
state because that’s how you
see progress,” she added.
“It’s not just the poster child
— ‘oh we have a female lead’ it’s about what’s actually
happening in the inner
workings and what the
product is going to be. The
most I can do as an actor is
show up and do my job but
there’s a hundred other people
who take what I do, edit it and
shape it into what their vision
PTI
is,” Moretz said.

Why Ariana’s fascinated
with Jim Carrey
inger Ariana Grande has
said the celebrity she
still loves the most is
Hollywood star Jim Carrey.
Grande said she adored the
Dumb and Dumber (1994)
actor even more because of his
inspirational statements
about depression.
The No Tears Left to Cry
hitmaker uploaded a series of
posts about the 57-year-old
actor to her Instagram story.
One included a line by Carrey
about depression and how to
understand it.
Grande opened up about
her “headspace” and how
she was not in the place
to deal with things like
social media like she
once was. Last week, she
told her fans she was
diagnosed with posttraumatic stress
disorder and
posted images of
her brain scan.

S

She told fans of her love for
Carrey. “My
first AIM username was
jimcarreyfan42 when I was in
like 4th grade,” she said talking
about the chatting website.
She went on to post several
of his quotes on mental
difficulties. “Depression is
your body saying, ‘I don’t want
to be this character anymore. I
don’t want to hold up this
avatar that you’ve created in
the world. It’s too much for
me’,” it read, continuing,
“You should think of the
word ‘depressed’ as ‘deep
rest.’ Your body needs to
be depressed. It needs
deep rest from the
character that you’ve
been trying to play.”
She then wrote:
“I love you so
much” with a
photograph of the
actor.

IANS

Ellehintsatwantingto
docountrymusic
Elle Fanning
has starred in
films such as
Maleficent and
Galveston
PHOTO: RICH
FURY/AFP

Quentin spills the beans
on Leo and Brad’s roles
ilmmaker Quentin
Tarantino has shared the
details of characters to be
played by actors Leornado
DiCaprio and Brad Pitt in his
upcoming film, Once Upon a
Time in Hollywood.
Tarantino’s ninth movie
as director is based on the 1969
murder of actor Sharon Tate
and three others at the hands of
the Manson Family cult. It
features DiCaprio, 44, as Rick

F

Quentin Tarantino’s Once Upon a Time in
Hollywood stars (inset, L-R) Brad Pitt,
Leonardo DiCaprio and Al Pacino, among
others, and is based on the murder of
actor Sharon Tate
PHOTO: CHRIS PIZZELLO/AP

Dalton, an ageing, out-of-work
actor, with Pitt, 55, playing his
long-time stunt double named
Cliff Booth. The two characters
happen to be the neighbours of
Tate, essayed by Margot Robbie
in the film.
Talking with USA Today, the
filmmaker said DiCaprio’s
Dalton is “a man full of inner
turmoil and self-pity for not
being in a better position,
career-wise”. He called Pitt’s
Booth, who is a World War II
veteran, an “indestructible”
person.
“He could kill you with a
spoon, a piece of paper or a
business card. Consequently,
he is a rather Zen dude who is
troubled by very little,”
Tarantino said. Once Upon a
Time in Hollywood, also
featuring Al Pacino, Dakota
Fanning, Damian Lewis, Bruce
Dern, Emile Hirsch and the late
Luke Perry is slated for a July
PTI
release in the US.

‘I’m so allergic to seeing myself, I don’t
see myself on film’
I enjoy playing tricks
Lupita Nyong'o says that growing up, she was a tomboy

PHOTO: KEVORK DJANSEZIAN/AFP

eteran actor Judi Dench
says she is “allergic” to
watching her own films.
The 84-year-old star said if
she saw her movies, she
would get “irritated” by her
acting and start judging her
performance.
“I’m so allergic to seeing
myself... I don’t see myself on
film. When I do, I’m terribly
conscious of what I chose to
do and not to do in a moment.
And I always am irritated,”
Dench told USA Today.
The actor who played M in
the James Bond film series,
however, added, “I like to
watch it quite a long time
afterwards when I have
forgotten all the questions I
had to ask myself in the
moment. So I can look at it
much more dispassionately.”
Dench admitted she has not
seen her 1985 classic A Room

V

PHOTO: MARK
BLINCH/
REUTERS

Ariana
Grande
loves Jim
Carrey
(inset) for
the things
the actor
has said
about
depression
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

With A View. The film,
directed by James Ivory,
written by Ruth Prawer
Jhabvala and produced by
Ismail Merchant, was a box
office hit. The film took home
three Oscars.
Dench currently stars in
Trevor Nunn’s spy thriller
Red Joan.
PTI

on my family, says
Lupita Nyong’o
s and 12 Years a Slave
(2013) actor Lupita
Nyong’o believes in
challenging beauty norms and
credits her parents for raising
her as a confident individual.
The Oscar winner, who has
established herself as a
trendsetter, said she was a
‘tomboy’ growing up and
never cared too much about
her looks, reported People
magazine. “I was a tomboy.
My parents did not emphasise
gender norms. I loved
climbing trees and getting
dirty outside. I also enjoyed

U
I like to watch [my
films] quite a long
time afterwards
when I have forgotten
all the questions I had
to ask myself in the
moment.
JUDI DENCH ACTOR

Judi Dench stars in the spy thriller Red Joan
PHOTO: MATT WINKELMEYER/AFP

playing tricks on my family —
I still do,” she said in an
interview with this year’s
Beautiful Issue, where she is
named a Beauty of the Year.
The Black Panther (2018) star
also shared a piece of advice
she would like to give to her
15-year-old self.
“I would tell her to dance
like no one was watching,
enjoy boredom while she can
and continue to stand for what
she believes in. I would also
tell her to listen to my mother,
and moisturise,” Nyong’o said.

PTI
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A candy pink swimsuit
by Fliirtatious, styled by
Prerna Gauba Sibbal

Warm up to the summer’s hottest shore
cover-ups, hats and swimsuits

BULLETIN
FORTHE
BEACH

Tropical prints are
having a moment, like
in this one-shoulder
swimsuit from
Verandah by Anjali

Manish Mishra

A beach cover-up and
swim separates by
Shivan and Narresh

BEACH ESSENTIALS
n Cane clutch and raffia totes

PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

statement sunnies
n Layer with Chanderi and

chiffon waistcoats
are the ‘it’ accessories of the
n High-cut monokinis and
season
ruffled bralettes are having
n Invest in giant hats and
a moment

ummer calls for
refreshed swimwear
and sophisticated
cover-ups, if you aim to
own every beach you walk
into. The new array of
upgraded swimsuits come
with luxe fabrication and
ultra-high cut bottoms
exposing the pelvage. All
you need is a statement
beach hat (which
doubles up as
your seaside
umbrella), a
gigantic
raffia tote
and shell
jewellery to
be the
czarina of
the sandy
shores.
Highcut
monokinis
were major
last season
too and they
show no signs
of fading out.
However,
shake things
up a little with
a bamboo
handbag or a
cane clutch —
A flowy and colour-blocked both of which
cover-up by Aniket Satam are the ‘it’

S

Sunday
Open

pieces of the season. “I’d
suggest working with
natural, breathable
fabrics in terms of your
sun cover-ups,” says stylist
Allia Al Rufai.
While bright hues
always work beautifully
for summer holidays, it
won’t be off the mark to
invest in a soothing palette
of pale grey, beige separates
— all of which are pleasing to
the eye.
Stylist Edward
Lalrempuia’s style
mantra is “earthy, natural
and organic”. He suggests
opting for a cotton sundress
and layering it with a linen
jacket.
“The bucket hats are sureshot winners as they
completely cover your face
from the harsh sun,” he adds.
Flowy Chanderi and
chiffon work stunningly for
pool parties. Designer
Anupama Dayal roots for
statement prints.
“The cherry prints and
vintage florals are having a
moment right now and the
ruffled bralette is your go-to
pick,” says Anupama.
Besides the pop hues,
neons are make a comeback
and in terms of jewellery, sea
shells are enjoying the
spotlight.
n

The ruffled
monokini is
all the rage
this summer

manish.mishra1@hindustantimes.com

Sunday
Open

Men’s Designer & Exclusive

Ethnic Wear

Summer
Collection
Ladies, Gents &

Special Offer

Kids

on

Purchase of
*

Rs. 11,999/Get

special offer
Purchase of
*
Rs. 11,999/Get

Quilt / Trolley Bag
for Rs. 299/-

Quilt /
Trolley Bag
for Rs. 299/-

ENTER THE WORLD OF

TWEEDS
& SUITS

Fabric is an Addition to
Readymade Garments

Premium brands in Sherwani, Designer Suits,
Kurta Sets, Shirts, T-Shirts, Jeans, Trousers,
& many more
all colours, styles, brands under one roof

The Complete Men’s Store

OF ITALY
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UNAUTHORISED EXITS IN MHC BOUNDARY WALL
MAKE RESIDENTS FEEL UNSAFE

>>p4

CRIME AGAINST
WOMEN: COPS,
PULL UP YOUR
SOCKS >>p5

FACE TO FACE WITH MP KIRRON KHER
‘THERE IS MODI WAVE... MY WORK SPEAKS FOR ITSELF’

>>p3
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WEATHER
Sat 27

Sun 28

Clear

Clear

Max

Max

Min

Min

23°c

23°c

39°c

Moj 29

39°c

Sunset
Saturday at
6:57pm
Sunrise
Sunday at
5:43am

Clear
Max

39°c
Min

24°c

Humidity
Max: 70%
Min: 27%

POLICE, PULL
UP YOUR SOCKS

READERS FEEL SAFETY IS EVERY WOMAN’S
RIGHT. THEREFORE, TRICITY NEEDS A MORE
SENSITIVE AND SENSITISED POLICE FORCE
THAT CAN ATTEND TO VICTIMS MORE
EMPATHETICALLY TO ENSURE THEY FEEL
>>p5
CONFIDENT TO REPORT CRIMES

‘THERE IS MODI
WAVE... MY WORK
SPEAKS FOR
ITSELF’

HARMOHAN
DHAWAN’S
WAR ROOM

KIRRON SPEAKS ON ELECTION
CHALLENGE AND TRACK RECORD
DURING FIRST TERM
>>p3

PARTY VOLUNTEERS, FAMILY RUNNING A
CLOSE-KNIT CAMPAIGN FOR THE AAM AADMI
>>p3
PARTY CANDIDATE

Yesterday’s temp: Max 38.2°C Min 22.7°C

tricityalert
POWER
CHANDIGARH: Power
supply will remain
suspended in parts of Sectors
29 and 47 from 9am to 2pm,
and parts of N-Area and
airport from 10am to 4pm on
Saturday.

shortstories
FLYOVER WORK
CHOKES TRAFFIC
FOR HOURS
MOHALI:Commuters and residents had to face a tough time on
Friday as Larsen & Toubro, the
private firm constructing the
Kharar-Chandigarh flyover,
stationed a lifter on the LandranGharuan road for carrying sand,
cement and gravel to either side
of the flyover, leading to a
day-long traffic chaos on Kharar
roads. Many students and
office–goers complained that
››P2
they were late.

Stray cattle mishap:
Victim’s kin to get ₹2L
CHANDIGARH :The Motor Accident Claims Tribunal awarded
₹2 lakh compensation to the
family of a 34-year-old driver of
an e-rickshaw, who was killed in
an accident caused due to stray
cattle. The matter dates back to
August 30, 2018, when the victim,
Ram Naresh, a resident of Manimajra, was driving towards the
Manimajra police station. ››P2

HCadvocatescalloffstrike
ASSAULT ON LAWYERS Police tell court six accused arrested; lawyers to resume work on Monday
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH/PANCHKULA : Punjab

and Haryana high court lawyers
on Friday decided to call off their
strike and resume work from
Monday after the Panchkula
police told court that six people,
including the eatery owner and a
policeman, have been arrested
in the Sunday night assault on
three advocates in the Sector 10
market.
Meanwhile, work remained
suspended in the district courts
of Panchkula and Chandigarh
besides the high court on Friday,
fourth day in a row. There was
mixed response from the Mohali
Bar. The HC could not hear at
least 12,000 cases listed during
the strike that started on Tuesday, after the executive committee of its Bar association was dissatisfied over police handling of
the assault case.
As directed, the Panchkula
police on Friday submitted a
sealed probe report on the incident at 10am before the HC, following which the full bench presided over by chief justice
Krishna Murari asked lawyers
to take a decision on the strike in
view of six arrests. In all, 10 peo-

WHAT HAPPENED SO FAR
April 21: Three lawyers attacked at
an eatery in Sector 10, Panchkula,
late at night. When Bar members
went to the police station, they
were allegedly misbehaved with
April 22: As lawyers built up
pressure, FIR registered late at
night against 10 people, including
the dhaba owner, a police constable
and two Home Guard jawans
April 23: Lawyers go on strike
seeking arrests. High court calls in
the Haryana DGP. Late in the night,
two Home Guards sent to their

POSTING THE MATTER
FOR FURTHER HEARING
ON MAY 15, BENCH
ASKED PANCHKULA
POLICE TO FILE A FRESH
STATUS REPORT
ple were booked in the case.
After the hearing the general
house of the Bar met and decided
to resume the work from Monday. The HC full bench was
apprised of the decision in the

April 26: Another accused,
Davinder Sharma, arrested in the
morning. Strike called off. HC seeks
fresh status report and says it will
monitor probe

afternoon. While posting the
matter for further hearing on
May 15, the bench asked the
Panchkula police to file a fresh
status report and said it would
continue to monitor the case.
MAN WHO THREATENED
LAWYERS ARRESTED
Thedevelopmentcomesafterthe
special investigating team (SIT)
of the Panchkula police arrested
another accused, Davinder
Sharma of Sector 14, Panchkula,
on Friday.
According to complainant

CHANDIGARH SEAT
Vivek Gupta
vivek.gupta@htlive.com

‘NO WORRIES ABOUT
STAR STATUS’
Questioned as to how he will
counter the Kher couple’s star
status, he said elections are not a
film studio.
“Here public work and debate
is involved. My identity has
always been my work, and such
things don’t affect me,” he said.
On the possibility of Bollywood personalities arriving in
the city to canvass for Kirron,
Bansal said: “Let them come
here. At least people will get to
see them without spending anything. City voters are educated
and know how to cast their

Flanked by wife Madhu Bansal and Chandigarh Congress president Pardeep Chhabra, Pawan Kumar
Bansal filing his nomination papers at the DC office in Sector 17, Chandigarh, on Friday. PHOTOS: RAVI KUMAR/HT

assetswatch
PAWAN KUMAR
BANSAL
(CONGRESS)
ASSETS IN 2019 (including
spouse’s): ₹9.45 crore
ASSETS IN 2014 (including
spouse’s): ₹7.75 crore
BANSAL’S ASSETS: ₹6.9 crore
MOVEABLE: ₹1.3 crore
Cash: ₹1 lakh
Bank and fixed deposits:
₹33.59 lakh
Bonds/shares/MFs: ₹31.8 lakh
n

Traffic police issuing challan to a Congress worker during Bansal’s
road show on the way to Sector 17.

votes.”
Commenting on Anupam
Kher’s reply (‘Bharat Mata Ki
Jai’) to a question on Kirron’s
non-performance the previous
day, Bansal said: “What a surprising answer? Don’t we all hail
Mother India and swear to protect it?”
SHOW OF STRENGTH
ENDS WITH 32 CHALLANS
Earlier, Bansal used the nomination day as a show of strength. A
hugecrowd of supportersstarted
building up at the party office in
Sector 35 since morning.
Local leaders Pardeep Chhabra, Devender Singh Babla and
HS Lucky kept the crowd
charged before Bansal arrived

amid thumping beats of the dhol
and shouting of slogans. Then a
huge cavalcade of vehicles followed Bansal as he left the party
office at 11:30 am to file his
papers. He also visited the Gandhi Smarak in Sector 16 to pay
obeisance to Mahatma Gandhi
before heading to the deputy
commissioner office in Sector 17.
Even as Bansal appealed to his
supporters repeatedly to follow
traffic rules, 32 challans were
issued during the road show. The
number is half of those issued
during BJP’s rally as Kirron
went to file her nominations on
Thursday.
While 29 challans were issued
to four-wheelers for dangerous
driving, one was issued for driv-

sioner of police Kamal Deep
Goyal on Friday imposed
Section 144 of the Criminal
Procedure Code, directing all
eateries to remain shut
between 12am and 8am
n The development comes after
two brawls took place late at
night outside an eatery in
Sector 10 within four days
n “The order has been passed to

April 25: HC takes up petition,
seeks status report in 24 hours.
Constable, eatery owner arrested

2019

n

n Panchkula deputy commis-

April 24: Lawyers continue with
strike. HC takes suo motu note. One
juvenile held. Second incident of
assault on a lawyer reported

election

CHANDIGARH : There is no Modi
wave but only five years of ‘nirasha’ (disappointment) that will
decide the votes in Lok Sabha
elections for the Chandigarhseat
this time, said Congress candidate Pawan Kumar Bansal while
taking a jibe at the rival Bharatiya Janata Party nominee Kirron Kher, who is seeking re-election, as he filed his nomination
papers on Friday.
While Kirron is again banking
on Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s popularity to secure second successive win, Bansal hit at
her stating that Chandigarh is
one place where Modi factor can
never work because it’s a city of
wise and educated people who
value only good work.
“It’s only ‘kaam’ (work) factor
that had worked in the past and
will work this time too,” said
Bansal, adding that the city’s
entire governance came to a
standstill during Kirron’s tenure
and it fared miserablyin Swachh
Survekshan and smart city
rankings.
“All my efforts will be directed
towards regaining the city’s
pride that has been lost during
the BJP’s tenure,” he said.
The four-time Congress MP
also took on Kirron on the metro
rail project, questioning as to
why she shelved the project all of
sudden after being in its favour
initially. “As an alternative, she
talked monorail, but hasn’t
moved an inch on it,” he said.

P’KULA EATERIES TO SHUT AT 12AM

parental unit, constable suspended.
Murder bid section added. Two held

No Modi wave, only ‘nirasha’ in
city: Bansal after filing papers
n

PERCHED PERFECT

Money given in loans:
₹56 lakh
Gold: 50 gram (₹4 lakh)
Vehicle: Honda City (₹4 lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹5.6 crore
LIABILITIES: Nil
WIFE’S ASSETS: ₹2.55 crore

Deepankur Sharma, 30, a resident of Sector 38A, Chandigarh,
and a high court advocate,
Sharma had allegedly threatened the advocates with his
strong links with a political
leader at the Sector 10 police post
after the brawl.
However, police said they are
yet to piece together all facts
related to the accused and his
background.
Inspector Karambir Singh, a
member of the SIT, said: “Davinder Sharma has been arrested.
We are yet to interrogate him.

Things will become clear after
that. He will be produced in the
court on Saturday.”
Meanwhile, constable Sunil
Kumar and Chicken.com eatery
owner Ravi Tiwari, who were
arrested on Thursday night,
were produced in a local court
thatremandedthemto three-day
police custody. Earlier, police
had arrested three people,
including a juvenile. The
remand of two of them — Vijay
Kumar, 22, and Suraj Kumar, 20
— was also extended by two days
on Friday.

WIDOW, TWO
YOUTHS COMMIT
SUICIDE IN CITY
WITHIN 24 HRS

C O N V O C AT I O N T O M O R R O W

CHANDIGARH:Three suicides were
reported in different parts of the
city on Friday.
In the first case, a 37-year-old
womanendedherlifebyhanging
herself from a ceiling fan with a
dupatta at her house in Vikas
Nagar,MauliJagran,intheafternoon.PolicesaidvictimBabliwas
in depression after her husband
died last year. She is survived by
a 14-year-old daughter and
12-year-old son.
Meanwhile, a 19-year-old
youth,AnoopSingh,whoworked
as a painter, was found hanging
with a dupatta at his house in
MouliComplex.Hewasrushedto
Government Medical College
and Hospital, Sector 32, where
doctors declared him “brought
dead”.
In a separate, Deepak Singh,
18,hangedhimselfathishousein
Subhash Nagar, Manimajra.
Police said he bolted his room
from inside when his mother,
Manju Bala, had gone to meet a
neighbour. Upon returning,
Manju knocked at his door
repeatedly, but got no response.
She called her husband, who
broke open the door to find
Deepak’s body.Copsrushed him
to Government Multi Specialty
Hospital, Sector 16, but he was
declared brought dead.
Though no suicide note was
found,policesuspectnofoulplay
in any of the cases. Inquest proceedingshavebeeninitiated.HTC

Arshdeep Arshi

ing without seat belt. Two twowheelers were also challaned,
one for driving on the slip road
and another to a bike for having
a modified silencer and tripleriding.
Deputy superintendent of
police (DSP) Charanjit Singh
Virk said any political party
found violating traffic rules
while campaigning will not be
spared.

n

Two Indian grey hornbills, the state bird of Chandigarh,
having a midday snack while taking cover from the scorching
sun on Friday. According to the weatherman, dry days will
RAVI KUMAR/HT
continue though light rain is likely next week.

Sudha Murthy declines
honorary D Litt from PU
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH :Author and trustee

of Infosys Foundation Sudha
Murthy is understood to have
declined to accept the Doctorate
of Literature (D Litt) from Panjab University at its upcoming
annual convocation on April 28,
it is reliably learnt.
Murthy, wife of Infosys
co-founder NR Narayana Murthy, is currently travelling
abroad and is not coming for the
68th convocation where VicePresident Venkaiah Naidu, who
is also chancellor of the university, is the chief guest, sources in
PU and in Murthy’s office told
HT on Friday, while requesting
anonymity as they arenot authorised to speak to the media. Murthy could not be reached out for
her comment.
The reason for Murthy’s
refusal to accept the honorary
degree is not clear yet.
A PU committee had recommended names of Sudha Murthy
and Dr K Sivan, chairman,
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) for Doctorate of
Law (LLD) and for Vigyan Rattan, respectively. When the university syndicate met on April
10, questions were raised on how
a person from literature can be
awarded LLD.
There were also questions as
to why the honoris causa (honor-

n

Sudha Murthy, author and
Infosys Foundation trustee

ary degree) was not sent on the
vice-chancellor’s recommendation, as per the PU Calendar. But
the syndicate gave the go ahead
in principle and asked to call a
special senate meeting for final
approval. Later, the university
made amends by deciding to confer D Litt on Murthy, who is also
a well-known philanthropist. It
was ratified by the syndicate and
senate on April 21.
OBJECTIONS
Before that, Panjab University
senator Chaman Lal had shot off
a letter to V-C Raj Kumar on
April 18, questioning the recommendation to confer the honorary D Litt on Murthy. Terming
the award as “not appropriate”,
he said: “In my view, no literary
critic of Kannada and English,
the languages she writes in, considers her a writer of any high literary quality.” He also pointed

out that she had received no
national literary honours such
as Sahitya Akademi or Jnanpith
awards… which were received
by Amrita Pritam and Gurdial
Singh, when they were awarded
Honoris Causa degrees in literature by PU.
Senator Shelley Walia, who
did not attend the meeting, had
also written an email to the V-C
on April 18, supporting Lal’s
argument and saying that the
selection of awardees should be
on their “unimpeachable” contribution to their field, nationally and internationally.
Lal had also raised the issue in
the April 21 senate meeting, saying that the award would look
like a favour to Infosys
co-founder NR Narayana Murthy, who is a big corporate and
gives funds to political parties
too. He had said the agenda item
on the honorary degree should
be decided through a ballot, but
the senate did not do so.
The regulation 20 (a) of PU
Calendar Volume 1 mentions
that after the debate, if any, is
concluded, the chairman shall
put the proposal to vote. The regulation says, “A proposal for
conferment of an honorary
degree shall be put to vote without discussion and the vote shall
be by ballot.” The V-C and registrar Karamjit Singh didn’t
respond to HT’s calls and text
messages for their version.

Mohali rape in cab: Victim identifies
accused, police to seek speedy trial
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOVEABLE: ₹2.55 crore
IMMOVABLE: Nil

maintain law and order. Also,
it has been made mandatory
for owners to install CCTV
cameras with 30-day recording facility,” said Goyal
n Goyal said orders will remain
in force till June 23. Any
violation will invite action
under Section 188 (disobedience to order duly promulgated by public servant) of
the IPC, which carries up to six
month imprisonment.

MOHALI :The 22-year-old call centre employee who was raped in a
cab while on her way to work in
Mohali on April 15 identified the
accusedon Friday.A13-year-old
girlwhowasallegedlykidnapped
bytheaccusedlastyearalsoidentified him, said police.
Thecabdriverwasarrestedon
Thursday, though his name was
revealed after the test identification parade on Friday. He has
been identified as Lucky Singh,
32, of Azad Nagar in Balongi.
Meanwhile, sources said

LUCKY SINGH, 32, IS A
RESIDENT OF BALONGI;
A 13-YR-OLD GIRL WHO
WAS KIDNAPPED BY
ACCUSED LAST YEAR
ALSO IDENTIFIES HIM
police are in the process to write
totheprosecutiondepartmentto
appoint a special prosecutor and
ensure speedy trial in the case.
The accused is a habitual
offenderandduringpreliminary
questioning admitted to have
molested and raped four other

call centre employees, though
none of the cases was reported.
“Lucky Singh is a matriculate
and unmarried,” said HS Bhullar, senior superintendent of
police (SSP),Mohali.Till2013,he
washelpinghisfatherinrunning
a dhaba in Baddi, Himachal Pradesh. “After his father was diagnosed with cancer, the accused
started a tour and travels
agency,” said the SSP.
Lucky had two cabs — Tata
IndicaandToyotaEtiosLiva.“He
usedtheEtiosLivainthecrime.It
was impounded and is being
examined by the forensic team,”
saidBhullar.“Wewillbeseeking

the accused’s police remand.”
The modus operandi in all the
rape cases was the same. The
accused used to move around in
Sector 67 area and target victims
working in the call centre. After
zeroinginonthevictim,heonthe
pretextofofferingliftluredthem
tosit inthetaxiandthen violated
them in a secluded area.
The accused had also kidnapped a 13-year-old girl on the
night of October 12, 2018, from
Phase 1, Mohali, where she had
gonetoattendajagrata.Thecase
was registered at that time.
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE MOHALI VOTERS WANT

MAKE EDUCATION
ON M
MORE PRACTICAL, WORK FOR A CLEANER AND HEALTHIER ENVIRONMENT
ASPIRE FOR QUALITY Residents want their elected leaders to create a life where industry develops and jobs are created for youngsters; they also want a city free of encroachments
TACKLE STRAY
ANIMAL MENACE
Kuldeep Rathore, 39,
advocate
Mohali is dealing with the
issues of stray cattle and
dog menace. There is a need
to build shelters for them so
that these animals do not
pose a threat to human
lives. Many people have
been killed in road accidents
owing to stray cattle. Dog
bite cases have also increased. Owners of paying
guest accommodations are
fleecing the paying guests
by charging hefty amounts
as rents and also fail to get
the verification of the
lodgers done. The bylaws of
paying guest accommodations need to be strictly
implemented.

WORK TO
CREATE JOBS
Sanjiv Garg, 46, chairman
of export committee,
Mohali Industry
Association
The infrastructure of the
industrial areas in Mohali
need to be upgraded. The
roads in the industrial areas
are in a pathetic state and
need immediate attention.
The centre as well as the
local administration should
work towards improving
and maintaining them.
Houses should be built for
the industrial workers to
give them a life of dignity.
Labour colonies should have
water, electricity and
medical facilities to save the
labourers from being
fleeced in the name of rent.
Skilled labour is also a
requirement of the industry.

crimediary
2 HELD WITH 2,160
BOTTLES OF
ILLICIT LIQUOR
MOHALI : Police seized 2,160
bottles of illicit liquor and arrested two Ludhiana men at a
naka near Nijjer Chowk here on
Thursday night. The accused,
Mukesh Kumar, 20, and Randhir
Kumar, 30, were in a Bolero SUV
when they were apprehended at
the naka. A case under the Excise Act was registered at the
Sunny Enclave police station. The
accused were produced in court
on Friday and sent to one-day
HTC
police remand.

25-year-old P’kula man
held with 500gm charas
PANCHKULA: A 25-year-old man
was arrested with 500-gram
charas in Sector 10 here on
Thursday. The accused, Gaurav
Saini of Sector 15, Panchkula, was
standing alongside his Royal
Enfield motorcycle in a parking
behind a hotel, when he tried to
flee on seeing a police vehicle.
Investigating official ASI Rammehar Singh said the accused
tried to throw away a packet,
which was recovered. A case was
registered under the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act. Cops have also imHTC
pounded the motorcycle.

108 bottles of
illicit liquor seized
MOHALI: Police seized 108
bottles of illicit liquor from
a Swift Dzire car in Sante Majra on
Thursday night. Kharar Sadar
station house officer Inderjit
Singh said they had reached the
spot based on a tip-off, while the
accused had already fled the spot.
Police said they had booked the
unidentified accused under the
Excise Act and launched a manHTC
hunt for his arrest.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :The Motor Accident

Claims Tribunal (MACT)
awarded ₹2 lakh compensation
to the family of a 34-year-old
driver of an e-rickshaw, who
was killed in an accident caused
due to stray cattle.
The matter dates back to
August 30, 2018, when the victim, Ram Naresh, a resident of
Manimajra, was driving his
e-rickshaw towards the Manimajra police station when a
stray cattle suddenly came in
front of him. In a bid to
save the animal, he applied
brakes suddenly, thereby losing
control of the vehicle which
turned turtle.

ENCROACHMENT
EATING UP
CITY ROADS

Sanjeev Soni, 48,
vice-president, TDI
Welfare Association

Sanyam Dudeja, 36,
director of Jubilee group

Manoj Dass, 39, social
worker in Zirakpur

Mohali authorities have
failed to tackle the issues of
sanitation, stray animal
menace and encroachments
in the city. In fact, the civic
body has slipped to the
153rd rank in the Swachh
Survekshan rankings this
year. The municipal corporation (MC) has failed to start
door-to-door garbage
collection and also made no
efforts to create awareness
about waste segregation in
the city. One can find heaps
of garbage and stray
animals roaming near the
MC office.

The roads inside the various
societies in Zirakpur are in a
bad shape and encroachments rule the roost. But
the concerned authorities
have never conducted any
drive to correct these issues.
Also, we do not have an
earmarked dumping
ground, a proper garbage
collection system or proper
water supply in most of the
housing societies. Traffic
jams rule the city roads as
vehicles stay parked in a
haphazard manner and no
traffic police has been
deputed for action.

Mohali lacks the basic
amenities of water, electricity and roads in spite of us
paying hefty taxes. Roads
are in a dilapidated state.
Also, water supply is improper and power cuts are
frequent. The education
system is also faulty.
Educational institutions are
charging hefty fee but the
education imparted is not
up to the mark. Instead of
minting money, they should
focus on quality education
which will help the student
community.

CLEAN WATER
A MUST
Neelam Verma, 58,
resident of Sector 117
Mohali doesn’t have safe
drinking water as there is
no sewage treatment plant
to purify the supply. Often,
the water supply of these
areas remains shut for
hours together and residents suffer. In spite of
getting a high qualification, students are unemployed since the authorities have failed to provide
jobs to them. Also, the
authorities who promised
to improve the lives of
traders with the help of the
Goods and Services Tax
(GST) have put them in
even more trouble as there
are not enough bodies to
address their grievances.

Workonflyoverchokes
Kharartrafficforhours

COMMUTERS SUFFER Heavy vehicles ply on route despite ban, adding to woes
Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :

Commuters and
residents were stuck in
a day-long traffic on Kharar
roads on Friday as Larsen &
Toubro, the private firm
constructing the Kharar-Chandigarh flyover, stationed
a lifter on the Landran-Gharuan
road for carrying sand, cement
and gravel for flyover construction work.
“The vehicles were stuck for
hours as one could neither
retract nor move forward in the
jam,” said Amrinder Singh, a
commuter who was on his way to
Gharuan.
Many students and office–
goers complained that they were
late.
“I was late to the office today
due to the massive traffic jam
near Kharar,” said Kotwal
Singh, who works in a private
mall in Chandigarh.
Ashok Sharma, president, Beopar Mandal, Kharar,
said, “The authorities concerned
have failed to complete the flyover and we are suffering
because of it.”
Sharma also complained how
the authorities didn’t plan any
diversion ahead of the constructionworknorstopthemovement
of heavy traffic towards the flyover.

E-rickshaw driver’s
kin to get ₹2L relief
n

Amit Dubey, 31, resident
of Sector 68
Though Mohali is gaining
recognition as one of
Punjab’s most progressive
districts, there are critical
grey areas which, if not
addressed on time, could
dent this image. The primary grey area is lack of
adequate spaces for parking
vehicles. This issue causes a
lot of inconvenience to the
commuters often leading to
fights, road-rage and time
wastage. The problem of
parking is acute in malls or
market places with heavy
footfall. The administration
must take cognisance of the
issue and devise a strategy
to tackle it.

TACKLE ISSUE
OF WASTE
MANAGEMENT

DEAL WITH
POLLUTION
ON PRIORITY
Amit Bawa, 35, social
worker in Dera Bassi
Dera Bassi is facing the
vexing issue of pollution
generated by the industrial
units. It has been over three
years since the laying of the
foundation stone for the
common effluent treatment
plant (CETP) at Saidpura
village in Dera Bassi, to
facilitate the scientific
disposal of hazardous waste
of Dera Bassi Focal Point
industries. But so far, the
authorities concerned have
not taken any action against
the industrialists responsible for the pollution. Effluents are poisoning the
environment here.

COMPILED BY SHAILEE DOGRA, HILLARY VICTOR AND IDREES BUKHTIYAR

S T R AY C A T T L E M I S H A P

HT Correspondent

BUILD MORE
PARKING
SPACES

QUALITY
EDUCATION
NEED OF HOUR

Naresh suffered severe injuries on his head and eventually
died due to haemorrhagic shock.
A claim petition under Section 163 A of the Motor Vehicles
Act, 1988, was filed before the
tribunal by Naresh’s 31-year-old
wife, Gaura Devi, 8-year-old son,
and 13-year-old daughter.
Claiming that Naresh was
earning ₹40,000 per month, the
applicants had sought a compensation of ₹15 lakh. However,
it was argued that the petition was not maintainable as
e-rickshaw was not covered
under third-party.
After listening to the arguments, the court directed the
Oriental Insurance Company
Limited to pay ₹2 lakh as relief to
Naresh’s family.

n

Vehicles stuck in a traffic jam due to the lifter stationed near the flyover on the Landran-Gharuan road
HT PHOTO
on Friday.

Mohali RWAs forced to pay
for park upkeep themselves
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :Strong resentment pre-

vails among the members of all
the 65 residents’ welfare associations (RWAs) of Mohali as the
municipal corporation has not
paid them around ₹24 lakh since
January for maintenance of the
140 parks in various sectors and
phases ofthe city, forcing them to
pay for the upkeep out of their
own pocket.
The civic body pays the RWAs
₹2.45persquaremetrepermonth
for maintenance of around 56
acres (2.2 lakh sq metre) of park
land, which comes out to be
around ₹6 lakh a month. MC
makes the payment to the RWAs
by the 7th of each month.

₹15,000, PHONE
SNATCHED FROM
WOMAN IN SEC 7

MC HAS NOT PAID
AROUND ₹24 LAKH IN
MAINTENANCE FUND TO
65 RWAs SINCE JAN;
MAYOR SAYS WILL BE
PAID BY APRIL END
The RWAs said they will be
forced to discontinue maintenance work if the dues are not
cleared in time.
CL Garg, president of the Confederation of Greater Mohali
Residents’ Welfare Associations,
the apex body of the 65 RWAs,
said, “We have been paying gardeners out of our own pocket for
the past four months, but despite
repeated requests to MC, noth-

ing has been done.”
MS Aujla, president of Phase
3B1 RWA, said, “This is sheer
harassment of the RWAs. Our
RWA is now facing financial
crunch as we have paid the gardeners in the past three months.”
NS Khalsi, president of RWA,
HM Houses, Phase 4, said, “The
parks were transferred from
GMADA to MC in May 2000, and
as per the agreement, GMADA
was to pay for maintenance to
the MC, which could not take up
the matter in time. Consequently, GMADA owes around
₹1 crore to MC.”
However, Mohali mayor Kulwant Singh said, “There was
some issue in the audit and it has
been resolved. Payments will be
made by the end of this month.”

tricitytoday
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EXHIBITION OF COOLING APPLIANCES

HT Correspondent
NORMS FLOUTED WITH
IMPUNITY
Despite the district administration banning the movement of
heavy vehicles from 7am to 8pm
on the route to facilitate the construction of Chandigarh-Kharar
flyover, canters, trucks and tractor–trailers kept plying on the
route, adding to the congestion
on Friday.
As per the orders issued by
Kharar sub-divisional magis-

trate (SDM) Vinod Kumar Bansal in October last year, the
banned vehicles include canter,
truck and tractor-trailer, while
passengers buses, school and
college vehicles and ambulances
have been exempted. Parking
vehicles under the constructed
portion of the bridge was also
banned.
OFFICIALS SAY
While Kharar SDM Vinod Kan-

sal said they had already written
to the traffic authorities for
implementation of the norms,
Mohali traffic superintendent of
police (SP) Kesar Singh said the
issue had not come to the department’s notice, and he will look
into the matter at the earliest.
On the other hand,
Kharar tehsildar Trivendra
Bansal said they will look into
the reasons why the flyover construction got delayed.

Woman killed in P’kula mishap
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA:A 22-year-old woman

was killed after a rashly driven
bus hit the cab she was travelling
in on late Thursday night in
Panchkula, police said.
Cops said the victim, identified as Anjali Thakur, was living
alone in Baddi in Himachal Pradesh as her parents had died.
Anjali’s neighbour Deepa,
who was accompanying her in

the cab along with a few passengers, said the two had gone to
Moradabad in Uttar Pradesh on
April 24 and were returning in
the cab to Baddi, when the bus
coming from Pinjore hit it and
sped away, leaving the passengers and the driver injured. She
said Anjali received severe injuries as she was sitting behind the
driver.
A police control room (PCR)
vehicle reached the spot and
took the victims to civil hospital,

Sector 6, where Anjali succumbed to her injuries.
BUS DRIVER BOOKED
Sector 5 SHO inspector Ram Pal
said, “We have booked the bus
driver, Ravinder Singh, under
Sections 279 (rash driving),
304A (causing death by negligence) and 337 (causing hurt by
act endangering life or personal
safety of others) of the Indian
Penal Code and initiated further
proceedings.”

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : An Activa-borne

man snatched the purse of a
woman containing ₹15,000 and
her mobile phone from outside a
club in Sector 7 here on late
Thursday night.
Cops said the victim, Amritpal Kaur, who lives in Sector 42
in a rented accommodation,
alleged that she came out of the
Sector 7 Social club and started
walking alongside the showrooms when the accused struck.
Police were informed and a
case was registered under Sections 379 (theft) and 356 (use of
criminal force to commit crime)
of the Indian Penal Code against
the unidentified accused.
Police said attempts were
being made to identify the
accused from the CCTV footages
of the clubs and showrooms in
the sector.
Earlier on April 21, scooterborne men had snatched ₹2,000
cash and a mobile phone from a
20-year-old woman resident of
Sector 10 when she had gone
with her mother to Sector 9.

MOHALI RAPE IN CAB

Tracing silent victims a challenge for cops
Shailee Dogra
n

shailee.dogra@htlive.com

MOHALI :Even though the

Mohali police have arrested
the “sex predator” taxi
driver, who is accused of raping a 22-year-old call centre
employee hailing from Himachal Pradesh in his cab while
on her way to her office on
April 15, cops now face a bigger challenge of tracing and
reaching out to his other victims who have not reported
incidents of sexual assault
till now.
The accused, Lucky Singh
of Balongi, who had been
lurking in Mohali targeting
women for the past one year,
admitted during preliminary
interrogation that he had
molested and raped four girls
on the pretext of ferrying
them.
“The trend of not reporting

sexual assault cases is disturbing, but we are hoping
that with the arrest of the
accused, his other victims
may approach the police,”
said V Neerja, inspector general, Rupnagar range.
DIFFERENT CITIES,
SAME ISSUE
It was in February this year
when the police had arrested
five persons — Jagroop Singh
alias Ruby, Brij Nandan Ojha
alias Ajay, Sadiq Ali, Surmu
and Saif Ali — and a juvenile
in connection with the Ludhiana gangrape case of February 9. The accused during the
interrogation had confessed
to have violated seven
women, of which four were
raped in January alone.
The gang is led by Ruby
who had admitted to have
raped women since 2013 but
none of the victims had come

COPS HOPE FOR MORE
VICTIMS TO REACH
OUT, EITHER BY
DIRECT REPORTING
OR THROUGH
SHAKTI MOBILE APP
forward to report. During the
investigations, police had
found that the accused used
to click objectionable pictures of the victim, and
threatened them to keep
them from reporting the
matter.
“To ensure the perpetrators do not go unpunished,
the victims should come forward and report. We will provide all assistance as per
law,” said Neerja, who
headed the special investigating team (SIT) of the gangrape case.

PUSH FOR SHAKTI APP
It was in April 2017 when
Punjab Police had launched a
bilingual (English and Punjabi) app, Shakti, for women
to seek police help at the
press of a button in an emergency situation. However,
lack of awareness about the
application did not help
police get the desired results.
Till March this year, as
many as 3,115 women in distress had used the app, of
which 77 were from Mohali.
The maximum usage, according to the Punjab Police data,
was in Ludhiana — 308 in
urban and 91 in rural belt —
and the least was from
Rupnagar, where only 11
women used the app.
Neerja, who also holds the
charge of IG, community
policing, Punjab, said more
women should download the
app for timely assistance.

CII Coolex 2019, a four-day exhibition of air-conditioning and refrigeration products, will enter its Day 2. The
exhibition, organised by the Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII), was inaugurated by UT chief engineer
Mukesh Anand and chief architect Kapil Setia on Friday.
More than 16 brands are showcasing energy-saving,
eco-friendly and intelligent refrigeration, ventilation
and air-conditioning products with a key focus on Indian Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (ISEER) ratings.

Where:
Himachal
Bhawan,
Sector 28,
Chandigarh
When:
10:30am

CONVOCATION
Dev Samaj College of Education
will hold its convocation. Vinod
Kumar Bali, former chief justice of
Kerala high court will be the chief
guest.
Where: Dev Samaj College of
Education, Sector 36B, Chandigarh When: 5pm onwards

DONATE BLOOD

SNOOKER LEAGUE

A blood donation camp will be
organised by Hansraj Public
School in collaboration with
department of blood transfusion,
PGIMER, Chandigarh.

Eight times world billiards
champion Geet Sethi will inaugurate the Asian Championships
(billiards under 21 snooker and
ladies snooker 2019).

Where: Hansraj Public School,
Sector 6, Panchkula

Where: Community Centre,
Sector 19, Chandigarh

When: 9am onwards

When: 5pm

BANKING SEMINAR
A seminar on capacity building for youth titled ‘The banking way’ will be
organised by the Institute of Professional Banking involving key
speakers like Punjab National Bank general manager DK Jain, and
Gurmala Suri from University Business School, Panjab University.
Where: PHD House, Sector 31, Chandigarh When: 11:30am to 1:30pm

MARATHON FOR VOTER AWARENESS
A corporate marathon is being organised in association with the election
commission to encourage people to vote in Lok Sabha election.
When: 6am Where: Sukhna Lake, Chandigarh

APNI MANDI
CHANDIGARH: Sectors 40,
43A and 49C
MOHALI :Phase 6 and
Sector 71
PANCHKULA: Sector 14

Phase 6

Sector 40A
Chandigarh

Mohali

Sector 71

Sector 43A
Sector 49C

Panchkula

Sector 14

To list events write to us at tricityevent@gmail.com
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facetoface

DHAWAN’SWARROOM

KIRRON KHER, CHANDIGARH MP AND BJP NOMINEE

AAP CANDIDATE

Harmohan Dhawan,
71, is back in the
Chandigarh poll ring
after 10 years - this
time on Aam Aadmi
Party ticket. HT looks
at the key players in his
campaign team which
was formed soon after
his nomination in
February.

TAKING STOCK Seeking re-election, MP Kirron Kher is taking on her old rival,
Congress’ Pawan Kumar Bansal, and her last election’s campaigner-turned-current
AAP candidate Harmohan Dhawan. HT spoke to the actor-turned-politician on the
election challenge and her track record during her first-term as MP. Excerpts:
election
2019

CHANDIGARH SEAT

BIKRAM DHAWAN,
B
S
SON,
YOUNG TURK
An IT professional, Dhawan’s elder son,
A
Bikram Dhawan, is the key member
B
aand is leading the AAP’s youth brigade.
He has been holding door-to-door
H
ccanvassing for his father in sectors and
ccity markets. He and younger brother,
Harman Dhawan, have set up a
H
back-end office that takes care of
b
ssocial media campaign, designing of
publicity material and regularly calling
p
up the city’s voters to get feedback.
u
Dhawan’s wife, Satinder Dhawan, has
D
been contributing through
b
door-to-door campaigning.
d

PREM GARG

HT Correspondent
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

THE
E STRATEGIST,
AA
AP CHANDIGARH
CONVENER
C
Prem Garg, a chartered
accountant, holds the
charge of local convener
of the party. He has
been mobilising party
workers and is involved
in boardroom planning
over election issues.
Associated with the party
A
sin
nce its formation in 2012,
he also looks after the party’s
financees. In 2014, he had played a
major role in shaping up the party’s
m
caampaign.
i He says that the AAP
sttands for issue-based politics and
will not let rivals entice voters with
w
frreebies.

Your opponents have a
head-start in campaigning. How
will this impact your chances?
Like 2014, this time, too, my nomination was the last to be
announced. I have worked hard
in Chandigarh for the last five
years, and my campaigning
started five years ago. Our campaign can only grow from here.

For a sitting MP, why was the
ticket announcement delayed?
This happened because of delay
in selection of candidates for
seats in Punjab.

Your rivals label you as an outsider, inaccessible and missing
from Chandigarh. Your response.
This is a lie. I have never been
inaccessible. I went to Bombay
only for six days in 2017. For television, I have gone out only for
20-26 days; this too only two days
at a time. I celebrate all festivals,
marriage anniversaries and
even the New Year in the city,
away from my family. Only for
Diwali, I go to Bombay to join my
son for ‘Lakhsmi Pujan’.

In 2014, it was the Modi wave.
What is your poll plank now?
My work, honesty and sincerity
towards the city and its people
speaks for itself. The perform-

n

Kirron Kher at her residence in Sector 7 on Friday.

›

KESHAV SINGH/HT

The performance
of the Modi
government has created a
pro-incumbency wave.

also support the monorail
project. A metro grid is not financially viable for the city. If
Bansal supports it, why didn’t
he bring it when he was a powerful minister in the UPA government at the Centre?

ance of the Modi government has
created a pro-incumbency wave.
I credit the Tribune Chowk flyover, open-air gyms, the city’s
first industrial policy, extra
pipeline from Bhakra, and many
other completed works to my
tenure. What are Bansal’s
achievements asafour-time MP?

What about waste management,
the dip in cleanliness ranking
of the city and industry?

Traffic and parking problems
worsened during your tenure.
What’s your take?
I will bring electric mini-buses. I

The garbage dumping ground in
Dadumajra is a legacy of Bansal.
It has to be shifted. We brought
the city’s first industrial policy
and will continue with reforms
like the conversion of leasehold
to freehold.

Do you see factionalism in
the BJP city unit, impacting
your campaign?

All of us are working together to
ensure that Modi ji becomes the
Prime Minister again..

Sanjay Tandon and Satya Pal
Jain may not give their best to the
campaign. Do you agree?

Will corruption be an issue?
Yes. It has already become an
issue. There is not a single corruption allegation against me,
but my rivals are scam-ridden.

including Shiromani Akali Dal
(Taksali) candidate, Bir Devinder Singh filed their nomination
papers with deputy commissionerRupnagar-cum-returning
officer Sumeet Jarangal for the
Anandpur Sahib Lok Sabha constituency on Friday.
The SAD (Taksali) candidate
has declared assets of ₹8.5 crore.
Balwinder Kaur, wife of
AnandpurSahibMPPremSingh
Chandumajra, also filed her
nomination papers as Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) covering
candidate of Chandumajra, who
will file his nomination papers
on April 29.
Others who have filed nomination are Bir Devinder’s covering candidate Sahib Singh, Independent candidates Parmajit
Singh Ranu and Kirpal Kaur,

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : From April 29, nukkad
nataks, flash mobs and cloth banners will be a part of city’s landscape with the Mohali administration launching a drive to
encourage voting and improve
turnout. District election officer
Gurpreet Kaur Sapra said,
“Events will be held at 435 locations in the district.” Mehndi and
Rangoli competitions are also
planned in colleges. The administration has also written to principals of all private and government schools to encourage students and parents to vote.
“On April 27, we are honouring 10 block level officers completing the task of voting enrolment process,” Sapra added.
In the past two elections,
Mohali turnout has not crossed
70%. In 2014, the district witnessed 70.2% voter turnout for
SAS Nagar and Kharar assemblies falling under the Anandpur
Sahib Constituency and Dera
Bassi falling under the Patiala
constituency.
This was higher than the 67%
turnout in the district in the 2009
Lok Sabha election. Anandpur
Sahib constituency witnessed
70% voter turnout in 2014. In
Mohali, 67.9% polling was
recorded, as compared to 62.57%
in 2009. Kharar, which was part
of Mohali assembly in 2009 Lok
Sabha election, saw 70% turnout.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

RUPNAGAR: Nine candidates,

BALWINDER KAUR,
WIFE OF ANANDPUR
SAHIB MP PREM SINGH
CHANDUMAJRA, ALSO
FILED HER NOMINATION
AS THE COVERING
CANDIDATE
Bharatiya Lok Sewa Dal candidates, Jodh Singh and Avtar
Singh, Hindustan Shakti Sena
candidate Ashwani Kumar.
Hind Congress Party candidate
Kawaljit Singh also filed his
nomination papers.
Shiromani Akali Dal (Taksali) president Ranjit Singh
Brahmpura,seniorleadersSewa
Singh Sekhwan, Ujaggar Singh
Badali and Harssukhinder
Singh Babbi Badal accompanied
Bir Devinder during the filing of
nomination.

assetswatch

Bir Devinder Singh,
SAD (Taksali),
Anandpur Sahib
Total declared assets
(including spouse):
₹8.5 crore
Moveable: ₹2.2 Crore
Cash in hand: ₹7 lakh
Bank deposits: ₹1.6 crore
Jewellery (350 gm):
₹10.5 lakh
Immovable: ₹6.3 crore
Vehicles: ₹16 lakh

HT Correspondent
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Till Friday evening,

ten persons from the city have
filed their nomination papers for
the Chandigarh Lok Sabha seat.
The last date of filing nominations is April 29.
Prominent among the candidates include Chandigarh MP
and BJP candidate Kirron Kher,
and Congress candidate Pawan
Kumar Bansal. Ramneet, from

RAMNEET, FROM THE
BHARTIYA KISAN PARTY,
WAS THE FIRST TO FILE
HER PAPERS; THERE ARE
TWO INDEPENDENTS
IN THE FRAY AS WELL
the Bhartiya Kisan Party, was
the first to file her papers.
Others who have so far filed
their nominations include

Sarabjeet Singh Sohal of Bhartiya Rashtrawadi Party,
Shambhu of Samaj Adhikar
Party, Jagdish Kumar Nidan of
the Hindustan Shakti Sena, and
Sandeep Bidla of Bahujan Mukti
Party. Ram Pal Sharma is the
covering candidate for Congress’s Pawan Kumar Bansal.
Bahujan Samaj Party’s Parveen Tank also filed her papers.
There are also two independent candidates, Devi Sirohi and
Tejinder Singh Walia.

in the fray for Lok Sabha elections from Ambala (SC reserved
seat), said returning officercum-Deputy Commissioner
Sharandeep Kaur Brar on Friday. Friday was the last day to
withdraw nomination.

DC Brar said symbols had
been allotted to candidates.
Prominent candidates include
sitting MP Rattan Lal Kataria of
the BJP, sitting Rajya Sabha MP
Kumari Selja of the Congress,
Ram Pal of the INLD and Naresh
HTC
Kumar of the BSP.

CO
OLONY CONNECT,
ORGANISING SECRETARY
Viikram Pundir, a founder member
off the party, plays a huge role in
co
onnecting with the voters in
co
olonies and periphery areas
in
ncluding Manimajra, Mauli Jagran,
Raam Darbar and other nearly
haalf-a-dozen colonies. Together,
th
his segment has nearly 25% of the
total votes of Chandigarh. He has
to
also been given the responsibility
of forming booth-level committees
in colonies. Om Parkash Tewari,
Mohammad Salim, and Wahid assist
him in the attempt to swing the
colony votes to AAP. This could be
crucial for Dhawan. As organising
secretary, Pundir also looks after
the logistics for the party’s big
rallies and road shows.
Text by: VIVEK GUPTA

DRISHTI EYE HOSPITAL

18 in fray from Ambala
AMBALA: Eighteen candidates are

10 nominations in for Chandigarh
n

RURAL CONNECT
A former BJP leader, the party’s
performance in 22 villages in the
constituency rests on his shoulders. He
has twice held the post of the chairman,
Chandigarh Market Committee.
Targeting the 80,000 voters in this
segment, he has already held
door-to-door canvassing in half of the
villages. He claims that there is huge
positive response to his campaigning.

Please, I am waiting for it!

HT Correspondent

n

JUJHAR SINGH,
H

Pawan Bansal has challenged
you to a public debate?

Anandpur Sahib: 9 file papers,
Bir Devinder worth ₹8.5 crore
HT Correspondent

VIKRAM PUNDIR,

There is surely disappointment
at not getting the ticket. However, we work in unison for the
party. This had happened last
time also.

Mohali admn to
launch voter
awareness drive
from April 29
n

03

PARTY VOLUNTEERS AND FAMILY
RUNNING A CLOSE-KNIT CAMPAIGN

‘ThereisModiwave…my
workspeaksforitself’

n

tricity

(HARYANA'S FIRST NABH ACCREDITED EYE HOSPITAL)

SINCE 1995

LASIK LASER CATARACT
GLAUCOMA & RETINA CENTRE

HARYANA/ HP/ Pb. CGHS, ESI, ECHS ds iSuy ij
New
Addresss

PLOT NO. 209, SECTOR-10, PANCHKULA

)82849-48888,

85688-23344, 98033-33344

Adv. SPON. BY
VISION PHARMACY

POLL COST:
RATES FIXED
FOR 47 ITEMS
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The election depart-

ment, Chandigarh has fixed prices of 47 items for calculation of
expenditure in respect of political parties and candidates for the
general election to Lok Sabha.
The proposed rate per unit for
two-wheelers (with flags) is ₹500
per day and for four-wheelers
(with flags) it is ₹1,500.
For cycles, it is ₹100, auto with
flag ₹1,000, e-rickshaw ₹800,
muffler ₹ 10, caps ₹20, and flower
bouquet ₹200. There will be no
cost for moveable toilets. The
proposed rate per piece for newspaper size pamphlets is ₹12, and
visiting card ₹2.5.

POLLBUZZ
SAD did nothing for
farmers, says Tewari
Senior Congress leader and party candidate from Anandpur Sahib parliamentary
constituency Manish Tewari on Friday
challenged the Shiormani Akali Dal and
its candidate Prem Singh Chandumajra to
name one single ‘farmer-friendly’ scheme
that their government had launched in the
ten years of rule in Punjab and five year
rule at the Centre, like the farmers debt
waiver scheme launched by the chief minister Capt Amarinder Singh.
Addressing a series of public meetings
in various villages, he claimed, “The number of suicides by debt-ridden farmers was
the maximum during the Akali regime,
but it never bothered to take remedial
measures.”
“You have been an MP for five years
with your own government at the centre,
tell us and the people of Anandpur Sahib
what you really did for this constituency
during the last five years,” he questioned
Chandumajra.

SAD (Taksali)
assails SAD

Ex-Prof in fray has clear priorities
Devi Sirohi, a former professor of history, at Panjab University, has filed her papers
for the Chandigarh seat. A
former president of Panjab
University Teacher Association (PUTA) and an elected
member of the Senate, Sirohi

said, “Development of the city
has reversed. It is time to
bring back development.”
“Only 1.5% of budget is allocated for education. Pollution
is worsening,” Sirohi, the first
woman president of PUTA in
2000-2001, said.

n

Devi Sirohi

College needed for
Manimajra: Bansal

BJP misleads, claims
Mohali PPCC chief

Congress candidate Pawan Bansal held
meetings in Manimajra and Khuda
Lahora on Friday. Addressing a gathering there, he emphasised that Manimajra
needed a college. “It’s shocking to know
that even after sanctioning funds for
Manimajra college so that students don’t
have to travel a long distance for higher
education, the BJP leadership couldn’t
get it started,” he claimed.

Mohali president of Punjab Pradesh
Congress Committee (PPCC) Deepinder
Dhillon held a public meeting in Zirakpur in favour ofCongress candidatefrom
Patiala, Preneet Kaur, on Friday. “For
future of your children vote for Congress,” he said, accusing the BJP of projecting lies as the expertise of the BJP. He
claimed, “All BJP leaders are only misleading people through their speeches.”

Shiromani Akali Dal (Taksali) president Ranjit Singh
Brahmpura claimed on Friday that its candidate Bir
Devinder Singh will be the
best choice for Anandpur
Sahib MP. Brahmpura, who
paid obeisance at Gurudwara Amb Sahib in Phase-8
along with Bir Devinder,
said, “Our candidate has a
clean image. When he was
MLA from 2002 to 2007, he
worked tirelessly and developed the Kharar area. Chandumajra, however, has done
nothing for the constituency,” he claimed.
COMPILED BY
BAHADURJEET SINGH,
HILLARY VICTOR,
VIVEK GUPTA AND
MUNIESHWER A SAGAR
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shortstories
FATHER OF MOHALI
DC PASSES AWAY
MOHALI: Moahli deputy commissioner Gurpreet Kaur Sapra’s
father, former IPS officer Surjeet
Singh, passed away on Friday at a
hospital, following a prolonged
illness. Surjeet Singh, 86, served as
an SSP and was last posted in
Ferozepur before retiring in 1991.
He is survived by his wife, three
daughters and a son. The last rites
will take place at the cremation
ground near Gurdwara Charan
Kawal at 11am in Machhiwara, on
Saturday.
HTC

Teachers union meets edu
secy over pending demands
CHANDIGARH: Members of the
joint action committee of teachers
(JAC) called upon education
secretary BL Sharma and director
of school education Rubinderjit
Singh Brar on Friday to address the
demand of the roll-back of
extended school timings and make
a transparent school policy. The
education secretary assured them
that the department will take
action once the model code of
HTC
conduct will be lifted.

Three held for theft
at railway station
CHANDIGARH: The three accused
involved in a theft case were
arrested from the Ambala railway
station on Friday. The accused
Javed, 30, ran away from the police
custody. The other two arrested
include Rahul, 21, and Abhishek,19,
who were also involved in the
theft with him. All the accused are
from Dhanas and committed a
theft of ₹35000 from the Chandigarh railway station. A case has
been registered under Section 378
(theft) of the Indian Penal
HTC
Code (IPC).

hindustantimes

Unauthorised exits in MHC
boundary wall acting as
escape points for criminals
RESIDENTS’ WOES Gold chain snatching and vehicle theft has become routine
Rajanbir Singh
n

major open entrances out of
which two were filled. Since a
government school is situated
right beside one of these exit
points, it will be inhuman to
have the third entrance filled up
and make school students walk
about two kilometers more.”

rajanbir.singh@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Residents of the

Modern Housing Complex
(MHC), Manimajra, alleged on
Friday that they feel unsafe
because the wall separating
MHC from old Manimajra area
has many unauthorised
entrances.
Recently on April 14, a case of
snatching was reported at MHC.
As per the residents, the
snatcher had escaped through
one of these exits to old Manimajra area after snatching a
gold chain.
Two cases of stolen motorcycles have also been reported in
the society and residents allege
that since security guards are
deployed only at the main gates
of the complex, such incidents
are bound to occur.
MHC TO BE GIVEN THE
STATUS OF WARD
President of the complex, Colonel (retd) Gursewak Singh said
the residents had approached
various officials including UT
administrator VP Singh Bad-

ZIRAKPUR CASE

Thieves decamp
with cash, jewellery

n

One of the unauthorised entrances at Modern Housing Complex,
SANT ARORA/HT
Manimajra, Chandigarh.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Thieves decamped with

jewellery and cash on Friday
from two flats in Motia Royale
City in Zirakpur.
Both the incidents got captured on the closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras installed in
the area. As per the video footage
captured in the CCTV cameras,
the accused were a group of 3 to 5
persons.
Akash Singla, assistant bank
manager of a private bank in sector 20, Panchkula, and owner of
one of the flats, said he and his
wife who works in Chandigarh
had left for work at 7am .
On returning, they found the
locks of the main door broken and
the entire house ransacked. Singla said the accused took away
cash and jewellery worth ₹8
lakhs including ₹50,000 cash.
In another complaint, a resident of the same society, Gaurav
Tuli, said the thieves took away
valuables worth ₹3 lakhs including ₹50,000 cash from his house.
Zirakpur station house officer
(SHO) inspector Gurjit Singh said
he had got the complaint of the
thefts and initiated investiga-

n

CCTV grabs of the thieves who
struck at two flats in Motia
Royale City, Zirakpur.

tions. “We have asked for the
details of the stolen items. We are
also scanning the video footage,”
said the inspector.
A case under Sections 380
(theft in dwelling house) and 454
(house-breaking in order to commit offence) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) was registered against
the accused in Zirakpur.

RESIDENTS DEMAND
EXIT POINTS
Meanwhile, residents of old
Manimajra area demand more
exit points. Singh said “I had
suggested MHC to hire a security guard dedicated to monitoring this side of their complex but
it didn’t work out. I have now
asked the residents of MHC and
Manimajra to go to court and
settle their dispute.”
A letter regarding the security problems and the traffic
issues within the complex has
also been sent to UT director
general of police Sanjay Baniwal. In it, members of the Resident Welfare Association had
alleged that the local police officers haven’t followed up on the
issues of wrong parking. This
issue of holes in the boundary
wall was also pointed out.

nore with a host of problems but
they gave only a lukewarm
response.
“Badnore had asked us to
come again if our demands were
not met. We will write to him
next week in order to apprise
him of our problem,” he said.
Singh requested that MHC be
given the status of a ward and

not be clubbed with Manimajra.
A resident lt colonel (retd)
Mahesh Khorana said, “All such
exits must be sealed to ensure a
safe environment to the residents.”
Local area councillor Jagtar
Singh said this issue has been
going on for a long time now.
He said, “There were three

THEFT AT
LOCKED HOUSE
IN PANCHKULA

Panjab varsity
to begin online
hostel allotment

PANCHKULA: Thieves decamped

HT Correspondent
n
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with jewellery and ₹20,000 from
a locked flat in Sector 20 on Friday, police said.
According to the officials,
Suman Lata, 35, a native of Sonepat, Haryana, and currently
residing at Sector 20, Panchkula,
in her complaint, told the police
that she works as a teacher in a
government school and lives
with her husband and daughter
here.
As per the complaint, the
woman said she left home at
7:30am for school and at around
2:30pm, received a call from her
daughter telling her about the
theft. “When my daughter came
back home from school, she saw
the door lock broken and everything ransacked. She then called
me immediately to inform about
the theft,” said Lata.
The complainant found jewellery including a gold chain, one
gold necklace, four pair of gold
earrings, one pair of diamond
earrings, one gold and one diamond locket along with ₹20,000
missing from the house.
A case was registered
under Sections 379 (theft)
and 454 (lurking house-trespass)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) at
HTC
Sector 20 police station.
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CHANDIGARH : The demand of

online hostel allotment by the
students of Panjab University
(PU) was accepted on Friday
after a two-day protest on various demands by members of Students for Society (SFS) outside
the Vice-Chancellor’s (V-C’s)
office. Along with this, other
demands including opening the
reading hall and cooperative
mess were also accepted.
Dean students’ welfare (DSW)
Emanual Nahar said, “The software is already in place and can
be implemented in the coming
session. The system has also
been tested in this session on
pilot basis.”
On the demand of opening a
cooperative mess, he said, “In
principle, the university has no
objection to start a cooperative
mess and students may submit a
proposal for the same. PU hostels
already have the provision of a
cooperative mess and students
are pursued to contact their

campusconnect

respective wardens for the same.
The modalities, if required, can
be worked out.”
He added that a committee
has also been constituted consisting of faculty from the University Institute of Chemical
Engineering and Technology
(UICET), University Institute Of
Hotel And Tourism Management (UIHMT) and the microbiology department to check the
food quality. “In case of any adulteration, appropriate action will
be taken,” Nahar said.
ABVP SITS ON
PROTEST AGAIN
Members of the Akhil Bharatiya
Vidhyarthi Parishad (ABVP)
were protesting since Monday,
demanding the opening of the AC
Joshi Library throughout the
day, that is 24 hours. PU authorities accepted the demand and
decided to open the first floor of
the library for 24 hours on
Thursday causing the students
to lift the protest. However, on
Friday, students complained
that the same was closed.

Mumbai resident
held guilty of
duping IT firm
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :In an eight-year-old
case, the district court on Friday
held a Mumbai resident guilty of
criminal conspiring for duping
a city-based IT company of
$12,900 US dollars.
The quantum of sentence
would be pronounced on April
30, court said.
The accused Satyanarayan
Sahu of Bihar was arrested on
January 2, 2012, while his
accomplice Jagdish Kohli,
was declared a proclaimed
offender after police was unable
to arrest him.
Darshan Singh, chief executive officer (CEO) of Khosla
Machines Private Limited,
Mohali, approached the police
after unearthing the fraud on
December 10, 2011.
He alleged that his company
provided services of design
development and sale of packaging machines across Indian and
international markets.
They had booked an order of
sale packaging machine with
the name Vanguard, USA, for a
customer.
The customer had to pay an
advance amount to the company
but the ID of Sunil Kumar
Bhardwaj, company manager,
exports, was hacked and it

Pinjore man, sister
dupe two brothers
of ₹74 lakh
PANCHKULA :Police have booked a

Pinjore man and his sister for
allegedly duping two brothers of
₹74 lakh on the pretext of business partnership.
Cops said Raghbir Chaudhary, 55, a resident of Panchkula,
who runs stone crusher business, complained the accused
Rohit and Sonal Sood, residents
of Pinjore, were also running the
same business, M/s Tashkant
Stone Crusher in Kasauli.
Chaudhary said the accused
were known to him and had
approached them with a proposal for expansion with an
investment of ₹45 lakh.
Police said the brothers
instead executed a partnership
deed with them in 2014, which
was to be registered before a
competent authority at Solan,
but the accused got it notarised
from the notary public.
After entering into a partnership deed, the accused asked the
brothers to purchase a machine
for the stone crusher for ₹40
lakh, for which the latter paid ₹3
lakh initially and got the remaining ₹37 lakh financed.
The accused were booked
under Sections 406 (criminal
breach of trust) and 420 (cheatHTC
ing) of the IPC.

stated that the customer had to
send the payment to HDFC bank
account in Mumbai.
The details of the transfer of
funds to city bank accounts
were shared with the company
on October 5, 2011, and it came to
the fore that the transaction
never happened.
Due to this advance payment
of $12,900, the balance amount of
$25,800 got blocked.
It was alleged that Sahu
hacked the email ID of the company and transferred the
amount of $12,900 which
belonged to the company, into
his account.
DUPED YET AGAIN
Similarly, in another case, the
same company was to receive a
payment of $98888 from Unilever Bangladesh Limited as
consultancy amount for the
machines supplied to them.
A similar modus operandi
was followed and the funds were
diverted to HDFC bank account
in Mumbai.
The UT police had booked
Sahu and Kohli on December 26,
2011, under Section 66D (punishment for cheating by personation by using computer
resource) of the IT Act and
Sections 420 (cheating) and 120B
(criminal conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC).

Cops seize ₹18L
from Haryana
liquor contractor
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI:The city police recovered
₹18 lakh on Friday from a liquor
contractor of Haryana at a
check-post in Zirakpur. Police
said they had stopped a car being
driven by Mandeep Singh who
claimed to be a liquor contractor
of Sonepat, Haryana.
He was accompanied by one
Jatender Singh and both were on
their way to Chandigarh from
Ambala. After seizing ₹18 lakh,
the police informed the income
tax department.
The checking was being carried out to prevent movement
of cash, liquor and drugs ahead
of the Lok Sabha elections.
According to the election commission’s orders, people carrying cash and valuables worth
₹50,000 and above have to explain
the source.
Dera Bassi deputy superintendent of police (DSP) Simranjit
Singh said, "Mandeep, who
claimed to be a liquor contractor
said that the ₹18 lakh recovered
was cash collection. But he could
not produce any receipts."

THE ACCUSED SAID THE
AMOUNT WAS CASH
COLLECTED FROM
LIQUOR SALE BUT
COULD NOT PRODUCE
ANY RECEIPTS

P U C O N V O C AT I O N T O M O R R O W

1,301 students to
receive degrees
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Panjab University is all set to host its 68th
annual convocation at the gymnasium hall on Sunday, April
28. Vice-president of India and
PU chancellor M Venkaiah
Naidu will be the chief guest on
the occasion. Punjab governor
VP Singh Badnore and Haryana
governor Satyadev Narayan
Arya will also be in attendance.
Controller of examinations
(CoE) Parvinder Singh said a
total of 444 candidates will be
conferred doctorate degrees, 517
undergraduate and postgraduate degrees and 340, medals/
cash prize/merit certificates in
various faculties. Vigyan Ratan
will be conferred on ISRO chairman K Sivan.
The candidates have been
requested to occupy the seats 45
minutes before the convocation starts. A full dress
rehearsal will be held on Saturday, April 27, at the gymnasium
hall.
PU has also released guidelines for the students.

NO VEHICLES
The VVIP route from Gate No 1
via Administrative Block,
chemistry and physics departments road up to gym hall:
(a) Will not be open to public
from 9am to 1pm on April 28.
(b) No vehicles can be parked
on this route on April 27 and 28
Please park your vehicles in
designated parking only
Visitors are not allowed to
park vehicles on the road side
on April 27 and 28. If any
vehicle is found parked in
unauthorised area, it will be
towed away by Chandigarh
traffic police.
Gate timing for general
public on April 28
n Gate No 1 will remain open
for entry and exit from 6am
to 9am and after 1pm
n Gate No 2 will remain open
for entry and exit throughout
n Gate No 3 will remain open
for entry and exit from 6am
to 10pm

schoolnotes
Investiture ceremony
ST SOLDIERS
PANCHKULA : St Soldiers School,
Sector 16, conducted its investiture
ceremony for the academic session
2019-20 on Friday. The principal and
the house masters pinned the
badges on the newly-elected
members of the cabinet. Head girl
Vanshika Bansal and head boy Dev
Chopra took the oath along with the
other members of the council.

ST ANNE’S CONVENT
CHANDIGARH : St Anne’s Convent
School conducted its investiture
ceremony on Friday. The event was
presided over by school manager Fr
Robert Fernandez, principal Shyni
Paul and vice-principal Sosan Lakra.
The newly nominated students were
conferred with flags and sashes.

AKSIPS-41

Eco-friendly activity
performed

n

Students in a jubilant mood after the annual convocation at GGDSD College, Sector 32, in Chandigarh on Friday.

SPECIAL LECTURE ON
ARTISANS AND THEIR
DEITIES AT PU
CHANDIGARH: The department of
ancient Indian history and culture,
Panjab University, organised a special
lecture titled ‘The Makers of the
Universe - Artisans and their Deities’
on Friday. The lecture was delivered
by professor at Multi Disciplinary
Research Centre in the department of
evening studies, Mahesh Sharma. He
highlighted on how images of deities
were formed and iconography was
manipulated. He talked about the
images of Vishvakarma in which the
fusion of iconographic features are
clearly visible.

Alumni meet at dept of Guru
Nanak Sikh Studies, PU
CHANDIGARH: The department of

Guru Nanak Sikh Studies, Panjab
University (PU), organised its
alumni meet and prize distribution
function on Friday. Dean of university
instructions (DUI) Shankarji Jha was
the chief guest on the occasion and
dean of alumni relations Deepti Gupta
was the guest of honour. Prominent
alumni including SS Bhatti, Sneh Lata
Badhwar, Harjas Kaur, Maninder Kaur,
Balvir Kaur, Priya, Ved Parkash
Malhotra and Amardeep Kaur attended the function.

Advanced professional
programme held at PU
CHANDIGARH: The department of
public administration, Panjab University (PU), organised a one-day
programme for the participants of the
44th Advance Professional Programme in Public Administration
(APPPA) on Friday. It was inaugurated
by the vice-chancellor (V-C) of PU, Raj

Kumar and as many as 40 participants
from various ministries and departments were chosen for the programme. Also, participants who had a
post graduate degree with above 50%
marks were awarded master of
philosophy (MPhil) degrees in social sciences.

Annual honours
ceremony held at PEC
CHANDIGARH: The office of the dean
of student affairs at Punjab Engineering College (PEC), Sector 12, organised
the annual honours ceremony on
Friday. Director of PEC Dheeraj Sanghi
said extra-curricular activities build
up one’s character and it is reflected in
the way PEC students carry themselves. Dean of students’ affairs
Perminderjit Singh congratulated the
students. Students of the graduating
batch of 2019 were felicitated for their
outstanding achievements in differ-
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ent cultural clubs, technical societies,
sports and organisational activities.

Lecture on challenges to
contemporary peacekeeping
CHANDIGARH A special lecture on
‘Challenges to Contemporary Peacekeeping’ was organised at the
department of defence and national
security studies, Panjab University
(PU), on Friday. The lecture was
delivered by lt gen (retd) Iqbal Singh
Singha. He emphasised on transforming the traditional peacekeeping
missions in order to meet the requirements of the evolving nature of
conflicts and the international
security environment. He also
said the peacekeepers need to be
equipped with sophisticated weapons and bullet-proof vehicles so
that they are able to enforce the
mandate of the United Nations
Security Council.

CHANDIGARH : The members of the
Eco Club of AKSIPS-41 Smart School,
Sector 41-B undertook an activity to
spread awareness on the recycle of
plastic waste wherein the students
of Classes 8 to 10 made planters from
plastic bottles and planted saplings
in them. AKSIPS Group of Smart

BHAVAN VIDYALAYA

Friendly cricket match
CHANDIGARH : Bhavan Vidyalaya,
Sector 27-B, organised a friendly
cricket match between Bhavans Old
Students Society (BOSS) and the
Principal 11 . Girls were part of both
the teams. The match was won by
the Principal 11. Senior principal
Vineeta Arora presented the trophy
to the captain of the winning team.

LEARNING PATHS SCHOOL

World Scholar’s Cup
hosted
MOHALI : Learning Paths School is
hosting a two-day World Scholar’s
Cup that will conclude on Saturday.
Educationist and speaker, Jeremy
Chumley delivered the keynote
address to 360 students from 20

n

Boys and girls of Bhavan Vidyalaya, Sector 27-B, participated in a friendly cricket match in
Chandigarh on Friday.

schools across the region. On the first
day, students participated in combined debate, collaborative writing,
multiple choice tests and quizzes.

on the theme ‘Save Earth’.

RIMT WORLD SCHOOL

PANCHKULA : The Play Group students of Solitaire International
School, Opposite Suncity Parikrama,
Sector 20, celebrated Red Colour Day
on Friday. The objective of organising
the activity was to familiarise with
the concept of red colour. All students came dressed in red.

Workshop on cyber
security conducted
CHANDIGARH : RIMT World School in
association with Connect Broadband
conducted a workshop on ‘Cyber
Security’ for the students of Classes
8 to 10 on Friday with the motive of
apprising students of the pros and
cons of social media. Resource person
Vibhu Aggarwal emphasised on the
balanced use of social media.

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL

Week-long Earth Day
celebrations conclude
MOHALI : Week-long Earth Day
celebrations concluded at Delhi
Public School, Sector 92, on Friday.
Several competitions and activities
were organised. A special assembly
was conducted by the senior students wherein they presented a skit

SOLITAIRE INTERNATIONAL

‘Red Day’ celebrated

NEW PUBLIC SCHOOL

Special assembly held
CHANDIGARH : A special morning
assembly was conducted at New
Public School, Sector 18 on Friday
wherein students of Classes 6 to 8
presented a one act play to motivate
students to encourage their family
and other known people to cast their
votes.

SAUPIN’S SCHOOL

Inter-house declamation
PANCHKULA: Saupin’s School, Sector
9, organised an inter-house declama-

HT PHOTO

tion contest on Friday. Students of all
houses showcased their public
speaking skills. Students put forth
their views on the topic ‘Textbooks
should not be replaced by technology’.
DOON PUBLIC SCHOOL

Green fashion show held
PANCHKULA : Doon Public School,
Sector 21, organised a special assembly wherein a green fashion show
was held on Friday. Students presented a skit on ‘Save Earth’ followed
by a speech and a poem. The school
dedicated an entire week observing
Earth Day. Throughout the week
many activities like slogan-writing
and poster-making were organised.

YPS

Kids visit Traffic Park
MOHALI : Yadavindra Public School
organised a field trip to the Traffic
Park for students of LKG and UKG on
Friday. Creative use of flash cards,
role plays and sign boards imparting
the valuable information about road
safety and traffic rules made it fun.
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debate of
the week

Police, pull up your socks

STOP RAPE

HOW CAN COPS MAKE
TRICITY SAFE FOR
WOMEN?
What should be done to sensitise policemen to deal with the trauma of a rape
victim or take swift action to nab a rapist?

LACKADAISICAL Readers feel safety is every woman’s right. Therefore, the city needs a more sensitive and sensitised police force,
who can attend to the victims of crimes against women empathetically, and thus ensure the women feel confident to report incidents

›

The notion of safety is often a narrow
one which focuses on security and protection, rather than safety as a right.
The mainstream response to any form
of sexual violence is to reduce
women’s freedom, choices and rights.
There is an urgent need to form a special police team. Currently there is
lack of co-ordination between police
staff in Chandigarh, Mohali and
Panchkula. We need gender-sensitive
urban planning and governance to
ensure our cities and towns are
designed keeping in mind accessibility, safety and inclusion. Political commitment is needed to bring about longterm and systemic change that
addresses the actual causes of the
problem. Women have as much right
to the city as anyone else, and it is the
duty of the state to ensure them.
SC Dhall, Zirakpur

More interaction between
seniors and juniors, gender
sensitisation and provision of
victim relief should be
ensured. Police
ought to give
priority to duty.
RAJINDER SINGH,
former Punjab-cadre
IPS officer

PROTECT THE VICTIM,
TRAIN THE POLICE

›

Frequent training of the
police staff and more
interaction with college students
should be conducted. About
dealing with rape victims, most
important is not to
pressurise her,
even during trials.

STREAMLINING
POLICE FUNCTIONING
The priorities have to be set right and
the jurisdiction issue has to be sorted
out, particularly when it comes to
such serious cases. Does a hospital
deny treatment to an emergency
patient just because he does not belong
to that area? We have to make the
work places safe for women by constantly briefing our male staff on good
conduct, and monitoring the welfare
of women workers. The police will do
well to put its house in order. The rapist must be brought to book.
Col RD Singh, Ambala Cantt

There is no strategy or road map for
the police to handle crimes against
women. Strict laws on rape are definitely required, but more needs to be
done towards controlling molestation
and stalking, which the women face all
through the day, everyday. Young
girls should be trained in self-defence
with skills in karate, judo and use of
one-touch mobile police helpline apps.
Patrolling early morning and in sunset hours should be enhanced. The cosmopolitan character of the tricity is in
danger due to the callous attitude of
the police personnel.
Rajiv Boolchand Jain,
Zirakpur, Punjab

POLICE AND SOCIETY MUST
COMMIT TO WOMEN SAFETY
The society needs to be committed
toward protecting women from such
incidents. The role of working women
in our society is remarkable as they
are the future of our country but they
must be alert and should take photographs of vehicles before sitting inside
and immediately forward to near and
dear ones or parents. The police officials should mark sensitive area,
where patrolling of PCR should be
increased to ensure safety to the
women.
Sukhpal Singh, via email

SAFETY BEGINS AT HOME
A cursory peep into the plight of
women in many a home makes for
alarming revelation. An indelible
mind-set is cast on young minds in
their formative years, witnessing
domestic violence. If safety of women
is guaranteed in homes, their safety
outside will be an automatic corollary.
Police ought to shed callousness and
be sensitised to handle crime against
women more humanely as if they were
their own sisters or daughters. All
police stations should be mandated to
report at once, every complaint by a
woman in distress to a special cell in
office of district police chief that
should take upon itself the task of
monitoring till its logical conclusion.
Lalit Bharadwaj, Panchkula

POLICE NEED TO BE
MORE DISCIPLINED
The police have failed to control/solve
cases of crimes against women. The
authorities should frame a joint action
committee to supervise the working of
the police. Police should not drink/
take alcohol and sleep during duty
time. The administration should fix
the responsibility of the cops area wise
to control all type of crimes. It should
frame strong and strict rule and regulations against criminals. All the cops
should be physically fit and active.
They should take quick and fast action
to control the accused. They should
not accept bribe at any cost. They
should not come under the pressure of
Politicians and VIP’s for genuine jus-

byinvitation
GENDER SENSITISATION,
MORE COMMUNICATION

SECURITY VERSUS
SAFETY OF WOMEN

SELF-DEFENCE IS
THE BEST DEFENCE

05

SK VERMA, former
Punjab-cadre
IPS officer

n

The recent rape case of a Mohali-based call centre employee brought to the fore the apathy of a police officer who refused to lodge the complaint.

tice to the public. They should not hesitate to perform their duties.
Sumesh Kumar Badhwar,
Sector 68, Mohali

SAFETY IS COLLECTIVE
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SOCIETY
Change of mindset of police in dealing
with crime is the cornerstone of justice. The callous attitude shown by the
staff of two police stations in dealing
with the rape victim is shameful and
disgusting. Any change in rules and
new stringent laws are of no use if they
are found wanting in implementation.
A special training session of police
men all over the country in dealing
with the victims of any crime, especially rape victims should be undertaken. One should feel protected in the
presence of police but it is just the
reverse. Responsible general public,
responsible government and responsible police force all must work in unison to bring a change for the better.
Dr Devinder Garg, Chandigarh

DRIVERS SHOULD REGISTER
THEMSELVES WITH POLICE
It should be mandatory for taxi drivers, individuals as well as company
employees, to get them registered with
local police stations. Police must have
full history/bio data of the cab drivers
operating in the tricity. It should be
mandatory for all taxis to do away
with central locking system. Provision
may be made for an alarm button near
all seats of cabs, which may be used to
alert the nearby police station. Most
important of all, only lady police
should be allowed to get the brief of the
incident from a rape victim.
RP Malhotra, president, Senior
Citizens Council, Panchkula

WOMEN AS UNDERCOVER SPIES
The women are easy targets for criminals across the country. The police
department should hire/recruit ladies
for undercover spying. The ladies of
the specific area should give report of
crimes to the concerned officer
weekly/monthly. The goons of that
area will mend their ways or will get
trapped by these ladies. The duties
should be rotated as per requirements.
Also, lady police should assist these
professionals and get them trained.
There is a saying, “A woman is more
active when she is inactive.”
Kulbir SingH Bhogal, Rupnagar

WHO WILL POLICE THE POLICE
Apropos the incident when SHO Daljeet Singh of Sohana refused the rape
victim when she came to lodge a complaint against the driver who raped
her, had this thing happened with
inspector’s daughter, would he have
refused her? Who will police the
police? When the fence starts eating
the crop, who will save it? The tricity is
becoming Gurugram when it comes to

crimes against women. There must be
certain points (police booths) in the
tricity where any victim can lodge a
complaint, these police booths can
send it to further concerned police stations for action. Besides, there must be
hot line established in each police station. The police from the top to bottom
have to pull up their socks and tighten
their belts.
Captain Amar Jeet Kumar,
environmentalist, Mohali

POLICE NEED INTERNAL POLICING
Just like the health care professionals
are instructed to provide at least minimum first-aid to emergency cases
before referring the patient to a higher
centre, all police stations should have
instructions to diligently handle a
rape case as soon as they receive one.
Regular conferences should be held
for all police personnel to constantly
sensitise them to the issue as with time
this job inadvertently makes them
insensitive. A rape victim or any
female complainant should at the outset be dealt by a female police personnel to make her comfortable. At least
don’t make the victim feel like a criminal.
Dr Priya Mahajan, Chandigarh

HAPPY COPS MEAN
SAFER CITIZENS
The only way is to drive a sense of fear
of law in every law breaker oblivious
of his stature. To achieve that, we can
start at the top. Let the top cops instil a
sense of belonging to their department, by being honest and transparent
to the core. The top cops should keep a
vigilant look on the cops’ performance, rewarding them when doing
good , reprimanding when negligent.
Once the mind is free from other nondepartmental involvements, they will
work wonders and once the cops are
literally happy, the citizens will also
feel safe in their presence.
Rajyashree Sinha, via email

STRONG POLICING,
BETTER COORDINATION
In cases of serious crimes, police
shouldn’t refuse to register complaints even if the area of crime
doesn’t come under their jurisdiction.
Case can be shifted later on to the concerned police station but the victim
should not be harassed. Police officials
who refuse to register cases must be
given severe punishment. Otherwise,
such incidents will keep on getting
repeated. It’s only strong policing and
better coordination between the police
forces of three cities of Chandigarh,
Mohali and Panchkula which can put
a check on the increasing number of
crimes. Increasing police patrolling
during nights covering most of the
areas in tricity will help to check the
miscreants and bad elements.
Sanjay Chopra, Sector 90, Mohali
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CONTROL MIGRATORY INFLUX,
EQUIP POLICE, ENGAGE CITIZENS

NEED 24X7 POLICING FOR ALL GENDERS

Once a city of 500 people in 1960, Chandigarh now houses almost 12 lakh residents. An innovative creation of Le
Corbusier, the City Beautiful has
fallen prey to population explosion
and migratory influx. This has led to a
steep hike in crime rate and other law
and order problems, and shaken the
demographic structure of the city.
Administration must maintain strict
surveillance of the migrant population. Chandigarh police must be more
cautious and well-equipped. Citizens
should be aware of the persistent and

Why just women? Aren’t men in danger? And what about transgenders?
They are the most discriminated against and the most unsafe gender,
yet the police only sweep their problems under the carpet. Police
need to be more diligent. On some days, there are so many police
officers present in the city, while on others, they are nowhere to be
found. Police need to improve their rosters to ensure a more
uniform distribution of cops. Chandigarh administration is going
to provide 24x7 water supply to the citizens, but before that, we
need 24x7 policing. And not just for women, but for all genders.
Police’s priority needs to be the common people.
Sonali Jain, works in a Chandigarh-based advertising agency

growing problems of the city to sort
out the best possible option available.
A better security and surveillance system should be put in place. In total, a
comprehensive and coherent security
system, cooperation of all stakeholders, availability of necessary infrastructure and the best efforts by police
force with adequate man power are
necessarily needed to address the
troubling issues.
Dr Karan Singh Vinayak,
Chandigarh

FEAR OF LAW IS MISSING
In spite of raising issue again and
again, women are still unsafe and
prone to all kinds of dangers. They are
being pulled into cars, being shot,
thrown acid on, murdered, raped, harassed at work, killed in the name of
honour by parents or siblings. It is paramount that specific driving licenses
and permits for bus, auto and taxi drivers be given only after thorough verification. An auto/taxi/bus driver committing crime must lose the driving
license forever. Violating officers
must be punished with cost recovery,
even debarred from pension, to create
a fear of law. Judiciary must impart
rapid justice to victim by enforcing
severest punishment on criminals and
make character roll linking Aadhaar
card. Media too needs to be educated to
provide strategic information and
solutions to prevent crime.
Manjinder Pal Singh,
Phase 6, Mohali

POLICE MUST GAIN AND RETAIN
CONFIDENCE OF WOMEN
There is no dearth of staff, infrastructure or planning to control crime
against women. Experience says that
the moment police comes into picture,
mistrust follows and till we have confidence in our police force women cannot feel safe even in the hands of
police. As such, the entire society
including social workers, NGOs, parents should also come forward to
ensure police-public participation so
that women folk gets faith in the system. And once confidence is gained
than investigating will move fast leading to justice in a pre-defined time.
R K Garg, Convenor,
RTI Chandigarh

VICTIM SHOULD BE GIVEN
PRIVACY, SPEEDY JUSTICE
Most of the rape or molestation cases
go unreported, especially in rural
areas, where they are in fact more
prevalent. Unfortunately, police and
media do not let the victim and her
family deal with the situation psychologically. Besides being constantly in
the public glare, the victim and the
family are also made to suffer emotionally, economically and physically.
Agreed, the media have to report the
incident but at least the inquiry
process can be little more private and
speedy and special courts can be set
up.
Yasmin D Khosla, Panchkula

COLONIAL MINDSET OF POLICE
NEEDS TO CHANGE
Police organisations have always
played a crucial role in preventing
riots and checking uncontrollable law
and order situations. They have also
brought laurels for the entire force
and made supreme sacrifices. But the
state and central authorities have
done little to reorient their forces to
meet the challenges of the times like
corruption and brutality. Political

ISTOCK

pressure, displacement of police personnel, make the situation worse.
Police should focus on upholding the
law, rather than utilising force to
impose the law. There is a need for
reforming the Indian police to overcome the colonial mindset and organisational pattern that it follows even to
this day.
SK Khosla, Sector 40 C,
Chandigarh

A PRO-ACTIVE FORCE IS REQUIRED
First, a common command centre for
the tricity should be set-up for better
co-ordination among cops. Cops
should constitute pro-active anti-romeo squads on the lines of Uttar Pradesh Police to patrol, especially
around girls colleges. Unauthorised
paying guests operating in the tricity
should be under the radar. The cops
should co-ordinate with college and
university authorities to regulate latenight outings by girls. The PCR vans,
with lady constables, should be made
available to women in distress. Cops
should coordinate with the municipal
corporation to ensure all areas in the
tricity are illuminated.
AK Sharma, Chandigarh

POLICE NEED TO INCREASE VIGIL
Not only the cops but all of us have to
ensure the safety of women. Since
many girls work night shifts, it is the
prime duty of the call centres to make
sure that all employees find safe passage to and from office. It should not be
difficult to post at least one policeman
outside these workplaces. Police have
to increase vigil on deserted streets
and routes used by three-wheelers and
taxis. The authorities must consider
raising a separate rapid action team to
nab the culprits.
MS Ishar, Chandigarh

RECRUIT MORE WOMEN IN POLICE
To ensure the safety and security of
women, we should recruit more
women in the existing police force.
More apps for women in distress may
be developed. Chandigarh Police
should take steps to ensure safe commute for women during late hours.
Harish Kapur, Chandigarh

PUNISH THE CALLOUS COPS
It is shocking that the police have
made no headway in the Mohali rape
case so far. The general manager of the
call centre revealed that such cases
are common in the area in the morning
and late in the evening. The question is
why he did not inform the police. He
should have requested the police to
intensify surveillance. All the police
stations should be directed to register
sensitive cases like rape on priority
basis. The police personnel should be
sensitised to help women in distress.
The callous cops guilty of dereliction
of duty must be given exemplary punishment.
Usha Verma, Chandigarh

THE UNWRITTEN LAW OF
RESPECTING FEMALES
Cops need to devise methodology for
the safety of the tricity women, sensitising the people on the subject to help
undo any devilish instinct; the cops
must be aware and be constantly
patrolling round the clock. The
women folk need to extra careful being
out at odd hours, avoiding lifts being
offered. Everyone must follow the
unwritten law of respecting the
females.
KK Bajaj, Panchkula

INCREASE WOMEN COPS,
BUILD CONFIDENCE

›

Mandating presence of lady
officers to deal with cases of
crimes against women has
increased reporting by victims;
they are reposing faith in lady
police. Increase in
recruitment of
women cops will
build confidence.
NILAMBARI JAGADALE,
SSP, Chandigarh

APPROACH THE POLICE,
PRACTISE CAUTION

›

Women need to approach
the police. For personal
security, they should restrain
from taking favours from
strangers. The mobile application
‘Shakti’ launched
by the police
should be
downloaded for
help in distress.
HS BHULLAR, SSP, Mohali

MOBILISE POLICE,
SENSITISE MINORS

›

In cases of rape, the woman
investigating officers (IOs)
should immediately reach the
spot without loss of time. Parents
should sensitise
minors about the
possibility of
such incidents.
KAMAL DEEP GOYAL,
deputy commissioner of
police, P’kula

POLICE SHOULD ADOPT
THE ‘PEACE’ MODEL

›

P for preparation/planning
of questions, E for
engagement in friendly
conversation, A to accommodate
the victim, C for
closure, and E for
evaluation of info.
KULDEEP SINGH,
chairperson, Centre
for Police
Admn, PU
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Asian Billiards meet from today

J U N I O R N AT I O N A L F O O T B A L L

TOP NAMES Pankaj Advani will be
leading the Indian squad; U-21 Asian
snooker and ladies snooker meet will
also to be held along with billiards

Haryana beat
Tamil Nadu,
enter semifinals

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Pankaj Advani ,
who has been World Champion
multiple times, will be highlight
of the 18th Asian Billiards, 20th
U-21 Asian Snooker Championship and the 3rd Ladies Asian
Snooker Championship starting
at Community Centre, Sector 19,
from Saturday.
Advani is coming from his
inaugural Asian Snooker Tour
title win in Bengaluru wherein
he defeated Ehsan Heydari Nezhad of Iran 6-4 on Thursday.
Advani, a 21-time world snooker
and billiards champion had earlier won the second leg of the
Tour in China.
While the Asian Billiards and
under -21 Snooker will get
underway on Friday, the ladies
snooker will start from Sunday.
All three events will conclude
on the May 3.
In the opening ceremony
eight times World Billiards
Champion Geet Sethi will be
chief guest.
Sethi is a Khel Ratna awardee
and also a Padma Shri.
Title sponsors Manisha Constructions’ MD Rajan Khinvasara will be the guest of honour.
Other dignitaries present will
be Michael Al Khoury, General

IN THE OPENING
CEREMONY EIGHT-TIME
WORLD BILLIARDS
CHAMPION GEET SETHI
WILL BE CHIEF GUEST
Secretary Asian Confederation
of Billiard Sports (ACBS) and
Joseph Lo, treasurer of ACBS.
The event is being conducted
and hosted by the Punjab Billiards Association, under it’s
president DS Bains and secretary Alok Kumar.
Being held in India, the hosts
will be allowed extra entries,
and hence top eight national
players from each category participating in the event.
Other countries taking part
in the event are—Thailand,
Hong Kong, Myanmar, Iran,
Syria and China. In billiards,
Indian contingent will be led by
Advani, followed by 19-year-old
current national no one player
Shrikrishna Surya Narayanan,
Dhvaj Haria, Dhruv Sitwala,
Siddarth Parikh, Saurav
Kothari, Rohan Jambusaria,
Balachandra Bhaskar.
The boys’ under-21 will be led
by current national champion
Shoaib Khan, Kreish Gurbaxani, Mehul Saini, Shrikrishna,

shortstories

n

CHANDIGARH : Haryana and
Jharkhand made their way into
the semifinals of the Hero Junior Girls’ National Football
Championships with convincing wins over last year’s finalists Manipur and Tamil Nadu,
respectively, at the Rajarshi
Shahu Stadium in Kolhapur on
Friday.
Sumati Kumar continued her
free-scoring run, grabbing a
brace in Jharkhand’s 4-0 triumph against Manipur, while
Haryana captain Raveena
played a starring role in her
team’s 4-0 win over Tamil Nadu.

n

Pankaj Advani will be seen in action in the 18th Asian Billiards Championship starting at Community Centre, Sector 19, from Saturday.

Karan Bhandari and Rayaan
Razmi. The ladies team consists
of national champion Varsha
Sanjeev, Aranxta Sanchis,
Amee Kamani, Vidya Pillai,
Suniti Damani, Keerath Bhandaal, Anupama Ramachandran,
Chitra Magimairaj.

MOHALI : The Mohali Cricket
Association will conduct trials for
the admission of new trainees for
its academy at the C ground,
behind Punjab Cricket Association
(PCA) Stadium, from April 30 to
May 4 at 5pm. Players born,
residing or studying in the district
of Mohali are eligible for the trials.
They are advised to bring a
photocopy of their birth certificate
or a certificate from the respective
institute confirming the date of
birth and other documents
confirming their eligibility from
Mohali. Players below the age of 14
years will be given preference.

HT Correspondent
n

lock horns with Patiala at Chappar Chidi ground in Mohali in
the Punjab State Inter-District
U-19 Super League tournament
on Saturday.
In the second match, Mohali
will take on Bathinda at Chappar Chidi’s second ground.
After the completion of
league stage in which 21 districts participated in four
groups the winners and
runners-up of each group qualified for the super league tournament which has been introduced from this year.
In super league eight teams

MOHALI : The Mohali Cricket
Association will conduct trials to
select probables for the senior
cricket team at PCA C-Ground at
5pm on Saturday. The selected
probables will be part of the squad
which will compete in the InterDistrict Senior Tournament for
Katoch Shield to be being organised by Punjab Cricket Association
(PCA). Players are advised to bring
a photocopy of their birth certificate or a certificate from the
respective institute confirming the
date of birth and other documents
confirming their eligibility from
Mohali.

CHANDIGARH : Sanjay Singh (45)
was declared man of the match as
CRPF record a win over UT employees to secure a berth in the
semifinals of Tricity Premier Cricket
League T20 Tournament at
Mahajan cricket ground on
Saturday. The tournament is
organised by Chandigarh Police in
association with HDFC Bank. A
total of 24 teams are participating
in the tournament.

NWDA defeat SDCA
by 50 runs
PANCHKULA : Narinder Walia
cricket Academy(NWCA) defeated
Surajbhan Dreams Cricket Academy(SDCA) by 50 runs in ongoing
Summer Cup Cricket tournament
for boys (U17) organised by
Narinder Walia cricket Academy
played at St Soldiers school
grounds. Batting first, NWCA
scored 205 for the loss of nine
wickets in 30 overs. Arnav Bansal
made 97 runs with 14 boundaries
and three sixes. In reply, SDCA were
bundled out for 155 in 28 overs.

Eqbal, Macherla
enter semis
MUMBAI : Unseeded Ishaque Eqbal
and Theertha Macherla defied
odds to enter the semifinals of the
RBL Bank ATT Asian Ranking men’s
tennis championship here on
Friday. In the quarter finals, Eqbal
upset seventh seeded Paramveer
Bajwa 6-3, 6-2, while youngster
Theertha Marcherla saved a match
point to topple fourth seeded
Chandril Sood 1-6, 7-6(6), 6-2.

new faces of this event.
Ng On Yee, multiple times
World and Asian champion
from Hong Kong and a strong
contender for the ladies crown
will also be taking part in the
event.Tables from Wiraka Pte
Ltd, Singapore, will be used for

this event along with the Aramith snooker and billiard ball sets
from Belgium. The top of the
line billiard table cloth from
Strachan from England will be
used.Punjab governor VP Singh
Badnore will be the chief guest
at the final.

THIS YEAR THE U-19
LEAGUE WAS PLAYED
AMONGST 21 DISTRICTS.
THE SUPER LEAGUE HAS
BEEN INTRODUCED
FROM THIS YEAR
been divided into Group A and
Group B.
At the end of league stage,
Amritsar (20 points), Jalandhar
(18 points), Ludhiana (17 points)
and Ropar (22 points) made it
to the next stage and have
been pooled together in the
Group A.
Group B has Chandigarh who
secured 19 points along with

Mohali who secured 18 points.
The other two teams are Patiala
who secured 16 points, and
Bathinda who secured 15
points.
All the matches will be of two
days duration and will be played
across various venues of the
state.
Matches will be supervised
by PCA panel umpires, match
referees and observers.
In other two matches, Amritsar will take on Ludhiana
in Ludhiana, while Ropar
will be travelling to Jalandhar
for their match against the
hosts.
All the matches will start at
7:30am with 95 overs to be
bowled on each day.

HARYANA DEFEAT
DEFENDING CHAMPIONS
Both Haryana and Tamil Nadu
started off cautiously in the first
quarterfinals. Tamil Nadu’s
custodian Dhana Lakshmi was
beaten in the 31st minute as Haryana opened the scoring
through winger Bali.
A cross from the right wing
sailed over the defenders and
the keeper to nestle into the
back of the net. Just two minutes later, Haryana came close
to doubling their lead as skipper
Raveena fizzed in a delightful
cross which evaded the onrushing strikers.
With the first half coming to a
close, Tamil Nadu had two great
chances to equalise but were
denied at the last moment.
In the 35th minute, Priyadharshini S jinked past two
defenders and was set to shoot
but was denied by a last-ditch
sliding challenge.
Around 10 minutes later,
Mariyammal S whipped in a
free-kick on target from the
right but Haryana keeper
Anshika dived across and
pushed the ball onto the post
before the defence scrambled it
clear.
Haryana doubled their lead
in the 49th minute with a classic
set piece goal as Mamta headed
the ball home first-time from a
corner kick.
They could have added a couple in the next six minutes as
Raveena was denied in a one-onone situation and then put her
shot wide from eight yards out.
However, she was not be denied
in the 64th minute as she raced
into the box from the right and

IN THIRD AND FOURTH
QUARTERS, ODISHA WILL
TAKE ON HIMACHAL
PRADESH WHILE
GUJARAT WILL LOCK
HORNS WITH MIZORAM
placed the ball into the far corner to make it 3-0. In the first
minute of added time, she completed her hat-trick with a deft
finish - completing a fine win 4-0
for Haryana.
JHARKHAND BLITZ
PAST MANIPUR
Jharkhand, who came into the
quarterfinal on the back of scoring a whopping 31 goals in their
two group stage games, got the
dream start against three-time
champions Manipur as they
opened the scoring in the second
minute through Kuwari Indwar.
The match became an open
encounter from the start with
Manipur fashioning chances
through L Kipgen and Shilky
Devi midway through the first
half but the Jharkhand keeper
Sandhya Toppo was up to the
task.
Manipur continued their
search for the leveller but saw
themselves fall further behind
as Sumati Kumari scored her
14th goal in three matches.
In the 29th minute captain
Astam Oraon intercepted a ball
in the middle of the park and
played in Sumati, who slammed
an unstoppable shot in the bottom corner.
At the stroke of half time,
Manipur were inches away
from scoring but Priyangka
Devi’s free-kick hit the crossbar
and went out of play.
Three minutes into the second half Oraon made it three for
Jharkhand with a viciously
swerving shot from long range
that left the custodian with no
chance.
Manipur
desperately
searched for a foothold in the
game but could not get past centre-halves Saraswati Kri and
Sudha Tirkey.
In the 87th minute, Sumati
put the final nail in the coffin
with another composed finish as
she rounded the keeper and slotted the ball home to complete a
4-0 win.

Ritik all-round effort helps St Stephen’s-45 win
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :St Stephen’s School,

U-19, U-13 chess
meet from today

Sanjay helps CRPF
qualify for semis

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Chandigarh will

Senior cricket
team trials today

CHANDIGARH : Chandigarh Open
U-19 and U-13 and Girls Chess
Championship will be held at Dr
Ambedkar Bhawan, Sector 37,
Chandigarh, from Saturday. Four
boys and girls from the U-19
category will be selected to
represent Chandigarh at the
nationals to be held in Jaipur from
November 2 to 10. Two boys and
two girls from the U-13 category
will be selected to represent
Chandigarh at the nationals in
Visakhapatnam to be held from
May 4 to 12. For additional information players can contact
Vipnesh Bhardwaj at 9814615100.

From the other countries participating, Thailand have sent
an exciting new lot of under-21
snooker players and lady players who will be making their
international debut. Panchaya
Channoi, 11, who has a tournament break of 60 is one of the

HT FILE

Chandigarh take on Patiala
in Punjab U-19 super league

MOHALI WIN

MCA TRIALS
ON APRIL 30

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

n

A match between Mohali (orange) and Fatehgarh Sahib in
progress during the Under-17 Patiala Zone held at GMADA
Sports Complex, Sector 17. Mohali won both boys’
and girls’ events, while Patiala district finished second in
both the categories. The top two teams (boys and girls) will
play in the Punjab State Championship in Kapurthala from
April 28 to May 1.
ANIL DAYAL/HT

India’s junior U-15
footballers set for
exposure trip to Italy
Agencies
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Keeping an eye on the
AFC U-16 Qualifiers, the Indian
junior national team departed
for an exposure trip to Italy,
where they will be playing
against USA, Mexico, and Slovenia.
Boys born on or after January 1, 2004 are a part of the
group, and are being coached by
Bibiano Fernandes, who had
guided the U-15 colts to the quarterfinals of the AFC U-16 Championship in Malaysia 2018.
In Italy, the team will be participating in the MU-15 Championship.
They were a match away
from a direct qualification into
the FIFA under-17 World Cup,
but eventually went down to
Korea Republic by a solitary
goal.
“We had good success with
the previous batch, and are
looking to build a similar setup
this time too,” Bibiano said.
“USA, Mexico, and Slovenia are
big teams. It will be good for the
boys to play against such developed sides. We conducted trials
throughout the country and
scouted boys from different
parts like Kohlapur, Goa, Kerala, Mizoram, Manipur,” he

›

USA, Mexico, and
Slovenia are big
teams. It will be good for
the boys to play against
such developed sides
BIBIANO FERNANDES, coach

added.
The coach believes that
although his team is shaping up
well, the boys still need to work
on their basics.
“We still have to work on the
basics on a few areas. But the
boys are learning quickly,” said
Bibiano.
“From having the previous
team to building a new one, it’s
been quite a learning curve for
me as a coach as well.”
Six boys from last season’s
U-16 team including Rohit
Danu, Vikram Partap Singh,
Gurkirat Singh were part of
Indian Arrows’ I-League campaign in the 2018-19 season.
Danu went on to score four
goals, becoming the youngestever goal-scorer in I-League history, while Vikram netted one.
Schedule in Italy: April 28:
USA vs India April 29: Mexico vs
India April 30: Slovenia vs India.

Sector 45, defeated Saupin’s
School, Sector 32, by nine wickets during the UT Cup T20
cricket tournament for U-14
being organised by UT Cricket
Association (UTCA) at the Government Model Senior Secondary School, Sector 26, ground on
Friday.
Batting first, Saupin’s School
scored 87 for the loss of seven
wickets in 20 overs. Pushkar
with unbeaten 32 was the top
scorer. Aditya Sharma made 12
runs. Ritik Sandhu (2 for 11) was
the pick of the bowlers for St Stephen’s 45.
Chasing, St Stephen’s-45
achieved the target in 16 overs
making 88 for the loss of one
wicket. Ritik Sandhu led the batting with an unbeaten 35 and was
ably supported by Sourabh
Samyal who made 32 runs.
Aditya Sharma (1 for 17) picked
up one-wicket for Saupin’s-32.
In the second match of the day,
St Anne’s School, Sector 32,
defeated St Stephen’s School,
Sector 45, by five wickets. Batting first, St Stephen’s-45 scored
75 for the loss of four wickets in
20 overs. Karanveer Deewan was

BRIEF SCORES
Match 1: Saupin’s 32: 87 for 7
in 20 overs (Pushkar 32 no,
Aditya Sharma 12, Ritik
Sandhu 2 for 11) lost to St
Stephen’s 45: 88 for 1 in 16
overs (Ritik Sandhu 35no,
Sourabh Samyal 32, Aditya
Sharma 1 for 17) by nine
wickets
Match 2: St Stephen’s 45: 75
for 4 in 20 overs (Karanveer
Deewan 23, Samarveer
Chawla 18, Aditya Kumar 16,
Ishaan Gabba 1 for 11, Timin 1
for 11) lost to St Anne’s: 76 for
5 in 14.4 overs (Aksh Rana 24,
Adhiraj 13, Meetansh Kalia 3
for 13) by five wickets

the top scorer for the side with 23
runs, while Samarveer Chawla
made 18 runs. Aditya Kumar
contributed 16 runs. Ishaan
Gabba ( 1 for 11) and Timin (1 for
11) were the main wicket-takers
for St Anne’s School.
Chasing, St Anne’s achieved
the target in 14.4 overs making 76
for the loss of five wickets. Aksh
Rana was the top scorer with 24
runs, while Adhiraj scored 13
runs. Meetansh Kalia picked up
three wickets for 13 runs for St
Stephen’s-45.

n

A match of UT Cup T20 cricket tournament for U-14 in progress at the Government Model Senior
Secondary School, Sector 26, ground on Friday.
KARUN SHARMA//HT

Mohali’s Gurnoor takes top honours in
Punjab state sub-junior gymnastics meet
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :Gurnoor Kaur of Mohali

n

The winners of 32nd Punjab State Sub-Junior and age group
gymnastics championship held at indoor gymnastics hall in Sector
78, Mohali, on Friday.
HT PHOTO

with a score of 31.40 was
adjudged best all-round gymnast in the 32nd Punjab State
Sub-Junior and age group gymnastics championship held at
indoor gymnastics hall in Sector
78, Mohali, on Friday.
Around 300 gymnasts from
across the state participated in
the championship in various
age groups.
Naaz Kaur also of hosts
Mohali came second with a
score of 29.95.
Simrat Kaur of Ropar with a
score of 29.85 came close third.
In the floor exercise, Gurnoor
Kaur of Mohali came first with
15.65 points, while Simrat Kaur

of Ropar came second with 15.05
points.
Mohali’s Naaz Kaur came
third with 14.40 points.
In balancing beam, Ekam
Kaur of Mohali came first with
15.80 points, while Gurnoor
Kaur came second with 15.75
points.
Gitika of Gurdaspur with
15.50 points came third inbalancing beam.
PPS and Arjuna Awardee
Jagjit Singh gave away the
prizes to the winners.
The championship was organised by Mohali District Gymnastics Association under the
aegis of Punjab Gymnastics
Association.
The meet was conducted with
technical support from NIS,
Patiala.

British School
shines in Sqay
PANCHKULA: The British School,
Panchkula, bagged the overall
trophy in cadet at the 11th
Panchkula District Cadet, SubJunior, Junior, Senior Sqay
Championship held on school
premises on Friday.
HTC
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CITY STUDENT
SELECTED FOR
B’BALL MEET

TRAIN CANCELLATION, DELAY LEAVE PASSENGERS
HOT UNDER THE COLLAR AT RAILWAY STATION
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VIKAS THAKUR SETS NATIONAL RECORD
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shortstories
LIQUOR MISUSE:
EXCISE DEPT
STEPS UP VIGIL
LUDHIANA :In view of the
upcoming Lok Sabha elections,
the Ludhiana excise and taxation
department is keeping a close
watch on all activities related to
liquor. Excise and taxation officers
(ETOs) have been deputed as
nodal officers to check illegal
production, storage, distribution
and smuggling of liquor. Operation hours of liquor vends are
being regularly checked, and daily
receipts and sale of retail vendors
are being monitored. All retailers
have been directed not to sell
liquor against anything except
the price of liquor. Besides, nakas
are being set up in different areas
HTC
to check inflow of liquor.

Women panel asks police to
produce realtor on May 1
LUDHIANA :Taking suo motu
notice of the case where a realtor
allegedly rammed his SUV into
the car of MC officials and
thrashed a woman building
inspector during a demolition
drive at his illegal colony in
Jamalpur Awana on Wednesday,
the Punjab State Commission for
Women on Friday directed the
police and district administration
to produce the realtor in its
Chandigarh office on May 1. ››P3

debate of
the week
LOK SABHA
ELECTIONS

HOW TO REIN IN
DEFACEMENT OF
PROPERTIES?
Political hoardings, posters
and banners can be seen
across the city in violation of
the model code of conduct.
Despite notices from the
assistant returning officers of
different constituencies to
the Congress for the illegal
hoardings of party candidate
Ravneet Bittu, the violation
still continues. With filing of
nominations beginning on
April 22, candidates will now
intensify their campaigns,
and more hoardings and
banners are expected to
spring up, defacing government and private property.
What steps should the
Election Commission take to
rein in the menace?
Send your inputs with
your contact information
to ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by April 28.

BROTHER OF
DORAHA MC
VICE-PRESIDENT
GOES MISSING

n

Baljit Singh, alias Babbal, has
been missing since April 24.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

SAD,PDA,AAP candidatesjoinfray

FOUR-CORNERED CONTEST Maheshinder Singh Grewal, Simarjeet Singh Bains, Tej Pal Singh file papers a day after Cong’s Ravneet Singh Bittu
election
2019

SETTING THE STAGE
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Shiromani Akali Dal

(SAD) candidate Maheshinder
Singh Grewal, Punjab Democratic Alliance’s (PDA) Simarjeet Singh Bains and Aam Aadmi
Party’s Tej Pal Singh filed their
nomination papers for the
upcoming Lok Sabha elections
on Friday.
With these candidates joining
the poll fray, the financial capital
of the state is set to witness a
four-cornered contest between
Congress, SAD, PDA and AAP.
BAINS WALKS TO
DC OFFICE
The candidates filed their nominations around noon with Lok
Insaaf Party (LIP) president
Simarjeet Singh Bains first to
enter the District Administrative Complex.
He was accompanied by a
posse of supporters, including a
considerable number of workers
from the Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP), which is part of the Punjab Democratic Alliance.
Bains walked into the complex with families of five farmers, who had committed suicides, kin of five victims of drug
abuse, five unemployed youth,
five students awaiting Scheduled Caste scholarship, and five
traders who claimed to be harassed by demonetisation and
Goods and Services Tax.
His wife Surinder Kaur is the
covering candidate. According
to his affidavit, Bains is facing
eight criminal cases, most of
which were fallout of protests
and rallies that turned violent.
Bains criticised Bittu for literally choking the city yesterday
with his road show. “We parked
our vehicles at a distance and
came walking. We are not in
favour of harassment of public,”
he said.
GREWAL HOLDS
ROADSHOW
SAD candidate Maheshinder
Singh Grewal entered the minisecretariat with a rally of supporters after participating in a
roadshow.
Amid beating of drums and
celebrations, Grewal walked
into the DC office to submit his
nomination papers.
Talking to reporters after filing his papers, Grewal said he
was touched and overwhelmed
by the response of the Akali-BJP
workers, who had broken all
records to join his roadshow.
“The turnout reflects that people of Ludhiana have pronounced their verdict in the
favour of the Akali-BJP candidate and resolved to put Ludhiana in the NDA kitty to once
again make Narendra Modi the
Prime Minister of the country,”
a confident Grewal said.

Babbal, 32, the younger brother
of Kuljit Singh Vicky, vicepresident of Doraha Municipal
Council, has gone missing
under mysterious circumstances.
Kuljit Singh said Babbal left
the house on his motorcycle
around 11am on April 24. He was
wearing a white kurta pyjama.
But he did not return home till
evening. They tried looking for
him, but could not find him, and
his mobile phone was also
switched off.
Inspector Karnail Singh, station house officer (SHO),
Doraha police station, said the
family had lodged a missing
person’s report at the Doraha
station.
According to locals, Babbal
used to run a chit fund scheme
in town and many people had
invested their money with him.
The investors had been pressuring him for their returns.
The SHO said they were
investigating the matter from
all angles, and had alerted cops
at other police stations.

Shiromani Akali Dal candidate Maheshinder Singh Grewal, along with party leaders and workers, during a roadshow before filing his nomination; and (right) Punjab Democratic Alliance’s Simarjeet Singh Bains on
GURPREET SINGH/HT
his way to file his papers with families of farmers who committed suicide, youths who died of drug abuse, and unemployed youth at the DC office in Ludhiana on Friday.

whattheysay

›

People are looking for
a change. Where is
good governance in the
city? People are victims of
corruption and are
desperately looking for an
honest leader, who listens
and fights for them.
SIMARJEET SINGH BAINS,
Punjab Democratic Alliance

›

Hun te jhadu diyan
tilliyan vi nai labhdiyan
(we can’t even find bristles
of the broom {AAP}). Bains
is a blackmailer. Individuals
cannot change the state.
People are tired of corrupt
governance under Bittu.
MAHESHINDER SINGH GREWAL,
Shiromani Akali Dal

›

While Bains keeps
targeting cops for
bribe, he has remained
mute about big land mafia.
Bittu has failed to perform
in his last tenure, while
Grewal has been absent
from active politics for long.
TEJPAL SINGH GILL,
Aam Aadmi Party

›

The massive amount
of people that turned
up yesterday is ample proof
that I have the blessings of
residents. While AAP only
wasted lakhs of votes last
time, people are fed up of
Modi government’s lies.
RAVNEET SINGH BITTU,
Congress

POLL CODE GOES FOR A TOSS; NOTICES ISSUED TO SAD, LIP, AAP
LUDHIANA :Poll code norms
were thrown to wind inside
the mini-secretariat on Friday as SAD-BJP supporters
entered the complex with
their campaign vehicle and
banners of their candidate
Maheshinder Singh Grewal.
Supporters were also carrying campaigning material
in their hands. Earlier, illegal hoardings and banners
were installed on the Ferozepur Road for the SAD roadshow.
Assistant returning officer (ARO), Ludhiana West,
Jiwanjot Kaur said political
parties cannot enter the
mini-secretariat with campaign van, and police should
have stopped it. “We have
issued notices to SAD, LIP
and AAP for using campaigning material like flags
and posters in violation of
the poll code,” she added.

n

n

SUPPORTERS OF GREWAL, BAINS CLASH

A truck with SAD candidate Maheshinder Singh Grewal’s hoarding on the premises of
GURPREET SINGH/HT
mini-secretariat in violation of the poll code in Ludhiana on Friday.

DRONE CONFISCATED
The police confiscated a
drone camera, which was

being used inside the minisecretariat when SAD candidate Maheshinder Singh
Grewal reached there to file
his nomination papers.

GILL PAYS OBEISANCE
TO SARABHA
After paying obeisance to Kartar
Singh Sarabha in Sarabha vil-

lage, Aam Aadmi Party’s
candidate Tejpal Singh Gill participated in a road show till the
mini-secretariat.

Additional deputy commissioner of police (ADCP) Gurpreet Kaur Purewal said use
of drones was a violation of
the orders of the commis-

Taking a dig at the Congress
candidate for choking traffic
before filing his nomination
papers on Thursday, Gill said

Supporters of SAD and Lok
Insaaf Party (LIP) clashed
outside the DC office and raised
slogans against each other.
Police had to intervene to
pacify the supporters. While
the LIP-BSP supporters were

sioner of police (CP).
She said they were checking whether the owner
applied for permission for
HTC
its use.

most of the vehicles participating in the AAP roadshow were
turned around from Phullanwal
Chowk, and only a few were

AAP candidate Tejpal Singh Gill before filing his nomination papers
GURPREET SINGH/HT
at the DC office in Ludhiana on Friday.

taken to the mini-secretariat to
avoid any harassment to commuters.
After filing his nomination

raising slogans against former
cabinet minister Bikram Singh
Majithia for spreading the drug
menace, SAD-BJP leaders
slammed Bains for trying to
grab farmers’ land near Gill
village.

papers, Gill said AAP will work
tobring the Delhimodelofhealth
care and education to the city, if
voted to power.

Man rapes fiancee, Offered ₹5 lakh to withdraw Orchestra dancer,
dupes her of ₹2.5 lakh case, claims gangrape victim aide held with heroin
HT Correspondent

LUDHIANA : Baljit Singh, alias

n

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :Police are on the look-

out for a resident ofNew Kuldeep
Nagar, who allegedly raped his
fiancee and duped her of ₹2.5
lakh.
The 23-year-old victim alleged
that the accused also threatened
to circulate her nude pictures
and videos on social media if she
filed a police complaint against
him. The victim, a resident of
Tibba Road, told the police she
dropped out of school after Class
11 due to her family’s poor financial condition, and started working at a private firm.
In 2017, she came in contact
with a man through social
media, and they became friends.
Eventually, he proposed her for
marriage and also introduced
her to his mother.
After her parents agreed to
their matrimonial alliance, they
got engaged in December 2017.
Later, they travelled to Amritsar twice and stayed in a hotel,
where her fiance had sexual
intercourse with her without her
consent, and also clicked her

nude pictures.
In June 2018, she shared with
him a bank offer of a personal
loan of ₹1.6 lakh.
On hearing about it, he made
an excuse that his father was
stuck abroad as he had no money
for a return ticket to India. She
alleged that he forced her to seek
the loan for him, after promising
to return the money on his
father’s return. He also used to
take ₹7,000 to ₹8,000 from her salary every month.
Later, he refused to marry
her, stating that he was going
abroad. When she confronted
him in October 2018, he assaulted
her and threatened to circulate
her nude pictures on social
media if she complained against
him.
However, she filed a police
complaint on November 1, 2018.
Assistant
sub-inspector
(ASI) Kulwinder Singh, who is
investigating the case, said following a probe, a case under Sections 376 (rape) and 420 (cheating) of the Indian Penal Code had
been registered against the
accused. Efforts were on to
arrest him.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The 21-year-old

woman, who was gangraped in
Issewal village in February, has
complained ofbeing pressuredto
withdraw the case.
She has filed a complaint with
senior superintendent of police
(SSP, Ludhiana Rural) Varinder
Singh Brar and the Punjab State
Commission for Women.
In her complaint, she stated
that an unidentified man barged
into her house a few days ago
while her mother and she were
home, and pressured her for settlement. When she asked him to
leave, he offered her ₹5 lakh in
cash. But she turned down his
offer, and he left after spelling
out his mobile phone number.
Brar said following the complaint, they provided the victim
two cops, including a woman, for
hersecurity, butshe denied it. As
she lives in Ludhiana city, which
is under the jurisdiction of the
Ludhiana police commissionerate, he has forwarded her complaint to the police commissioner for further action. For

HT Correspondent

THE CASE SO FAR
n FEBRUARY 9: 21-year-old

woman and her male friend
were kidnapped by a group of
men near Issewal Bridge and
held hostage for money. The
woman was gangraped at a
vacant plot in Issewal village,
while her friend was physically
tortured. The accused had
demanded ₹2 lakh from their
friends to release the duo
n FEBRUARY 10: Mullanpur
Dakha Police registered a case
against 10 unidentified accused
under Sections 376-D (gangrape), 384 (extortion) and 342
(wrongful confinement) of the
Indian Penal Code.
n FEBRUARY 11: Investigating
officer at Mullanpur Dakha
police station ASI Vidya Ratan
was suspended from the duty
for not taking timely action and
for not informing senior officers

now, police have deputed a PCR
motorcycle squad near her
house.
Stating that though she was
feeling unsafe after the incident,

n

about the case
n FEBRUARY 12: Police arrested

three accused Sadiq Ali and
Jagroop Singh and Surmu.
n FEBRUARY 14: Three more

accused — Ajay, Saif Ali and a
minor from Jammu’s Kathua —
were arrested
n FEBRUARY 17: Ludhiana Rural
Police chief transferred inspector Rajan Parminder Singh, SHO,
Mullanpur Dakha station, and
suspended sub-inspector
Jarnail Singh, additional SHO at
the police station, for inaction.
Later, ASI Vidya Ratan was
dismissed from service
n APRIL 4: Ludhiana Rural police

filed chargesheet in court. They
submitted voice samples, call
recordings of the accused, and
their sketches, prepared prior to
their arrest, as evidence.

the victim said she cannot afford
police security as her family
was poor. Moreover, her house
was too small to accommodate
cops in it.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Police have booked a
30-year-old orchestra dancer
and her teenaged friend after
recovering 110gm heroin from
their possession.
:According to officials of Ludhiana unit of Special Task Force
(STF), the recovered heroin
costs ₹55 lakh in the international market.
The accused have been identified as Manisha, 30, of Guru
Arjun Dev Nagar, Tajpur Road,
and Mani Singh, 19, of Kakowal
Road, Meharban.
Inspector Harbans Singh,
in-charge, STF Ludhiana unit,
said the duo was arrested during
special checking on Tajpur
Road. The accused were crossing
the area on a scooter, when they
were stopped for checking.
On frisking them, the STF
recovered the contraband from
their possession, and seized their
scooter.
The inspector said the woman
was an orchestra dancer, while
Mani was a labourer. The duo,
both drug addicts, met at a func-

tion three years ago, forged a
friendship and turned to drug
peddling, he added.
He said Manisha was married,
but living separately in Thakkar
Ke village of Phagwara, due to
strained relations with her husband. She had shifted to Tajpur
Road, Ludhiana, a few months
ago.
“The accused used to procure
drugs from a Phillaur resident
and sold it among addicts here to
meet their need of drugs. A case
under Sections 21/61/85 of the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act has been
registered at the Division Number 7 Police station,” the inspector said.
“The woman is already facing
trial in drug peddling cases registered at police station in Phillaur and Jalandhar’s Goraya.
More information is expected
from the accused during questioning,” he added.
On April 20, the STF had
arrested a salon owner,
Rekha Goyal, alias Shama, 27,
of New Punjabi Bagh Colony
after recovering 50gm heroin
from her.
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Vikas lifts 197kg to PAU ties up with firms for veggie varieties
set national record
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Punjab Agricultural

CHAMPION A bronze medalist in the 2018 Commonwealth
Games, Thakur has now set his sight on the Tokyo Olympics

›

HT Correspondent
n

Vikas needs to
participate in six
international tournaments
as per the rules of
Olympics, based on
which he will be selected
for the 2020 Tokyo games.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Breaking his own
record, city-based weightlifter
Vikas Thakur has set a new
national record by lifting 197kg
in clean and jerk during the
Asian Weightlifting Championship being held in China.
Thakur lifted a total of 349kg,
including 197kg in clean and jerk
and 152kg in snatch. While lifting 152kg in snatch, he failed in
the first two attempts, but managed to lift the weight in the final
attempt whereas in the clean and
jerk, he lifted 190kg weight in the
first attempt, followed by 197kg
in the second attempt.
In the final attempt, he went to
lift 201kg in clean and jerk, but
failed. Thakur, who secured the
fourth position in the championship, was satisfied with his performance and shared his joy
with his fans on social media.
A silver medalist in the 2014
Glasgow Commonwealth Games

BRIJ LAL THAKUR,
father of Vikas Thakur
n

Vikas Thakur

HT PHOTO

and a bronze winner in the 2018
Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games, Thakur has now set
his sight on the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics.
His father Brij Lal Thakur
said, “Vikas has to participate in
six international tournaments
as per the rules of Olympics.”
On the basis of his performances in all the six tournament,
he will be selected for Olympics,
he said.

Vet varsity to
provide training
to 2,000 farmers
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The Guru Angad Dev
Veterinary and Animal Sciences
University (GADVASU), Ludhiana, has been awarded the prestigious Recognition of Prior
Learning (RPL) project in agriculture sector to train 2,000 farmers through skill trainings.
The project comes under the
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal VikasYojana (PMKVY), a flagship
scheme of the Union ministry of
skill development and entrepreneurship (MSDE), to provide
training to dairy farmers of Punjab. Dr HK Verma, director of
extension education, GADVASU,
said farmers interested in the
training can get the RPL form
from the directorate of extension
education, GADVASU, and submit it with the relevant documents.
The training sessions will be
organised at GADVASU,
Regional Research and Training
Centre (RRTC), Talwara, and Krishi Vigyan Kendras in Mohali,
Barnala and Tarn Taran. Farmers can call 0161-255-3364 for
enquiries.
Dr Verma said under the RPL
trainings, information about
dairy farming will be provided,
which covered topics, such as
breeds and their characteristics,
common diseases of dairy animals and their management and

FARMERS INTERESTED
IN THE TRAINING CAN
GET THE RPL FORM
FROM THE DIRECTORATE
OF EXTENSION
EDUCATION, GADVASU,
AND SUBMIT IT WITH THE
RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
prevention by adopting proper
vaccination and de-worming
practices, clean milk production,
nutritional interventions and
knowledge about various information and communication tools
and their uses in dairy farm management.
After the training, an independent agency will conduct an
assessment of the trainees
through online evaluation, and
certificates will be awarded to the
trainees under the Skill India
Mission. He said the vet varsity
had already organised 10 RPL
trainings through which 300
farmers had been trained at GADVASU, RRTC, Talwara, and at villages Barsana and Jagraon.
At the sessions, trainees were
informed about the huge scope of
dairy farming. They were
encouraged to adopt scientific
ways of livestock rearing, which
will help them in improving their
economic status as well as livelihood security.

He further said, “Of six tournaments, Thakur has participated in the EGAT Cup International Weightlifting Championship held at Thailand in
February and won bronze medal
by lifting a total of 353kg (157kg in
snatch and 196kg in clean and
jerk) in the 96kg weight category.
This Asian Weighlifting Championship was his second championship and now he is preparing
for the World Championship.”

CITY STUDENT
SELECTED FOR
NATIONAL B’BALL
TOURNAMENT

n

Prabhdeep Singh

HT PHOTO

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A Class-9 student of

Baba Isher Singh (BIS) Nanaksar Senior Secondary Public
School has been selected in the
state team for the Junior
National Basketball Association
(NBA) tournament to be played
in Delhi from April 26 to 28.
Prabhdeep Singh, who participated in the trials during the
second week of this month, made
it into the final squad. Singh is
playing his maiden national.
He started his training two
years ago after getting inspiration from his elder brother, who
is also a state-level basketball
player.
Praising Prabhdeep, his coach
Dilpreet Singh said, “ He is a disciplined student. He devotes two
hours everyday after the school
for the game.”
It was a matter of pride for the
school that Prabhdeep made it
into the national team, he
added. Principal Ranjit Kaur
wished him good luck for the
tournament.

PRABHDEEP SINGH WILL
BE PLAYING HIS MAIDEN
NATIONAL AT THE JUNIOR
NATIONAL BASKETBALL
ASSOCIATION MEET
SCHEDULED IN DELHI
FROM APRIL 26 TO 28

University (PAU) on Friday
inked memoranda of agreement
(MoA) for licensing of chilli
hydrid, CH-27, a nutrition garden model using soilless media,
frozen potato and frozen vegetable technologies, and Punjab
Kheera-1.
The agreements for these
technologies were signed with
Ascen Hy Veg Private Limited,
Manesar, Haryana; Banwait
Brother, Phagwara, Punjab;
Punjab Agro Poly House Seeds,
Ambala, Haryana; and F-Tech
Foods, Miller Ganj, Ludhiana,
respectively.
The MoAs were signed in the
presence of Navtej Singh Bains,
director of research, PAU, and
DK Sharma, Harbans Singh,
Sulinder Sharma and Paramveer Singh from the respective
organisations.
KG Singh, head-cum-senior
research engineer, department
of soil and water engineering,
said PAU had become a pioneer
in developing rooftop/terrace
vegetable nutrition garden
model for urban and peri-urban
population using soilless media.
“The technology had been
developed under the all-India
coordinated research project on
plasticulture engineering and

n

Punjab Agricultural University officials after signing memoranda of agreement with representatives of different companies in Ludhiana on
HT PHOTO
Friday.

technology, operating in the
department. Seasonal winter
and summer vegetables can be
grown successfully using this
model,” he said.
Poonam A Sachdev, headcum-senior vegetable technologist, and Sukhpreet Kaur,
assistant vegetable technologist, have developed the tech-

nology for frozen potato and
other vegetables.
Sachdev said frozen vegetables did not require any further
processing and can be used in
various curried preparations
and specialty products, such as
aloo tikki, harra bhara kebab
and paranthas.
Salesh Jindal, assistant vege-

table breeder, said, “CH-27 is a
high yielding chilli hybrid with
multiple resistances to leaf curl
virus, fruit rot and root knot
nematodes. Its fruit is light
green, long and medium in pungency. The hybrid is suitable for
powder making and processing
purposes.”
RK Dhall, associate profes-

sor, vegetable science, said
cucumber seedless variety,
Punjab Kheera-1, was the first
seedless variety of PAU, which
was suitable for poly-net house
cultivation. Its fruit was parthenocarpic, dark green, seedless, bitter free, medium sized
and did not require peeling, he
said.

educationnotes
930 GIRLS AWARDED
DEGREES AT
GOVT COLLEGE
LUDHIANA : Government College for
Girls held its annual convocation here
on Friday where 930 diploma
holders, graduates and postgraduates were awarded degrees in the
faculties of arts, science and commerce, including honours degrees in
arts and commerce. Surjit Patar,
chairman, Punjab Kala Parishad, was
chief guest on the occasion. Congratulating the graduates, Patar encouraged students to follow in the
footsteps of eminent personalities
like Bhagat Puran Singh and Sant
Seechewal. Principal Savita Sharma
presented the annual report of the
college, highlighting achievements
of the students. Vice-principal
Paramjit Kaur proposed the vote of
thanks.

Alumni share tips
with PAU students
LUDHIANA : The alumni association of College of Agricultural
Engineering and Technology,
Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU), on Friday organised a
session by its alumni to encourage the current students. Nishima Kathuria, Abhishek Chanchal
and Vanshika Sharma, pass-outs
of the college, who have cleared
the common admission test (CAT)
to enrol in management institutes, shared their experiences
and journey after leaving PAU.
They guided the budding agriculture engineers on how to proceed
with their preparations. Satish
Kumar Gupta, vice-president,
Alumni Association, said they had
been conducting such sessions to
tap the expertise of alumni for
professional betterment of
students.

BVM celebrates International
Intellectual Property Day
LUDHIANA : BVM, Kitchlu Nagar,
celebrated International Intellectual
Property Day on Friday. A debate was
conducted on ‘copyrights add to a
company’s goodwil or not’. Discussions on the benefits of patents,
trademarks and designs to enhance
legal knowledge regarding commerce were held.

Seminar on adolescence and
puberty at Bal Bharati school
LUDHIANA : Bal Bharati Public School
(BBPS), Dugri, organised a seminar
on managing adolescence and
puberty for the students of Classes
8-10. Dr Niraj Thapar and Dr Vanie
Thapar from Suman Hospital were
the resource persons. They highlighted the psychological changes
that occur during puberty and their
effects on the various aspects of
adolescent life and ways to cope
with the changes.

Three-day ‘Scouts and
Guides’ camp at GNPS
LUDHIANA : A three-day Scouts and
Guides camp was inaugurated at
Guru Nanak Public School (GNPS),
Model Town Extension, on Friday.
Rohit Kumar Mungra from the
national headquarters of Scouts and
Guides, Delhi, is conducting the camp
for 100 students of Class 1-4.The
camp began with the flag hoisting
by principal Mona Singh. Physical
Activities included basic army
training and tent pitching.

GNIPS conducts fashion show
LUDHIANA : Guru Nanak International Public School, Model Town,
organised a fashion show, ‘modelling
of summer wear’, for the students of
Classes Nursery to 2 on Friday.
Principal Gurmant Kaur Gill awarded
the titles of ‘Summer Prince’ and
‘Summer Princess’ and appreciated
the efforts of the students.

Freshers’ party at Gujranwala
Guru Nanak Public School
LUDHIANA : Gujranwala Guru Nanak
Public School, Rose Garden, organised a freshers’ party for the
newcomers of the Kindergarten
Wing of the school . Principal
Gunmeet Kaur cut the cake and
welcomed the students to the

n

Students with their degrees after their annual convocation ceremony at Government College for Girls, near Bharat Nagar Chowk, in
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
Ludhiana on Friday.

beginning of their academic journey.

Baba Isher Singh Public
students visit gurdwara
LUDHIANA : The Kindergarten
students of Baba Isher Singh (N)
Senior Secondary Public School, BRS
Nagar, visited Gurdwara Nanaksar
Sahib near Sidhwan Canal, Ferozepur Road, on Friday. As many as 100
students the Gurdwara along with
their class teachers. Students paid
obeisance and took part in the
community meal. The students
were apprised of the history of
Baba Nand Singh Ji, Baba Isher
Singh Ji and Baba Kundan Singh Ji.
Principal Ranjit Kaur motivated the
students and lauded the efforts of
the teachers.

Poster-making
activity at BVM school
LUDHIANA : A week-long Earth Day
celebrations concluded at BVM
school, Udham Singh Nagar, on
Friday. Students of Classes 3 to 5
made posters. A go green activity
was exhibited by the students of
Classes 1 to 3 wherein they planted
saplings in school campus. Students
of Classes 4 to 9 created artistic
exhibits by using waste material
focusing on the concept of the 3R’s
reduce, reuse and recycle. An interhouse declamation competition was
conducted for Class 9 wherein
students expressed their views in
favour of culminating the products
which cause environmental degradation. Class 8 students presented a
street play.

n

Students during an academic activity at Sant Ishar Singh Ji Memorial Public School, Rara Sahib, in
Ludhiana on Friday.
HT PHOTO

n

Children during Earth Day celebrations at Bhartiya Vidya Mandir School, Udham Singh Nagar, in
Ludhiana on Friday.
HT PHOTO

SISJMPS conducts academic
enrichment activities
LUDHIANA : Sant Ishar Singh Ji
Memorial Public School, Karamsar,
Rara Sahib, conducted various
academic enrichment activities to
enhance the learning process of the
students of Class 8 on Friday. Students were apprised of the imperative role of resources in the economic
development of a country by
enriching agriculture, trade, imports
and exports.

Ryan International School
celebrates Red Colour Day
LUDHIANA : The Montessori section
of Ryan International School, Dugri,
celebrated Red Colour Day on Friday
with an aim introduce children to
colours. The day started with a
display of red colour all around the
premises. Mont 1 and 2 students
took part in ear bud painting on
apples and strawberries which
helped children to reinforce their
cognitive skills. Mont 3 students
took part in a ‘Show and Tell’
activity.

Sports day at Shamrock
Christian School
LUDHIANA : Shamrock Christian
Senior Secondary School, Hambran
Road, organised a sports day for the
Kindergarten Section. The KG block
and the playground were decorated

with flags, buntings and balloons.
Children took part in balloon race,
rose race, tri-cycle race , rat race ,
hop race and monkey race.

Sacred Heart pays tribute to
Sri Lanka bomb blast victims
LUDHIANA: A candle lighting
ceremony was held at Sacred Heart
Convent Senior Secondary School,
Khanna, to pay tribute to the victims
of Sri Lanka bombings, on Friday. The
management, staff and students
pledged their solidarity with and
prayed for the solace of the affected
families of the victims of the
tragedy that took place in Sri Lanka
on Sunday. Principal Virgin
MJ prayed for healing of the victims.

n

Students paying tribute to Sri Lanka bomb blast victims at Sacred
Heart Convent Senior Secondary School in Khanna.
HT PHOTO
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE LUDHIANA VOTERS WANT

HEALTH FACILITIES
TIES N
NEED IMPROVEMENT, REPAIR OF CITY ROADS SHOULD BE THE PRIORITY
POLLUTION MAJOR CONCERN Residents feel pollution of water and air is adversely affecting the health of people; seek creation of better infrastructure in government schools

TACKLE
POLLUTION IN
BUDDHA NULLAH
Tajinder Singh, 22
student, PU law college
The main issues affecting
every resident of Ludhiana
are the Buddha Nullah
pollution and the delay in
the completion of the
Jagraon Bridge. The next
MP should consider these
issues on priority as people
are suffering a lot from
these two problems. Also,
the infrastructure in the city
is not up to mark. The next
government should make
strict provisions against the
contractors, who delay the
projects and cause problem
to residents. Potholed roads
in the city are the cause of
many fatal accidents. The
government should repair
the roads at the earliest and
carry out regular maintenance.

STRICT LAWS
MUST TO CHECK
CORRUPTION

FILL VACANT
GOVERNMENT
JOBS

COMPLETE
PROJECTS
ON TIME

CHECK RISE
IN CRIMINAL
INCIDENTS

Balkaran Singh, 28
businessman, BRS Nagar

Vishal Sharma, 29
retailer, Kakowal Road

Rakesh Chaudhary, 48
businessman

Arpit Kumar, 20
student, SCD College

Corruption is eating into the
vitals of our society. People
cannot get their single
work done without bribe.
The next government
should bring in strict laws
for tackling with this
problem. Also, traffic
conditions in the city are
pathetic. It takes thrice the
normal time to go to a
place because of inefficient
traffic management. This
results in wastage of time
and resources. Traffic
policies should be revised to
ensure smooth flow of
traffic so that people can
get a sigh of relief. Strict
action should also be taken
violators of traffic rules.

Pollution has been a major
problem in the city, bot
nobody is paying attention
to it. Because of the problem of pollution, cases of
asthma and other diseases
in the city have increased
immensely. Health care
facilities need to be improved. A number of posts
of doctors and other
employees are lying vacant
in dispensaries and hospitals. People have to rely on
private hospitals for treatment due to huge rush and
other reasons in government hospitals. Poor and
middle class people cannot
afford fees of private
hospitals.

Roads in the city are in a bad
shape. The slow construction of overbridges and lack
of repair of potholed roads
has added to the problems
of residents. Authorities
start certain projects, but
fail to complete them on
time. All major projects in
the city have passed their
deadlines. The pace of work
on projects should be
increased so that sufferings
of people can be lessened.
Besides, three-wheelers in
the city are also a source of
a lot of problems for people.
Besides causing pollution,
auto-rickshaw drivers also
violate traffic rules with
impunity, endangering the
lives of the common people.

There has been an increase
in criminal incidents in the
city with police least
bothering about them at
times. Cases of snatching
are almost reported daily
from areas such as Ghanta
Ghar and other crowded
places. Cases of sexual
harassment are also on the
increase and the criminals
often go scot-free. I would
expect the new member of
Parliament to look into such
matters on priority and also
focus on the Smart City
projects that this city was
promised. Cleanliness is at
its worst. Garbage is
dumped along roads, which
also spreads onto roads.

ENSURE QUALITY
EDUCATION IN
GOVT SCHOOLS
Mandeep Singh, 30
businessman,
Jodhewal Basti
There is need to ensure
cheaper and quality
education for all as it
is the fundamental right
of every child. Children of
poor people are in fact
deprived of quality education as they cannot afford
to go to private schools.
Hence, education in government schools needs to be
improved. Infrastructure in
government schools should
be upgraded to match with
that of private ones.
It is a sad scenario that at
present, there two systems
of education, one for the
poor (government schools)
and the other (private
schools) for the rich.

IMPROVE
STANDARD OF
EDUCATION
Pardeep Singh, 22
student, GADVASU
The education system
needs urgent attention.
Students are passing out
from universities, but
they do not have practical
knowledge. The government should spend more
on research and equip
students with new and
innovative ideas. If the
government spends more
on improving the standard
of education, our indigenous talent will improve
and will eventually help
our country to grow. The
other issues that need
attention include ensuring
women safety, checking
corruption, check on rising
incidents of snatching
and crime.

ROADS NEED
IMMEDIATE
REPAIRS
Sandeep Singh, 21
student, SCD College
Roads in the city are in a
pathetic condition and need
immediate repairs, especially before the ensuing
rainy season. There are
potholes almost on every
road in the city. During rain,
water gets accumulated at
various places. People find it
very difficult to commute on
roads with potholes full of
water on a rainy day. During
the rainy season, the situation becomes terrible. So,
roads need regular maintenance as well to spare
people of bumpy ride. I
expect the next member of
Parliament to take common
public issues into consideration and work at the ground
level to solve them.

COMPILED BY PRABHJOT SEHGAL, AMARPAL SINGH AND ATISH SHARMA

Fivemorefilenominations
TALLY REACHES 15 Besides SAD, AAP, PDA nominees, five others, who filed nominations
were Bintu Kumar Taank, Rajinder Kumar, Pardeep Singh, Brijesh Kumar and Devinder Bhagria
HT Correspondent
n

Screw removed
from 6-year-old
boy’s respiratory
tract at CMCH
HT Correspondent

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :Apart from the Shiro-

mani Akali Dal (SAD), Lok
Insaaf Party (LIP) and Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) nominees,
five more candidates filed their
papers on the fifth day of filing
nominations here on Friday.
Thetotalnumberofnominations
filed so far has now gone up
to 15.
The five candidates, who filed
nominations on Friday included
Bintu Kumar Taank from the
Ambedkar National Congress,
Rajinder Kumar from the Hindu
Samaj Party, Pardeep Singh
from the Samaj Adhikar Kalyan
Party, Brijesh Kumar from the
People’s Party of India (Democratic) and Devinder Bhagria
from the Hindustan Shakti
Sena.
Earlier, Tejpal Singh Gill from
the AAP, Maheshinder Singh
from SAD and Simarjeet Singh
Bains from LIP also filed their
papers.
The filing of nominations had
started on April 22 and will continue till April 29.
The scrutiny of nominations
will be done on April 30, and the
last date of withdrawal of candidature will be May 2.
On the first day of filing of
nominations, two persons —
Baldev Raj Katna from the
Nationalist Justice Party and Jai
Parkash Jain, an independent
candidate — had filed their nomination papers, while no nominations were filed on Day 2.
On the third day, three candidates — Ravinder Pal Singh and
Jasdeep Singh as independent
candidates and Daljit Singh
from the People's Party of India
(Secular) — had filed his nominations.
Two candidates, including sitting member of Parliament (MP)

LUDHIANA : A screw stuck in the

n

Devinder Bhagria of Hindustan Shakti Sena; and (below) Pardeep Kumar of People’s Party of India
GURPREET SINGH/HT
(Democratic) filing nominations at the DC office in Ludhiana on Friday.

and Congress candidate Ravneet
Singh Bittu and Lal Chand Rao,
an independent candidate,
joined the fray on the fourth day
on Thursday.

NO NOMINATIONS ON
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
District election officer-cumdeputy commissioner Pradeep
Kumar Agrawal said nomina-

State women panel asks police
to produce realtor on May 1
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Taking suo motu

notice of the case where a realtor allegedly rammed his
SUV into the car of municipal
corporation (MC) officials and
thrashed a woman building
inspector during a demolition
drive at his illegal colony in
Jamalpur Awana on Wednesday, the Punjab State Commission for Women on Friday
directed the police and district
administration to produce the
realtor in its Chandigarh office
on May 1.
Currently at large, the realtor, Gurnam Singh, and his unidentified accomplice are facing
charges under Section 307
(attempt to murder), 186
(obstructing public servant in
discharge of public functions),
353 (assault or criminal force to
deter public servant from discharge of his duty), 354-B
(assault or use of criminal force
to woman with intent to dis-

n

Stranded passengers due to train delays at the railway station in Ludhiana on Friday.

GURMINDER SINGH/HT

Train cancellation, delay leave
passengers hot under the collar
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:With one long-distance

train getting cancelled and two
being delayed, passengers at the
city railway station were a harried lot amid the scorching heat
on Friday.
The Jallianwala Bagh
Express train, running from
Amritsar to Tatanagar, reached
the city after a delay of two
hours, while the Malwa Express,
running from Indore to Jammu
Tawi, was delayed by about four
hours. The Shaheed Express
train, running from Amritsar to

Jayanagar, was cancelled.
The cancellation and delay in
the arrival of trains left passengers stranded for hours with no
seating facilities to accommodate them.
Gurbhajan Singh, a passenger, said, “I have been waiting
here for three hours for my train
to Pathankot. The authorities
have not given any information
regarding the cause of delay. I
could have taken a bus and
reached the destination by now if
the authorities had intimated me
earlier.”
Another passenger Ashok
Kumar said the water taps at the

station were either not working
or dispensing hot water that cannot be consumed in this hot
weather.
The railway authorities said
the delay was caused due to the
construction work going on at
the railway tracks. Station
director Abhinav Singla said the
authorities were working to
make waiting passengers comfortable.
He further said that the railway department was also working on strengthening security at
the station by buying new CCTV
cameras that will be delivered in
a month.

POLLBUZZ

AT TAC K O N M C O F F I C I A L S

HT Correspondent

respiratory tract of a six-yearold child was successfully
removed without incision at the
Christian Medical College and
Hospital here.
The six-year-old boy, hailing
from Kangra, arrived at the
emergency wing of the hospital
with a complaint of trouble in
breathing.
After conducting chest X-ray,
doctors found a screw in his respiratory tract. The patient was
immediately shifted to the operation theatre and a paediatric
surgery team, led by Dr William
Bhatti, removed the screw from
the respiratory tract through
bronchoscopy, without incision.
The patient was discharged in a
satisfactory condition after 48
hours.
Dr Bhatti said a foreign body
in the respiratory tract was lifethreatening and required immediate surgical intervention. The
department of paediatric surgery does approximately 40-50
bronchoscopies per year. The
commonly removed foreign bodies are peanuts, almonds, beads,
coins, small toys and magnets.
“Parents should be careful to
not allow small articles in the
proximity of children aged up to
six years. This will prevent such
dangerous accidents,” he said.

CURRENTLY AT LARGE,
REALTOR GURNAM
SINGH AND HIS
UNIDENTIFIED AIDE
ARE FACING ATTEMPT
TO MURDER AND
OTHER CHARGES
robe), 427 (mischief causing
damage to the amount of fifty
rupees), 506 (criminal intimidation) and 149 (every member of
unlawful assembly guilty of
offence committed in prosecution of common object) of the
Indian Penal Code.
They were booked on the
complaint of building inspector
Kashish Garg, the woman official thrashed in the incident.
The commission has also
directed the investigating officer (IO) of the case and Garg to
remain present, along with
the realtor. The IO has been
asked to bring along the action-

taken report.
The directions were sent via a
letter (copy with HT) to deputy
commissioner Pradeep Kumar
Agrawal, deputy inspector general of police, Ludhiana range,
RS Khatra, commissioner of
police Sukhchain Singh Gill and
MC commissioner Kanwalpreet
Kaur Brar.
MC staff resume work, gives
72-hr ultimatum to police
After observing day-long
strike on Thursday, the MC staff
resumed duty on Friday, but
threatened to resume the strike
if the accused were not arrested
in 72 hours.
Ashwani Sahota, chairman of
the Municipal Employees Sangharsh Committee, said at a
meeting of the committee held
on Friday morning, they
decided to resume duty. “But, if
the accused are not arrested by
Monday, the employees will
again sit on strike, and field
work, including sweeping and
lifting of garbage, will also be
stopped,” he said.

Congress will simplify tax system if voted to power, says Bittu

tions for the elections will be
accepted at his office from 11am
to 3pm on April 29 now, the office
will be closed on Saturday and
Sunday.

LUDHIANA : Lambasting the

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
for its “anti-people” policies
and “dictatorial” decisions of
implementing demonetisation and goods and services
tax (GST), Ludhiana Congress
candidate Ravneet Singh
Bittu accused the Modi government of completely
destroying the country’s
economy.
He said the Congress, if
voted to power at the Centre,
will simplify the taxation system to bring relief to the
industry.
Bittu was addressing an

Bicycle rally
organised for
voter awareness
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

JAGRAON(LUDHIANA): To encourage

residents to exercise their right
to franchise during the ensuing
parliamentary elections, a
bicycle rally was organised in
Jagraon on Friday.
This rally started and culminated at the SDM office, Jagraon,
after passing through several
areas of the town.
Baljinder Singh Dhillon,
assistant returning officer-cumSDM, Jagraon, thanked the participants, which included school
students, members of social
organisations and government
officials.
Dhillon urged the volunteers
to cast their vote in a free and fair
manner on May 19.
Dhillon said that for the benefit of differently abled voters,
women as well as senior citizens,
special arrangements have
been made by the district
administration.

n

Ravneet Singh Bittu

election meeting at the residence of Kala Navkar Jain,
councillor from ward number
58 of the Ludhiana (Central)
assembly constituency, repre-

sented by MLA Surinder
Dawar. During the meeting,
Bittu also welcomed Harpreet
Singh Battu and Satnam
Singh Satti of the BJP into the
Congress party fold.
He said the Congress’ historic NYAY scheme of guaranteed minimum annual income
of ₹72,000 to 25 crore poor
families, as assured in the
election manifesto of the
party, will prove to be a revolutionary step.
He said the Modi government had waived ₹3.5 lakh
crore bad loans of big corporate houses, but did nothing to

Two-day national medical
conference ends at DMCH
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The two-day National

Undergraduate Medical Conference (NUMCON-2019) concluded with a series of lectures,
scientific sessions, panel discussions and poster presentation at
the Dayanand Medical College
and Hospital (DMCH) here on
Friday.
The conference was inaugurated by income tax principal
commissioner Parneet Sachdev

on Thursday.
The day commenced with a
lecture on ‘Stress management
in medical sciences’, which was
delivered by Dr Amit Sen, followed by a lecture on ‘Current
concepts in management of
hypertension’ by Dr Sunil
Nadar.
This was followed by a series
of panel discussions, oral paper
and poster presentations, and
workshops on topics such as
‘soft skills’, ‘burns and plastics’,
‘community outreach’, ‘neona-

tal resuscitation’ and ‘breastfeeding’.
Sachdev lauded efforts of the
organisers and told the students
that to achieve success, one
must develop an optimistic
approach towards life.
Principal Sandeep Puri said
such platforms go a long way in
enhancing the knowledge of
young medical students.
Vice-principal Rajoo Singh
Chhina and academics dean,
GS Wander, also addressed the
gathering.

improve the living conditions
of the poor.
He said the people of Atam
Nagar and Ludhiana South
constituencies were now
repenting on electing Bains
brothers twice, as the development of these areas had been
affected due to their quarrelsome attitude.
Bittu said the Congress government in Punjab had made a
comprehensive road map for
the development of the cities
by improving the financial
condition of the state, and this
will ensure beautification and
fast development of Ludhiana.

Painting exhibition
opened to public
LUDHIANA :A three-day painting
exhibition, ‘Art by Healers’, was
opened to public at the Artmosphere Gallery here on Friday.
‘Art by Healers’ is a venture
by two medical professionals Dr
Madhumeeta Banerjee, MBBS,
MD, director, Sadbhavna group
of colleges and Dr Seema Kundra, BDS, a dentist at GTB hospital. Besides showcasing their
talent, the event will also witness the artists holding workshops for school and college students. The inaugural session witnessed a palpable excitement
among the spectators.
HTC
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‘40% elders of a P’kula
village victims of abuse’
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WORDSOFWISDOM

Find your calling, stay curious
and live with passion to do justice

VULNERABLE 58% of the 125 senior citizens surveyed also found to be
suffering from psychiatric disorders, with depression being the most common
Tanbir Dhaliwal
n

CHANDIGARH :Over 58% elders at a
Panchkula village suffer from
psychiatric disorders, with
depression being the most common. Of the 125 senior citizens
surveyed, 41.6% were also found
to have suffered from abuse.
According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), the
prevalence of elder abuse varies
widely from 1% to 35%. Data
from India suggest the prevalence of elder abuse varies
between 14% and 40%, with
higher prevalence in cities.
However, there is lack of data
in terms of elder abuse in rural
population. Hence, doctors from
the departments of psychiatry
and community medicine, Postgraduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research
(PGIMER), conducted a study,
“Prevalence of Elder Abuse and
its Association with Psychiatric
Morbidity in a Rural Setting”.
It was recently published in
the April-June edition of the
“Journal of neurosciences in
rural practice”.
The study was aimed at evaluating the prevalence of elder
abuse in a rural setting, and to
evaluate the association of elder
abuse with psychiatric morbidity and demographic factors.
The study was carried out at
the rural health clinic of Kheri

PAST MEETS
PRESENT He’s
a historian who
loves math and
physics just as
much as he
enjoys studying
geography and
reading world
classics in
English. Fluent in
Persian and
Urdu, the Padma
Shri awardee
speaks from the
heart with
disarming
humility

SURVEY WAS CARRIED
OUT AT THE RURAL
HEALTH CLINIC OF KHERI
VILLAGE SITUATED IN
THE PANCHKULA
DISTRICT OF HARYANA

tanbir.dhaliwal@htlive.com

hypertension and coronary
artery disease.

n

As many as 67 were also found to have physical illnesses.

village situated in the Panchkula
district of Haryana, which falls
in the catchment area of Community Clinic of department of
community medicine, PGIMER.
It surveyed 125 residents, aged
over 55 years, at the village having a population of 1,605 and literacy rate of 69%. Only 539 people of the village were involved
in paid occupation, of which 78
were entirely dependent on agriculture.
DEPRESSION
MOST COMMON
MENTAL AILMENT
The survey found that 73 elders
(58.4%), 20 male and 53 female,
suffered from mild, moderate
and severe depression, anxiety,
obsessive compulsive disorder
and insomnia.
Besides, 52 (41.6%), 17 male

GETTY IMAGES

and 35 female, of the participants
had experienced coercion and
dejection, dependence, and vulnerability to abuse, reflecting a
strong co-relation between psychiatric disorders and abuse in
the elderly. Of these respondents, 45 were unemployed.
The study cited elder abuse as
a single or repeated act or lack of
appropriate action, occurring
within any relationship where
there is an expectation of trust,
which causes harm or distress to
an older person. The abuse can
be seen in the form of physical
abuse, psychological or emotional abuse, sexual abuse,
financial abuse, and neglect,
both intentional or unintentional.
As many as 67 were also
found to have physical illnesses,
such as diabetes, arthritis,

‘SUPPORT VULNERABLE
ELDERLY’
The authors concluded, “The
study suggests that elder abuse
is common in the Indian setting,
especially among those with
mental illnesses. Considering
the high prevalence of elder
abuse, there is an urgent need to
recognise this problem and provide support to the vulnerable
elderly. Public awareness, education, and sensitisation of people toward the abuse are need of
the day.”
“There is also a need to
improve the awareness of the clinicians dealing with geriatric
patients. All such clinicians
should screen the elderly for
abuse and must make them
aware about their rights. There
is also a need to develop legal aid
cells to provide legal aid to the
elderly facing abuse in the hands
of their children, other heirs,
and significant others,” they
added.

Yojana Yadav
n

BE A SEEKER
“It’s there that I realised that my
heart lay in history not
accounts. Everything is connected. If history is about
time, geography is about
space. Physics is just as relevant. When Isaac Newton
formulated the laws of
motion, he challenged contemporary wisdom with
rationality. Reading Greek
and Latin classics in
English offered a broad
view of civilisation. Studying Persian and Urdu in
school at Lyallpur helped
understand medieval history better,”
he says.
After quitting
the audit service

13 vigilance cases pending
against edu dept employees
Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH :From the complaints

of corruption to abuse of power,
there are 13 cases with the vigilance department against government college principals, government school teachers and
education department officials
that have not been disposed yet.
The documents accessed by
Hindustan Times reveal that
complaints and inquiries as old as
2007 are lying with the vigilance
department with no progress.
There are three complaints
against college principals who
have now even retired from their
posts.
Former principal of Post Graduate Government College, Sector
46, JK Sehgal was accused of giving bribe to National Assessment
and Accreditation Council
(NAAC) team for higher grade in
2017. The complaint was filed
with NAAC and education
department and then marked to
vigilance department.
Former principal of DAV College, Sector 10, BC Joshan allegedly awarded BPEd degrees to 20
students without recognition of
the course from the National
Council for Teachers’ Education
and affiliation from Panjab University in 2010. The file was sent
to education secretary and Panjab University for comments on

THERE ARE THREE
CASES OF CORRUPTION,
ABUSE OF POWER
AGAINST GOVT COLLEGE
PRINCIPALS WHO
HAVE NOW RETIRED
February 11, 2019.
Allegation of financial gains
and other service-related benefits
in 2011 were made against former
principal Post Graduate Government College, Sector 11, BP
Yadav.
The list includes a complaint
against a teacher of Post Graduate Government College for Girls,
Sector 42, and an associate professor at Post Graduate Government
College, Sector 11.
INQUIRIES AGAINST
THE OFFICIALS
Former directorate officials,
including former director public
instruction (DPI) Kamlesh
Kumar Bhadoo, were accused of
irregularities in recruitment of
over 500 teachers against the
posts advertised on August 5,
2007, by Chandigarh administration. The Director School Education were asked to produce original records in the case on April 5,
2019. The matter is also being
investigated by the Central
Bureau of Investigation.

An investigation is also going
on against director higher education, Chandigarh, former registrar education colleges, Ram Lal
for suppressing the facts resulting into a ‘huge national loss and
further failing to lodge an FIR of
the missing link files’ in
BP Yadav case.
An inquiry has also been
marked against the office of
director higher education and a
private college governing body
for the fraudulent appointment.
COMPLAINTS AGAINST
GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
The allegations of corruption and
misconduct against school teachers are also part of the list. Management committee member of
the school Satpal Goel had filed a
complaint of corruption against
Government Senior Secondary
School (GSSS), Karsan. Former
principal Chitranjan Singh of
GSSS, Khuda Alisher, is accused
of misconduct. The list also mentions complaint against a nonmedical teacher of government
school who was promoted while
she was abroad.”
OFFICIAL TAKE
Secretary vigilance BL Sharma
said, “We are thoroughly investigating each and every case, if the
allegations are found to be true,
strict action will be taken against
the officials concerned.”

SHARMA/HT

CHILD RIGHTS
PANEL SUMMONS
THREE PRIVATE
SCHOOLS IN UT

yyadav@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: To understand the present, it’s
important to understand the past, says Chandigarh-based historian Jagtar Singh Grewal. At
91, he has no regrets and is satisfied he found
his calling and did justice to it.
“I turned to history rather late in life. I was
studying math and physics at Forman Christian College, Lahore, but after Partition, my
father could only afford to send me to a government college in Ludhiana. I did postgraduation
in English and geography,” says Grewal.
College meant cycling 10km from Dhandra
village in Raikot where his father had been
reallotted land. The youngest of five children,
he was inspired by his father, who was well
read in traditional literature. “He knew the
Guru Granth Sahib by heart and had read the
Mahabharata in Urdu. I was introduced to
poetry by professor Mohan Singh and Amrita
Pritam, the two most important contemporary
poets of the last century,” he says.
Grewal participated in debates and loved
football. His teachers suggested he take a
shot at the civil services, which he did
but missed the administrative and
police services by a whisker. He
made it to the audit and accounts
training in Nagpur.

PHOTO: KARUN

L O N G D E L AY

and joining Government College, Hoshiarpur,
to study history in 1954, Grewal realised that
he was influenced by Partition and wanted to
know more about the cultural interchange
between Hindus and Muslims. So he focused
on the social and cultural history of the medieval period.
On the advice of his professor, he went to the
University of Durham in the UK and taught at a
school while researching on how Sufism in
India had been treated by European scholars.
“I just followed my heart and ended up doing a
PhD in 1963 on British historical writing on
medieval India. It was published by Oxford
University Press in 1970 as Muslim Rule in
India: The assessments of British historians.”
RETURN OF THE NATIVE
In 1964, then Panjab University vice-chancellor AC Joshi met Grewal in the UK after which
he joined as a lecturer in the history department. He served PU for seven years before joining Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar. “I
had an offer from Jawaharlal Nehru University too, but it’s better to be a big fish in a small
pond than a small one in a big pond,” he says
with a gentle smile.
He retired from the GNDU after serving as
its vice-chancellor from 1981-84 before going on
to join the Indian Institute of Advanced Study,
Shimla, as its director. “It was my highest
ambition to become a university teacher,” says
the prolific writer, who was awarded the
Padma Shri in 2005 for his contribution to
Indian literature.
On the state of academics today, he says pay
grades have improved but it’s not rejuvenated
interest. To drive home his point, he quotes his
favourite poet, Ghalib: “shauq har rang raqeeb-e-sar-o-saamaan niklaa. qais tasveer ke
parde mein bhee uriyaan niklaa’’ (To be well
possessed and having all the material wealth is
an enemy of passion and desire. One can be
passionate only or one can be of good possession only as both these qualities are enemies of
each other).”
CITY CONNECT
Grewal, who retired as a national fellow
of the Indian Council of Historical
Research, likes the solitude of Chandigarh.
“I’ve limited needs. This city can leave you
alone if you wish. It gives me time with
books,” he adds.

LIFE LESSONS

CHANDIGARH : The Chandigarh

Commission for Protection of
Child Rights (CCPCR) summoned three private schools – St
Peter’s School, Sector 37, Sri
Guru Harkrishan Model School,
Sector 38, and Mount Carmel
School, Sector 47, – on Thursday.
St Peter’s School and Guru
Harkrishan School were summoned for the first time while it
was second hearing of Mount
Carmel School.
The authorities of St Peter’s
School, Sector 37, had allegedly
refused to refund the school fee
to parents whose kid had
attended the school for three
days.
In the case of Mount Carmel
School, child rights panel had
asked for a handwritten undertaking from the school. Mount
Carmel School had agreed before
the commission that it will
release a circular stating that the
previous circular forbidding
parents to talk to media will be
invalid. The school had previously asked the parents to sign
an undertaking stating that if
parents contacted media regarding school affairs, their child can
be suspended from the school.
In the case of corporal punishment issue at Guru Harkrishan
School, the commission has
summoned the teacher to hear
her stand on the matter. HTC

JS GREWAL, HISTORIAN

GET TO KNOW
YOURSELF BETTER.
READING ENCOURAGES YOU TO
THINK, INTROSPECT
AND ASPIRE. BEFORE STARTING
OUT, ASK YOURSELF,

“WHY AM I DOING
THIS?”

IN A BIG POND.

TRUST INSTINCT.
IT’S BETTER TO BE
A BIG FISH IN A
SMALL POND THAN
A SMALL ONE

YOU CAN EITHER
LIVE WITH PASSION
OR HAVE THE
MONEY. MATERIAL
WEALTH IS THE
ENEMY OF PASSION.

Water woes plague Mohali’s lone
government college in Phase 6
Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Mohali’s lone government college in Phase 6 has been
without a direct water pipeline
connection for the past eight
years, leaving the college faculty
and students to face unending
water woes.
The college having around
2,000 students and ten departments has been getting water
supply from the nearby civil hospital in Phase 6, but only for a few
hours daily.
A student, requesting ano-

nymity, said, “The water supply
from the hospital is only for
around four hours in a day.”
“Whenever we use toilets, we
fear that the water supply may
go off anytime,” said another student, adding that the water purifiers in the college have been
rendered useless due to poor
supply.
The college authorities had
built a reservoir on campus for
storage of water a year ago.
However, students said with
the limited supply of water, the
reservoir hardly ever gets filled
and remains empty most of the

time.
“The reservoir could have
eased the miseries of students
and the faculty, but unfortunately, it never gets filled, adding
to our problems,” a student said.
WHAT PRINCIPAL SAYS
Principal of the college, Komal
Brocha, said she had written
many of times to the department
of water supply and sanitation,
Punjab, asking for a direct water
pipeline connection.
“I had joined here in 2011 and
the problem has been the same
since them. We had taken up

this matter several times with
the department concerned, but
nothing has been done so far,”
Brocha said.
OFFICIAL SAYS
Executive Engineer, Department of Water Supply and Sanitation, Punjab of Division 1st,
Kamal Kishore said that this
issue has come to his notice.
“I am meeting the Principal of
the college in the coming days
and have planned a proposal of
separate water pipeline connection. The issue will be sorted out
soon,” Kishore said.

Cyber fraud case:
Faulty property tax bills leave
Former Punjab DGP Chandigarh residents hassled
duped of ₹1 lakh
Vivek Gupta
n

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Former Punjab
director general of police (DGP)
SK Verma became the latest victim of cyber fraud after an unidentified man withdrew nearly
₹1 lakh from his bank account,
said police on Thursday.
Resident of Sector 11, the
DGP who retired in 2005 also
filed a police complaint in this
regard.
The Chandigarh Police have
registered a case under Sections
420(cheating) and 66 C of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
Information and Technology
(IT) Act respectively in Sector 3
police station.
In his complaint, Verma
alleged that on March 11 someone withdrew money from his
pension account at State Bank of
India (SBI) in Sector 10.
Cops have initiated a probe
and sought details from the
bank about the place from
where the transaction was made
by the fraudster.
The preliminary investigations have revealed it to be a
case of card cloning, however,
attempts are being made to
ascertain the exact modus operandi of the accused.There is a
possibility that Verma shared

INVESTIGATORS
SUSPECT IT TO BE A
CASE OF CARD CLONING,
AS ₹1 LAKH WERE
WITHDRAWN FROM
THE RETIRED COP’S
ACCOUNT WITHOUT
HIS AUTHORISATION
his pin and OTP (one-time password) with a caller on mobile
phone, police said.
NOT THE FIRST TIME
Recently, a Panjab University
(PU) professor Manoj Kumar
was duped of ₹50,000.
Kumar is a professor at University Business School (UBS)
of the university.
The fraudster called him and
claimed that they needed to
update Kumar’s bank account
at the State Bank of India.
After Kumar shared his personal details,over ₹50,000 was
withdrawn from his account by
the fraudster.
Likewise, fraudsters also
withdrew ₹70,000 from the bank
account of Uttam Chand, a senior technician working in physics department of Panjab University, said police.

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Leaving a large
number of commercial and residential property holders exasperated due to ‘faulty’ bills, the
municipal
corporation’s
advanced property tax bill has
led to chaos here.
The municipal corporation
(MC) sent advance bills to 80,000
assesses for the first time to intimate them of their current year
tax liability and past arrears.
Last date to pay the bill with
rebate is May 31. Those who miss
it will have to pay a 25% penalty.

PAST ARREARS
CREATING TROUBLE
The major problem, which is
common in 60% complaints, is
that the arrears reconciled in
past have been added in fresh
bills, leaving residents high and
dry to get it re-corrected.
One such resident, Ashwini
Kaushal, who owns a plot in
Industrial Area and a hotel site
in Sector 44, claimed to have
cleared all his tax dues, close to
₹8 lakh, but was shocked after he
got a notice for past arrears and
had tough time in getting it
re-corrected.
Few assesses claiming to have
paid the tax earlier are unable to
reconcile their accounts due to
missing tax receipts.
MC’s failure to keep manual

HOW TO PAY
THE TAX

n

Last date to pay
the bill with rebate
is May 31.
GETTY IMAGES

n People can also pay the tax

online through e-sampark
portal (http://sampark.chd.nic.in)
n Both credit as well as debit
cards can be used to make
the payment.
n Over-the-counter
payment can be made in all
e-sampark centres.
n They are charging ₹118
as service charge from
commercial property
assesses over and above
the tax payment.

records properly has only added
to the problem.
Property tax is a self-assessment scheme and is calculated
on the built up area of a property.
There are cases where MC’s
recent survey found variation
in built up area of assesses, forc-

ing it to raise fresh liability on
them.
Then there are cases where
there is a mismatch in the name
of assesses mentioned in
the advanced bills and digital
record. Due to this mismatch, a
Sector-34 resident was unable to
pay the tax.
Taking a serious note of the
problems being faced by residents, MC commissioner KK
Yadav said, “The city’s e-sampark centres are authorised to
take tax payments. We have
written to UT’s IT department —
controlling these centres — to
start accepting only current year
tax payments.”
“Issues relating to arrears will
be ironed out later and we will
ensure that no additional interest is being charged on them,”
said Yadav.
Earlier, the e-sampark centres were asking the property
holders to submit the entire
amount as per the bill as they
were not receiving the partial
payments.
In many cases, residents
returned without depositing tax
through cheques after e-sampark centre operators found difference in the tax amount as per
digital records and that levied by
the MC in its bills, said Yadav.
“There is strict instruction
that they should accept the discrepancy if any in cash,” said
Yadav.

n

Students of the National Institute of Nursing Education during the convocation at the Postgraduate
Institute of Medical Education and Research in Chandigarh.
RAVI KUMAR/HT

400 nursing students get
degrees, medals at PGIMER
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The National Institute of Nursing Education, Postgraduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research
(PGIMER), on Thursday, held a
convocation wherein more than
400 students were conferred
with degrees as well as medals.
Punjab governor and UT administrator VP Singh Badnore was
the chief guest.
While congratulating the
degree holders, he said, “I
appreciate the rigorous training

programme you have undergone with immense theoretical
workload and clinical exposure
and am certain that many of you
have already managed to get
placed in premier institutes
across the globe”.
He also gave the example of
Florence Nightingale and added
“Nursing is the noblest of professions with high responsibility towards the positive health
outcome of society.
Nurses are the key players in
the health team and constitute
about 80% of the health workforce. They form a large and

critical part of the health workforce and are the backbone of
the healthcare system. Whether
it is preventive care, home care
or hospital care, nurses are an
indispensable part of the healthcare”.
PGIMER director Jagat Ram
welcomed the chief guest, the
nursing students and their parents. He encouraged the young
professionals to work hard and
serve the society with their skill,
empathy and compassion.
Principal Sandhya Ghai presented the annual report of the
institution during the event.
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Actor Radhika Apte
says the huge China
success of her film
Andhadhun is a
proof of its
universal
viewer
connect

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Pooja Sharma

Patralekhaa

ctor Salman Khan has been
booked for snatching a
journalist’s phone. According to
the journalist, he and his
cameraman were travelling
when they saw Salman riding a
bicycle in Mumbai. They asked
his bodyguard if they could
shoot a video and he
agreed. “...Salman turned
around and gestured to his
bodyguards. My cameraman
was pushed by one of the
guards and he even pushed
our car. We ended up
having an argument with them.
Salman turned his cycle and
came to us. We told him we
were from the press. He said, ‘It
doesn’t matter’. Then he
snatched our phones and left.”
A cross-complaint has been
lodged by Salman’s
bodyguard alleging that the
person took the video without
permission.

A

BOX OFFICENUMBERS
IMPORTANT:RADHIKA
fter an incredible
2018 with films such
as Padman and
Andhadhun and the
acclaimed web series Sacred
Games, Ghoul and Lust Stories
— 2019, too, is turning out
pretty well for Radhika Apte.
Andhadhun has struck gold at
the Chinese box office, earning
more than ₹300 crores, and is
still running in the theatres.
But unlike a lot of her peers, the
actor doesn’t deny that box
office numbers are important.

A

everal actors have in the
past vouched for the web
allowing them to push the
envelope further. Now,
Patralekhaa, too, will be seen
playing a surrogate mother in
a digital movie, which not
many heroines have essayed
on screen. Talking about the
challenges in playing the role,
the actor says that it is tough
“both mentally and
physically”. “It’s quite hot in
Delhi and I am prosthetically
wearing a baby, which is tough
to carry. That feeling of
carrying a baby and being a
mother is weird and different,
as in real I haven’t been one
yet. So, I am experiencing how
it would feel to be a mother.
Initially, I didn’t feel it but as
the days passed, you realise
there is a change in body
posture and you feel there is a
baby that you need to protect,”
says the Citylights (2014) actor.
Ask her if it also a sensitive
role to essay on screen, and
she says, “I am excited because
I loved the concept and there is
an element of humour to it.
Also, I am attending few
workshops on surrogacy,
reading books, and watching
videos as part of my prep.”
On the growing domination
of the digital medium and if it
will affect the business of
movies, Patralekhaa explains,

S

POLICE COMPLAINT
AGAINST SALMAN

Rishabh Suri

Playing a surrogate mother
was tough, says Patralekhaa

“After all, it’s a business.
If you put in money, you need
recovery. And in order to keep
making films, you also need
those many people to watch
your films. You need the film to
reach out to as many people as
possible. For both these
reasons, it’s absolutely crucial.
These numbers are really
important,” she says.
And Radhika is absolutely
thrilled about the runaway
success of the Sriram
Raghavan thriller. “It just
proves that it’s such a good
film, and has been able to

connect with audiences across
the world. When you make a
good piece of work, it will get
(its due). Today, audiences
want to watch new subjects.
This is, therefore, really
encouraging,” says Radhika,
who will reunite with her
Manjhi and Badlapur (2015) costar Nawazuddin Siddiqui for
her next, Raat Akeli Hai.
“The shoot has been going
on really well, there’s only the
end of it left. I enjoyed working
with Nawaz in a very different
capacity, in very different
roles. Working with Honey

(Trehan; the director) was also
great,” says the actor, who was
seen in Bombairiya.
While Radhika’s choice of
projects — be it the web series
Lust Stories or Andhadhun —
has received praise, the actor
has largely stayed away
from commercial masala
entertainers. Is that a
conscious decision? The actor
says, “I would love to do songand-dance masala films. I don’t
think all masala films are not
my cup of tea. I just feel I need
to like the script.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Ican’tquitboxing,it’sinmyblood’
Naina Arora

Vijender Singh
is contesting
the 2019
general
elections from
South Delhi
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

ith his bronze at the 2008
Beijing Games, Vijender
Singh got India its firstever Olympic medal in boxing.
Seven years on, he fought his
first professional bout, and in
2016, became the WBO Asia
Pacific Super Middleweight
Champion. Now, preparing to
contest the general election
from the South Delhi
constituency on a Congress
ticket, he looks ready to land
the right hooks as perhaps the
first Olympic pugilist to be
contesting an election.
“It’s a good surprise,” says
Vijender, smiling. How’s he
coping up with the expectations
of this new territory? “Yeh
bahut badi zimmedari hai. The
environment is new. People are
excited. It’s just the beginning.
But we are going to succeed and
win this. People have given me
a chance to represent them,
and I am happy to do so. I don’t
want to make any false
promises, but to do good things
for the country, the people and
the youth. There’s a line ki
public sab jaanti hai,” says the
Padma Shri pugilist.
Did he always plan on
joining politics? “Yes, kind of.
Because the recent scenario in
India is not good right now.
People never talk about good
things like the environment,
women’s safety, education,
health and employment. They
are so many things we have to
talk about. But nobody talks
about these things. And, we

W

have to make a change now as
enough is enough. We are in the
21st century, but we still talk
about casteism, religion,” says
Singh, who is aspiring to be
India’s Manny Pacquiao,
former champion professional
boxer, who now serves as a
Senator of the Philippines.
Singh feels everyone should
join politics to be the change
they wish to see. “Every youth
should come to politics. Once
Bhagat Singh said ‘Agar desh
ka yuva rajneeti mein nahin
aayega, toh I don’t think desh
ka kabhi bhala ho sakta hai.’
Youth ko zyada se zyada
interest lena chahiye politics
mein. They should come out
and vote in huge numbers.”
For the new challenge, the
33-year-old looks up to
Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra. “She told me
not to make a stardom kind of
aura around you. [Show]
whatever you are and don’t
change. My thought process,
vision and mind is more with
Congress. [Joining them] is
because of Rahul [Gandhi].
Priyankaji’s simplicity [also]
impressed me. She is the charm
of Congress,” he says.
Fans worried that the boxer
might hang up his gloves now
can rest easy — Viju isn’t
going anywhere. “[Vijender
the sportsperson] is always
there. People know me because
of boxing. I can’t leave boxing,
it’s in my blood. I can’t do that.
I want to be a boxer till the end
of my life,” he says.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

IANS

“The reason web is doing so
well is because people are able
to experiment and tell their
stories with the freedom that
this platform provides.
However, we still have people
who would rush to theatres to

watch the movie for various
reasons, be it for their
favourite actors, or to have a
cinematic experience etc. It’s a
balance between both.”
pooja.sharma@
htlive.com

n

Vikrant’s special trip to Delhi
Sneha Mahadevan
fter doing small but
important parts in films
such as Lootera (2013) and
Dil Dhadakne Do (2015),
Vikrant Massey recently
bagged the lead role opposite
Deepika Padukone in Meghna
Gulzar’s Chhapaak. Vikrant
has also received critical
acclaim for his role in several
web-series that he has been
part of. And now, the actor is
set to visit Delhi University to
speak about his success story.
A source reveals,
“Vikrant’s journey has been
one of rags to riches. For
someone who didn’t have
money to survive to now being
part of five interesting
projects, including a big
banner film opposite Deepika
to his credit, Vikrant’s story
has been an inspiration to
many. He will be going to Delhi
in the second week of May
after he finishes shooting for
Chhapaak and will talk about
how he made it on his own in
the industry without a
godfather and faced several
hurdles including nepotism,
before he bagged acclaim for
his work.”
Talking about it, Vikrant

Vikrant Massey

A

KANYE TO COME UP
WITH OWN CHURCH?
apper Kanye West is
considering creating his
own church to permanently
host Sunday service, claims
a source. Kanye’s Easter
version of his Sunday
service at the second
weekend of Coachella
drew massive crowds and
has inspired him to
consider a more permanent
spiritual path, reports
people.com. “He is
extremely passionate about
his faith and wants to share
it more regularly with
people,” said a source.

R

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIKRANTMASSEY87

says, “It feels absolutely great
to give back to my audience in
whatever capacity I can. I
personally never went to an
acting institute so it’s surreal
that I’m in a position where I
can do this and I’m stoked to

explore and witness the
energies of these young
aspiring actors. I am happy to
support them and create
awareness in my own
capacity.”
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Jassie Gill and Parineeti Chopra to make
music together?
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor-singer Jassie Gill is
fond of Parineeti Chopra
both for her acting and
singing skills. In a recent
radio interview, Jassie
revealed having a crush on
the actor. And when Parineeti
got to know about it, she took
to social media to express her
affection. “Jassie ji hun taa
milna payega @jassiegill,”
she tweeted, to which Jassie
replied, “Looking forward to
that great moment dasso
kaddon Aava ?? (sic).” This
banter got their fans guessing
if something is brewing
between the two. And if
rumours are to believed, they
might work on a song
together.
We have learned that
Jassie is keen on making
music with Parineeti and he
plans to meet her soon.
“Jassie finds Parineeti quite
versatile given the kind of
actor and singer that she is.
He is quite fond of the songs
Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin,
Afeemi (Meri Pyaari Bindu;
2017) and Teri Mitti (Kesari),
sung by her. Jassie feels their
combination will do well, so

A

he plans to meet Parineeti and
discuss the possibility once he
is in Mumbai,” says a source
close to the Punjabi star.
When contacted Jassie, he
confirms, “Parineeti is not
just a good actor but she sings
very well, too. I really admire
her talent and would like to
collaborate on a song with
her. And I think the video
would be visually appealing,
too.” Meanwhile, Jassie is
basking in the success of
Surma Kaala, featuring actor
Rhea Chakraborty, which
crossed over 24 million views
within 10 days of its release.
He is currently busy with
director Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s next, Panga, where
he plays Kangana Ranaut’s
on-screen husband.

Jassie Gill says
he admires
Parineeti
Chopra (inset)
for her acting as
well as singing
skills

WE HAVE LEARNED
THAT JASSIE IS KEEN
ON MAKING MUSIC
WITH PARINEETI AND
HE PLANS TO MEET
HER SOON
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH
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Some binge eating is likely to upset your
health today. Financial stability will come
only when you care about your
spending. It is likely that your efforts will
take time to pay off as far as
professional front in concerned. A feeling
ARIES
of positivity is likely to overwhelm some
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
and make the day most happening. This
positivity is bound to influence one and all in
the family and make everyone happy. You might have to wait for
some more time for purchasing your own house.
Love Focus: Your romantic aspirations may get side-lined as the lover
may remain off mood.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

The exercise regime that you started is
paying you back well in terms of good
health. Good financial situation is
indicated and will help you buy what
you had been wanting for long. Don’t
manipulate things to get recognition at
TAURUS
work else you might have to suffer..
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Despite hardships, you will be able to
discharge a family commitment responsibly. A
long drive may prove much exciting for some.
Love Focus: This is the day when you need to learn to limit your
expectations from your romantic relationship. Being too adamant
about the things you want will only lead to disappointments.

Jenna Coleman: This British actor, who is known
for her role in the popular TV show Dr. Who, and
films such as Me Before You, turns 39 today.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Your inner drive will make it easy to fulfil
your commitment towards your health
and stay at peace. You are likely to get
financially strong, but you need to have
some patience for that. Professional
scene looks favourable, but may totally
GEMINI
involve you. Some turbulence on the
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
domestic front cannot be ruled out, as you
may not see eye to eye with spouse. A long
drive may prove fatiguing for some. Investing in property will not
bear fruitful results at this time as indicated in your card.
Love Focus: There is a likelihood of getting struck by the Cupid’s
arrow and fall madly in love, so rejoice.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health needs care today. Be careful and pay
attention to what you eat. Following the
advice of someone blindly on financial
matters is not recommended. You are
likely to enjoy your time at work today.
Meeting some old family friends is on
CANCER
the cards and is expected to cheer your
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
mood. Make the most of the day. Commute
problem will have to deal with some patience
till you purchase your own car. A property through inheritance is likely
to reach some.
Love Focus: You are likely to put off lover by your irritating habits, so
try to bring about a change in your nature.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

Health remains in good form today. You
may need to do some quick thinking on
the financial front. You will have a good
grip of a situation or project at work and
complete it well in time. On the home
front, parents may get upset with their
LEO
non-performing child. But be gentle and
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)
don’t be too pushy. A trip to someplace
nearby is on the cards. Buying or selling of
property is likely to put you in trouble today. So be cautious and keep
your eyes and ears open.
Love Focus: Spouse will be more than eager to please you and get
you in an upbeat mood.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Metallic Blue

Take some outdoor activities to beat
lethargy and keep fit. A windfall may
come your way and strengthen your
financial front. An excellent chance to
showcase your skills at work comes your
way and is likely to impress those who
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
matter. Your initiative in bringing a
change on the domestic front might not be
received well by the youngsters in the family. It
is likely to be a fruitful day for enjoying a trip nearby. Not a good day
to deal in property.
Love Focus: Romance may have to take a back seat as some other
things at hand may be required to put on priority.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Forest Green

Health will be satisfactory today. But that
doesn’t mean you need to go on an
eating spree. In the financial side, money
loaned to someone will be promptly
returned. Your request for salary hike
can fall on deaf ears, but don’t lose heart.
LIBRA
Keep up your hardwork. Despite hardships
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
your family stays firm by your side to
support you. Be thankful and grateful. Going
on an official trip abroad is likely for some. This seems to be the best
day to deal in property.
Love Focus: Gossip mongers may romantically link you with a
colleague, which might end up positively for you.
Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Health remains good and keeps you at
peace. Some of you having high
expectations of money coming from a
source might get disappointed. But keep
up the hardwork. Negative thoughts will
prevail at work today as you feel
SCORPIO
neglected by team. But don’t lose heart. A
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
satisfying day is in store for you, both
personally and in terms of family. A holiday is
just round the corner for some to enjoy. People in property business
will have a satisfactory day.
Love Focus: Your lover might not be too pleased with your plans on
the romantic front. It is better to take decisions collectively.
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Off White

Health will remain good by eating right.
But don’t overindulge and watch what
you are eating. Becoming too beeminded in the guise of saving may not
go down well with other family
members. Getting comfortably settled in
SAGITTARIUS
a new work environment is indicated for
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
some. Family might not approve of a new
change at home. Purchasing a new vehicle is
possible, but will take some time. A property dispute with a family
might turn nasty.
Love Focus: If love is what you seek, it is celebration time already as
you manage to impress someone from the opposite camp!
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

You keep physically fit and healthy. You are
likely to get financially strong as money
flows in from previous investments. This
is not a good day for a professional
venture that you had been planning for
long, as chances of meeting with failure
CAPRICORN
cannot be ruled out. Failure of a family
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
member in the academic field or a
competitive exam will make everyone sad, but
don’t lose heart. Traveling with a colleague might not be too
satisfactory. A property by inheritance cannot be ruled out for some.
Love Focus: Your romantic endeavours are likely to bear fruit as the
one you love sends positive signals.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Keeping a check on your diet will help you
improve your health. Tight control over
expenditure will show good result. You
yearn for recognition at work and you
may manipulate the situation to
get it. You have an intrinsic desire to
AQUARIUS
impress others not only by words, but by
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
deeds too. This will get you much
appreciation on the social front. A travel plan
might not go as planned. So be prepared. Buying or selling of
property is one the cards for some.
Love Focus: You are beginning to take charge of your love life, so
expect good times ahead!
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health-wise, you will fare much better than
before in keeping fit. Saving money can
be on the top of your agenda and you
will manage it without feeling the pinch.
Those starting a new job are likely to
find the going smooth. Domestic peace
PISCES
and harmony is you aim and you will do
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
anything to achieve it at any cost. A trip
with friends might get shelved due to reasons
beyond your control. But don’t get disheartened. For property related
matters it is not a good day to invest.
Love Focus: Lover may crave for your company today; but you are
likely to be busy.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Yellow

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Riya Sen
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
To pLay Jageera in China Gate,
actor Mukesh Tiwari did not have
bath for many days but kept himseLf
fresh with various perfumes.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3068
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

W

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Poise, sissy, snobby, gulper
ANSWER: To paint is a possessing rather than a picturing. - Philip
Guston

hen you look Riya
Sen up on the
Internet, the most
common adjectives
used for her are bold and sexy
and seldom people talk about
her acting. And the actor, who
has starred in films such as
Jhankaar Beats (2003) and
Apna Sapna Money Money
(2006), agrees.
“No one takes me seriously.
They just want to see me in
the sexy comedy roles. It did
bother me a lot initially. It
does not any more,” she says.
But Riya has done her fair
share of critically-acclaimed
films, all of them in Bengali,
including Abohoman (2010)
and Noukadubi (2011).
“I even got the best actress
award for Noukadubi but
nobody spoke about it.
All they ever discussed was
my style and the other nonacclaimed films. Even now I
have shot a sex comedy and I

know that people are looking
at the sex more than the
comedy, but that’s how it is
going to be I guess. You don’t
have a say really. That’s how I
have been tagged,” shares the
actor.
Riya, whose elder sibling
Raima Sen is also an actor, is
the younger daughter of
actor-turned politician Moon
Moon Sen and granddaughter
of renowned actor, the late
Suchitra Sen.
The actor last Hindi film
outing was Rabba Main Kya
Karoon in 2013 and she has
now shifted her focus to the
web. She has starred in an
online series, Ragini MMS:
Returns and has a slew of
shows lined up on the
digital platform, both
in Hindi and Bengali.
So, has she lost interest in
doing projects on the big
screen?
“I am not bothered about
getting films. I want to
predominantly focus on
doing web series,” says the
actor, who currently stars in
Poison, a revenge thriller on
an OTT platform.
And what difference does
she feel between the two
mediums of films and the
web? “When you are shooting
it’s the same thing. You don’t
feel any different. It’s the
same setting and involves
cameramen, lightmen,
just the medium through
which it reaches the
audience is different,” she
concludes.

To paint is a _____ rather than a picturing.
- PhiLip Guston (10)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Juhi Chakraborty

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Theyjustwanttosee
meinsexycomedy
roles,saysRiyaSen

PSEIO
IYSSS
BBOYNS
ELRUGP

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Now You See
Me at 1342

EDITOR’S
PICK

0937 G.I. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra
1139 Escape Plan
1342 Now You See Me
1549 Spy Kids 3-D: Game
Over
1717 Mission Impossible Fallout
2000 Batman Begins

The Expendables 3 at 1809

Save The Last Dance 2 at 2313

1148 Ice Age: Dawn of
Dinosaurs
1339 Big Trouble In Little China
1541 Monster Hunt
1809 The Expendables 3
2050 Shanghai Knights
2317 Fantastic Four: Rise of The
Silver Surfer

1058 Two Weeks Notice
1243 Pain & Gain
1439 Desperado
1618 Getaway
1748 Within
1923 Heart of Dragon
2100 Downsizing
2313 Save The Last Dance 2

Salt at 2317

Loveyatri: A Journey of Love
at 1202

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

Yeh Hai Jalwa at 1810

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1215 ABCD: Any Body Can
Dance
1515 Meri Jung One Man Army
1810 Yeh Hai Jalwa
2100 R…Rajkumar

1000 Good Boy,
Bad Boy
1104 Mitron
1344 Shivam
1654 Daring Bazz
2000 Vivah
2317 Salt

0845 Welcome
1202 Loveyatri: A Journey of
Love
1449 Ramaiya Vastavaiya
1746 Pataas
2000 Haan Maine Bhi Pyar Kiya
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‘GOT A TASTE
OF THE REACH
OF WEB
AFTER
MIRZAPUR’

Who doesn’t want to
do films? At this stage,
my only concern is that
my character should
make a difference to
the story. A wide
variety of films are
being made and I feel
this is the right time to
take the plunge.
TINAA DATTAA ACTOR

Actor Shriya Pilgaonkar says her work in the web
series got praised and translated into more work
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Shriya Pilgaonkar
might have done a
number of ads, web
shows and also
ventured into films but,
according to her, web series
Mirzapur changed the game
for her. After the success of
the web show, Shriya says her
career got a boost and many
more doors opened for her.
“After Mirzapur I got a
taste of the reach of the web
and realised how powerful the
platform is. It has opened so
many new opportunities and
took me places... I got
Beecham House, my first

A

international show, and the
opportunity to work with
Gurinder Chadha in it. Then
came my Tamil and Telugu
debut with Haathi Mere
Saathi, where I am working
with Rana Daggubati… So, it’s
a whole new range of different
things and different
experiences for me,” she says,
excited.
Apart from the British TV
show and the Tamil-Telugu
film, Shriya also has a cameo
in the upcoming Bollywood
film, Bhangra PaaLe. She is
also reportedly a part of
filmmaker Shashank Ghosh’s
web show that stars Sanya
Malhotra as well. However,

she does not want to reveal
much at the moment.
While Shriya has already
finished shooting for
Beecham House and is
currently busy with Haathi
Mere Saathi, the actor will
next start shooting for the
Bollywood project, Bhangra
PaaLe. The actor also shares
that she has been approached
for a few more Bollywood
films.
Shriya adds that the fact
that a lot of people have
watched her in Mirzapur is
evident from the offers that
have started pouring in
from various quarters. Not
just the people from the

entertainment industry have
taken notice; she has even
earned more fans after the
show went on air. “People
have actually started
associating me with Sweety.
Whenever I am out, someone
or the other comes up to me,
calls me by the name and
discusses my character… So,
it’s not that I am just
identified by the role and
praised for it, but it has also
translated into work… In
every way I feel grateful,”
smiles the actor, who made
her Bollywood debut with the
Shah Rukh Khan starrer Fan
in 2016.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

‘Thephotoleakcontroversyupsetmymum’
Juhi Chakraborty
ctor Tanuj Virwani went
through turmoil when
his name was dragged in
a controversy last year where
his former girlfriend, actor
Akshara Haasan’s private
pictures were leaked on social
media. And Tanuj says the
phase was disturbing not just
for him but for his family too,
more so because the incident

A

Tanuj
Virwani

surfaced during the #MeToo
movement. “It was very hard.
The #MeToo movement was

03

at its peak and a lot of
people were being called out.
And when this incident
came to light, people started
saying that I was a part of it
without having any proof.
Akshara and I share a great
equation even today, and
there is no connection or
proof that I did it,” shares
Tanuj. The actor, who made
his Bollywood debut in 2013
with Luv U Soniyo, doesn’t

hesitate admitting that
he was indeed in a
relationship with Akshara.
“But I am not going to
take the blame for an action
that I haven’t done.
Unfortunately, you are guilty
until you are proven innocent
and that’s what the problem
is. But, if I, at all, did
something wrong, I would
have got caught by now, isn’t
it?” he says.

‘Mouni, Ankita have set examples
for TV actors to enter Bollywood’
Shreya Mukherjee
hat two female actors can’t
be friends is a notion that
has been broken time and
again. And now, with actors
praising each other’s work and
achievements, it seems they
can inspire each other as well.
Tinaa Dattaa gave similar vibes
while praising her
TV contemporaries, Mouni
Roy and Ankita Lokhande, and
their successful journey in
Bollywood.
Mouni, who made her debut
with Gold (2018) and was seen
in Romeo Akbar Walter
recently, has two more films in
the pipeline. Meanwhile,
Ankita started her career with
Manikarnika: The Queen of
Jhansi and is speculated to be
in an upcoming action film.
Tinaa feels that the way
their graph has shaped up in
Bollywood has paved the way
for other TV
actors as well. Ankita
Lokhande and
“Mouni and
Mouni Roy
Ankita have
become part of PHOTO: FOTOCORP

T

Bollywood and have set an
example for TV actors to get
into films, too. I believe it’s all
about the right time and right
opportunity. Patience
and hard work are
the most
important
factors, and
Mouni and
Ankita have
shown
that,”

says Tinaa, who currently
plays a double role in a TV
show.
Having done Hindi and
Bengali films such
as Chokher Bali
(2003),
Parineeta
(2005), and
Chirodini
Tumi Je
Amar (2008),
Tinaa moved
to television
and the
reason for
this shift,
she says,
was the
lack of
“good
enough”
film offers.
And when
she got to
play a
protagonist
in a show
like
Uttaran,
she
became

a household name; there has
been no looking back since.
Asked if she plans to take up
films anytime soon, Tinaa says
she is “definitely open” to the
idea. “Who doesn’t want to do
films? I had done Parineeta as a
child artist. At this stage, my
only concern is that my
character should make a
difference to the story. A wide
variety of films are being made
and I feel it’s the right time to
take the plunge,” she says,
adding that the TV actor tag is
just a tag. “It changes when you
are a part of a hit films or web
series. Actors can be part of
any medium and most of them
aren’t restricting themselves,”
she adds.
Content with how her career
has shaped up so far, Tinaa
admits the “hunger to do more”
is still strong. “There have been
many ups and downs but I have
always considered them as a
success metre. As an actor, I
want to explore more. Apart
from films, I would like to do
web series and a comedy show
on TV,” she says.
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I DON’T THINK
I’MCOMING
BACK: JOHN
BOYEGA

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, A PRIL 27, 2019

John Boyega
first portrayed
the character of
Finn in JJ
Abrams’ The
Force Awakens
in 2015.

SARAH JESSICA
PARKER AND
JEWELLER
SETTLE
LAWSUIT

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
JOHNBOYEGA

A

In an interview with MTV
News, Boyega said he might
step aside from the character
after the upcoming film.
“Honestly, the bottom of
my heart, I don’t think I am
(coming back). I don’t think I
am. I really do feel that way.
This really is that movie, I
think everyone doesn’t
believe it, but this is that war
that just ends everything,”
the actor said.
Boyega’s Finn, Daisy
Ridley’s Rey and Oscar
Isaac’s Poe Dameron, were

PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Sarah Jessica
Parker and a British
jeweller have settled a
breach of contract lawsuit
against the actress.
Kat Florence Design sued
Parker, arguing that she had
agreed to promote a
collaborative jewellery line
of diamonds and other gems
for a fee of $7.5 million but
failed to live up to the
obligation.
Parker filed a lawsuit of
her own, saying payments
from the designer were
“abruptly and without notice
or explanation stopped” in
October 2016. She said she
was paid about $1.3 million.
Details of the settlement in
New York were not
disclosed.
“Kat Florence Design and
Sarah Jessica Parker are
pleased to have resolved
their differences,” the two
said in a joint statement
released Tuesday. “Kat’s and
Jessica’s mutual
appreciation for one another
remains unwavering, and
they are excited to resume
their partnership.”

A

The actor says he might step aside from Finn’s
character after the upcoming film
ctor John Boyega has
denied the possibility
of him coming back as
Finn in the future Star
Wars films.
The 27-year-old actor first
portrayed Finn, a
stormtrooper-turned-rebel
hero, in JJ Abrams’
blockbuster film The Force
Awakens (2015). He later
reprised the character in The
Last Jedi (2017) and is
scheduled to appear in this
year’s The Rise of
Skywalker.

Sarah Jessica
Parker and
Jeweller Kat
Florence
Design have
resumed their
partnership.

the new characters who
played the central part in the
franchise’s sequel trilogy
that started with Force
Awakens and is set to
conclude with The Rise of
Skywalker.
Apart from the trio, the
new trilogy also featured
franchise veterans Harrison
Ford, Mark Hamill and the
late Carrie Fisher.
The Rise of Skywalker,
directed by Abrams, is set to
release on December 20
PTI
worldwide.

AP

PHOTO: ROBYN BECK/AFP

Actor Marisa
Tomei will be
working with
Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and
Bill Burr. PHOTO:

Guillermo
delToro’s
Nightmare
Alleyremake
setto
starLeo
eonardo DiCaprio is in
talks to feature in The
Shape of Water (2017)
director Guillermo del Toro’s
Nightmare Alley remake.
According
Accor
g to

L

ScreenRant, the Oscar winner
is writing the script for the
new film, which he will also
direct and co-produce with J
Miles Davis.
The filmmaker has been on

Guillermo del
Toro is the
director of the
2017 Oscar
winner The
Shape of Water
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

VIVIEN KILLILEA/
GETTY IMAGES/AFP

Marisa joins Apatow’s comedy film
ctor Marisa Tomei has
boarded the cast of
filmmaker Judd Apatow’s
upcoming comedy film.
The 54-year-old Oscar
winner joins Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and Bill Burr in the
project, according to The
Hollywood Reporter.
Apatow plans to direct the
comedy from a script he cowrote along with Davidson

A

a break after The Shape of
Water, following the death of
his father and also to help
budding Mexican filmmakers
get a start through two
scholarships
and activating an animation
centre.
Kim Morgan is attached
to co-write. The movie is
based on the 1946 novel of
the same name by William
Lindsay Gresham about
a carnival worker-turned-con
man called Stanton Carlisle..
It was previously adapted
into a 1947 movie starring
Tyrone Power. It is unknown
whether or not DiCaprio
would play Powers’ character
as carnival barker Carlisle, or
if it will be a contemporary
take on it. Production starts
later this year after the cast is
finalised.

PTI

Kathy to host Shorty Awards
ctor-comedian Kathy
Griffin is set to host this
year’s Shorty Awards,
which honour the best of
social media by recognising
the influencers, brands and
organisations on Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram, Snapchat,
Musical.ly and more.
Griffin is also a finalist this
year in the best celebrity
category, where she will
compete alongside popular
names such as politician Joe
Biden, actors Jonah Hill and
Reese Witherspoon and
comedian Russell Brand.
“The Shorty Awards
honour all that is unique,
cutting-edge, diverse and
unpredictable,” Griffin said,
according to The Hollywood

A

Reporter. “I couldn’t be more
excited that this year I am not
only a nominee but also the
proud host.” Griffin said.
Winners are chosen based on
votes from the public and
scores given by the Real Time
Academy of Short Form Arts
& Sciences.
The organisers of the
awards added, “Over the past
year, Kathy has organically
grown her YouTube
following and has made a
shift to include a strong
digital presence within her
brand. “Kathy has long
proven herself within
traditional entertainment
and her seamless pivot within
the digital space. [She] made
her the perfect choice to host
this year. We are thrilled to

have her host The Shorty
Awards and can’t wait for her
to bring her incredible energy
to this year’s show.”
Past hosts include actorcomedian Tony Hale and
comedian Mamrie Hart. The
11th annual Shorty Awards
will take place on May 5 at the
Playstation Theater in New
York’s Times Square. IANS

I couldn’t be more excited that this year I am not only a
nominee but also the host. The categories go from the
ridiculously fun to the supremely sublime.
KATHY GRIFFIN
ACTOR-COMEDIAN

JUDD APATOW WILL
PRODUCE THE
UPCOMING COMEDY
FILM FOR HIS
BANNER, APATOW
PRODUCTIONS,
WITH HIS FREQUENT
COLLABORATOR
BARRY MENDEL

and Dave Sirus. The film,
which is set in Staten Island,
New York, will reportedly use
elements from the comedian’s
life.
Tomei, who will be next
seen in Spider-Man: Far From
Home, will play Davidson’s
mother.
Apatow will produce the
film for his banner,
Apatow Productions,
alongside his
frequent
collaborator
Barry Mendel.
The duo has
previously
worked
together on
Bridesmaids,
This Is 40
and The Big
Sick.
The film
is scheduled
to release on
June 19, 2020.

Judd
Apatow
wrote the
script along
with Pete
Davidson
and Dave
Sirus.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

PTI

Kathy Griffin
is also a
finalist in the
best celebrity
category this
year.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

Ken Watanabe in Japanese
remake of The Fugitive
ctor Ken Watanabe is all
set to play the lead in the
Japanese remake of
Harrison Ford’s 1993 thriller
The Fugitive.
Watanabe is known for his
roles in films such as The Last
Samurai (2003), Inception
(2010), Memoirs of a Geisha
(2005), and the upcoming
Godzilla: King of the Monsters.
The original, directed by
Andrew Davis, was based on
the 1960s television series of
the same name. It featured
Ford as the famed surgeon,
Dr Richard Kimble, who is
sentenced to death after he is
wrongly convicted of his wife’s
murder. The Japanese
version, to be directed by Seiji
Izumi, will be made into a TV
programme. It will be set in
present-day Tokyo, just before
the opening of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics, reported Variety.
The story will follow Kazuki
Kakurai (Watanabe), an elite
surgeon whose wife is
murdered. Despite Kakurai’s
insistence that a man with a
prosthetic hand is the culprit,
Kakurai is arrested, tried
and sentenced to death.

A

PTI

Actor Ken Watanabe is known for his roles in Inception, Memoirs of a
PHOTO: KIN CHEUNG/AP
Geisha and The Last Samurai.
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CONCEPTUAL
PHYSICS,
Mathematics
(JEE-MAINS,
Advanced) by Holistically Freaking
Experts (Teachers by Choice),
Physics:- Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir),
(Ex-Sr. Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229
+1, +2, B.Com Coaching Sector41D,
Accounts,
Economics,
Business by (CA, CS Vidushi, Shri
Ram College of Commerce, London
School of Economics UK Passout)
Produced AIR-5 in 12th CBSE 2017,
Contact:
Vidushi
Commerce
Classes. 9988457457.
ACCOUNTS Economics +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction,
(13
years),
Pushpender.
8427273894.
HOME Tutors Available for All
Classes/ Subjects in Panchkula/
Chandigarh/ Mohali 73476-53830
(Tutors Welcome) Vigour Education.

1 PHYSICS +2

+

REGULAR BATCH 2019-20

JEE Main/Advance
NEET / AIIMS
ThoroughNCERTSyllabus

Small Batch - 10 to 15 Students
No Admission Test - Open to all
No Scholarship Discounts
- Uniform Fee Structure

ASSURED RESULT

*T&C APPLY

ASHOK GHAI

Contact: 9815532846
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TUITION & TUTORIALS

ENGLISH SPEAKING

PHYSICS (9896701044), Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics
(7009701574)
(CBSE/
ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.

EXCELLENT
Coaching
for
Mathematics, +1, +2, Science,
Maths , 9th, 10th, in Phase-3A,
Mohali. 99151-01921.

HOME tuition physics, maths, X,
XI, XII. All boards in Mohali,
Chandigarh.
Contact
Goel
9417473984

CHEMISTRY Home Tuitions +1,+2
Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and institute doubts
clearance. Highly experienced
Teacher. 9876444333.

ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics, Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc. Home Tutor. Students
getting 98%, Printed Notes.
9815929292.

DANCE , MUSIC
AND DRAMA

BIOLOGY +1, +2, NCERT &
Competitions (Sec-69, Mohali)
experienced Doctorate female
faculty: 9877342893.

IELTS Coaching for Fresher/
Band-Improvement, Minimum-Fee,
Assured-Results, also Free Spoken
and
Personality
Development
Classes,Mohali. 7087867050

COMMERCE
Home/
Group
Tuition +1, +2, (CBSE/ ICSE/ NIOS)
Accounts,
Economics,
Maths,
Business 98550-42535, 9876390450.

RESULT oriented home Tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee contact Anand
Tutorials
7307203050,
9888407884.

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/ NEET)
Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase 11
Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881.

PHYSICS/ Chemistry, NCERT, IIT,
AIPMT Experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

EDUCATION

ENGLISH by Gupta Sir. Home/
Group
Coaching
Class-IX
Onwards.Complete-SYLLABUS
During Summer Vacation.Contact
9872655377/9888615377

■
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RESULT oriented home tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee Contact Anand
Tutorials
7307203050,
9888407884.
CBSE, NCERT ( Short Duration)
+1, +2 Fifteen years Experience
(Mathematics
98157-25385)
(Chemistry 98550-24657), (Physics
95014- 57805).
HOME/ Group Tuitions and Tutors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.
CHEMISTRY Group & Home
Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET
Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali.
Contact: 9855420328.

EXPERT COACHING In Legal
Studies for XI & XII in Panchkula.
(Female
Tutor)
Contact7986505626
PHYSICS home doubt classes for
JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET,
AIIMS preparing students. Ranvijay
Sir. 7814997347.
CBSE/ICSE Tuitions for 6th-10th
Class (Maths/Science), Sec-24D,
Chandigarh. Experienced lady tutor.
9465225660.
EXPERT tuitions for all subjects
+1, +2, B.Com, BBA, BA, MBA,
M.Com in small batches, sector-15A
Chandigarh. 9872991185
MIGLANI home Tuition Accounts,
Economics +1, +2, B.Com, B.B.A,
B.A (experienced Teachers) Mob:
9872973319, 9888457718
HOME Tuition Maths/ Science 7th
to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed,
experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454
"FREE Trials" Home Tuitions for
All Classes/ Subjects Competitions
Exam
Soham
Tutorials.
9872662386 (Tutor Welcome)

EXPERT Instructor Home visit
Learn casio Guitar Flute Harmonica
Dholak Violan Singing Star appointment 9814620006 9988322305
0172 2692597.

TUITION & TUTORIALS
HOME Tutors M/F available all
classes, all subjects. Tutors for
Engg. Degree, Diploma, all subjects
all streams. Contact Er. Ashwani
Dharia, Dharia Classes, 8360754669. Tutors welcome.
EXPERT Tuitions for all Subjects
Junior Wing 1st to 8th (all subject)
Senior Wing 9th, 10 (Math/ Science)
Chandigarh 38-D, Zirakpur 9872644688.
SCIENCE Home Tuitions 8th, 9th
and 10th ICSE/ CBSE. Experience
of 14 years. Printed Worksheets and
Test. Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Zirakpur.
9417781207.
HOME
tuitions
9th,
10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2,
IIT, B.Tech, Result 95% Professor
Tyagi. 9501243740.
GANPATI Tutorials Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).
PAY PER doubt jee main-jee
Advance Mathematics Question +1,
+2. Shivam Mathematics SCO 273
32D Chandigarh 8360375478.

HOME Tuitions upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2
(Chemistry, Biology) Qualified
Female Tutor. 9815891571

CONTACT for home Tuition by
experience and qualified Teacher by
Gurman Tutorial 9915210374 (result
oriented)

HOME Tuitions for all Classes/
Subjects by Experienced Teachers
Contact Shine Tutorial 8146239769
Tutor Welcome.

HOME tuitions for 9th, 10th Maths, Science. 11th, 12th Maths,
Physics. Experienced. Contact:
8360754669, Tutor Welcome.

COMPUTER COURSE
LEARN Java, C++, IELTS, PTE,
Python, PHP, Computer Basics,
HTML, Internet home tutor available. 8872900055

IELTS MBA Coaching English
Speaking Grammar, Personality
Development Academics +1, +2,
Special Batches on Saturday.
Sunday 3036/44-D. Chandigarh.
98764-40363,
0172-2663036.
www.ritaenglishacademy.com

COOKERY CLASS

COACHING FOR IELTS Spoken
English Grammar from Highly
experienced trainer at Phase-2
Mohali. 99147-98999

LEARN cooking and Baking Party
Snacks, Salads Chinese, Tandoori,
South Indian, Italian, Continental,
Cakes 9417684502

SPOKEN English and personality
development classes for students
and House wives. 95929-94225.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

COACHING
PHYSICS Helpline XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

LEARN French from Experienced
lady tutor, MA French (PU Gold
Medalist) level AI-BI, TCF School/
College students. Contact: Mrs.
Brar. 525 (ground floor) 18-B,
Chandigarh. 97797-91975.

MATHEMATICS +1, +2 (Non-Medical & Commerce) in Simplified way
in Sector-35, Chandigarh, One
Week Free Demo. 9814711682.

LEARN French Qualified Tutor
available cover all School Syllabus
Home Tuition Available Contact:
9855433662

SITUATIONVACANT
LEARN the art of sales and Marketing through our Professional
Trainer and become self employed.
earn upto Rs- 10000 Contact98777-01825.

REQUIRED Sales Executives
Experienced Graduate, fluent in
English for Tricity Salary upto Rs.
20,000 plus incentives. Contact
9876605855.

TENDER heart school (ICSE
board), sector 33-B, chandigarh,
requires teacher to teach punjabi to
middle classes. M.A. Punjabi, B.Ed.
Minimum 4 years teaching experience. Application form Rs. 100/submit within 14 days.

REQUIRED Experienced/Fresher
Female Trainer for IELTS &Spoken
English Coaching at Sector-70,
Mohali. Call 9779111669 for WalkIn-Interview.

REQUIRED experienced female
for Auto Cad drawings and making
boq and site supervisors-2 for site
supervision.
Mail
at
tarunkgoyal@yahoo.com

Situations Vacant
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Canada
SPOUSE VISA

If your Spouse is Studying in Canada
If your Spouse is Working in Canada
You can apply with Less Documents
Short Processing Time
No Old Funds Required

ON SATURDAY

Study in

HINDUSTAN TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 2019

CANADA

• Apply under SDS with 6 bands • Filing through Canada
Government & Embassy Authorised Immigration Law
Expert, ICCRC Member Dr Ravi Garg

AUSTRALIA

• Only ICCRC Members are legally recognised • Post
Landing Care by Canada Of ce • Apply for Sept. 2019
I& Jan 2020 intake*

EUROPE

• High Quality of Study • IELTS - 5.5 bands • Visa
Guidance through AAERI Member • Spouse can
apply with applicant • Apply for Next Intake

• With or without IELTS • Low Tuition Fee
• 26 National Visa • PGWP after Studies
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C-2
89/M

Multiple Tourist Visa
(for 10 years)

Its time to International trip
to Canada
Apply Multiple Tourist Visa for
10 years

Less Processing Time

PIONEER

Call: 70613-70613

94173-15337 DR. RAVI GARG

IMMIGRATION

Off.: Chandigarh, Mohali, Jalandhar,
Amritsar, Ferozepur, Moga, Ludhiana,
GOVT. REGISTERED LEGAL COMPANY
& Education Consultancy Pvt. Ltd. Bathinda, Hyderabad & Canada
www.pioneerimmigration.com
info@pioneerimmigration.com

We Are Not Recruitment Agency

Without Interview
Without Sponsorship
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ON SATURDAY

SITUATIONVACANT
COMPUTER Typist: full Time
(Chandigarh): Graduate Having
knowledge of MS Word, Excel,
Powerpoint. 9000 - 14000 / month
depending on experience. Walk-in
for interview between 10:00 AM 06:00 PM from Monday, 29th April to
Wednesday, 01st May Bulls Eye,
SCO 90 IInd Floor, Sector 8C
Madhya Marg, Chandigarh. Email
CV to jobs@hitbullseye.com or call
9216398889.

KFT Requires HR executive (male
only) Exp- o-1 yr, Qualification - MBA
HR, BBA, plot- I- 60, Alpha IT City,
Sector 83, Call 91154-97071,
91154-97074 Email: hr@kft.co.in,
info@kft.co.in
PAYROLL, HRD recruitment,
Labor Laws training, English speaking, Course, free demo, money
return guarantee, job guarantee,
Murari services. 9888686644,
7814831692

GRACE Drinks Pvt. Ltd, Required
Male Candidates B.Com Freshers
for Accounts, Distributors of Pepsico
for Chandigarh. Attractive Salary
and Incentives. Walk-in-Interview at
Pepsi Warehouse, Railway Station
road, Near Tata Steel yard, Village
Daria,
Chandigarh
Call8283003539 or Send Resume Email
akprasad@gracecorp.org.
URGENTLY Required Accounts
Manager and Sr. Accountant having
knowledge
of
Tally/
Marg.
Experienced
Preferred
salary
negotiable. Pharmer, SCO 42,
MDC, Swastik Vihar Sector 5,
Panchkula.
9216610504,
pharmer.accounts@yahoo.in

URGENT Requirement Counsellor, Salary 25000-3000 + Incentives
Freshers can also apply. Ekam Tour
& Travels, SCO 85-86, 2nd floor,
Sector
17-D,
Chandigarh.
9592914551, 9872614551.

WANTED a young energetic, with
good accent for speaking in english
and hindi for front office exotica gym
and spa, 2nd floor sector 16
Panchkula
9878237885,
7814251922

FIXED Salary 9000-14000+ incentive extra, Female Telecallers and
Sales Girls Required Walkin Interview 11am - 6pm Sunday Closed at
Gold Wings, SCO-10, Sector-26
Madhya Marg, Chandigarh

COMPUTER Operator, Steno,
Legal Assistant, Tele Caller,
Executive Assistant, Clerk, Network
Assistant,
CRM
Executive,
Accountant,
HR,
Councellor,
Adminstrator, 9780105789.

REQUIRED
Cook,
Cooking
Helpers and Housekeeping staff for
fast food, Freshers may apply as
trainee. Contact VnB Booth No. 8,
Sector
15-C,
Chandigarh.
9876248763.

URGENTLY Need Fresher/ Exp
Male/ Female Candidates for Counselor 15, Telecaller 10, Marketing
Executive 7. 12th/ Graduates (Salary 12000- 18000) Showroom 18,
2nd Floor, Phase-11, Mohali.
7527003235
REQUIRED
Asst.
Manager
(female) back end, computer
operater, (female/male) Telecaller
(female)
Contact
SCO-85
(basement) Swastik Vihar Mansa
Devi
complex
Sector5,
Panchkula
9876022555.
gkrishan@select.net.in

UK Calling!! Need Energetic,
hardworking Staff for International
Process. Required exceptional
communication skills, salary negotiable for suitable candidates + incentives and UK shift. 7973739606,
hr@pumasource.in

WANTED female front office
coordinator in a medical establishment, timing 9.30 to 7 PM. Contact:
Monday- Saturday, Plot: 1005,
industrial
area,
phase-2,
Chandigarh.

SILVER Oak International Senior
Secondary School Shahbajpur
Distt. Hoshiarpur Requires PGT Biology, Commerce, English, Social
Studies, TGT all Subject Science
Background. NTT lawn Tennis
Coach. Fluency in English must.
Free transportation and accommodation facility for outside
teachers in School Campus. Handsome Salary. email: silveroakschool@gmail.com for interview
Contact: Principal 9876319582,
9855865517,
9646683820,
9814616256.

REQUIRED young, smart, energetic (male/ female) with good communication skills for
sucessfully
running marriage palace near
Mohali. Contact: 9878897172

IMMIGRATION
experienced
telecaller, counselor and legal
advisor required Salary 10-35000 +
incentives Next day joining. Six days
working. 9646890442.

NEED Councellors and Telecallers for Immigration Company.
Need Good Communication Skills
Freshers Can also apply. Only Female Staff Required. Very Good Salary
+
Incentives
Contact:8264780585

REQUIRED
front
office
Executives, Male/ Female good
communication skills Contact: Club
Pulse Fourth Floor (Piccadily Mall)
Sector-34,
Chandigarh
7696172292, 0172-2602051.
ACCOUNTS, GST training course
by CA. Tally.ERP9, Advance Excel,
TDS, payroll, GST and TDS returns,
E-filing
0172-4635239,
8968770993. Accounting jobs
8968770994
REQUIRED field boys in Tricity for
Distribution of letters in houses PartTime and full-Time Contact
9876605855.

HOTEL MITTASO Zirakpur-Chandigarh-Highway
Zirakpur,Punjab
Required: F&B Manager(Male/Female), Front-office Executive(Male/
female), Housekeeping-Supervisor
(Male/Female),
Kitchen-Department Chef, Commi 1st, Commi 2nd
All Departments, Steward, Bell-Boy,
Electrician. Please mail resumes or
contact with us mgtours50@
gmail.com
(Mobile)9805400036/
9888898728

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
A Government Registered Visa Company
requires result oriented following staff

Visa Counselor’s
Visa Filling Of cer
Tellecaller
Receptionist

No Target / Good Salary and Incentives
Good communication skills must
Call / Whatsapp 98147-28902
WANTED Home Tutors (Female/
Male) All classes/ Subjects/ Tricity,
Impact Creators. 87290-15647,
(Freshers also apply)

URGENTLY required male accountant 1 year experienced for
Chandigarh training will be provided to fresher. 9814432226
REQUIRED
male
Computer
Operation for billing and data entry
at Daria, Chandigarh. Contact:
6239073918.
REQUIRED Graduate Male having
Accounting Knowledge for Office &
Field Work. Conveyance Must.
Contact: 9646880190.
WANTED Male Executive For Real
Estate Firm in Zirakpur With Own
Vehicle, Computer Knowledge 9878392666.
REQUIRED Visa Counsellors,
IELTS Trainers, English Teachers
for reputed Immigration firm. Ausam
Visa Services Pvt. Ltd. Kharar.
9501999877.
URGENTLY Required Marketing
Sales Executives for Pharma and
Cosmetic
Products.
Abhi
Enterprises.
9714037818,
9872715309, 9041128364
WANTED Computer operator
(Male) expertise in English Letter
Writing. Drafting, knowledge of MS
Word & Excel M/s New Luxmi electric Co., SCO 2924 Sector-22C,
Chandigarh. Call: 9501117763
Email: manager@newluxmi.com
REQUIRED
Smart
Female
cousellor and receptionist with
pleasing
personality
excellent
communication skill for coaching
class in 3B2 market Mohali,
attractive
salary
phone
9815878056.

REQUIRED office Coordinators/
Manager/ Telecallers/ Computer
Operators/
IELTS
Trainers,
9988898190.
Email:
info@2muchjobs.com

REQUIRED BULK STAFF!

REQUIRED Experienced female
IELTS Trainer with good Spoken
English and Computer knowledge.
Contact 9816225001 Panchkula.

REQUIRED Young Experienced
(2-3 Years) Energetic Accountant
(Male) at Mattress Company, Factory- 975, Ind Area ph-2, Chandigarh, 0172-5070973.

REQUIRE Female Staff for
Telemarketing in Pharma Company.
Must
Graduate.
Contact:
9780193089
A Reputed Pharma Company
require Store Helper. Minimum
Qualification 12th Minimum 1 years
experience. Call: 9781810297.
B.PHARMA, D. Pharma, B.Sc
wanted for a Pharmaeutical company at sector-22 Chandigarh contact 7973864069

REQUIRED telecallers, receptionists, computer operators, marketing,
Co-ordinators, accountants, B.Tech,
BCA, MBA, Engineers, others
panchkula, innovative placement,
zirakpur.
+919646838838,
9803612930.

REQUIRED Graduate Male/ Female for Banking Jobs. Location:
Chandigarh, Mohali. Salary: upto
14K+
Incentives.
Contact:7508629752 Aarti Sharma.

REQUIRED Male/ Female Tecno
commercial for office having
knowledge of Electrical/ Electrinics/
Instrumental products for A
Industrial Electrical Trader for
Contact Usha Enterprises Showroom No 263 Sector 16, Panchkula.
mkjain@ushaent.in or 9815382929.

ONE of the premier CBSE
Co-Educational Residential School
in Punjab Requires Principal with the
following
requisites:
Trained
postgraduate with minimum 10
years experience in CBSE syllabus
with
proven
academic
and
administrative record. Competent to
lead a team, inculcate discipline and
capable of further raising the stature
of
the
school.
Excellent
communication, leadership and
organizational skills are prerequisite for this position. Attractive
salary with free boarding and
lodging
offered.
Interested
candidates should apply with latest
resume and a passport size
photograph within 10 days of this
advertisement
at
e-mail
id:
lloyd9477@gmail.com

WANTED Faculty for IAS (UPSC)
Science and technology, Geography
and History Vivek Career Academy
SCO- 385, Sector- 8, Panchkula Call
73411-29681.

IMMEDIATELY Required Experienced & Fresher Visa Counsellors/
Team Leaders. Radvision Consultant SCO-123, top Floor, Phase-7,
Mohali. 8872009515.

URGENT required Counslers &
IELTS Trainer for Immigration
Company, Good Salary Freshers,
Experienced Rihtdm overseas Pvt.
Ltd. SCO 671,2nd floor Sector 70,
Mohali 9876950295.

REQUIRED Receptionist, Computer Operator, Counselor for Banking, Salary: 12500- 20000, Showroom 117, 2nd floor, Phase-7 Mohali.
Contact:9988402447,
9815174150.

WANTED
Graphic
Designer
(Fresher/
Experience)
For
Panchkula Based IT Company
Salary upto 15,000 Training
Provided Call. 7696006999.

HINDUSTAN TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 2019

ESCON ARENA a leading Real
Estate
Developer
required
Company secretary: Looking for a
CS to handle company Secretarial
matters pertaining to Board &
General Meetings, Memorandum &
Articles of Association, Statutory
Registers, Statutory Filings, and
Corporate Governance. Contact:
Malwa
Projects
Pvt.
Ltd.
Chandigarh - Ambala Highway,
Nangla Road Zirakpur. 9878895361,
70874-26375,
email:
malwa3439@gmail.com

RENOVATED Financial Group,
looking for committed person for its
Chandigarh Branch with handsome
earning. Most suitable for retirees,
housewives, businessmen and
others. Contact- 9779294175,
8847364563.

IMMIGRATION And Visitor Visa
Counsellors, Telecallers, Digital
Marketing Expert. Worldmax SCO
69, 2nd Floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh. 7986498160.
WANTED computer Operator,
Salesman for Garments & Toys,
Cycle Mechanic, helpers for
Toymart Zirkapur and Chandigarh
1108 Sector 22B.

REQUIRED Sales Team for Bank
Channel Partner 10Tele-callers (Salary 8k-15k). 10 Sales Executive
with own vehicle (Salary 10k-18k),
All Position can earn extra Commissions. Fresher's with good personality/ good communication skills also
welcome. Generation Next BPO
Services. SCO-11, 2nd floor, MDC
Sector-5, Panchkula. (Opp. Nau
Gaza Peer Dargah), Contact:
9988088546.
REQUIRED
Room
Boys,
Houseman, Service Boys for Hotel
in Panchkula Contact: Hotel North
Park, Village Chowki, Sector-32,
Panchkula (Near Gurudwara Nada
Sahib).

For more
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SITUATIONVACANT
REQUIRED Smart Female office
Executive
with
Computer
knowledge in Sector 37 Chandigarh
Contact 9878645237.

JOIN LIC of India as Insurance Advisor. Earn upto 35,000/- PM regular
Income. 9855196906, 9855199906.

REQUIRED Experience Salesman
with good communication skills for
Crockery Trade in Tricity. 8307517828.

REQUIRED Male/Female for peon
in Hope institute Phase 11 (Sector
65) Mohali 9417185881.

COMPUTER operator wanted for
a Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
unit at Industrial area Phase-9
Mohali 7973864069

URGENTLY required qualified
fresher/experienced
accountant
male/female.
Conveyance
preffered. Chartered accountant
firm. Contact 9872718187.

URGENTLY required Accountant,
Experience 3-5 years Aggarwal Ply
House, Plot- 406, Sector 82, Mohali.
7837290033.

REQUIRED Sales Girl for Sia
Diamonds, DSS-195, Sector-21,
Panchkula. 9872636777.

REQUIRED female/ male office
assistant and marketing manager
for mohali office. Good salary.
Freshers can apply. 9646769696

REQUIRED Telecaller, Backend
Coordinator and Marketing People
in mohali. Contact Jagdish9779724535.

REQUIRED Retired VRS/Ex-serviceman/ Housewife/ Businessman/
Part/ Fulltime 50k plus, Training
Allowances. 9988882360.

REQUIRED
Experienced
accountact Male/ Female with
knowledge of tally at Kharar 9876000162.

REQUIRED
counsellor
and
marketing staff at Nyssa aviation
academy
salary
8500-15000.
ContactSCO-42
shivnagar,
peermuchhala sector 20 Panchkula
8699900266

REQUIRED Experienced office
coordinator Male/ Female with
computer knowledge at Kharar 9876000162.

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW, Female,
Business
Manager,
Fresher,
English-Graduate from Chandigarh,
Office- 832, Sunny Business
Centre, Sector-125, Mohali, 98722555-88.
REQUIRED Sales Executives for
Passenger Car Dealership at
Panchkula. Mail Complete biodata
and Photograph at vineet10071@
gmail.com
REQUIRE office Coordinator
Female, Smart Good looking, good
English & Graphics Designer in
Mohali. 9815437755.

URGENTLY Required experienced Counselor and Front desk
operation in Mohali and Jalandhar
office. Contact: 9592915858.
SAFETY Officer: (i) Degree in
Engineering or Technology with two
years supervisory experience or
degree in Physics or Chemistry with
five years Supervisory experience in
a factory. (ii) Degree or diploma or
Certificate in Industrial Safety recognized under The Punjab Factories
Rules, 1952. Knowledge of Punjabi
and Hindi language is essential. Eligible candidates may apply to :
hr@activesourcing.org or send
resume within 15 days at Active
Clothing Co Ltd. Ghel link Road,
Badali Ala Singh, District Fatehgarh
Sahib, Punjab.

REQUIRED female computer operators for office in shop 1351/6,
sector 45, Chandigarh. Handsome
salary. Contact: 9814015789
JOBS in Sales/ Marketing/ Telecalling Chandigarh/ Punjab/ Himachal, Salary 10,000 to 18,000. No
Charges. 8264668478.
FEMALE Telecallers (2) required
Salary 15-25k + Incentive freshres
can also apply. # 237, phase XI, Mohali. 92300-91000.
REQUIRED Sales Employee for
Electronic
Components
Shop
should be able to Read English
Contact 6284639859.

JOB Airtel Gold DTH required
Telecaller eligibility 10+2 Graduate
good
communication
contact
9780154867.
A Govt. licence holder immigration
company
required
counselors, telecallers, receptionist,
Marketing Manager Salary 1000035000
+
incentive.
Call:
9878827402.

REQUIREMENT of an experienced female tellecaller handsome
salary no targets for IELTS coaching
centre 99882-98354

REQUIRED Back Office Assistant
with knowledge of computers must,
Tally and Autocad preferred contact
9779906868.
URGENTLY Required full time
Educated young baby sitter for kids
of 2 and 4 years. Contact:
8557888950.
WANTED Girl for Telecaller in
Real Estate office Kharar (Mohali),
In.
Experience.
Contact;
9814828083.
WANTED Marketing Executive 8,
Designer 3, Kitchen World SCO 65,
Sector
47,
Chandigarh.
9417496003, 7526960077.
REQUIRED Counselor, Filling
officer & Tellecallers for immigration
Company.
3B2
Mohali.
7736200006, 8699604141.

| 05

REQUIRED MALE/ Female Visa
Counsellors (25) Telecollers (25)
Experienced/
fresher.
Salary
10,000/- 18000/- Seasons overseas
Studies Pvt Ltd, SCF 84, First Floor,
Phase 5, Mohali 9855145102.
URGENTLY Require MBA in
Finance, Supply Chain Management (Male) & Marketing (Female)
Candidate at TLC Sector 82, Mohali.
Salary: upto 25k. Call +91
6284003161.
REQUIRED Telecaller/ Marketing
Executives for Herbal/ Veterinary/
Nutraceuticals PCD Company
based at Zirakpur. (Salary- 15000/- 20000/- pm) 9805060580, Email:
uniraylifesciences@gmail.com
NUSMITH Pharma Pvt Ltd
requires Sales Executive (sitting
job) with good computer knowledge
& Accountant. CAndidates of Tricity
may
apply.
9812522544,
9812522545
nusmithpharma@gmail.com
experienced person apply only,
attractive salary.
WANTED Cook for 10 factory
People food, Salary 8000 to 15000+
room. Interview 2 to 5 pm. F-19
phase 8 Sector 72, Near IVY Hospital Mohali. 0172-4682019

ESM INDIA Overseas Education
(for its Chandigarh office) is looking
for Assistant Branch Manager, Visa
Counselors, Visa Filing Officers,
Front Office Executives, Interview
Preparation Trainers. Only females
can apply. Good Salary +
Incentives. Walk in for an Interview
at SCO 375-376, 2nd Floor, Sector
35
B,
Chandigarh.
Mob:
9855109010.

BANK job in operation top bank
urgently required graduates male female age below 30/ salary 1300022000
contact
9056992009,
9056959002

WANTED female receptionists for
Nail Art Studio. Timings 10 to 7pm.
(Monday off) Salary 12000-15000/Glam ur Nails. SCO 346, top floor
Sector - 9 Panchkula, near Baker's
Lounge.

UBER eat urgently required 12th
graduates male female rotational
shift location Mohali sitting job salary 13000- 29000 hurry call
9041201346, 9915315751

REQUIRES
Accountant,
Graduate with 2 Years Experience.
Contact: Radico Enterprises, Plot
No.:- 26/7, Industrial Area, Phase-2,
Chandigarh. 9815795678.
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BUSINESS
BUSINESS

PACKERS & MOVERS
SUNRISE Packers Movers Household goods, office Industrial,
Packing,
Loading,
Unloading,
Transportation, local Shifting. All
India. 9815402243. 9815602242.
HEMKUNT Packers & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

ACCOUNTING SERVICES
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE-For
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment,
Part/Pending Accounting work.
9877467025
7 years old language coaching
business for sale in 3B2, Mohali.
Gross profit 2 lacs, monthly business
sale
price,
15
lacs.
9915412499
RUNNING gym in Sector-20,
Panchkula available for lease. Call:
9816365777.

ADVTG. & MKTG.
BOOK Advertisement: All Newspapers/ Radio/ TV/ Facebook/
Google/ Youtube. Parizwing SCO65, 20-C, Chandigarh. 9888516234.
FOR Advertisement in all newspapers call Atul Arora 98150-43655
Doorstep service. No extra charges.

ASTROLOGY
ASTROLOGY provides peace of
mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your Astrological
Problems Consult- Rajiv at "The
Destiny" 9815599555 by appointment only please.

GST Registration, GST returns,
all types of Business Accounting,
ITR's, Tally/ Accounts Training with
9888389367
PART/PENDING Accounts, GST
registration & Returns, ITR Filling &
Investments
9501644194
9501431716.

INSURANCE
INSURE
Life,
Moneyback,
Children, Pension, ULIPS, shop,
Mediclaim, vehicle, mutual fund.
Tricity Insurance expert. 9915344349.

INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT Required/ Available for Fast Growing day- Boarding
Cum Residential CBSE Schools/
Educational Institutes on Fixed Return Bases. 99880-88880, 8222884488, Email: divineworldschools@
gmail.com

BUSINESS
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LOAN / FINANCE

INTERIOR DECORATION

GOLD Loan, Personal Loan,
Scooter Loan for Govt./ Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector 18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.

UNIQUE Interiors and Renovation
Work Specialist: Modular kitchen,
Cupboard, Wooden, Paint, POP,
Plumbing, Electrical, Civil works,
Labour job with Material. 9872572926, 81463-68430.

CONTACT for all Kind of Loan,
Life Insurance, Vehicle Insurance.
Health Insurance, and investment.
7814395797.
CASH on swipe of credit card at
nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector- 18D,
Chandigarh- 98765-80001.

CONSULTANCY
REQUIRED Services of Well Experienced Educational Consultant
Having Updated Knowledge of Establishment of Education Business/
Institutes with Scope of Vast Growth
and Safe Returns. 99880-88880,
82228-84488..

DETECTIVE & SECURITY
SERVICES
AUTHENTIC Private investigations and detective services.
Chanakya SCO-409, Sector-35C,
Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789,
0172-5014789.
TOP Secret Detective Agency
SCO 487, Sector 35 Chandigarh.
9876491992, Contact Relating extra
marital affairs, or any other problem.

PEST CONTROL
J.S Pest Control Pvt. Ltd.
(member IPCA Since 1986) Bayer
Products. 393/37-D, Chandigarh
0172-4637099, 4636088, 9876051133, 9915551155.
SUNSHINE Pest Control Excellent Work, Reasonable Rates, Shop
No. 189 Sector -70, Mohali. 01724011364, 9914617766.
DEEMAK,
Cockroaches,
Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards Control
with bayer India, Smelless Chemicals at reasonable rate.9988093138

ALUMINIUM FABRICATION
ALUMINIUM Doors Windows
Gysum Board False Ceiling Partition
Blinds PVC Wooden Flooring. Amrit
Interiors. 9872350188.
SETHI Aluminium fabricator, Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation 9815716824
ALUMINIUM Glazing, Doors,
Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

IMMIGRATION
STUDY/ Tourist visa for Australia,
Canada, Germany, Finland, New
Zealand,
Serbia,
Singapore,
Hungry, Malta, Denmark, Norway,
Italy, Latvia, South Korea, USA, UK
etc,
contact
G3
Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.
SERBIA STUDY VISA without
IELTS, minimum 10th pass, gap
excepted, maximum age 35 years
contact : G3 Overseas Consultant
8427008602

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
FITNESS

CAR FOR SALE

REQUIRED experience physiotherapist for spine & shoulder daily
morning evening 1.5 hour for 1 year.
Contact
308/15,
Panchkula.
9876544962.

WHITE BMW X5 with V8 Engine.
Petrol 2008, 7 seater. Panaromic
sunroof. Brand new tyres, Battery
and alloys. Going very cheap.
9646769696.

TO get health/ stressfree life learn
yoga/ fitness training. Experienced/
certified instructor (Mr. Mehta
9592087442)

WHITE 2009 Verna Diesel, Immaculate and original condition for
sale contact 70092-66814.

100% Safe Herbal Solution for
health- Vigour- Vitality- 7082733373, www.ska1925.com

TOUR & TRAVEL
THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours, Tourist Visa Guidance
Contact:
66-67,
Sector
8C,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007860/
5007861/ 5007862, 9988998050.

CONVEYANCE &
CAR ON HIRE

FIBRE GLASS
SINCE 1983 manufacturers of
Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers,
131, Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.
MANUFACTURERS of Car Shed,
Polycarbonate,
Fiber
Domes,
Cannopies, khaprail, FRP Rooms
Contact 98725-29096.

CHD-DELHI 2500 Dzire Etios Innova 3500 near Krishna market 41.
Dhiman
travels,
9216132805,
9878104288
ALL kinds of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available
contact Devikas:- 9872438079

AUSTRALIA Schooling Visa, after
10th send your child for schooling at
Australia, NO-IELTS, for details
contact G3 Overseas Consultant
8427008602
BEAUTIFUL Dubai Visa Rs. 6200,
Singapore 3200, Malaysia 2800,
Thailand
Free,
Saiglobal
Consultancy
Chandigarh.
9041068379

TICKETING/RESERVATIONS
THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours Contact: 38-39, Sector-17A,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007863/
5007864.

Multifunction Devices For

T & C APPLY

HARJAS ENTERPRISES

HARJAS

SCO 531, Sector 70, MOHALI
M: 98151-11000, 62399-77545
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Actor Radhika Apte
says the huge China
success of her film
Andhadhun is a
proof of its
universal
viewer
connect

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Pooja Sharma

Patralekhaa

ctor Salman Khan has been
booked for snatching a
journalist’s phone. According to
the journalist, he and his
cameraman were travelling
when they saw Salman riding a
bicycle in Mumbai. They asked
his bodyguard if they could
shoot a video and he
agreed. “...Salman turned
around and gestured to his
bodyguards. My cameraman
was pushed by one of the
guards and he even pushed
our car. We ended up
having an argument with them.
Salman turned his cycle and
came to us. We told him we
were from the press. He said, ‘It
doesn’t matter’. Then he
snatched our phones and left.”
A cross-complaint has been
lodged by Salman’s
bodyguard alleging that the
person took the video without
permission.

A

BOX OFFICENUMBERS
IMPORTANT:RADHIKA
fter an incredible
2018 with films such
as Padman and
Andhadhun and the
acclaimed web series Sacred
Games, Ghoul and Lust Stories
— 2019, too, is turning out
pretty well for Radhika Apte.
Andhadhun has struck gold at
the Chinese box office, earning
more than ₹300 crores, and is
still running in the theatres.
But unlike a lot of her peers, the
actor doesn’t deny that box
office numbers are important.

A

everal actors have in the
past vouched for the web
allowing them to push the
envelope further. Now,
Patralekhaa, too, will be seen
playing a surrogate mother in
a digital movie, which not
many heroines have essayed
on screen. Talking about the
challenges in playing the role,
the actor says that it is tough
“both mentally and
physically”. “It’s quite hot in
Delhi and I am prosthetically
wearing a baby, which is tough
to carry. That feeling of
carrying a baby and being a
mother is weird and different,
as in real I haven’t been one
yet. So, I am experiencing how
it would feel to be a mother.
Initially, I didn’t feel it but as
the days passed, you realise
there is a change in body
posture and you feel there is a
baby that you need to protect,”
says the Citylights (2014) actor.
Ask her if it also a sensitive
role to essay on screen, and
she says, “I am excited because
I loved the concept and there is
an element of humour to it.
Also, I am attending few
workshops on surrogacy,
reading books, and watching
videos as part of my prep.”
On the growing domination
of the digital medium and if it
will affect the business of
movies, Patralekhaa explains,

S

POLICE COMPLAINT
AGAINST SALMAN

Rishabh Suri

Playing a surrogate mother
was tough, says Patralekhaa

“After all, it’s a business.
If you put in money, you need
recovery. And in order to keep
making films, you also need
those many people to watch
your films. You need the film to
reach out to as many people as
possible. For both these
reasons, it’s absolutely crucial.
These numbers are really
important,” she says.
And Radhika is absolutely
thrilled about the runaway
success of the Sriram
Raghavan thriller. “It just
proves that it’s such a good
film, and has been able to

connect with audiences across
the world. When you make a
good piece of work, it will get
(its due). Today, audiences
want to watch new subjects.
This is, therefore, really
encouraging,” says Radhika,
who will reunite with her
Manjhi and Badlapur (2015) costar Nawazuddin Siddiqui for
her next, Raat Akeli Hai.
“The shoot has been going
on really well, there’s only the
end of it left. I enjoyed working
with Nawaz in a very different
capacity, in very different
roles. Working with Honey

(Trehan; the director) was also
great,” says the actor, who was
seen in Bombairiya.
While Radhika’s choice of
projects — be it the web series
Lust Stories or Andhadhun —
has received praise, the actor
has largely stayed away
from commercial masala
entertainers. Is that a
conscious decision? The actor
says, “I would love to do songand-dance masala films. I don’t
think all masala films are not
my cup of tea. I just feel I need
to like the script.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Ican’tquitboxing,it’sinmyblood’
Naina Arora

Vijender Singh
is contesting
the 2019
general
elections from
South Delhi
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

ith his bronze at the 2008
Beijing Games, Vijender
Singh got India its firstever Olympic medal in boxing.
Seven years on, he fought his
first professional bout, and in
2016, became the WBO Asia
Pacific Super Middleweight
Champion. Now, preparing to
contest the general election
from the South Delhi
constituency on a Congress
ticket, he looks ready to land
the right hooks as perhaps the
first Olympic pugilist to be
contesting an election.
“It’s a good surprise,” says
Vijender, smiling. How’s he
coping up with the expectations
of this new territory? “Yeh
bahut badi zimmedari hai. The
environment is new. People are
excited. It’s just the beginning.
But we are going to succeed and
win this. People have given me
a chance to represent them,
and I am happy to do so. I don’t
want to make any false
promises, but to do good things
for the country, the people and
the youth. There’s a line ki
public sab jaanti hai,” says the
Padma Shri pugilist.
Did he always plan on
joining politics? “Yes, kind of.
Because the recent scenario in
India is not good right now.
People never talk about good
things like the environment,
women’s safety, education,
health and employment. They
are so many things we have to
talk about. But nobody talks
about these things. And, we

W

have to make a change now as
enough is enough. We are in the
21st century, but we still talk
about casteism, religion,” says
Singh, who is aspiring to be
India’s Manny Pacquiao,
former champion professional
boxer, who now serves as a
Senator of the Philippines.
Singh feels everyone should
join politics to be the change
they wish to see. “Every youth
should come to politics. Once
Bhagat Singh said ‘Agar desh
ka yuva rajneeti mein nahin
aayega, toh I don’t think desh
ka kabhi bhala ho sakta hai.’
Youth ko zyada se zyada
interest lena chahiye politics
mein. They should come out
and vote in huge numbers.”
For the new challenge, the
33-year-old looks up to
Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra. “She told me
not to make a stardom kind of
aura around you. [Show]
whatever you are and don’t
change. My thought process,
vision and mind is more with
Congress. [Joining them] is
because of Rahul [Gandhi].
Priyankaji’s simplicity [also]
impressed me. She is the charm
of Congress,” he says.
Fans worried that the boxer
might hang up his gloves now
can rest easy — Viju isn’t
going anywhere. “[Vijender
the sportsperson] is always
there. People know me because
of boxing. I can’t leave boxing,
it’s in my blood. I can’t do that.
I want to be a boxer till the end
of my life,” he says.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

IANS

“The reason web is doing so
well is because people are able
to experiment and tell their
stories with the freedom that
this platform provides.
However, we still have people
who would rush to theatres to

watch the movie for various
reasons, be it for their
favourite actors, or to have a
cinematic experience etc. It’s a
balance between both.”
pooja.sharma@
htlive.com

n

Vikrant’s special trip to Delhi
Sneha Mahadevan
fter doing small but
important parts in films
such as Lootera (2013) and
Dil Dhadakne Do (2015),
Vikrant Massey recently
bagged the lead role opposite
Deepika Padukone in Meghna
Gulzar’s Chhapaak. Vikrant
has also received critical
acclaim for his role in several
web-series that he has been
part of. And now, the actor is
set to visit Delhi University to
speak about his success story.
A source reveals,
“Vikrant’s journey has been
one of rags to riches. For
someone who didn’t have
money to survive to now being
part of five interesting
projects, including a big
banner film opposite Deepika
to his credit, Vikrant’s story
has been an inspiration to
many. He will be going to Delhi
in the second week of May
after he finishes shooting for
Chhapaak and will talk about
how he made it on his own in
the industry without a
godfather and faced several
hurdles including nepotism,
before he bagged acclaim for
his work.”
Talking about it, Vikrant

Vikrant Massey

A

KANYE TO COME UP
WITH OWN CHURCH?
apper Kanye West is
considering creating his
own church to permanently
host Sunday service, claims
a source. Kanye’s Easter
version of his Sunday
service at the second
weekend of Coachella
drew massive crowds and
has inspired him to
consider a more permanent
spiritual path, reports
people.com. “He is
extremely passionate about
his faith and wants to share
it more regularly with
people,” said a source.

R

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIKRANTMASSEY87

says, “It feels absolutely great
to give back to my audience in
whatever capacity I can. I
personally never went to an
acting institute so it’s surreal
that I’m in a position where I
can do this and I’m stoked to

explore and witness the
energies of these young
aspiring actors. I am happy to
support them and create
awareness in my own
capacity.”
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Jassie Gill and Parineeti Chopra to make
music together?
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor-singer Jassie Gill is
fond of Parineeti Chopra
both for her acting and
singing skills. In a recent
radio interview, Jassie
revealed having a crush on
the actor. And when Parineeti
got to know about it, she took
to social media to express her
affection. “Jassie ji hun taa
milna payega @jassiegill,”
she tweeted, to which Jassie
replied, “Looking forward to
that great moment dasso
kaddon Aava ?? (sic).” This
banter got their fans guessing
if something is brewing
between the two. And if
rumours are to believed, they
might work on a song
together.
We have learned that
Jassie is keen on making
music with Parineeti and he
plans to meet her soon.
“Jassie finds Parineeti quite
versatile given the kind of
actor and singer that she is.
He is quite fond of the songs
Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin,
Afeemi (Meri Pyaari Bindu;
2017) and Teri Mitti (Kesari),
sung by her. Jassie feels their
combination will do well, so

A

he plans to meet Parineeti and
discuss the possibility once he
is in Mumbai,” says a source
close to the Punjabi star.
When contacted Jassie, he
confirms, “Parineeti is not
just a good actor but she sings
very well, too. I really admire
her talent and would like to
collaborate on a song with
her. And I think the video
would be visually appealing,
too.” Meanwhile, Jassie is
basking in the success of
Surma Kaala, featuring actor
Rhea Chakraborty, which
crossed over 24 million views
within 10 days of its release.
He is currently busy with
director Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s next, Panga, where
he plays Kangana Ranaut’s
on-screen husband.

Jassie Gill says
he admires
Parineeti
Chopra (inset)
for her acting as
well as singing
skills

WE HAVE LEARNED
THAT JASSIE IS KEEN
ON MAKING MUSIC
WITH PARINEETI AND
HE PLANS TO MEET
HER SOON
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH
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Some binge eating is likely to upset your
health today. Financial stability will come
only when you care about your
spending. It is likely that your efforts will
take time to pay off as far as
professional front in concerned. A feeling
ARIES
of positivity is likely to overwhelm some
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
and make the day most happening. This
positivity is bound to influence one and all in
the family and make everyone happy. You might have to wait for
some more time for purchasing your own house.
Love Focus: Your romantic aspirations may get side-lined as the lover
may remain off mood.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

The exercise regime that you started is
paying you back well in terms of good
health. Good financial situation is
indicated and will help you buy what
you had been wanting for long. Don’t
manipulate things to get recognition at
TAURUS
work else you might have to suffer..
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Despite hardships, you will be able to
discharge a family commitment responsibly. A
long drive may prove much exciting for some.
Love Focus: This is the day when you need to learn to limit your
expectations from your romantic relationship. Being too adamant
about the things you want will only lead to disappointments.

Jenna Coleman: This British actor, who is known
for her role in the popular TV show Dr. Who, and
films such as Me Before You, turns 39 today.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Your inner drive will make it easy to fulfil
your commitment towards your health
and stay at peace. You are likely to get
financially strong, but you need to have
some patience for that. Professional
scene looks favourable, but may totally
GEMINI
involve you. Some turbulence on the
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
domestic front cannot be ruled out, as you
may not see eye to eye with spouse. A long
drive may prove fatiguing for some. Investing in property will not
bear fruitful results at this time as indicated in your card.
Love Focus: There is a likelihood of getting struck by the Cupid’s
arrow and fall madly in love, so rejoice.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health needs care today. Be careful and pay
attention to what you eat. Following the
advice of someone blindly on financial
matters is not recommended. You are
likely to enjoy your time at work today.
Meeting some old family friends is on
CANCER
the cards and is expected to cheer your
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
mood. Make the most of the day. Commute
problem will have to deal with some patience
till you purchase your own car. A property through inheritance is likely
to reach some.
Love Focus: You are likely to put off lover by your irritating habits, so
try to bring about a change in your nature.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

Health remains in good form today. You
may need to do some quick thinking on
the financial front. You will have a good
grip of a situation or project at work and
complete it well in time. On the home
front, parents may get upset with their
LEO
non-performing child. But be gentle and
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)
don’t be too pushy. A trip to someplace
nearby is on the cards. Buying or selling of
property is likely to put you in trouble today. So be cautious and keep
your eyes and ears open.
Love Focus: Spouse will be more than eager to please you and get
you in an upbeat mood.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Metallic Blue

Take some outdoor activities to beat
lethargy and keep fit. A windfall may
come your way and strengthen your
financial front. An excellent chance to
showcase your skills at work comes your
way and is likely to impress those who
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
matter. Your initiative in bringing a
change on the domestic front might not be
received well by the youngsters in the family. It
is likely to be a fruitful day for enjoying a trip nearby. Not a good day
to deal in property.
Love Focus: Romance may have to take a back seat as some other
things at hand may be required to put on priority.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Forest Green

Health will be satisfactory today. But that
doesn’t mean you need to go on an
eating spree. In the financial side, money
loaned to someone will be promptly
returned. Your request for salary hike
can fall on deaf ears, but don’t lose heart.
LIBRA
Keep up your hardwork. Despite hardships
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
your family stays firm by your side to
support you. Be thankful and grateful. Going
on an official trip abroad is likely for some. This seems to be the best
day to deal in property.
Love Focus: Gossip mongers may romantically link you with a
colleague, which might end up positively for you.
Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Health remains good and keeps you at
peace. Some of you having high
expectations of money coming from a
source might get disappointed. But keep
up the hardwork. Negative thoughts will
prevail at work today as you feel
SCORPIO
neglected by team. But don’t lose heart. A
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
satisfying day is in store for you, both
personally and in terms of family. A holiday is
just round the corner for some to enjoy. People in property business
will have a satisfactory day.
Love Focus: Your lover might not be too pleased with your plans on
the romantic front. It is better to take decisions collectively.
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Off White

Health will remain good by eating right.
But don’t overindulge and watch what
you are eating. Becoming too beeminded in the guise of saving may not
go down well with other family
members. Getting comfortably settled in
SAGITTARIUS
a new work environment is indicated for
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
some. Family might not approve of a new
change at home. Purchasing a new vehicle is
possible, but will take some time. A property dispute with a family
might turn nasty.
Love Focus: If love is what you seek, it is celebration time already as
you manage to impress someone from the opposite camp!
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

You keep physically fit and healthy. You are
likely to get financially strong as money
flows in from previous investments. This
is not a good day for a professional
venture that you had been planning for
long, as chances of meeting with failure
CAPRICORN
cannot be ruled out. Failure of a family
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
member in the academic field or a
competitive exam will make everyone sad, but
don’t lose heart. Traveling with a colleague might not be too
satisfactory. A property by inheritance cannot be ruled out for some.
Love Focus: Your romantic endeavours are likely to bear fruit as the
one you love sends positive signals.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Keeping a check on your diet will help you
improve your health. Tight control over
expenditure will show good result. You
yearn for recognition at work and you
may manipulate the situation to
get it. You have an intrinsic desire to
AQUARIUS
impress others not only by words, but by
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
deeds too. This will get you much
appreciation on the social front. A travel plan
might not go as planned. So be prepared. Buying or selling of
property is one the cards for some.
Love Focus: You are beginning to take charge of your love life, so
expect good times ahead!
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health-wise, you will fare much better than
before in keeping fit. Saving money can
be on the top of your agenda and you
will manage it without feeling the pinch.
Those starting a new job are likely to
find the going smooth. Domestic peace
PISCES
and harmony is you aim and you will do
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
anything to achieve it at any cost. A trip
with friends might get shelved due to reasons
beyond your control. But don’t get disheartened. For property related
matters it is not a good day to invest.
Love Focus: Lover may crave for your company today; but you are
likely to be busy.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Yellow

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Riya Sen
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
To pLay Jageera in China Gate,
actor MuKesh Tiwari did not have
bath for many days but Kept himseLf
fresh with various perfumes.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3068
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

W

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Poise, sissy, snobby, gulper
ANSWER: To paint is a possessing rather than a picturing. - Philip
Guston

hen you look Riya
Sen up on the
Internet, the most
common adjectives
used for her are bold and sexy
and seldom people talk about
her acting. And the actor, who
has starred in films such as
Jhankaar Beats (2003) and
Apna Sapna Money Money
(2006), agrees.
“No one takes me seriously.
They just want to see me in
the sexy comedy roles. It did
bother me a lot initially. It
does not any more,” she says.
But Riya has done her fair
share of critically-acclaimed
films, all of them in Bengali,
including Abohoman (2010)
and Noukadubi (2011).
“I even got the best actress
award for Noukadubi but
nobody spoke about it.
All they ever discussed was
my style and the other nonacclaimed films. Even now I
have shot a sex comedy and I

know that people are looking
at the sex more than the
comedy, but that’s how it is
going to be I guess. You don’t
have a say really. That’s how I
have been tagged,” shares the
actor.
Riya, whose elder sibling
Raima Sen is also an actor, is
the younger daughter of
actor-turned politician Moon
Moon Sen and granddaughter
of renowned actor, the late
Suchitra Sen.
The actor last Hindi film
outing was Rabba Main Kya
Karoon in 2013 and she has
now shifted her focus to the
web. She has starred in an
online series, Ragini MMS:
Returns and has a slew of
shows lined up on the
digital platform, both
in Hindi and Bengali.
So, has she lost interest in
doing projects on the big
screen?
“I am not bothered about
getting films. I want to
predominantly focus on
doing web series,” says the
actor, who currently stars in
Poison, a revenge thriller on
an OTT platform.
And what difference does
she feel between the two
mediums of films and the
web? “When you are shooting
it’s the same thing. You don’t
feel any different. It’s the
same setting and involves
cameramen, lightmen,
just the medium through
which it reaches the
audience is different,” she
concludes.

To paint is a _____ rather than a picturing.
- PhiLip Guston (10)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Juhi Chakraborty

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Theyjustwanttosee
meinsexycomedy
roles,saysRiyaSen

PSEIO
IYSSS
BBOYNS
ELRUGP

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Now You See
Me at 1342

EDITOR’S
PICK

0937 G.I. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra
1139 Escape Plan
1342 Now You See Me
1549 Spy Kids 3-D: Game
Over
1717 Mission Impossible Fallout
2000 Batman Begins

The Expendables 3 at 1809

Save The Last Dance 2 at 2313

1148 Ice Age: Dawn of
Dinosaurs
1339 Big Trouble In Little China
1541 Monster Hunt
1809 The Expendables 3
2050 Shanghai Knights
2317 Fantastic Four: Rise of The
Silver Surfer

1058 Two Weeks Notice
1243 Pain & Gain
1439 Desperado
1618 Getaway
1748 Within
1923 Heart of Dragon
2100 Downsizing
2313 Save The Last Dance 2

Salt at 2317

Loveyatri: A Journey of Love
at 1202

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

Yeh Hai Jalwa at 1810

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1215 ABCD: Any Body Can
Dance
1515 Meri Jung One Man Army
1810 Yeh Hai Jalwa
2100 R…Rajkumar

1000 Good Boy,
Bad Boy
1104 Mitron
1344 Shivam
1654 Daring Bazz
2000 Vivah
2317 Salt

0845 Welcome
1202 Loveyatri: A Journey of
Love
1449 Ramaiya Vastavaiya
1746 Pataas
2000 Haan Maine Bhi Pyar Kiya
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‘GOT A TASTE
OF THE REACH
OF WEB
AFTER
MIRZAPUR’
Actor Shriya Pilgaonkar says her work in the web
series got praised and translated into more work
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Shriya Pilgaonkar
might have done a
number of ads, web
shows and also
ventured into films but,
according to her, web series
Mirzapur changed the game
for her. After the success of
the web show, Shriya says her
career got a boost and many
more doors opened for her.
“After Mirzapur I got a
taste of the reach of the web
and realised how powerful the
platform is. It has opened so
many new opportunities and
took me places... I got
Beecham House, my first

A

international show, and the
opportunity to work with
Gurinder Chadha in it. Then
came my Tamil and Telugu
debut with Haathi Mere
Saathi, where I am working
with Rana Daggubati… So, it’s
a whole new range of different
things and different
experiences for me,” she says,
excited.
Apart from the British TV
show and the Tamil-Telugu
film, Shriya also has a cameo
in the upcoming Bollywood
film, Bhangra PaaLe. She is
also reportedly a part of
filmmaker Shashank Ghosh’s
web show that stars Sanya
Malhotra as well. However,

she does not want to reveal
much at the moment.
While Shriya has already
finished shooting for
Beecham House and is
currently busy with Haathi
Mere Saathi, the actor will
next start shooting for the
Bollywood project, Bhangra
PaaLe. The actor also shares
that she has been approached
for a few more Bollywood
films.
Shriya adds that the fact
that a lot of people have
watched her in Mirzapur is
evident from the offers that
have started pouring in
from various quarters. Not
just the people from the

entertainment industry have
taken notice; she has even
earned more fans after the
show went on air. “People
have actually started
associating me with Sweety.
Whenever I am out, someone
or the other comes up to me,
calls me by the name and
discusses my character… So,
it’s not that I am just
identified by the role and
praised for it, but it has also
translated into work… In
every way I feel grateful,”
smiles the actor, who made
her Bollywood debut with the
Shah Rukh Khan starrer Fan
in 2016.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

‘Thephotoleakcontroversyupsetmymum’
Juhi Chakraborty
ctor Tanuj Virwani went
through turmoil when
his name was dragged in
a controversy last year where
his former girlfriend, actor
Akshara Haasan’s private
pictures were leaked on social
media. And Tanuj says the
phase was disturbing not just
for him but for his family too,
more so because the incident

A

Tanuj
Virwani

surfaced during the #MeToo
movement. “It was very hard.
The #MeToo movement was

at its peak and a lot of
people were being called out.
And when this incident
came to light, people started
saying that I was a part of it
without having any proof.
Akshara and I share a great
equation even today, and
there is no connection or
proof that I did it,” shares
Tanuj. The actor, who made
his Bollywood debut in 2013
with Luv U Soniyo, doesn’t

hesitate admitting that
he was indeed in a
relationship with Akshara.
“But I am not going to
take the blame for an action
that I haven’t done.
Unfortunately, you are guilty
until you are proven innocent
and that’s what the problem
is. But, if I, at all, did
something wrong, I would
have got caught by now, isn’t
it?” he says.
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I DON’T THINK
I’MCOMING
BACK: JOHN
BOYEGA
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John Boyega
first portrayed
the character of
Finn in JJ
Abrams’ The
Force Awakens
in 2015.

SARAH JESSICA
PARKER AND
JEWELLER
SETTLE
LAWSUIT

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
JOHNBOYEGA

A

In an interview with MTV
News, Boyega said he might
step aside from the character
after the upcoming film.
“Honestly, the bottom of
my heart, I don’t think I am
(coming back). I don’t think I
am. I really do feel that way.
This really is that movie, I
think everyone doesn’t
believe it, but this is that war
that just ends everything,”
the actor said.
Boyega’s Finn, Daisy
Ridley’s Rey and Oscar
Isaac’s Poe Dameron, were

PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Sarah Jessica
Parker and a British
jeweller have settled a
breach of contract lawsuit
against the actress.
Kat Florence Design sued
Parker, arguing that she had
agreed to promote a
collaborative jewellery line
of diamonds and other gems
for a fee of $7.5 million but
failed to live up to the
obligation.
Parker filed a lawsuit of
her own, saying payments
from the designer were
“abruptly and without notice
or explanation stopped” in
October 2016. She said she
was paid about $1.3 million.
Details of the settlement in
New York were not
disclosed.
“Kat Florence Design and
Sarah Jessica Parker are
pleased to have resolved
their differences,” the two
said in a joint statement
released Tuesday. “Kat’s and
Jessica’s mutual
appreciation for one another
remains unwavering, and
they are excited to resume
their partnership.”

A

The actor says he might step aside from Finn’s
character after the upcoming film
ctor John Boyega has
denied the possibility
of him coming back as
Finn in the future Star
Wars films.
The 27-year-old actor first
portrayed Finn, a
stormtrooper-turned-rebel
hero, in JJ Abrams’
blockbuster film The Force
Awakens (2015). He later
reprised the character in The
Last Jedi (2017) and is
scheduled to appear in this
year’s The Rise of
Skywalker.

Sarah Jessica
Parker and
Jeweller Kat
Florence
Design have
resumed their
partnership.

the new characters who
played the central part in the
franchise’s sequel trilogy
that started with Force
Awakens and is set to
conclude with The Rise of
Skywalker.
Apart from the trio, the
new trilogy also featured
franchise veterans Harrison
Ford, Mark Hamill and the
late Carrie Fisher.
The Rise of Skywalker,
directed by Abrams, is set to
release on December 20
PTI
worldwide.

AP

PHOTO: ROBYN BECK/AFP

Actor Marisa
Tomei will be
working with
Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and
Bill Burr. PHOTO:

Guillermo
delToro’s
Nightmare
Alleyremake
setto
starLeo
eonardo DiCaprio is in
talks to feature in The
Shape of Water (2017)
director Guillermo del Toro’s
Nightmare Alley remake.
According
Accor
g to

L

ScreenRant, the Oscar winner
is writing the script for the
new film, which he will also
direct and co-produce with J
Miles Davis.
The filmmaker has been on

Guillermo del
Toro is the
director of the
2017 Oscar
winner The
Shape of Water
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

VIVIEN KILLILEA/
GETTY IMAGES/AFP

Marisa joins Apatow’s comedy film
ctor Marisa Tomei has
boarded the cast of
filmmaker Judd Apatow’s
upcoming comedy film.
The 54-year-old Oscar
winner joins Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and Bill Burr in the
project, according to The
Hollywood Reporter.
Apatow plans to direct the
comedy from a script he cowrote along with Davidson

A

a break after The Shape of
Water, following the death of
his father and also to help
budding Mexican filmmakers
get a start through two
scholarships
and activating an animation
centre.
Kim Morgan is attached
to co-write. The movie is
based on the 1946 novel of
the same name by William
Lindsay Gresham about
a carnival worker-turned-con
man called Stanton Carlisle..
It was previously adapted
into a 1947 movie starring
Tyrone Power. It is unknown
whether or not DiCaprio
would play Powers’ character
as carnival barker Carlisle, or
if it will be a contemporary
take on it. Production starts
later this year after the cast is
finalised.

PTI

Kathy to host Shorty Awards
ctor-comedian Kathy
Griffin is set to host this
year’s Shorty Awards,
which honour the best of
social media by recognising
the influencers, brands and
organisations on Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram, Snapchat,
Musical.ly and more.
Griffin is also a finalist this
year in the best celebrity
category, where she will
compete alongside popular
names such as politician Joe
Biden, actors Jonah Hill and
Reese Witherspoon and
comedian Russell Brand.
“The Shorty Awards
honour all that is unique,
cutting-edge, diverse and
unpredictable,” Griffin said,
according to The Hollywood

A

Reporter. “I couldn’t be more
excited that this year I am not
only a nominee but also the
proud host.” Griffin said.
Winners are chosen based on
votes from the public and
scores given by the Real Time
Academy of Short Form Arts
& Sciences.
The organisers of the
awards added, “Over the past
year, Kathy has organically
grown her YouTube
following and has made a
shift to include a strong
digital presence within her
brand. “Kathy has long
proven herself within
traditional entertainment
and her seamless pivot within
the digital space. [She] made
her the perfect choice to host
this year. We are thrilled to

have her host The Shorty
Awards and can’t wait for her
to bring her incredible energy
to this year’s show.”
Past hosts include actorcomedian Tony Hale and
comedian Mamrie Hart. The
11th annual Shorty Awards
will take place on May 5 at the
Playstation Theater in New
York’s Times Square. IANS

I couldn’t be more excited that this year I am not only a
nominee but also the host. The categories go from the
ridiculously fun to the supremely sublime.
KATHY GRIFFIN
ACTOR-COMEDIAN

JUDD APATOW WILL
PRODUCE THE
UPCOMING COMEDY
FILM FOR HIS
BANNER, APATOW
PRODUCTIONS,
WITH HIS FREQUENT
COLLABORATOR
BARRY MENDEL

and Dave Sirus. The film,
which is set in Staten Island,
New York, will reportedly use
elements from the comedian’s
life.
Tomei, who will be next
seen in Spider-Man: Far From
Home, will play Davidson’s
mother.
Apatow will produce the
film for his banner,
Apatow Productions,
alongside his
frequent
collaborator
Barry Mendel.
The duo has
previously
worked
together on
Bridesmaids,
This Is 40
and The Big
Sick.
The film
is scheduled
to release on
June 19, 2020.

Judd
Apatow
wrote the
script along
with Pete
Davidson
and Dave
Sirus.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

PTI

Kathy Griffin
is also a
finalist in the
best celebrity
category this
year.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

Ken Watanabe in Japanese
remake of The Fugitive
ctor Ken Watanabe is all
set to play the lead in the
Japanese remake of
Harrison Ford’s 1993 thriller
The Fugitive.
Watanabe is known for his
roles in films such as The Last
Samurai (2003), Inception
(2010), Memoirs of a Geisha
(2005), and the upcoming
Godzilla: King of the Monsters.
The original, directed by
Andrew Davis, was based on
the 1960s television series of
the same name. It featured
Ford as the famed surgeon,
Dr Richard Kimble, who is
sentenced to death after he is
wrongly convicted of his wife’s
murder. The Japanese
version, to be directed by Seiji
Izumi, will be made into a TV
programme. It will be set in
present-day Tokyo, just before
the opening of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics, reported Variety.
The story will follow Kazuki
Kakurai (Watanabe), an elite
surgeon whose wife is
murdered. Despite Kakurai’s
insistence that a man with a
prosthetic hand is the culprit,
Kakurai is arrested, tried
and sentenced to death.

A

PTI

Actor Ken Watanabe is known for his roles in Inception, Memoirs of a
PHOTO: KIN CHEUNG/AP
Geisha and The Last Samurai.
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Actor Radhika Apte
says the huge China
success of her film
Andhadhun is a
proof of its
universal
viewer
connect

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Pooja Sharma

Patralekhaa

ctor Salman Khan has been
booked for snatching a
journalist’s phone. According to
the journalist, he and his
cameraman were travelling
when they saw Salman riding a
bicycle in Mumbai. They asked
his bodyguard if they could
shoot a video and he
agreed. “...Salman turned
around and gestured to his
bodyguards. My cameraman
was pushed by one of the
guards and he even pushed
our car. We ended up
having an argument with them.
Salman turned his cycle and
came to us. We told him we
were from the press. He said, ‘It
doesn’t matter’. Then he
snatched our phones and left.”
A cross-complaint has been
lodged by Salman’s
bodyguard alleging that the
person took the video without
permission.

A

BOX OFFICENUMBERS
IMPORTANT:RADHIKA
fter an incredible
2018 with films such
as Padman and
Andhadhun and the
acclaimed web series Sacred
Games, Ghoul and Lust Stories
— 2019, too, is turning out
pretty well for Radhika Apte.
Andhadhun has struck gold at
the Chinese box office, earning
more than ₹300 crores, and is
still running in the theatres.
But unlike a lot of her peers, the
actor doesn’t deny that box
office numbers are important.

A

everal actors have in the
past vouched for the web
allowing them to push the
envelope further. Now,
Patralekhaa, too, will be seen
playing a surrogate mother in
a digital movie, which not
many heroines have essayed
on screen. Talking about the
challenges in playing the role,
the actor says that it is tough
“both mentally and
physically”. “It’s quite hot in
Delhi and I am prosthetically
wearing a baby, which is tough
to carry. That feeling of
carrying a baby and being a
mother is weird and different,
as in real I haven’t been one
yet. So, I am experiencing how
it would feel to be a mother.
Initially, I didn’t feel it but as
the days passed, you realise
there is a change in body
posture and you feel there is a
baby that you need to protect,”
says the Citylights (2014) actor.
Ask her if it also a sensitive
role to essay on screen, and
she says, “I am excited because
I loved the concept and there is
an element of humour to it.
Also, I am attending few
workshops on surrogacy,
reading books, and watching
videos as part of my prep.”
On the growing domination
of the digital medium and if it
will affect the business of
movies, Patralekhaa explains,

S

POLICE COMPLAINT
AGAINST SALMAN

Rishabh Suri

Playing a surrogate mother
was tough, says Patralekhaa

“After all, it’s a business.
If you put in money, you need
recovery. And in order to keep
making films, you also need
those many people to watch
your films. You need the film to
reach out to as many people as
possible. For both these
reasons, it’s absolutely crucial.
These numbers are really
important,” she says.
And Radhika is absolutely
thrilled about the runaway
success of the Sriram
Raghavan thriller. “It just
proves that it’s such a good
film, and has been able to

connect with audiences across
the world. When you make a
good piece of work, it will get
(its due). Today, audiences
want to watch new subjects.
This is, therefore, really
encouraging,” says Radhika,
who will reunite with her
Manjhi and Badlapur (2015) costar Nawazuddin Siddiqui for
her next, Raat Akeli Hai.
“The shoot has been going
on really well, there’s only the
end of it left. I enjoyed working
with Nawaz in a very different
capacity, in very different
roles. Working with Honey

(Trehan; the director) was also
great,” says the actor, who was
seen in Bombairiya.
While Radhika’s choice of
projects — be it the web series
Lust Stories or Andhadhun —
has received praise, the actor
has largely stayed away
from commercial masala
entertainers. Is that a
conscious decision? The actor
says, “I would love to do songand-dance masala films. I don’t
think all masala films are not
my cup of tea. I just feel I need
to like the script.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Ican’tquitboxing,it’sinmyblood’
Naina Arora

Vijender Singh
is contesting
the 2019
general
elections from
South Delhi
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

ith his bronze at the 2008
Beijing Games, Vijender
Singh got India its firstever Olympic medal in boxing.
Seven years on, he fought his
first professional bout, and in
2016, became the WBO Asia
Pacific Super Middleweight
Champion. Now, preparing to
contest the general election
from the South Delhi
constituency on a Congress
ticket, he looks ready to land
the right hooks as perhaps the
first Olympic pugilist to be
contesting an election.
“It’s a good surprise,” says
Vijender, smiling. How’s he
coping up with the expectations
of this new territory? “Yeh
bahut badi zimmedari hai. The
environment is new. People are
excited. It’s just the beginning.
But we are going to succeed and
win this. People have given me
a chance to represent them,
and I am happy to do so. I don’t
want to make any false
promises, but to do good things
for the country, the people and
the youth. There’s a line ki
public sab jaanti hai,” says the
Padma Shri pugilist.
Did he always plan on
joining politics? “Yes, kind of.
Because the recent scenario in
India is not good right now.
People never talk about good
things like the environment,
women’s safety, education,
health and employment. They
are so many things we have to
talk about. But nobody talks
about these things. And, we

W

have to make a change now as
enough is enough. We are in the
21st century, but we still talk
about casteism, religion,” says
Singh, who is aspiring to be
India’s Manny Pacquiao,
former champion professional
boxer, who now serves as a
Senator of the Philippines.
Singh feels everyone should
join politics to be the change
they wish to see. “Every youth
should come to politics. Once
Bhagat Singh said ‘Agar desh
ka yuva rajneeti mein nahin
aayega, toh I don’t think desh
ka kabhi bhala ho sakta hai.’
Youth ko zyada se zyada
interest lena chahiye politics
mein. They should come out
and vote in huge numbers.”
For the new challenge, the
33-year-old looks up to
Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra. “She told me
not to make a stardom kind of
aura around you. [Show]
whatever you are and don’t
change. My thought process,
vision and mind is more with
Congress. [Joining them] is
because of Rahul [Gandhi].
Priyankaji’s simplicity [also]
impressed me. She is the charm
of Congress,” he says.
Fans worried that the boxer
might hang up his gloves now
can rest easy — Viju isn’t
going anywhere. “[Vijender
the sportsperson] is always
there. People know me because
of boxing. I can’t leave boxing,
it’s in my blood. I can’t do that.
I want to be a boxer till the end
of my life,” he says.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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“The reason web is doing so
well is because people are able
to experiment and tell their
stories with the freedom that
this platform provides.
However, we still have people
who would rush to theatres to

watch the movie for various
reasons, be it for their
favourite actors, or to have a
cinematic experience etc. It’s a
balance between both.”
pooja.sharma@
htlive.com

n

Vikrant’s special trip to Delhi
Sneha Mahadevan
fter doing small but
important parts in films
such as Lootera (2013) and
Dil Dhadakne Do (2015),
Vikrant Massey recently
bagged the lead role opposite
Deepika Padukone in Meghna
Gulzar’s Chhapaak. Vikrant
has also received critical
acclaim for his role in several
web-series that he has been
part of. And now, the actor is
set to visit Delhi University to
speak about his success story.
A source reveals,
“Vikrant’s journey has been
one of rags to riches. For
someone who didn’t have
money to survive to now being
part of five interesting
projects, including a big
banner film opposite Deepika
to his credit, Vikrant’s story
has been an inspiration to
many. He will be going to Delhi
in the second week of May
after he finishes shooting for
Chhapaak and will talk about
how he made it on his own in
the industry without a
godfather and faced several
hurdles including nepotism,
before he bagged acclaim for
his work.”
Talking about it, Vikrant

Vikrant Massey

A

KANYE TO COME UP
WITH OWN CHURCH?
apper Kanye West is
considering creating his
own church to permanently
host Sunday service, claims
a source. Kanye’s Easter
version of his Sunday
service at the second
weekend of Coachella
drew massive crowds and
has inspired him to
consider a more permanent
spiritual path, reports
people.com. “He is
extremely passionate about
his faith and wants to share
it more regularly with
people,” said a source.

R

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIKRANTMASSEY87

says, “It feels absolutely great
to give back to my audience in
whatever capacity I can. I
personally never went to an
acting institute so it’s surreal
that I’m in a position where I
can do this and I’m stoked to

explore and witness the
energies of these young
aspiring actors. I am happy to
support them and create
awareness in my own
capacity.”
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Jassie Gill and Parineeti Chopra to make
music together?
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor-singer Jassie Gill is
fond of Parineeti Chopra
both for her acting and
singing skills. In a recent
radio interview, Jassie
revealed having a crush on
the actor. And when Parineeti
got to know about it, she took
to social media to express her
affection. “Jassie ji hun taa
milna payega @jassiegill,”
she tweeted, to which Jassie
replied, “Looking forward to
that great moment dasso
kaddon Aava ?? (sic).” This
banter got their fans guessing
if something is brewing
between the two. And if
rumours are to believed, they
might work on a song
together.
We have learned that
Jassie is keen on making
music with Parineeti and he
plans to meet her soon.
“Jassie finds Parineeti quite
versatile given the kind of
actor and singer that she is.
He is quite fond of the songs
Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin,
Afeemi (Meri Pyaari Bindu;
2017) and Teri Mitti (Kesari),
sung by her. Jassie feels their
combination will do well, so

A

he plans to meet Parineeti and
discuss the possibility once he
is in Mumbai,” says a source
close to the Punjabi star.
When contacted Jassie, he
confirms, “Parineeti is not
just a good actor but she sings
very well, too. I really admire
her talent and would like to
collaborate on a song with
her. And I think the video
would be visually appealing,
too.” Meanwhile, Jassie is
basking in the success of
Surma Kaala, featuring actor
Rhea Chakraborty, which
crossed over 24 million views
within 10 days of its release.
He is currently busy with
director Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s next, Panga, where
he plays Kangana Ranaut’s
on-screen husband.

Jassie Gill says
he admires
Parineeti
Chopra (inset)
for her acting as
well as singing
skills

WE HAVE LEARNED
THAT JASSIE IS KEEN
ON MAKING MUSIC
WITH PARINEETI AND
HE PLANS TO MEET
HER SOON
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH
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Some binge eating is likely to upset your
health today. Financial stability will come
only when you care about your
spending. It is likely that your efforts will
take time to pay off as far as
professional front in concerned. A feeling
ARIES
of positivity is likely to overwhelm some
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
and make the day most happening. This
positivity is bound to influence one and all in
the family and make everyone happy. You might have to wait for
some more time for purchasing your own house.
Love Focus: Your romantic aspirations may get side-lined as the lover
may remain off mood.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

The exercise regime that you started is
paying you back well in terms of good
health. Good financial situation is
indicated and will help you buy what
you had been wanting for long. Don’t
manipulate things to get recognition at
TAURUS
work else you might have to suffer..
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Despite hardships, you will be able to
discharge a family commitment responsibly. A
long drive may prove much exciting for some.
Love Focus: This is the day when you need to learn to limit your
expectations from your romantic relationship. Being too adamant
about the things you want will only lead to disappointments.

Jenna Coleman: This British actor, who is known
for her role in the popular TV show Dr. Who, and
films such as Me Before You, turns 39 today.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Your inner drive will make it easy to fulfil
your commitment towards your health
and stay at peace. You are likely to get
financially strong, but you need to have
some patience for that. Professional
scene looks favourable, but may totally
GEMINI
involve you. Some turbulence on the
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
domestic front cannot be ruled out, as you
may not see eye to eye with spouse. A long
drive may prove fatiguing for some. Investing in property will not
bear fruitful results at this time as indicated in your card.
Love Focus: There is a likelihood of getting struck by the Cupid’s
arrow and fall madly in love, so rejoice.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health needs care today. Be careful and pay
attention to what you eat. Following the
advice of someone blindly on financial
matters is not recommended. You are
likely to enjoy your time at work today.
Meeting some old family friends is on
CANCER
the cards and is expected to cheer your
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
mood. Make the most of the day. Commute
problem will have to deal with some patience
till you purchase your own car. A property through inheritance is likely
to reach some.
Love Focus: You are likely to put off lover by your irritating habits, so
try to bring about a change in your nature.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

Health remains in good form today. You
may need to do some quick thinking on
the financial front. You will have a good
grip of a situation or project at work and
complete it well in time. On the home
front, parents may get upset with their
LEO
non-performing child. But be gentle and
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)
don’t be too pushy. A trip to someplace
nearby is on the cards. Buying or selling of
property is likely to put you in trouble today. So be cautious and keep
your eyes and ears open.
Love Focus: Spouse will be more than eager to please you and get
you in an upbeat mood.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Metallic Blue

Take some outdoor activities to beat
lethargy and keep fit. A windfall may
come your way and strengthen your
financial front. An excellent chance to
showcase your skills at work comes your
way and is likely to impress those who
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
matter. Your initiative in bringing a
change on the domestic front might not be
received well by the youngsters in the family. It
is likely to be a fruitful day for enjoying a trip nearby. Not a good day
to deal in property.
Love Focus: Romance may have to take a back seat as some other
things at hand may be required to put on priority.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Forest Green

Health will be satisfactory today. But that
doesn’t mean you need to go on an
eating spree. In the financial side, money
loaned to someone will be promptly
returned. Your request for salary hike
can fall on deaf ears, but don’t lose heart.
LIBRA
Keep up your hardwork. Despite hardships
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
your family stays firm by your side to
support you. Be thankful and grateful. Going
on an official trip abroad is likely for some. This seems to be the best
day to deal in property.
Love Focus: Gossip mongers may romantically link you with a
colleague, which might end up positively for you.
Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Health remains good and keeps you at
peace. Some of you having high
expectations of money coming from a
source might get disappointed. But keep
up the hardwork. Negative thoughts will
prevail at work today as you feel
SCORPIO
neglected by team. But don’t lose heart. A
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
satisfying day is in store for you, both
personally and in terms of family. A holiday is
just round the corner for some to enjoy. People in property business
will have a satisfactory day.
Love Focus: Your lover might not be too pleased with your plans on
the romantic front. It is better to take decisions collectively.
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Off White

Health will remain good by eating right.
But don’t overindulge and watch what
you are eating. Becoming too beeminded in the guise of saving may not
go down well with other family
members. Getting comfortably settled in
SAGITTARIUS
a new work environment is indicated for
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
some. Family might not approve of a new
change at home. Purchasing a new vehicle is
possible, but will take some time. A property dispute with a family
might turn nasty.
Love Focus: If love is what you seek, it is celebration time already as
you manage to impress someone from the opposite camp!
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

You keep physically fit and healthy. You are
likely to get financially strong as money
flows in from previous investments. This
is not a good day for a professional
venture that you had been planning for
long, as chances of meeting with failure
CAPRICORN
cannot be ruled out. Failure of a family
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
member in the academic field or a
competitive exam will make everyone sad, but
don’t lose heart. Traveling with a colleague might not be too
satisfactory. A property by inheritance cannot be ruled out for some.
Love Focus: Your romantic endeavours are likely to bear fruit as the
one you love sends positive signals.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Keeping a check on your diet will help you
improve your health. Tight control over
expenditure will show good result. You
yearn for recognition at work and you
may manipulate the situation to
get it. You have an intrinsic desire to
AQUARIUS
impress others not only by words, but by
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
deeds too. This will get you much
appreciation on the social front. A travel plan
might not go as planned. So be prepared. Buying or selling of
property is one the cards for some.
Love Focus: You are beginning to take charge of your love life, so
expect good times ahead!
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health-wise, you will fare much better than
before in keeping fit. Saving money can
be on the top of your agenda and you
will manage it without feeling the pinch.
Those starting a new job are likely to
find the going smooth. Domestic peace
PISCES
and harmony is you aim and you will do
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
anything to achieve it at any cost. A trip
with friends might get shelved due to reasons
beyond your control. But don’t get disheartened. For property related
matters it is not a good day to invest.
Love Focus: Lover may crave for your company today; but you are
likely to be busy.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Yellow

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Riya Sen
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
To pLay Jageera in China Gate,
actor Mukesh Tiwari did not have
bath for many days but kept himseLf
fresh with various perfumes.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3068
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

W

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Poise, sissy, snobby, gulper
ANSWER: To paint is a possessing rather than a picturing. - Philip
Guston

hen you look Riya
Sen up on the
Internet, the most
common adjectives
used for her are bold and sexy
and seldom people talk about
her acting. And the actor, who
has starred in films such as
Jhankaar Beats (2003) and
Apna Sapna Money Money
(2006), agrees.
“No one takes me seriously.
They just want to see me in
the sexy comedy roles. It did
bother me a lot initially. It
does not any more,” she says.
But Riya has done her fair
share of critically-acclaimed
films, all of them in Bengali,
including Abohoman (2010)
and Noukadubi (2011).
“I even got the best actress
award for Noukadubi but
nobody spoke about it.
All they ever discussed was
my style and the other nonacclaimed films. Even now I
have shot a sex comedy and I

know that people are looking
at the sex more than the
comedy, but that’s how it is
going to be I guess. You don’t
have a say really. That’s how I
have been tagged,” shares the
actor.
Riya, whose elder sibling
Raima Sen is also an actor, is
the younger daughter of
actor-turned politician Moon
Moon Sen and granddaughter
of renowned actor, the late
Suchitra Sen.
The actor last Hindi film
outing was Rabba Main Kya
Karoon in 2013 and she has
now shifted her focus to the
web. She has starred in an
online series, Ragini MMS:
Returns and has a slew of
shows lined up on the
digital platform, both
in Hindi and Bengali.
So, has she lost interest in
doing projects on the big
screen?
“I am not bothered about
getting films. I want to
predominantly focus on
doing web series,” says the
actor, who currently stars in
Poison, a revenge thriller on
an OTT platform.
And what difference does
she feel between the two
mediums of films and the
web? “When you are shooting
it’s the same thing. You don’t
feel any different. It’s the
same setting and involves
cameramen, lightmen,
just the medium through
which it reaches the
audience is different,” she
concludes.

To paint is a _____ rather than a picturing.
- PhiLip Guston (10)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Juhi Chakraborty

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Theyjustwanttosee
meinsexycomedy
roles,saysRiyaSen

PSEIO
IYSSS
BBOYNS
ELRUGP

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Now You See
Me at 1342

EDITOR’S
PICK

0937 G.I. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra
1139 Escape Plan
1342 Now You See Me
1549 Spy Kids 3-D: Game
Over
1717 Mission Impossible Fallout
2000 Batman Begins

The Expendables 3 at 1809

Save The Last Dance 2 at 2313

1148 Ice Age: Dawn of
Dinosaurs
1339 Big Trouble In Little China
1541 Monster Hunt
1809 The Expendables 3
2050 Shanghai Knights
2317 Fantastic Four: Rise of The
Silver Surfer

1058 Two Weeks Notice
1243 Pain & Gain
1439 Desperado
1618 Getaway
1748 Within
1923 Heart of Dragon
2100 Downsizing
2313 Save The Last Dance 2

Salt at 2317

Loveyatri: A Journey of Love
at 1202

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

Yeh Hai Jalwa at 1810

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1215 ABCD: Any Body Can
Dance
1515 Meri Jung One Man Army
1810 Yeh Hai Jalwa
2100 R…Rajkumar

1000 Good Boy,
Bad Boy
1104 Mitron
1344 Shivam
1654 Daring Bazz
2000 Vivah
2317 Salt

0845 Welcome
1202 Loveyatri: A Journey of
Love
1449 Ramaiya Vastavaiya
1746 Pataas
2000 Haan Maine Bhi Pyar Kiya
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‘GOT A TASTE
OF THE REACH
OF WEB
AFTER
MIRZAPUR’

Who doesn’t want to
do films? At this stage,
my only concern is that
my character should
make a difference to
the story. A wide
variety of films are
being made and I feel
this is the right time to
take the plunge.
TINAA DATTAA ACTOR

Actor Shriya Pilgaonkar says her work in the web
series got praised and translated into more work
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Shriya Pilgaonkar
might have done a
number of ads, web
shows and also
ventured into films but,
according to her, web series
Mirzapur changed the game
for her. After the success of
the web show, Shriya says her
career got a boost and many
more doors opened for her.
“After Mirzapur I got a
taste of the reach of the web
and realised how powerful the
platform is. It has opened so
many new opportunities and
took me places... I got
Beecham House, my first

A

international show, and the
opportunity to work with
Gurinder Chadha in it. Then
came my Tamil and Telugu
debut with Haathi Mere
Saathi, where I am working
with Rana Daggubati… So, it’s
a whole new range of different
things and different
experiences for me,” she says,
excited.
Apart from the British TV
show and the Tamil-Telugu
film, Shriya also has a cameo
in the upcoming Bollywood
film, Bhangra PaaLe. She is
also reportedly a part of
filmmaker Shashank Ghosh’s
web show that stars Sanya
Malhotra as well. However,

she does not want to reveal
much at the moment.
While Shriya has already
finished shooting for
Beecham House and is
currently busy with Haathi
Mere Saathi, the actor will
next start shooting for the
Bollywood project, Bhangra
PaaLe. The actor also shares
that she has been approached
for a few more Bollywood
films.
Shriya adds that the fact
that a lot of people have
watched her in Mirzapur is
evident from the offers that
have started pouring in
from various quarters. Not
just the people from the

entertainment industry have
taken notice; she has even
earned more fans after the
show went on air. “People
have actually started
associating me with Sweety.
Whenever I am out, someone
or the other comes up to me,
calls me by the name and
discusses my character… So,
it’s not that I am just
identified by the role and
praised for it, but it has also
translated into work… In
every way I feel grateful,”
smiles the actor, who made
her Bollywood debut with the
Shah Rukh Khan starrer Fan
in 2016.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

‘Thephotoleakcontroversyupsetmymum’
Juhi Chakraborty
ctor Tanuj Virwani went
through turmoil when
his name was dragged in
a controversy last year where
his former girlfriend, actor
Akshara Haasan’s private
pictures were leaked on social
media. And Tanuj says the
phase was disturbing not just
for him but for his family too,
more so because the incident

A

Tanuj
Virwani

surfaced during the #MeToo
movement. “It was very hard.
The #MeToo movement was

03

at its peak and a lot of
people were being called out.
And when this incident
came to light, people started
saying that I was a part of it
without having any proof.
Akshara and I share a great
equation even today, and
there is no connection or
proof that I did it,” shares
Tanuj. The actor, who made
his Bollywood debut in 2013
with Luv U Soniyo, doesn’t

hesitate admitting that
he was indeed in a
relationship with Akshara.
“But I am not going to
take the blame for an action
that I haven’t done.
Unfortunately, you are guilty
until you are proven innocent
and that’s what the problem
is. But, if I, at all, did
something wrong, I would
have got caught by now, isn’t
it?” he says.

‘Mouni, Ankita have set examples
for TV actors to enter Bollywood’
Shreya Mukherjee
hat two female actors can’t
be friends is a notion that
has been broken time and
again. And now, with actors
praising each other’s work and
achievements, it seems they
can inspire each other as well.
Tinaa Dattaa gave similar vibes
while praising her
TV contemporaries, Mouni
Roy and Ankita Lokhande, and
their successful journey in
Bollywood.
Mouni, who made her debut
with Gold (2018) and was seen
in Romeo Akbar Walter
recently, has two more films in
the pipeline. Meanwhile,
Ankita started her career with
Manikarnika: The Queen of
Jhansi and is speculated to be
in an upcoming action film.
Tinaa feels that the way
their graph has shaped up in
Bollywood has paved the way
for other TV
actors as well. Ankita
Lokhande and
“Mouni and
Mouni Roy
Ankita have
become part of PHOTO: FOTOCORP

T

Bollywood and have set an
example for TV actors to get
into films, too. I believe it’s all
about the right time and right
opportunity. Patience
and hard work are
the most
important
factors, and
Mouni and
Ankita have
shown
that,”

says Tinaa, who currently
plays a double role in a TV
show.
Having done Hindi and
Bengali films such
as Chokher Bali
(2003),
Parineeta
(2005), and
Chirodini
Tumi Je
Amar (2008),
Tinaa moved
to television
and the
reason for
this shift,
she says,
was the
lack of
“good
enough”
film offers.
And when
she got to
play a
protagonist
in a show
like
Uttaran,
she
became

a household name; there has
been no looking back since.
Asked if she plans to take up
films anytime soon, Tinaa says
she is “definitely open” to the
idea. “Who doesn’t want to do
films? I had done Parineeta as a
child artist. At this stage, my
only concern is that my
character should make a
difference to the story. A wide
variety of films are being made
and I feel it’s the right time to
take the plunge,” she says,
adding that the TV actor tag is
just a tag. “It changes when you
are a part of a hit films or web
series. Actors can be part of
any medium and most of them
aren’t restricting themselves,”
she adds.
Content with how her career
has shaped up so far, Tinaa
admits the “hunger to do more”
is still strong. “There have been
many ups and downs but I have
always considered them as a
success metre. As an actor, I
want to explore more. Apart
from films, I would like to do
web series and a comedy show
on TV,” she says.
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I DON’T THINK
I’MCOMING
BACK: JOHN
BOYEGA
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John Boyega
first portrayed
the character of
Finn in JJ
Abrams’ The
Force Awakens
in 2015.

SARAH JESSICA
PARKER AND
JEWELLER
SETTLE
LAWSUIT

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
JOHNBOYEGA

A

In an interview with MTV
News, Boyega said he might
step aside from the character
after the upcoming film.
“Honestly, the bottom of
my heart, I don’t think I am
(coming back). I don’t think I
am. I really do feel that way.
This really is that movie, I
think everyone doesn’t
believe it, but this is that war
that just ends everything,”
the actor said.
Boyega’s Finn, Daisy
Ridley’s Rey and Oscar
Isaac’s Poe Dameron, were

PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Sarah Jessica
Parker and a British
jeweller have settled a
breach of contract lawsuit
against the actress.
Kat Florence Design sued
Parker, arguing that she had
agreed to promote a
collaborative jewellery line
of diamonds and other gems
for a fee of $7.5 million but
failed to live up to the
obligation.
Parker filed a lawsuit of
her own, saying payments
from the designer were
“abruptly and without notice
or explanation stopped” in
October 2016. She said she
was paid about $1.3 million.
Details of the settlement in
New York were not
disclosed.
“Kat Florence Design and
Sarah Jessica Parker are
pleased to have resolved
their differences,” the two
said in a joint statement
released Tuesday. “Kat’s and
Jessica’s mutual
appreciation for one another
remains unwavering, and
they are excited to resume
their partnership.”

A

The actor says he might step aside from Finn’s
character after the upcoming film
ctor John Boyega has
denied the possibility
of him coming back as
Finn in the future Star
Wars films.
The 27-year-old actor first
portrayed Finn, a
stormtrooper-turned-rebel
hero, in JJ Abrams’
blockbuster film The Force
Awakens (2015). He later
reprised the character in The
Last Jedi (2017) and is
scheduled to appear in this
year’s The Rise of
Skywalker.

Sarah Jessica
Parker and
Jeweller Kat
Florence
Design have
resumed their
partnership.

the new characters who
played the central part in the
franchise’s sequel trilogy
that started with Force
Awakens and is set to
conclude with The Rise of
Skywalker.
Apart from the trio, the
new trilogy also featured
franchise veterans Harrison
Ford, Mark Hamill and the
late Carrie Fisher.
The Rise of Skywalker,
directed by Abrams, is set to
release on December 20
PTI
worldwide.

AP
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Actor Marisa
Tomei will be
working with
Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and
Bill Burr. PHOTO:

Guillermo
delToro’s
Nightmare
Alleyremake
setto
starLeo
eonardo DiCaprio is in
talks to feature in The
Shape of Water (2017)
director Guillermo del Toro’s
Nightmare Alley remake.
According
Accor
g to

L

ScreenRant, the Oscar winner
is writing the script for the
new film, which he will also
direct and co-produce with J
Miles Davis.
The filmmaker has been on

Guillermo del
Toro is the
director of the
2017 Oscar
winner The
Shape of Water
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

VIVIEN KILLILEA/
GETTY IMAGES/AFP

Marisa joins Apatow’s comedy film
ctor Marisa Tomei has
boarded the cast of
filmmaker Judd Apatow’s
upcoming comedy film.
The 54-year-old Oscar
winner joins Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and Bill Burr in the
project, according to The
Hollywood Reporter.
Apatow plans to direct the
comedy from a script he cowrote along with Davidson

A

a break after The Shape of
Water, following the death of
his father and also to help
budding Mexican filmmakers
get a start through two
scholarships
and activating an animation
centre.
Kim Morgan is attached
to co-write. The movie is
based on the 1946 novel of
the same name by William
Lindsay Gresham about
a carnival worker-turned-con
man called Stanton Carlisle..
It was previously adapted
into a 1947 movie starring
Tyrone Power. It is unknown
whether or not DiCaprio
would play Powers’ character
as carnival barker Carlisle, or
if it will be a contemporary
take on it. Production starts
later this year after the cast is
finalised.

PTI

Kathy to host Shorty Awards
ctor-comedian Kathy
Griffin is set to host this
year’s Shorty Awards,
which honour the best of
social media by recognising
the influencers, brands and
organisations on Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram, Snapchat,
Musical.ly and more.
Griffin is also a finalist this
year in the best celebrity
category, where she will
compete alongside popular
names such as politician Joe
Biden, actors Jonah Hill and
Reese Witherspoon and
comedian Russell Brand.
“The Shorty Awards
honour all that is unique,
cutting-edge, diverse and
unpredictable,” Griffin said,
according to The Hollywood

A

Reporter. “I couldn’t be more
excited that this year I am not
only a nominee but also the
proud host.” Griffin said.
Winners are chosen based on
votes from the public and
scores given by the Real Time
Academy of Short Form Arts
& Sciences.
The organisers of the
awards added, “Over the past
year, Kathy has organically
grown her YouTube
following and has made a
shift to include a strong
digital presence within her
brand. “Kathy has long
proven herself within
traditional entertainment
and her seamless pivot within
the digital space. [She] made
her the perfect choice to host
this year. We are thrilled to

have her host The Shorty
Awards and can’t wait for her
to bring her incredible energy
to this year’s show.”
Past hosts include actorcomedian Tony Hale and
comedian Mamrie Hart. The
11th annual Shorty Awards
will take place on May 5 at the
Playstation Theater in New
York’s Times Square. IANS

I couldn’t be more excited that this year I am not only a
nominee but also the host. The categories go from the
ridiculously fun to the supremely sublime.
KATHY GRIFFIN
ACTOR-COMEDIAN

JUDD APATOW WILL
PRODUCE THE
UPCOMING COMEDY
FILM FOR HIS
BANNER, APATOW
PRODUCTIONS,
WITH HIS FREQUENT
COLLABORATOR
BARRY MENDEL

and Dave Sirus. The film,
which is set in Staten Island,
New York, will reportedly use
elements from the comedian’s
life.
Tomei, who will be next
seen in Spider-Man: Far From
Home, will play Davidson’s
mother.
Apatow will produce the
film for his banner,
Apatow Productions,
alongside his
frequent
collaborator
Barry Mendel.
The duo has
previously
worked
together on
Bridesmaids,
This Is 40
and The Big
Sick.
The film
is scheduled
to release on
June 19, 2020.

Judd
Apatow
wrote the
script along
with Pete
Davidson
and Dave
Sirus.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

PTI

Kathy Griffin
is also a
finalist in the
best celebrity
category this
year.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

Ken Watanabe in Japanese
remake of The Fugitive
ctor Ken Watanabe is all
set to play the lead in the
Japanese remake of
Harrison Ford’s 1993 thriller
The Fugitive.
Watanabe is known for his
roles in films such as The Last
Samurai (2003), Inception
(2010), Memoirs of a Geisha
(2005), and the upcoming
Godzilla: King of the Monsters.
The original, directed by
Andrew Davis, was based on
the 1960s television series of
the same name. It featured
Ford as the famed surgeon,
Dr Richard Kimble, who is
sentenced to death after he is
wrongly convicted of his wife’s
murder. The Japanese
version, to be directed by Seiji
Izumi, will be made into a TV
programme. It will be set in
present-day Tokyo, just before
the opening of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics, reported Variety.
The story will follow Kazuki
Kakurai (Watanabe), an elite
surgeon whose wife is
murdered. Despite Kakurai’s
insistence that a man with a
prosthetic hand is the culprit,
Kakurai is arrested, tried
and sentenced to death.

A

PTI

Actor Ken Watanabe is known for his roles in Inception, Memoirs of a
PHOTO: KIN CHEUNG/AP
Geisha and The Last Samurai.
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Actor Radhika Apte
says the huge China
success of her film
Andhadhun is a
proof of its
universal
viewer
connect

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Pooja Sharma

Patralekhaa

ctor Salman Khan has been
booked for snatching a
journalist’s phone. According to
the journalist, he and his
cameraman were travelling
when they saw Salman riding a
bicycle in Mumbai. They asked
his bodyguard if they could
shoot a video and he
agreed. “...Salman turned
around and gestured to his
bodyguards. My cameraman
was pushed by one of the
guards and he even pushed
our car. We ended up
having an argument with them.
Salman turned his cycle and
came to us. We told him we
were from the press. He said, ‘It
doesn’t matter’. Then he
snatched our phones and left.”
A cross-complaint has been
lodged by Salman’s
bodyguard alleging that the
person took the video without
permission.

A

BOX OFFICENUMBERS
IMPORTANT:RADHIKA
fter an incredible
2018 with films such
as Padman and
Andhadhun and the
acclaimed web series Sacred
Games, Ghoul and Lust Stories
— 2019, too, is turning out
pretty well for Radhika Apte.
Andhadhun has struck gold at
the Chinese box office, earning
more than ₹300 crores, and is
still running in the theatres.
But unlike a lot of her peers, the
actor doesn’t deny that box
office numbers are important.

A

everal actors have in the
past vouched for the web
allowing them to push the
envelope further. Now,
Patralekhaa, too, will be seen
playing a surrogate mother in
a digital movie, which not
many heroines have essayed
on screen. Talking about the
challenges in playing the role,
the actor says that it is tough
“both mentally and
physically”. “It’s quite hot in
Delhi and I am prosthetically
wearing a baby, which is tough
to carry. That feeling of
carrying a baby and being a
mother is weird and different,
as in real I haven’t been one
yet. So, I am experiencing how
it would feel to be a mother.
Initially, I didn’t feel it but as
the days passed, you realise
there is a change in body
posture and you feel there is a
baby that you need to protect,”
says the Citylights (2014) actor.
Ask her if it also a sensitive
role to essay on screen, and
she says, “I am excited because
I loved the concept and there is
an element of humour to it.
Also, I am attending few
workshops on surrogacy,
reading books, and watching
videos as part of my prep.”
On the growing domination
of the digital medium and if it
will affect the business of
movies, Patralekhaa explains,

S

POLICE COMPLAINT
AGAINST SALMAN

Rishabh Suri

Playing a surrogate mother
was tough, says Patralekhaa

“After all, it’s a business.
If you put in money, you need
recovery. And in order to keep
making films, you also need
those many people to watch
your films. You need the film to
reach out to as many people as
possible. For both these
reasons, it’s absolutely crucial.
These numbers are really
important,” she says.
And Radhika is absolutely
thrilled about the runaway
success of the Sriram
Raghavan thriller. “It just
proves that it’s such a good
film, and has been able to

connect with audiences across
the world. When you make a
good piece of work, it will get
(its due). Today, audiences
want to watch new subjects.
This is, therefore, really
encouraging,” says Radhika,
who will reunite with her
Manjhi and Badlapur (2015) costar Nawazuddin Siddiqui for
her next, Raat Akeli Hai.
“The shoot has been going
on really well, there’s only the
end of it left. I enjoyed working
with Nawaz in a very different
capacity, in very different
roles. Working with Honey

(Trehan; the director) was also
great,” says the actor, who was
seen in Bombairiya.
While Radhika’s choice of
projects — be it the web series
Lust Stories or Andhadhun —
has received praise, the actor
has largely stayed away
from commercial masala
entertainers. Is that a
conscious decision? The actor
says, “I would love to do songand-dance masala films. I don’t
think all masala films are not
my cup of tea. I just feel I need
to like the script.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Ican’tquitboxing,it’sinmyblood’
Naina Arora

Vijender Singh
is contesting
the 2019
general
elections from
South Delhi
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

ith his bronze at the 2008
Beijing Games, Vijender
Singh got India its firstever Olympic medal in boxing.
Seven years on, he fought his
first professional bout, and in
2016, became the WBO Asia
Pacific Super Middleweight
Champion. Now, preparing to
contest the general election
from the South Delhi
constituency on a Congress
ticket, he looks ready to land
the right hooks as perhaps the
first Olympic pugilist to be
contesting an election.
“It’s a good surprise,” says
Vijender, smiling. How’s he
coping up with the expectations
of this new territory? “Yeh
bahut badi zimmedari hai. The
environment is new. People are
excited. It’s just the beginning.
But we are going to succeed and
win this. People have given me
a chance to represent them,
and I am happy to do so. I don’t
want to make any false
promises, but to do good things
for the country, the people and
the youth. There’s a line ki
public sab jaanti hai,” says the
Padma Shri pugilist.
Did he always plan on
joining politics? “Yes, kind of.
Because the recent scenario in
India is not good right now.
People never talk about good
things like the environment,
women’s safety, education,
health and employment. They
are so many things we have to
talk about. But nobody talks
about these things. And, we

W

have to make a change now as
enough is enough. We are in the
21st century, but we still talk
about casteism, religion,” says
Singh, who is aspiring to be
India’s Manny Pacquiao,
former champion professional
boxer, who now serves as a
Senator of the Philippines.
Singh feels everyone should
join politics to be the change
they wish to see. “Every youth
should come to politics. Once
Bhagat Singh said ‘Agar desh
ka yuva rajneeti mein nahin
aayega, toh I don’t think desh
ka kabhi bhala ho sakta hai.’
Youth ko zyada se zyada
interest lena chahiye politics
mein. They should come out
and vote in huge numbers.”
For the new challenge, the
33-year-old looks up to
Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra. “She told me
not to make a stardom kind of
aura around you. [Show]
whatever you are and don’t
change. My thought process,
vision and mind is more with
Congress. [Joining them] is
because of Rahul [Gandhi].
Priyankaji’s simplicity [also]
impressed me. She is the charm
of Congress,” he says.
Fans worried that the boxer
might hang up his gloves now
can rest easy — Viju isn’t
going anywhere. “[Vijender
the sportsperson] is always
there. People know me because
of boxing. I can’t leave boxing,
it’s in my blood. I can’t do that.
I want to be a boxer till the end
of my life,” he says.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

IANS

“The reason web is doing so
well is because people are able
to experiment and tell their
stories with the freedom that
this platform provides.
However, we still have people
who would rush to theatres to

watch the movie for various
reasons, be it for their
favourite actors, or to have a
cinematic experience etc. It’s a
balance between both.”
pooja.sharma@
htlive.com

n

Vikrant’s special trip to Delhi
Sneha Mahadevan
fter doing small but
important parts in films
such as Lootera (2013) and
Dil Dhadakne Do (2015),
Vikrant Massey recently
bagged the lead role opposite
Deepika Padukone in Meghna
Gulzar’s Chhapaak. Vikrant
has also received critical
acclaim for his role in several
web-series that he has been
part of. And now, the actor is
set to visit Delhi University to
speak about his success story.
A source reveals,
“Vikrant’s journey has been
one of rags to riches. For
someone who didn’t have
money to survive to now being
part of five interesting
projects, including a big
banner film opposite Deepika
to his credit, Vikrant’s story
has been an inspiration to
many. He will be going to Delhi
in the second week of May
after he finishes shooting for
Chhapaak and will talk about
how he made it on his own in
the industry without a
godfather and faced several
hurdles including nepotism,
before he bagged acclaim for
his work.”
Talking about it, Vikrant

Vikrant Massey

A

KANYE TO COME UP
WITH OWN CHURCH?
apper Kanye West is
considering creating his
own church to permanently
host Sunday service, claims
a source. Kanye’s Easter
version of his Sunday
service at the second
weekend of Coachella
drew massive crowds and
has inspired him to
consider a more permanent
spiritual path, reports
people.com. “He is
extremely passionate about
his faith and wants to share
it more regularly with
people,” said a source.

R

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIKRANTMASSEY87

says, “It feels absolutely great
to give back to my audience in
whatever capacity I can. I
personally never went to an
acting institute so it’s surreal
that I’m in a position where I
can do this and I’m stoked to

explore and witness the
energies of these young
aspiring actors. I am happy to
support them and create
awareness in my own
capacity.”
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Jassie Gill and Parineeti Chopra to make
music together?
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor-singer Jassie Gill is
fond of Parineeti Chopra
both for her acting and
singing skills. In a recent
radio interview, Jassie
revealed having a crush on
the actor. And when Parineeti
got to know about it, she took
to social media to express her
affection. “Jassie ji hun taa
milna payega @jassiegill,”
she tweeted, to which Jassie
replied, “Looking forward to
that great moment dasso
kaddon Aava ?? (sic).” This
banter got their fans guessing
if something is brewing
between the two. And if
rumours are to believed, they
might work on a song
together.
We have learned that
Jassie is keen on making
music with Parineeti and he
plans to meet her soon.
“Jassie finds Parineeti quite
versatile given the kind of
actor and singer that she is.
He is quite fond of the songs
Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin,
Afeemi (Meri Pyaari Bindu;
2017) and Teri Mitti (Kesari),
sung by her. Jassie feels their
combination will do well, so

A

he plans to meet Parineeti and
discuss the possibility once he
is in Mumbai,” says a source
close to the Punjabi star.
When contacted Jassie, he
confirms, “Parineeti is not
just a good actor but she sings
very well, too. I really admire
her talent and would like to
collaborate on a song with
her. And I think the video
would be visually appealing,
too.” Meanwhile, Jassie is
basking in the success of
Surma Kaala, featuring actor
Rhea Chakraborty, which
crossed over 24 million views
within 10 days of its release.
He is currently busy with
director Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s next, Panga, where
he plays Kangana Ranaut’s
on-screen husband.

Jassie Gill says
he admires
Parineeti
Chopra (inset)
for her acting as
well as singing
skills

WE HAVE LEARNED
THAT JASSIE IS KEEN
ON MAKING MUSIC
WITH PARINEETI AND
HE PLANS TO MEET
HER SOON
PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH
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Some binge eating is likely to upset your
health today. Financial stability will come
only when you care about your
spending. It is likely that your efforts will
take time to pay off as far as
professional front in concerned. A feeling
ARIES
of positivity is likely to overwhelm some
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
and make the day most happening. This
positivity is bound to influence one and all in
the family and make everyone happy. You might have to wait for
some more time for purchasing your own house.
Love Focus: Your romantic aspirations may get side-lined as the lover
may remain off mood.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

The exercise regime that you started is
paying you back well in terms of good
health. Good financial situation is
indicated and will help you buy what
you had been wanting for long. Don’t
manipulate things to get recognition at
TAURUS
work else you might have to suffer..
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Despite hardships, you will be able to
discharge a family commitment responsibly. A
long drive may prove much exciting for some.
Love Focus: This is the day when you need to learn to limit your
expectations from your romantic relationship. Being too adamant
about the things you want will only lead to disappointments.

Jenna Coleman: This British actor, who is known
for her role in the popular TV show Dr. Who, and
films such as Me Before You, turns 39 today.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Your inner drive will make it easy to fulfil
your commitment towards your health
and stay at peace. You are likely to get
financially strong, but you need to have
some patience for that. Professional
scene looks favourable, but may totally
GEMINI
involve you. Some turbulence on the
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
domestic front cannot be ruled out, as you
may not see eye to eye with spouse. A long
drive may prove fatiguing for some. Investing in property will not
bear fruitful results at this time as indicated in your card.
Love Focus: There is a likelihood of getting struck by the Cupid’s
arrow and fall madly in love, so rejoice.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health needs care today. Be careful and pay
attention to what you eat. Following the
advice of someone blindly on financial
matters is not recommended. You are
likely to enjoy your time at work today.
Meeting some old family friends is on
CANCER
the cards and is expected to cheer your
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
mood. Make the most of the day. Commute
problem will have to deal with some patience
till you purchase your own car. A property through inheritance is likely
to reach some.
Love Focus: You are likely to put off lover by your irritating habits, so
try to bring about a change in your nature.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

Health remains in good form today. You
may need to do some quick thinking on
the financial front. You will have a good
grip of a situation or project at work and
complete it well in time. On the home
front, parents may get upset with their
LEO
non-performing child. But be gentle and
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)
don’t be too pushy. A trip to someplace
nearby is on the cards. Buying or selling of
property is likely to put you in trouble today. So be cautious and keep
your eyes and ears open.
Love Focus: Spouse will be more than eager to please you and get
you in an upbeat mood.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Metallic Blue

Take some outdoor activities to beat
lethargy and keep fit. A windfall may
come your way and strengthen your
financial front. An excellent chance to
showcase your skills at work comes your
way and is likely to impress those who
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
matter. Your initiative in bringing a
change on the domestic front might not be
received well by the youngsters in the family. It
is likely to be a fruitful day for enjoying a trip nearby. Not a good day
to deal in property.
Love Focus: Romance may have to take a back seat as some other
things at hand may be required to put on priority.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Forest Green

Health will be satisfactory today. But that
doesn’t mean you need to go on an
eating spree. In the financial side, money
loaned to someone will be promptly
returned. Your request for salary hike
can fall on deaf ears, but don’t lose heart.
LIBRA
Keep up your hardwork. Despite hardships
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
your family stays firm by your side to
support you. Be thankful and grateful. Going
on an official trip abroad is likely for some. This seems to be the best
day to deal in property.
Love Focus: Gossip mongers may romantically link you with a
colleague, which might end up positively for you.
Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Health remains good and keeps you at
peace. Some of you having high
expectations of money coming from a
source might get disappointed. But keep
up the hardwork. Negative thoughts will
prevail at work today as you feel
SCORPIO
neglected by team. But don’t lose heart. A
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
satisfying day is in store for you, both
personally and in terms of family. A holiday is
just round the corner for some to enjoy. People in property business
will have a satisfactory day.
Love Focus: Your lover might not be too pleased with your plans on
the romantic front. It is better to take decisions collectively.
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Off White

Health will remain good by eating right.
But don’t overindulge and watch what
you are eating. Becoming too beeminded in the guise of saving may not
go down well with other family
members. Getting comfortably settled in
SAGITTARIUS
a new work environment is indicated for
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
some. Family might not approve of a new
change at home. Purchasing a new vehicle is
possible, but will take some time. A property dispute with a family
might turn nasty.
Love Focus: If love is what you seek, it is celebration time already as
you manage to impress someone from the opposite camp!
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

You keep physically fit and healthy. You are
likely to get financially strong as money
flows in from previous investments. This
is not a good day for a professional
venture that you had been planning for
long, as chances of meeting with failure
CAPRICORN
cannot be ruled out. Failure of a family
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
member in the academic field or a
competitive exam will make everyone sad, but
don’t lose heart. Traveling with a colleague might not be too
satisfactory. A property by inheritance cannot be ruled out for some.
Love Focus: Your romantic endeavours are likely to bear fruit as the
one you love sends positive signals.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Keeping a check on your diet will help you
improve your health. Tight control over
expenditure will show good result. You
yearn for recognition at work and you
may manipulate the situation to
get it. You have an intrinsic desire to
AQUARIUS
impress others not only by words, but by
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
deeds too. This will get you much
appreciation on the social front. A travel plan
might not go as planned. So be prepared. Buying or selling of
property is one the cards for some.
Love Focus: You are beginning to take charge of your love life, so
expect good times ahead!
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health-wise, you will fare much better than
before in keeping fit. Saving money can
be on the top of your agenda and you
will manage it without feeling the pinch.
Those starting a new job are likely to
find the going smooth. Domestic peace
PISCES
and harmony is you aim and you will do
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
anything to achieve it at any cost. A trip
with friends might get shelved due to reasons
beyond your control. But don’t get disheartened. For property related
matters it is not a good day to invest.
Love Focus: Lover may crave for your company today; but you are
likely to be busy.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Yellow

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Riya Sen
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
To pLay Jageera in China Gate,
actor Mukesh Tiwari did not have
bath for many days but kept himseLf
fresh with various perfumes.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3068
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

W

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Poise, sissy, snobby, gulper
ANSWER: To paint is a possessing rather than a picturing. - Philip
Guston

hen you look Riya
Sen up on the
Internet, the most
common adjectives
used for her are bold and sexy
and seldom people talk about
her acting. And the actor, who
has starred in films such as
Jhankaar Beats (2003) and
Apna Sapna Money Money
(2006), agrees.
“No one takes me seriously.
They just want to see me in
the sexy comedy roles. It did
bother me a lot initially. It
does not any more,” she says.
But Riya has done her fair
share of critically-acclaimed
films, all of them in Bengali,
including Abohoman (2010)
and Noukadubi (2011).
“I even got the best actress
award for Noukadubi but
nobody spoke about it.
All they ever discussed was
my style and the other nonacclaimed films. Even now I
have shot a sex comedy and I

know that people are looking
at the sex more than the
comedy, but that’s how it is
going to be I guess. You don’t
have a say really. That’s how I
have been tagged,” shares the
actor.
Riya, whose elder sibling
Raima Sen is also an actor, is
the younger daughter of
actor-turned politician Moon
Moon Sen and granddaughter
of renowned actor, the late
Suchitra Sen.
The actor last Hindi film
outing was Rabba Main Kya
Karoon in 2013 and she has
now shifted her focus to the
web. She has starred in an
online series, Ragini MMS:
Returns and has a slew of
shows lined up on the
digital platform, both
in Hindi and Bengali.
So, has she lost interest in
doing projects on the big
screen?
“I am not bothered about
getting films. I want to
predominantly focus on
doing web series,” says the
actor, who currently stars in
Poison, a revenge thriller on
an OTT platform.
And what difference does
she feel between the two
mediums of films and the
web? “When you are shooting
it’s the same thing. You don’t
feel any different. It’s the
same setting and involves
cameramen, lightmen,
just the medium through
which it reaches the
audience is different,” she
concludes.

To paint is a _____ rather than a picturing.
- PhiLip Guston (10)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Juhi Chakraborty

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Theyjustwanttosee
meinsexycomedy
roles,saysRiyaSen

PSEIO
IYSSS
BBOYNS
ELRUGP

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Now You See
Me at 1342

EDITOR’S
PICK

0937 G.I. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra
1139 Escape Plan
1342 Now You See Me
1549 Spy Kids 3-D: Game
Over
1717 Mission Impossible Fallout
2000 Batman Begins

The Expendables 3 at 1809

Save The Last Dance 2 at 2313

1148 Ice Age: Dawn of
Dinosaurs
1339 Big Trouble In Little China
1541 Monster Hunt
1809 The Expendables 3
2050 Shanghai Knights
2317 Fantastic Four: Rise of The
Silver Surfer

1058 Two Weeks Notice
1243 Pain & Gain
1439 Desperado
1618 Getaway
1748 Within
1923 Heart of Dragon
2100 Downsizing
2313 Save The Last Dance 2

Salt at 2317

Loveyatri: A Journey of Love
at 1202

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

Yeh Hai Jalwa at 1810

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1215 ABCD: Any Body Can
Dance
1515 Meri Jung One Man Army
1810 Yeh Hai Jalwa
2100 R…Rajkumar

1000 Good Boy,
Bad Boy
1104 Mitron
1344 Shivam
1654 Daring Bazz
2000 Vivah
2317 Salt

0845 Welcome
1202 Loveyatri: A Journey of
Love
1449 Ramaiya Vastavaiya
1746 Pataas
2000 Haan Maine Bhi Pyar Kiya
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‘GOT A TASTE
OF THE REACH
OF WEB
AFTER
MIRZAPUR’

Who doesn’t want to
do films? At this stage,
my only concern is that
my character should
make a difference to
the story. A wide
variety of films are
being made and I feel
this is the right time to
take the plunge.
TINAA DATTAA ACTOR

Actor Shriya Pilgaonkar says her work in the web
series got praised and translated into more work
Shreya Mukherjee
ctor Shriya Pilgaonkar
might have done a
number of ads, web
shows and also
ventured into films but,
according to her, web series
Mirzapur changed the game
for her. After the success of
the web show, Shriya says her
career got a boost and many
more doors opened for her.
“After Mirzapur I got a
taste of the reach of the web
and realised how powerful the
platform is. It has opened so
many new opportunities and
took me places... I got
Beecham House, my first

A

international show, and the
opportunity to work with
Gurinder Chadha in it. Then
came my Tamil and Telugu
debut with Haathi Mere
Saathi, where I am working
with Rana Daggubati… So, it’s
a whole new range of different
things and different
experiences for me,” she says,
excited.
Apart from the British TV
show and the Tamil-Telugu
film, Shriya also has a cameo
in the upcoming Bollywood
film, Bhangra PaaLe. She is
also reportedly a part of
filmmaker Shashank Ghosh’s
web show that stars Sanya
Malhotra as well. However,

she does not want to reveal
much at the moment.
While Shriya has already
finished shooting for
Beecham House and is
currently busy with Haathi
Mere Saathi, the actor will
next start shooting for the
Bollywood project, Bhangra
PaaLe. The actor also shares
that she has been approached
for a few more Bollywood
films.
Shriya adds that the fact
that a lot of people have
watched her in Mirzapur is
evident from the offers that
have started pouring in
from various quarters. Not
just the people from the

entertainment industry have
taken notice; she has even
earned more fans after the
show went on air. “People
have actually started
associating me with Sweety.
Whenever I am out, someone
or the other comes up to me,
calls me by the name and
discusses my character… So,
it’s not that I am just
identified by the role and
praised for it, but it has also
translated into work… In
every way I feel grateful,”
smiles the actor, who made
her Bollywood debut with the
Shah Rukh Khan starrer Fan
in 2016.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

‘Thephotoleakcontroversyupsetmymum’
Juhi Chakraborty
ctor Tanuj Virwani went
through turmoil when
his name was dragged in
a controversy last year where
his former girlfriend, actor
Akshara Haasan’s private
pictures were leaked on social
media. And Tanuj says the
phase was disturbing not just
for him but for his family too,
more so because the incident

A

Tanuj
Virwani

surfaced during the #MeToo
movement. “It was very hard.
The #MeToo movement was

03

at its peak and a lot of
people were being called out.
And when this incident
came to light, people started
saying that I was a part of it
without having any proof.
Akshara and I share a great
equation even today, and
there is no connection or
proof that I did it,” shares
Tanuj. The actor, who made
his Bollywood debut in 2013
with Luv U Soniyo, doesn’t

hesitate admitting that
he was indeed in a
relationship with Akshara.
“But I am not going to
take the blame for an action
that I haven’t done.
Unfortunately, you are guilty
until you are proven innocent
and that’s what the problem
is. But, if I, at all, did
something wrong, I would
have got caught by now, isn’t
it?” he says.

‘Mouni, Ankita have set examples
for TV actors to enter Bollywood’
Shreya Mukherjee
hat two female actors can’t
be friends is a notion that
has been broken time and
again. And now, with actors
praising each other’s work and
achievements, it seems they
can inspire each other as well.
Tinaa Dattaa gave similar vibes
while praising her
TV contemporaries, Mouni
Roy and Ankita Lokhande, and
their successful journey in
Bollywood.
Mouni, who made her debut
with Gold (2018) and was seen
in Romeo Akbar Walter
recently, has two more films in
the pipeline. Meanwhile,
Ankita started her career with
Manikarnika: The Queen of
Jhansi and is speculated to be
in an upcoming action film.
Tinaa feels that the way
their graph has shaped up in
Bollywood has paved the way
for other TV
actors as well. Ankita
Lokhande and
“Mouni and
Mouni Roy
Ankita have
become part of PHOTO: FOTOCORP

T

Bollywood and have set an
example for TV actors to get
into films, too. I believe it’s all
about the right time and right
opportunity. Patience
and hard work are
the most
important
factors, and
Mouni and
Ankita have
shown
that,”

says Tinaa, who currently
plays a double role in a TV
show.
Having done Hindi and
Bengali films such
as Chokher Bali
(2003),
Parineeta
(2005), and
Chirodini
Tumi Je
Amar (2008),
Tinaa moved
to television
and the
reason for
this shift,
she says,
was the
lack of
“good
enough”
film offers.
And when
she got to
play a
protagonist
in a show
like
Uttaran,
she
became

a household name; there has
been no looking back since.
Asked if she plans to take up
films anytime soon, Tinaa says
she is “definitely open” to the
idea. “Who doesn’t want to do
films? I had done Parineeta as a
child artist. At this stage, my
only concern is that my
character should make a
difference to the story. A wide
variety of films are being made
and I feel it’s the right time to
take the plunge,” she says,
adding that the TV actor tag is
just a tag. “It changes when you
are a part of a hit films or web
series. Actors can be part of
any medium and most of them
aren’t restricting themselves,”
she adds.
Content with how her career
has shaped up so far, Tinaa
admits the “hunger to do more”
is still strong. “There have been
many ups and downs but I have
always considered them as a
success metre. As an actor, I
want to explore more. Apart
from films, I would like to do
web series and a comedy show
on TV,” she says.
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I DON’T THINK
I’MCOMING
BACK: JOHN
BOYEGA

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
SATURDAY, A PRIL 27, 2019

John Boyega
first portrayed
the character of
Finn in JJ
Abrams’ The
Force Awakens
in 2015.

SARAH JESSICA
PARKER AND
JEWELLER
SETTLE
LAWSUIT

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
JOHNBOYEGA

A

In an interview with MTV
News, Boyega said he might
step aside from the character
after the upcoming film.
“Honestly, the bottom of
my heart, I don’t think I am
(coming back). I don’t think I
am. I really do feel that way.
This really is that movie, I
think everyone doesn’t
believe it, but this is that war
that just ends everything,”
the actor said.
Boyega’s Finn, Daisy
Ridley’s Rey and Oscar
Isaac’s Poe Dameron, were

PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Sarah Jessica
Parker and a British
jeweller have settled a
breach of contract lawsuit
against the actress.
Kat Florence Design sued
Parker, arguing that she had
agreed to promote a
collaborative jewellery line
of diamonds and other gems
for a fee of $7.5 million but
failed to live up to the
obligation.
Parker filed a lawsuit of
her own, saying payments
from the designer were
“abruptly and without notice
or explanation stopped” in
October 2016. She said she
was paid about $1.3 million.
Details of the settlement in
New York were not
disclosed.
“Kat Florence Design and
Sarah Jessica Parker are
pleased to have resolved
their differences,” the two
said in a joint statement
released Tuesday. “Kat’s and
Jessica’s mutual
appreciation for one another
remains unwavering, and
they are excited to resume
their partnership.”

A

The actor says he might step aside from Finn’s
character after the upcoming film
ctor John Boyega has
denied the possibility
of him coming back as
Finn in the future Star
Wars films.
The 27-year-old actor first
portrayed Finn, a
stormtrooper-turned-rebel
hero, in JJ Abrams’
blockbuster film The Force
Awakens (2015). He later
reprised the character in The
Last Jedi (2017) and is
scheduled to appear in this
year’s The Rise of
Skywalker.

Sarah Jessica
Parker and
Jeweller Kat
Florence
Design have
resumed their
partnership.

the new characters who
played the central part in the
franchise’s sequel trilogy
that started with Force
Awakens and is set to
conclude with The Rise of
Skywalker.
Apart from the trio, the
new trilogy also featured
franchise veterans Harrison
Ford, Mark Hamill and the
late Carrie Fisher.
The Rise of Skywalker,
directed by Abrams, is set to
release on December 20
PTI
worldwide.

AP

PHOTO: ROBYN BECK/AFP

Actor Marisa
Tomei will be
working with
Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and
Bill Burr. PHOTO:

Guillermo
delToro’s
Nightmare
Alleyremake
setto
starLeo
eonardo DiCaprio is in
talks to feature in The
Shape of Water (2017)
director Guillermo del Toro’s
Nightmare Alley remake.
According
Accor
g to

L

ScreenRant, the Oscar winner
is writing the script for the
new film, which he will also
direct and co-produce with J
Miles Davis.
The filmmaker has been on

Guillermo del
Toro is the
director of the
2017 Oscar
winner The
Shape of Water
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

VIVIEN KILLILEA/
GETTY IMAGES/AFP

Marisa joins Apatow’s comedy film
ctor Marisa Tomei has
boarded the cast of
filmmaker Judd Apatow’s
upcoming comedy film.
The 54-year-old Oscar
winner joins Pete Davidson,
Bel Powley and Bill Burr in the
project, according to The
Hollywood Reporter.
Apatow plans to direct the
comedy from a script he cowrote along with Davidson

A

a break after The Shape of
Water, following the death of
his father and also to help
budding Mexican filmmakers
get a start through two
scholarships
and activating an animation
centre.
Kim Morgan is attached
to co-write. The movie is
based on the 1946 novel of
the same name by William
Lindsay Gresham about
a carnival worker-turned-con
man called Stanton Carlisle..
It was previously adapted
into a 1947 movie starring
Tyrone Power. It is unknown
whether or not DiCaprio
would play Powers’ character
as carnival barker Carlisle, or
if it will be a contemporary
take on it. Production starts
later this year after the cast is
finalised.

PTI

Kathy to host Shorty Awards
ctor-comedian Kathy
Griffin is set to host this
year’s Shorty Awards,
which honour the best of
social media by recognising
the influencers, brands and
organisations on Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram, Snapchat,
Musical.ly and more.
Griffin is also a finalist this
year in the best celebrity
category, where she will
compete alongside popular
names such as politician Joe
Biden, actors Jonah Hill and
Reese Witherspoon and
comedian Russell Brand.
“The Shorty Awards
honour all that is unique,
cutting-edge, diverse and
unpredictable,” Griffin said,
according to The Hollywood

A

Reporter. “I couldn’t be more
excited that this year I am not
only a nominee but also the
proud host.” Griffin said.
Winners are chosen based on
votes from the public and
scores given by the Real Time
Academy of Short Form Arts
& Sciences.
The organisers of the
awards added, “Over the past
year, Kathy has organically
grown her YouTube
following and has made a
shift to include a strong
digital presence within her
brand. “Kathy has long
proven herself within
traditional entertainment
and her seamless pivot within
the digital space. [She] made
her the perfect choice to host
this year. We are thrilled to

have her host The Shorty
Awards and can’t wait for her
to bring her incredible energy
to this year’s show.”
Past hosts include actorcomedian Tony Hale and
comedian Mamrie Hart. The
11th annual Shorty Awards
will take place on May 5 at the
Playstation Theater in New
York’s Times Square. IANS

I couldn’t be more excited that this year I am not only a
nominee but also the host. The categories go from the
ridiculously fun to the supremely sublime.
KATHY GRIFFIN
ACTOR-COMEDIAN

JUDD APATOW WILL
PRODUCE THE
UPCOMING COMEDY
FILM FOR HIS
BANNER, APATOW
PRODUCTIONS,
WITH HIS FREQUENT
COLLABORATOR
BARRY MENDEL

and Dave Sirus. The film,
which is set in Staten Island,
New York, will reportedly use
elements from the comedian’s
life.
Tomei, who will be next
seen in Spider-Man: Far From
Home, will play Davidson’s
mother.
Apatow will produce the
film for his banner,
Apatow Productions,
alongside his
frequent
collaborator
Barry Mendel.
The duo has
previously
worked
together on
Bridesmaids,
This Is 40
and The Big
Sick.
The film
is scheduled
to release on
June 19, 2020.

Judd
Apatow
wrote the
script along
with Pete
Davidson
and Dave
Sirus.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

PTI

Kathy Griffin
is also a
finalist in the
best celebrity
category this
year.
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

Ken Watanabe in Japanese
remake of The Fugitive
ctor Ken Watanabe is all
set to play the lead in the
Japanese remake of
Harrison Ford’s 1993 thriller
The Fugitive.
Watanabe is known for his
roles in films such as The Last
Samurai (2003), Inception
(2010), Memoirs of a Geisha
(2005), and the upcoming
Godzilla: King of the Monsters.
The original, directed by
Andrew Davis, was based on
the 1960s television series of
the same name. It featured
Ford as the famed surgeon,
Dr Richard Kimble, who is
sentenced to death after he is
wrongly convicted of his wife’s
murder. The Japanese
version, to be directed by Seiji
Izumi, will be made into a TV
programme. It will be set in
present-day Tokyo, just before
the opening of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics, reported Variety.
The story will follow Kazuki
Kakurai (Watanabe), an elite
surgeon whose wife is
murdered. Despite Kakurai’s
insistence that a man with a
prosthetic hand is the culprit,
Kakurai is arrested, tried
and sentenced to death.

A

PTI

Actor Ken Watanabe is known for his roles in Inception, Memoirs of a
PHOTO: KIN CHEUNG/AP
Geisha and The Last Samurai.
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‘THEY WANT TO
SEE ME IN SEXY
COMEDY ROLES’

PLAYING A SURROGATE MOTHER WAS TOUGH,
SAYS PATRALEKHAA
>>htcity p3
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ACTOR THRILLED ABOUT RUNAWAY SUCCESS OF ANDHADHUN >>htcity p3
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shortstories
FORMER PUNJAB
DGP DUPED OF ₹1L
CHANDIGARH: Former Punjab
director general of police (DGP) SK
Verma became the latest victim of
cyber fraud after an unidentified
man withdrew nearly ₹1 lakh from
his bank account, said police on
Thursday. Resident of Sector 11,
the DGP who retired in 2005 also
filed a police complaint in this
regard. The Chandigarh Police have
registered a case under Sections
420(cheating) and 66 C of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
Information and Technology (IT)
Act respectively in Sector 3 police
››P2
station.

Couple booked for
misbehaviour
CHANDIGARH: A senior advocate
has alleged that a couple, who
partly owns a jewellery store at
Sector 17, tried to intimidate, and
misbehaved with her during the
discussion of a legal procedure,
police said on Thursday. Cops said
that the complainant, Sumita
Kapil, had gone to assist one Ravi
Jain in a case regarding a will
dispute between four sisters.
Sumita alleged that after gathering at a common spot to discuss
the matter, accused Anurag
Sandhu and Rosy Sandhu, of Sector
8, allegedly threatened and
››P2
restrained her.

70-year-old mohali woman
attacked by neighbour’s dog
MOHALI: A 70-year-old woman
sustained injuries after a stray dog,
adopted by her neighbour, attacked the former on Thursday
morning, here. The victim has been
identified as Satwant Kaur,
resident of Phase 1, Mohali.
Satwant lodged a complaint with
the police seeking action against
her neighbour, Amandeep Kaur,
who had adopted the dog. ››P2

Rakhra: False promises made
to people will haunt Congress

PROBE ORDERED
INTO ANOMALIES
IN CT SCAN
RECORDS

Members of kisan
union decide to go
for NOTA in elections

SHOW OF STRENGTH SAD candidate takes out road show, files nomination

HT Correspondent

Mohit Singla

n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

NABHA : Politicians were seen

reaching out to the farmers who
lost their crop at village Palia
Mohalgwara on the third after 49
acres of wheat crop was gutted in
fire.
Shiromani Akali Dal candidate for upcoming Lok Sabha
elections Surjit Singh Rakhra,
cabinet minister Sadhu Singh
Dharamsot and Aam Aadmi
Party local leader Dev Mann
visited the villages with their
party workers.
Politicians suggested villagers and their supporters to help

patiala@hindustantimes.com

n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Shiromani Akali Dal can-

didate from Patiala constituency
filed his nomination papers on
Friday for Lok Sabha elections
scheduled to be held on May 19.
Rakhra and his workers along
with party leaders took out a massive road show to woo voters at
Chahal Palace situated on Patiala-Nabha road. The SAD leaders
showed unity on the occasion as
from senior leaders to young
party leaders remained present
on the occasion.
Rakhra had contested Lok
Sabha elections in 1999, but lost to
former Union minister and Congress nominee Preneet Kaur by
78,000 votes.
He was elected as member of
legislative assembly (MLA) from
Samana in 2007, while lost state
assembly elections from same
seat in 2017.
ATTACKS CONGRESS
Addressing the gathering after
filing nomination papers, Rakhra
targeted Congress for not fulfilling the promises made in their
manifesto for assembly elections.
“The Congress has failed to
deliver in their two years of tenure in Punjab and they would not
be allowed to play with the sentiments of people this time,” Rakhra said.
He said the false promises

n

SAD candidate Surjit Singh Rakhra with his brother Darshan Singh Dhaliwal filing his nomination
BHARAT BHUSHAN /HT
papers in Patiala on Friday.

made to people of Punjab are
going to haunt the Congress in
this election,” he claimed.
“Captain diktat over fixing
responsibility of MPs or MLAs in
case Congress candidates lost
from their respective areas
depicts fear among Congress
leadership of facing stiff competition from the opposition,” Rakhra said.
Meanwhile, in his address,
Rakhra failed to mention about

political fight with sitting MP
Dharamvira Gandhi. In his
recent visit to Patiala, SAD president Sukhbir Singh Badal stated
that the main fight is between
SAD’s Surjit Singh Rakhra and
Punjab Democratic Alliance
(PDA) candidate Dharamvira
Gandhi, while Congress’ Preneet
Kaur will finish a distant third.
In 2014, Gandhi had defeated
three-time Congress MP, former
Union minister and Punjab chief

Politicians advise villagers to help
farmers affected by field fire
HT Correspondent

n

the affected farmers and collect
grains, straw for them. They also
offered to contribute to collection.
The leaders told villagers that
they will approach the administrative officials and appeal them
to perform assessment work and
send the reports as early as possible.
However, the villagers
demand full compensation
against their loss. “We have
incurred loss of over ₹35,000 per
acre but the officials say we may
get around ₹8000-10,000 per
acre,” said Hemraj whose four
acre crop was destroyed in the
fire.

‘NO VOICE FOR
COVERING LOSSES’
Villagers claimed that people
divided over political affiliations
could not initiate the self-help
system. They said, “None of the
leaders assured to raise voice for
covering our losses.”
Former sarpanch Amrik
Singh, who suffered loss of crops
spread over five acres, said, “
None of the leaders assured us
that they will push governments
to provide full compensation and
only suggested us to help each
other on our own. Even the cabinet minister Sadhu Singh Dharamsot could not assure us that
he will stand by us to provide us

complete relief.” “It was the time
to reap fruits of our hard work
and patience of six months and
the misfortune will push us into
more debts as we don’t have leaders who can fight for us,” said
Gurpreet Singh, whose crop
across eight acre land was burnt.
Maan Singh, a farmer whose
four acre crop was burnt, passed
away a day after the fire incident.
The villagers said that he had
four daughters and no son and he
was in shock due to the loss. “He
was anxious about the portion of
debt he had promised to return to
the lenders after selling the
bumper crop this year,” said his
grandson Jasveer Singh.

minister Captain Amarinder
Siongh’s wife Preneet Kaur and
the then SAD-BJP nominee Deepinder Singh Dhillon. He had won
the elections with a convincing
margin of 20,929 votes.
The Punjab Democratic Alliance’s (PDA) Dr Dharamvira
Gandhi, Congress’ Preneet Kaur
and Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) candidate Neena Mittal
filed their nominations for Lok
Sabha elections in Patiala.

PATIALA:The Government Medical
College, Patiala, has ordered an
inquiry into the anomalies that
have surfaced from the registers
of CT scan department. Principal
has also sought records from
radiology and ENT department.
Medical college principal KK
Aggarwal has written a letter to
the head of concerned departments to submit the record of
patients sent for CT scans from
January 1, 2019, onwards.
“During the inspection of x-ray
unit of radiology department, it
was found in the records that
some of the doctors in the ENT
department had referred large
number of people for CT scan.
However, some of the
doctors in the same department
had hardly prescribed the
patients for CT scan,” the principal said.
A senior official said the state
government is running CT scan
machines on private-public partnership (PPP) model, of which,
the company reimburses the
amount to medical college and
department of medical education
on the basis of number of CT
scans per month.
“Some doctors have been
involved in unfair practice of
sending more patients for CT
scan to get higher reimbursements,” an official said.
College principal refuted such
allegations.

NABHA : Bharatiya Kisan Unon

Rajewal has decided to go for
NOTA (None of the Above) in
the Lok Sabh polls during their
meeting with block leaders on
Friday.
The union leaders claimed
that all the parties have used
‘fancy words’ and ‘magical
punch lines’ in their manifestos
but they are not serious about
solving the agrarian crisis.
Leaders are anticipating that
crisis might deepen with
‘amendments’ in the Agricultural Produce and Livestock
Market (APLM) Act and India’s
nod to ‘anti-farmer clauses’ in
the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) at the World Trade
Organisation (WTO).
While the ‘incumbent government’ is all set to build private market yards and it has set
aside ₹16,000 crore in the budget
to help private players establish
infrastructure, the Congress
government is also pro to open
market in their manifesto
through amendments in the
APLM Act,” said BKU Rajewal
state general secretary Onkar
Singh Agaul.
“India has signed the TFA at
WTO in which minimum support price (MSP) on agricultural
produces is considered as subsidy and the agreement restricts
the participant nations from
providing agricultural subsi-

dies,” said senior vice-president
of the union Nek Singh Khokh.
The Congress was no where
opposing it in the parliament
and questioning the government over such anti-farmer
decisions, he said.
The union leaders said
the union members will campaign for NOTA throughout the
state.
The leaders also objected to
the missing emphasis on the
environmental issues which is
affecting the agriculture
directly. “Punjab helped the
nation achieve food security by
sacrificing its water and now
when we are moving towards
water crisis, there is no emphasis on being thankful to the state
and reviving our groundwater
which is a national as well as
state issue,” the union leaders
said.
Agaul said the climate
change is adversely affecting
the yield and quality of the crops
but the governments feels no
necessity to take it seriously.
The union members also
raised questions over allotting
tickets to film and sports celebrities because of their stardom
and ‘no policy making acumen’
to ‘create a glamorous
space where public issues lack
focus’.
The union leaders are forming teams in the villages to
aware public about NOTA button, said union secretary Ghumman Singh Rajgarh.

Students protest against heaps of waste,
stray animals near Government ITI
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR : The Punjab Radical
Students Union held protest
against stray animal menace and
the heaps of solid wastage near
the Government ITI (Girls)
School on Friday.
Students met additional
deputy commissioner (general)
Rajesh Tripathi and
submitted a memorandum of
demands.
Parmjit Kaur, a student, said
that they have informed the district administration several
times but they are not paying
any heed towards their
demands.

“It is difficult to go ITI amid
polluted environment and stray
animals around the education
institute.”
“We demand that the matter
should be solved on priority
basis,” she said.
Another student Sandeep
Kaur said sometimes drug
addicts also lurk around the
institute.
“We have again informed the
administration. If they will
not address our problem,
we will start an agitation,” she
said.
Meanwhile, additional deputy
commissioner (general)Rajesh
Tripathi assured them to resolve
the matter soon.

n

Students protesting outside deputy commissioner’s office on Friday.
HT PHOTO

E-rickhshaw driver’s Orchestra dancer, aide held
kin to get ₹2L relief with heroin in Ludhiana
CHANDIGARH :The Motor Accident

n

Commuters stuck in traffic as Larsen & Toubro stationed a lifter on the Landran-Gharuan road on Friday.
HT PHOTO

Claims Tribunal (MACT)
awarded ₹2 lakh compensation
to the family of a 34-year-old
driver of an e-rickshaw, who
was killed in an accident caused
due to stray cattle.
The matter dates back to
August 30, 2018, when the victim, Ram Naresh, a resident of
Manimajra, was driving his
e-rickshaw towards the Manimajra police station when a
stray cattle suddenly came in
front of him. In a bid to
save the animal, he applied
brakes suddenly, thereby losing
control of the vehicle which
turned turtle.
Naresh suffered severe injuries on his head and eventually

died due to haemorrhagic
shock.
A claim petition under Section 163 A of the Motor Vehicles
Act, 1988, was filed before the
tribunal by Naresh’s 31-year-old
wife, Gaura Devi, 8-year-old son,
and 13-year-old daughter.
Claiming that Naresh was
earning ₹40,000 per month, the
applicants had sought a compensation of ₹15 lakh. However,
it was argued that the petition was not maintainable as
e-rickshaw was not covered
under third-party.
After listening to the arguments, the court directed the
Oriental Insurance Company
Limited to pay ₹2 lakh as relief to
Naresh’s family.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Police have booked a
30-year-old orchestra dancer and
her teenaged friend after recovering 110gm heroin from their possession.
According to officials of Ludhiana unit of Special Task Force
(STF), the recovered heroin costs
₹55 lakh in the international market. The accused have been identified as Manisha, 30, of Guru
Arjun Dev Nagar, Tajpur Road,
and Mani Singh, 19, of Kakowal
Road, Meharban.
Inspector Harbans Singh,
in-charge, STF Ludhiana unit,
said the duo was arrested during
special checking on Tajpur Road.

The accused were crossing the
area on a scooter, when they were
stopped for checking.
On frisking them, the STF
recovered the contraband from
their possession, and seized their
scooter. The inspector said the
woman was an orchestra dancer,
while Mani was a labourer. The
duo, both drug addicts, met at a
function three years ago, forged a
friendship and turned to drug
peddling, he added.
He said Manisha was married,
but living separately in Thakkar
Ke village of Phagwara, due to
strained relations with her husband. She had shifted to Tajpur
Road, Ludhiana, a few months
ago.
“The accused used to procure

Lifter for flyover chokes
Kharar traffic for hours Ludhiana man rapes fiancee, dupes
Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Commuters and resi-

dents had to face a tough time on
Friday as Larsen & Toubro, the
private firm constructing the
Kharar-Chandigarh flyover, stationed a lifter on the LandranGharuan road for carrying sand,
cement and gravel to either side
of the flyover, leading to a daylong traffic chaos on Kharar
roads.
“The vehicles were stuck for
hours as one could neither
retract nor move forward in the
jam,” said Amrinder Singh, a
commuter who was on his way to
Gharuan.
Ashok Sharma, presi-

dent, Beopar Mandal, Kharar,
said, “The authorities concerned
have failed to complete the flyover and we are suffering
because of it.”
Despite the district administration banning the movement of
heavy vehicles from 7am to 8pm
on the route to facilitate the construction of Chandigarh-Kharar
flyover, canters, trucks and tractor–trailers kept plying on the
route, adding to the congestion
on Friday.
As per the orders issued by
Kharar sub-divisional magistrate (SDM) Vinod Kumar Bansal in October last year, the
banned vehicles include canter,
truck and tractor-trailer, while
passengers buses, school and

college vehicles and ambulances
have been exempted. Parking
vehicles under the constructed
portion of the bridge was also
banned.

her of ₹2.5 lakh, police on lookout

HT Correspondent
n

OFFICIALS SAY
While Kharar SDM Vinod Kansal said they had already written
to the traffic authorities for
implementation of the norms,
Mohali traffic superintendent of
police (SP) Kesar Singh said the
issue had not come to the department’s notice, and he will look
into the matter at the earliest.
On the other hand,
Kharar tehsildar Trivendra
Bansal said they will look into
the reasons why the flyover construction got delayed.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :Police are on the lookout for a resident of New Kuldeep Nagar, who allegedly
raped his fiancee and duped her
of ₹2.5 lakh.
The 23-year-old victim
alleged that the accused also
threatened to circulate her nude
pictures and videos on social
media if she filed a police complaint against him. The victim,
a resident of Tibba Road, told
the police she dropped out of
school after Class 11 due to her

family’s poor financial condition, and started working at a
private firm.
In 2017, she came in contact
with a man through social
media, and they became friends.
Eventually, he proposed her for
marriage and also introduced
her to his mother.
After her parents agreed to
their matrimonial alliance, they
got engaged in December 2017.
Later, they travelled to
Amritsar twice and stayed in a
hotel, where her fiance had sexual intercourse with her without her consent, and also clicked

her nude pictures.
In June 2018, she shared with
him a bank offer of a personal
loan of ₹1.6 lakh.
On hearing about it, he made
an excuse that his father was
stuck abroad as he had no
money for a return ticket to
India. She alleged that he forced
her to seek the loan for him,
after promising to return the
money on his father’s return.
He also used to take ₹7,000 to
₹8,000 from her salary every
month.
Later, he refused to marry
her, stating that he was going

abroad. When she confronted
him in October 2018, he
assaulted her and threatened to
circulate her nude pictures on
social media if she complained
against him.
However, she filed a police
complaint on November 1, 2018.
Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) Kulwinder Singh, who is
investigating the case, said following a probe, a case under
Sections 376 (rape) and 420
(cheating) of the Indian Penal
Code had been registered
against the accused. Efforts
were on to arrest him.

drugs from a Phillaur resident
and sold it among addicts here to
meet their need of drugs. A case
under Sections 21/61/85 of the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances Act has been registered at the Division Number 7
Police station,” the inspector
said.
“The woman is already facing
trial in drug peddling cases registered at police station in Phillaur
and Jalandhar’s Goraya. More
information is expected from the
accused during questioning,” he
added.
On April 20, the STF had
arrested a salon owner,
Rekha Goyal, alias Shama, 27,
of New Punjabi Bagh Colony after
recovering 50gm heroin from her.

Screw from
6-year-old boy’s
respiratory tract
removed at CMCH
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : A screw stuck in the

respiratory tract of a six-yearold child was successfully
removed without incision at the
Christian Medical College and
Hospital here.
The six-year-old boy, hailing
from Kangra, arrived at the
emergency wing of the hospital
with a complaint of trouble in
breathing.
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AZAM KHAN CONTROVERSY

Authoritiesopenreadinghall ‘Candidates like him should
from6pmto6amafterprotest be banned from election’
Arshdeep Arshi

4-HOUR FIGHT Violence by students unfortunate, says dean students’ welfare
Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University

authorities have accepted the
demand of the Students for Society (SFS) to open the reading hall
at Guru Teg Bahadur Bhawan
from 6pm to 6am. This comes
after the two-day protest by
members and confrontation
between students and police on
Thursday.
The SFS members marched
towards Guru Teg Bahadur
Bhawan and forcefully tried to
enter the building on Thursday
noon. The protest got chaotic
leading to confrontation
between the students and Chandigarh police after students
broke the gate locks of the building and sat outside the reading
hall in the evening. After four
hours, PU authorities accepted
their demand and agreed to open
the reading hall from 6pm to
6am.
The SFS members with the
president of Panjab University
Campus Students’ Council
(PUCSC) Kanupriya were protesting outside the vice-chancellor Raj Kumar’s office since
Tuesday for the acceptance of
their demands, including access
to reading hall, ensuring transparency in hostels and opening
cooperative mess in hostels.
The reading hall was inaugurated by the V-C in December

n

The Students for Society clashing with police while trying to enter the premises of Guru Teg Bahadur
HT PHOTO
Bhawan at Panjab University on Thursday.

2018 but recently the space was
set aside for various chair professorships and retired re-employed teachers.
DSW (men) Emanual Nahar
said the students have breached
discipline, damaged university
property and manhandled the
security staff. “This behaviour is
unfortunate and not expected
from university students. They
should peacefully discuss the
matter with authorities,” the
DSW said.
He also said that there are
reading rooms in all the hostels
andstudentshavenotbeenusing
the reading spaces provided in
the hostels.

HOW THE PROTEST UNFOLDED
Four-hour protest leading to
authorities accepting the demand

(women) Neena Capalash reach;
Say there will be meeting at 4pm

2.30pm: 60-70 SFS members
march towards Guru Teg Bahadur
Bhawan; try to enter the building
forcefully leading to a clash with
police and security guards; glass
door broken amid chaos

4.30pm: Students enter forcefully inside the building, sit
outside read hall

3pm: Wardens of boys hostel no 3
and girls hostel no 2 Sanjeev
Gautam and Kamala Chief of
University Security Ashwani Koul
reach the spot to talk to students

6pm: Former dean college
development council Naval
Kishore says first floor of the AC
Joshi Library will be opened but
protest continues

3.30pm: Dean students’ welfare
(men) Emanual Nahar, DSW

6.30pm: Authorities accept
demand

5pm: Former CUS Jatinder Grover
talks to students, asks for more
time

n

NCW annual report 2017-18

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

Khan should be banned from
contesting elections, said chairperson of the National Commission for Women (NCW) Rekha
Sharma while speakingover vulgar remarks made by SP candidate from Rampur Azam Khan
on BJP candidate Jaya Prada. “I
always tell women not to vote for
such kind of people who give
statements against women,” she
said. Rekha Sharma was
in Chandigarh for a lecture on
gender equality at Panjab University.
Azam Khan had made a
‘khaki’ comment on film actor
and BJP candidate Jaya Prada.
Sharma had taken note of the
remark and had even tweeted
against it terming the comment
‘extremely disgraceful’.
Sharma said, “We had taken a
suo moto in this case. We had
written to the Election Commission to act on this. They acted
against Azam Khan but I still
think it was not a proper punishment.”
Sharma declined to comment
on the allegations of sexual harassment levelled against the
Chief Justice of India (CJI) Ranjan Gogoi by a former woman
apex court staffer. She said, “It is
a matter of court and it is in the
court. They have made a committee and it will take care of the
matter.”
All kinds of complaints are
received by the National Com-

HT Correspondent

Complaints on domestic violence on rise

CHANDIGARH : People like Azam

Category

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

Complaints registered

Right to live with dignity
Dowry harassment/cruelty to married women
Police apathy against women
Violence against women
Outraging modesty of women
Sexual harassment including
sexual harassment at workplace
Right to exercise choice in marriage
Cyber crimes against women
Bigamy/polygamy
Stalking/ voyeurism

›

5,770
2,371
1,896
1,787
967
666
403
339
167
149

We had written to the Election
Commission on Azam Khan’s
remarks. They acted against him
but it was not a proper punishment.
REKHA SHARMA, chairperson, NCW

mission for Women but the number of domestic violence complaints always remain high,
Sharma said. She said the number of sexual harassment at
workplace complaints and complaints of NRI marriage related
issues are on the rise with every
year.
According to the annual
reports of NCW, it received 2,371
complaints of domestic violence
in 2017-18, 666 complaints of sexual harassment at workplace

70-YEAR-OLD
MOHALI WOMAN
ATTACKED BY
NEIGHBOUR’S DOG

and 512 complaints of NRI marriage related issues (highest in
Punjab – 67).
Talking about the pendency,
Sharma said there is no pendency at our end. “Pendency is in
the closing of the cases because
replies have to come from police
and other parties. And sometimes the cases are in the court..”
Sharma said, “The NCW is
visible everywhere these day.
We have a vast mandate and we
are working on it.”

MOHALI: A 70-year-old woman

sustained injuries after a stray
dog, adopted by her neighbour,
attacked the former on Thursday morning, here.
The victim has been identified as Satwant Kaur, resident
of Phase 1, Mohali.
Satwant lodged a complaint
with the police seeking action
against her neighbour, Amandeep Kaur, who had adopted the
dog.
Satwant told police that
said she had gone for morning
walk when Amandeep’s
dog attacked her. Hearing her
cries, Satwant’s grandson Gurkirat Singh came out and rescued her.
Satwant who rushed to civil
hospital, Phase 6, Mohali.
Satwant told the police
that the stray dog had attacked
he grandchildren and other
kids at earlier occasions as
well.
Following these incidents,
we had asked Amandeep several times to keep the dog tied
but they failed to act, Satwant
told the police.
INQUIRY MARKED
Station house officer (SHO),
Phase 1, Raj Kumar said
that a complaint in the
matter has been received and an
inquiry has been marked into
the incident.

Cyber fraud case: Former Couple booked Chargesheet filed against bank
Punjab DGP duped of ₹1L for misbehaviour manager in attempt to rape case
HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Former Punjab
director general of police (DGP)
SK Verma became the latest victim of cyber fraud after an unidentified man withdrew nearly
₹1 lakh from his bank account,
said police on Thursday.
Resident of Sector 11, the
DGP who retired in 2005 also
filed a police complaint in this
regard.
The Chandigarh Police have
registered a case under Sections
420(cheating) and 66 C of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
Information and Technology
(IT) Act respectively in Sector 3
police station.

In his complaint, Verma
alleged that on March 11 someone withdrew money from his
pension account at State Bank of
India (SBI) in Sector 10.
Cops have initiated a probe
and sought details from the
bank about the place from
where the transaction was made
by the fraudster.
The preliminary investigations have revealed it to be a
case of card cloning, however,
attempts are being made to
ascertain the exact modus operandi of the accused.
There is a possibility that
Verma shared his pin and OTP
(one-time password) with a
caller on mobile phone, police
said.

NOT THE FIRST TIME
Recently, a Panjab University
(PU) professor Manoj Kumar
was duped of ₹50,000.
Kumar is a professor at University Business School (UBS)
of the university.
The fraudster called him and
claimed that they needed to
update Kumar’s bank account
at the State Bank of India.
After Kumar shared his personal details,over ₹50,000 was
withdrawn from his account by
the fraudster.
Likewise, fraudsters also
withdrew ₹70,000 from the bank
account of Uttam Chand, a senior technician working in physics department of Panjab University, said police.

n
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CHANDIGARH: A senior advocate

has alleged that a couple, who
partly owns a jewellery store at
Sector 17, tried to intimidate,
and misbehaved with her during the discussion of a legal procedure, police said on Thursday.
Cops said that the complainant, Sumita Kapil, had gone to
assist one Ravi Jain in a case
regarding a will dispute
between four sisters.
Sumita alleged that after
gathering at a common
spot to discuss the matter,
accused Anurag Sandhu and
Rosy Sandhu, of Sector 8,
allegedly threatened and
restrained her.

COMPLAINANT SUMITA
KAPIL ALLEGED THAT
THE COUPLE TRIED TO
RESTRAIN HER DURING
THE DISCUSSION OF A
LEGAL PROCEDURE
The couple has been booked
under Sections 341 (punishment
for wrongful restraint), 506
(punishment for criminal intimidation), 509 (word gesture or an
act to intended to insult the
modesty of woman), 406 (punishment for criminal breach of
trust) and 34 (acts done by several persons, in furtherance
with common intention) of the
IPC.

n
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AMBALA : The Naraingarh
women’s police have filed a
charge-sheet against one Devki
Nandan,forallegedlyattempting
to rape a 10-year-old girl, here on
Thursday.
Nandanworksasamanagerat
a public sector bank.
Last Friday, a complaint was
lodged against the accused. As
per the complaint, Nandan and
the victim’s family lived in the
same locality in Ambala.
The victim’s family alleged
thatonApril18,theaccusedlured
their daughter with candies and
attempted to rape her. However,
she was rescued by her parents
after they heard her cries for
help, police said.

›

All the investigation officers and SHOs dealing with
cases of sexual harassment have been instructed to
submit chargesheets without any delay.
MOHIT HANDA, SP

Following the complaint, the
accused was booked under Section 4 (punishment for penetrative sexual assault), 8 (punishment for sexual assault), and 18
(punishment for attempt to commit an offence) of the Protection
Of Children From Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act and Section 506
(punishmentforcriminalintimidation) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) attheNaraingarhwomen’s
police station.
Inspector Sheela Wanti, Naraingarh women station house
officer (SHO), said Nandan was

arrestedafterthevictimrecorded
her statement during the counselling.
“The accused has been sent to
jailasperthecourtordersandwe
have submitted the chargesheet
within four days,” the inspector
said.
Meanwhile, police superintendentMohitHandasaidthatall
investigation officers and SHOs
dealing with cases of sexual harassment have been instructed to
submit charge-sheets without
any delay so as to assure timely
justice to the victims.

Nominations: Kher couple worth ₹47 cr ‘Sex predator’ cab driver
MOHALI RAPE IN CAB

assetswatch

election

KIRRON KHER
(BJP)

2019

CHANDIGARH SEAT
HT Correspondent
n
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CHANDIGARH :Sitting Chandigarh
MemberofParliament(MP)KirronKherseekingre-electionfiled
her nomination papers for the
Chandigarh Lok Sabha seat on
Thursday.
The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) leader’s assets have seen a
marginal drop from ₹31.57 crore
in 2014 to ₹30.88 crore in 2019.
Meanwhile, assets of her husband, actor Anupam Kher, have
goneupfrom₹14.34croreto₹16.61
crore.
Anupam, Haryana chief ministerManoharLalKhattar,UttarakhandchiefministerTrivendra
Singh Rawat and Chandigarh
party chief Sanjay Tandon were
presentasKirronfiledherpapers
with the returning officer-cum
deputy commissioner Mandip
Singh Brar.
Kirron took out a road show
fromtheBJPofficeinSector33to
Brar’s office in Sector 17 before
filing her nomination. Anupam,
TandonandRawataccompanied
her on a “rath”, which was being
followedbyalargenumberofher
supporters,localcouncillorsand
party functionaries. In the
absence of former MP Satya Pal
Jain, whowas inAhmedabadfor
acourtcase,hissonDheerajJain
accompanied the MP. Khattar,
cityelectionin-chargeandHaryana finance minister Capt Abhimanyu and city organisational
secretary Dinesh Kumar joined
her at the deputy commissioner
office in Sector 17.
Though supporters started
assemblingattheBJPheadquarters at 10am, the mood picked up
only after Kirron and Anupam
reached there. Thereafter, amid
slogans such as “Ek bar phir
Modi” (once again Modi) and

n

(From left) Anupam Kher taking selfie with Uttarakhand CM Trivendra Singh Rawat, Haryana CM
Manohar Lal Khattar, BJP candidate and his wife Kirron Kher and Chandigarh party chief Sanjay
Tandon as the sitting MP files her nomination papers at the DC office in Sector 17 on Thursday.

CONSTITUENCY: Chandigarh
ASSETS IN 2019 (including
spouse’s): ₹47.49 crore
ASSETS IN 2014 (including
spouse’s): ₹45.91 crore
MOVABLE: ₹16.97 crore
Cash in hand: ₹35,000
Jewellery: ₹4.63 crore
Bank balance: ₹10.15 crore
Vehicles: Mercedes Benz
(₹61 lakh)
IMMOVABLE: ₹13.91 crore
LIABILITIES: ₹25 lakh
HUSBAND’S ASSETS:
₹16.61 crore
MOVABLE: ₹14.86 crore
IMMOVABLE: ₹1.75 crore

MP FILES NOMINATION
PAPERS; ASSETS SHOW
MARGINAL DROP FROM
₹31.57 CRORE IN 2014 TO
₹30.88 CRORE IN 2019
“Kirron Kher zindabad” (Long
live Kirron Kher), the road show
started.
On her way, Kirron even paid
obeisance at the Gurdwara Shri
Teg Bahadur Sahib, Sector 34,
andstoppedforsometimeinSector 35 and on Sector 22/23 road to
greet BJP supporters standing
there.Kherthankedhersupporters and party leaders for their
support while talking to mediapersons after filing her papers.
She saidher work in the past five
years will help her win again.
VIOLATIONS GALORE,
64 CHALLANED
Ashowofstrength,Kirron’sroad
show turned out to be a show of
traffic violations as well.
As many as 64 challans were
issuedasBJPsupportersaccompanied the MP from Sector 33 to
Sector 17, passing through vari-

n

BJP supporters riding helmetless during Kirron’s road show on way to the DC office.

oussectorsinaspanoftwohours.
While56trafficviolationinformation slips (TVIS) were issued
on the basis of pictures shared
with the WhatsApp cell , eight
were issued on the spot.
The most common offence
remained riding a two-wheeler
without helmet, for which 40
TVISandfive spotchallanswere
issued. Meanwhile, eight chal-

lans were issued for driving on a
cycle track (five two-wheelers
andthreecars)andeightfordangerousdriving(onetwo-wheeler
and seven cars).
DuringaBJPrallyorganiseda
rally on March 2 as well, many
two-wheeler riders were seen
without helmet. Duringanother
rally on June 10, 2018, 19 TVIS
challans were issued.

PHOTOS: KESHAV SINGH/HT

When HT asked Kirron about
the challans, she said everybody
shouldwearhelmetwhile riding
two-wheelers.Sheclaimedthose
challaned were not specifically
party workers but common peoplewhohadjoinedherroadshow.
“Itwasnotpossibleformetostop
thesepeoplefromridingwithout
helmet,” she said.
MORE STORIES >>P3

arrested, had raped four
other call centre employees
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MOHALI :Ten days after a 22-yearold call centre employee was
allegedly raped in a cab while on
herwaytoworkinMohali,police
on Thursday arrested the “sex
predator” taxi driver.
The white-coloured Toyota
Etios Liva that was used in the
crime on the morning of April 15
has also been recovered.
“We are not disclosing the
accused’s name, pendinghis test
identificationparade(TIP),”said
V Neerja, inspector general,
Ropar range.
According to sources in the
department, the accused is
32-year-old and lives in Balongi.
He was sent to judicial custody.
His TIP, wherein the victim will
be made to identify him, is likely
to take place on Friday.
“The accused is a habitual
offender and sex predator, who
during preliminary questioning
admitted to have molested and
raped four girls, but none of the
caseswasreported,”saidNeerja,
addressing a press conference.
The accused reportedly told
police that all his victims were
employees of call centres in the
Sector67area,andheusedtotarget them — after conducting a
recce — either by offering them
lift or luring them in some other
way.
“Theaccusedhadkidnappeda
13-year-old girl on the night of
October 12, 2018, from Phase 1,
Mohali, where she had gone to
attend a jagrata. The case in this
regard was registered at that
time,” said the IG.
Sources said the accused had
raped a call centre employee in

IN A NUTSHELL
n Though police did not

reveal his identity, sources
said accused is 32-year-old
Balongi resident
n During preliminary
questioning, he admitted
to have raped four other
call centre employee in
same area. None of the
cases was reported
n Used to conduct recce,
target women while they
were on their way to
work in morning
n He had kidnapped a
13-year-old from Phase 1
in October last year
n Used to change car’s
registration number after
each crime, but did not
change his appearance
the second week of April too and
had gone there on April 16, a day
after the crime, as well.
MODUS OPERANDI
“The modus operandi in all the
cases was the same. The accused
usedto move aroundin Sector 67
area and target victims working
inthecallcentre.Afterzeroingin
onthevictim,heonthepretextof
offering lift lured them to sit in
the taxi and then molested and
raped them in some secluded
area,” said HS Bhullar, senior
superintendent of police (SSP),
Mohali.
Bhullarsaidthe accused committed all the crimes during day
and picked up victims who were
on their way to office. “The
accused had not changed his

appearance,”hesaid.Hewasnot
working for any app-based cab
service.
Afterthecrime,thevictimwas
able to reveal only the car’s colour.Itsmakewasidentifiedwhile
scanning closed-circuit television (CCTV) footage, said a cop,
privy to the investigation.
Theaccusedusedtochangethe
number plate after each crime.
For this, he got a frame fitted on
thebumpersothathecouldeasily
change the number plate, said
sources.
CIA sub-inspector Sukhdeep
Kaurwastheonetotracethevehicle on tip-off. The number was
found registered in Gurdaspur.
Theaccusedmanagedtofleefrom
anakainSector67onTuesday,but
was detained later. Police formally arrested him after the victim identifiedhis picture.
Meanwhile, the IG urged victims of crime against women to
speak up. “We have launched a
Shaktiapptofacilitateimmediate
help to women in distress on the
press of a button,” said Neerja,
while appealing to working
women to avoid taking lift from
any unknown person.
Thevictim,whoisfromHimachal Pradesh and resides and
worksinMohali,hadclaimedshe
walks to her office from her
rented accommodation in a
nearby village daily.
On the morning of April 15, a
cab pulled close to her and the
driver asked for an address
around 9:20am. Later, he offered
todrophertoherofficeandraped
her on a dilapidated road near
Sambalkivillage.Shemanagedto
escape around 11:15am as he got
distracted with an approaching
bike, she had alleged.
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Pooja Sharma
everal actors have in the
past vouched for the
web allowing them to
push the envelope further.
Now, Patralekhaa, too, will
be seen playing a surrogate
mother in a digital movie,
which not many heroines
have essayed on screen.
Talking about the challenges
in playing the role, the actor
says that it is tough “both
mentally and physically”.
“It’s quite hot in Delhi and I
am prosthetically wearing a
baby, which is tough to
carry. That feeling of
carrying a baby and being a
mother is weird and
different, as in real I haven’t
been one yet. So, I am
experiencing how it would
feel to be a mother. Initially,
I didn’t feel it but as the days
passed, you realise there is a
change in body posture and
you feel there is a baby that
you need to protect,” says
the Citylights (2014) actor.
Ask her if it also a
sensitive role to essay on
screen, and she says, “I am
excited because I loved the
concept and there is an

S

Actor Radhika Apte says the huge
China success of Andhadhun is a proof of its universal
viewer connect and how good piece of work gets its due

fter an incredible
2018 with films such
as Padman and
Andhadhun and the
acclaimed web series Sacred
Games, Ghoul and Lust Stories
— 2019, too, is turning out
pretty well for Radhika Apte.
Andhadhun has struck gold at
the Chinese box office, earning
more than ₹300 crores, and is
still running in the theatres.
But unlike a lot of her peers, the
actor doesn’t deny that box
office numbers are important.
“After all, it’s a business.
If you put in money, you need
recovery. And in order to keep
making films, you also need
those many people to watch
your films. You need the film to

A

reach out to as many people as
possible. For both these
reasons, it’s absolutely crucial.
These numbers are really
important,” she says.
And Radhika is absolutely
thrilled about the runaway
success of the Sriram
Raghavan thriller. “It just
proves that it’s such a good
film, and has been able to
connect with audiences across
the world. When you make a
good piece of work, it will get
(its due). Today, audiences
want to watch new subjects.
This is, therefore, really
encouraging,” says Radhika,
who will reunite with her
Manjhi and Badlapur (2015)
co-star Nawazuddin
Siddiqui for her next, Raat
Akeli Hai.

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

‘Playing a surrogate mother was tough’

BOXOFFICE
NUMBERS
IMPORTANT
RADHIKA
Rishabh Suri

twitter.com/htshowbiz

“The shoot has been going
on really well, there’s only the
end of it left. I enjoyed working
with Nawaz in a very different
capacity, in very different
roles. Working with Honey
(Trehan; the director) was also
great,” says the actor, who was
seen in Bombairiya.
While Radhika’s choice of
projects — be it the web series
Lust Stories or Andhadhun —
has received praise, the actor
has largely stayed away
from commercial masala
entertainers. Is that a
conscious decision? The actor
says, “I would love to do songand-dance masala films. I don’t
think all masala films are not
my cup of tea. I just feel I need
to like the script.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

element of humour to it.
Also, I am attending few
workshops on surrogacy,
reading books, and watching
videos as part of my prep.”
On the growing
domination of the digital
medium and if it will affect
the business of movies,
Patralekhaa explains, “The
reason web is doing so well is
because people are able to
experiment and tell their
stories with the freedom that
this platform provides.
However, we still have
people who would rush to
theatres to watch the movie
for various reasons, be it for
their favourite actors, or to
have a cinematic experience
etc. It’s a balance between
both.”

Patralekhaa

THE REASON WEB IS
DOING SO WELL IS
BECAUSE PEOPLE
ARE ABLE TO
EXPERIMENT AND
TELL THEIR STORIES

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

STOP PRESS
POLICE COMPLAINT
AGAINST SALMAN
ctor Salman Khan has been
booked for snatching a
journalist’s phone. According to
the journalist, he and his
cameraman were travelling
when they saw Salman riding a
bicycle in Mumbai. They asked
his bodyguard if they could
shoot a video and he agreed.
“...Salman turned around and
gestured to his bodyguards. My
cameraman was pushed by one
of the guards and he even
pushed our car. We ended up
having an argument with them.

KANYE’S CHURCH?
apper Kanye West is
considering creating his
own church to permanently
host Sunday service, claims
a source. Kanye’s Easter
version of his Sunday
service at the second
weekend of Coachella
inspired him to consider a
more permanent spiritual
path, reports people.com.
“He is extremely passionate
about his faith and wants to
share it more regularly with
people,” said a source. IANS

R

A

Salman turned his cycle and
came to us. We told him we
were from the press. He said, ‘It
doesn’t matter’. Then he
snatched our phones and left.”
A cross-complaint has been
lodged by Salman’s bodyguard
alleging that the person took
the video without permission.

IANS

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No
sponsored content does or shall appear in any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

SATURDAY,
APRIL 27,
2019

Some binge eating is likely to upset your
health today. Financial stability will come
only when you care about your
spending. It is likely that your efforts will
take time to pay off as far as
professional front in concerned. A feeling
ARIES
of positivity is likely to overwhelm some
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
and make the day most happening. This
positivity is bound to influence one and all in
the family and make everyone happy. You might have to wait for
some more time for purchasing your own house.
Love Focus: Your romantic aspirations may get side-lined as the lover
may remain off mood.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

The exercise regime that you started is
paying you back well in terms of good
health. Good financial situation is
indicated and will help you buy what
you had been wanting for long. Don’t
manipulate things to get recognition at
TAURUS
work else you might have to suffer..
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Despite hardships, you will be able to
discharge a family commitment responsibly. A
long drive may prove much exciting for some.
Love Focus: This is the day when you need to learn to limit your
expectations from your romantic relationship. Being too adamant
about the things you want will only lead to disappointments.

Jenna Coleman: This British actor, who is known
for her role in the popular TV show Dr. Who, and
films such as Me Before You, turns 39 today.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Your inner drive will make it easy to fulfil
your commitment towards your health
and stay at peace. You are likely to get
financially strong, but you need to have
some patience for that. Professional
scene looks favourable, but may totally
GEMINI
involve you. Some turbulence on the
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
domestic front cannot be ruled out, as you
may not see eye to eye with spouse. A long
drive may prove fatiguing for some. Investing in property will not
bear fruitful results at this time as indicated in your card.
Love Focus: There is a likelihood of getting struck by the Cupid’s
arrow and fall madly in love, so rejoice.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health needs care today. Be careful and pay
attention to what you eat. Following the
advice of someone blindly on financial
matters is not recommended. You are
likely to enjoy your time at work today.
Meeting some old family friends is on
CANCER
the cards and is expected to cheer your
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
mood. Make the most of the day. Commute
problem will have to deal with some patience
till you purchase your own car. A property through inheritance is likely
to reach some.
Love Focus: You are likely to put off lover by your irritating habits, so
try to bring about a change in your nature.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

Health remains in good form today. You
may need to do some quick thinking on
the financial front. You will have a good
grip of a situation or project at work and
complete it well in time. On the home
front, parents may get upset with their
LEO
non-performing child. But be gentle and
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)
don’t be too pushy. A trip to someplace
nearby is on the cards. Buying or selling of
property is likely to put you in trouble today. So be cautious and keep
your eyes and ears open.
Love Focus: Spouse will be more than eager to please you and get
you in an upbeat mood.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Metallic Blue

Take some outdoor activities to beat
lethargy and keep fit. A windfall may
come your way and strengthen your
financial front. An excellent chance to
showcase your skills at work comes your
way and is likely to impress those who
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
matter. Your initiative in bringing a
change on the domestic front might not be
received well by the youngsters in the family. It
is likely to be a fruitful day for enjoying a trip nearby. Not a good day
to deal in property.
Love Focus: Romance may have to take a back seat as some other
things at hand may be required to put on priority.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Forest Green

Health will be satisfactory today. But that
doesn’t mean you need to go on an
eating spree. In the financial side, money
loaned to someone will be promptly
returned. Your request for salary hike
can fall on deaf ears, but don’t lose heart.
LIBRA
Keep up your hardwork. Despite hardships
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
your family stays firm by your side to
support you. Be thankful and grateful. Going
on an official trip abroad is likely for some. This seems to be the best
day to deal in property.
Love Focus: Gossip mongers may romantically link you with a
colleague, which might end up positively for you.
Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Health remains good and keeps you at
peace. Some of you having high
expectations of money coming from a
source might get disappointed. But keep
up the hardwork. Negative thoughts will
prevail at work today as you feel
SCORPIO
neglected by team. But don’t lose heart. A
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
satisfying day is in store for you, both
personally and in terms of family. A holiday is
just round the corner for some to enjoy. People in property business
will have a satisfactory day.
Love Focus: Your lover might not be too pleased with your plans on
the romantic front. It is better to take decisions collectively.
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Off White

Health will remain good by eating right.
But don’t overindulge and watch what
you are eating. Becoming too beeminded in the guise of saving may not
go down well with other family
members. Getting comfortably settled in
SAGITTARIUS
a new work environment is indicated for
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
some. Family might not approve of a new
change at home. Purchasing a new vehicle is
possible, but will take some time. A property dispute with a family
might turn nasty.
Love Focus: If love is what you seek, it is celebration time already as
you manage to impress someone from the opposite camp!
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

You keep physically fit and healthy. You are
likely to get financially strong as money
flows in from previous investments. This
is not a good day for a professional
venture that you had been planning for
long, as chances of meeting with failure
CAPRICORN
cannot be ruled out. Failure of a family
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
member in the academic field or a
competitive exam will make everyone sad, but
don’t lose heart. Traveling with a colleague might not be too
satisfactory. A property by inheritance cannot be ruled out for some.
Love Focus: Your romantic endeavours are likely to bear fruit as the
one you love sends positive signals.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Keeping a check on your diet will help you
improve your health. Tight control over
expenditure will show good result. You
yearn for recognition at work and you
may manipulate the situation to
get it. You have an intrinsic desire to
AQUARIUS
impress others not only by words, but by
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
deeds too. This will get you much
appreciation on the social front. A travel plan
might not go as planned. So be prepared. Buying or selling of
property is one the cards for some.
Love Focus: You are beginning to take charge of your love life, so
expect good times ahead!
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health-wise, you will fare much better than
before in keeping fit. Saving money can
be on the top of your agenda and you
will manage it without feeling the pinch.
Those starting a new job are likely to
find the going smooth. Domestic peace
PISCES
and harmony is you aim and you will do
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
anything to achieve it at any cost. A trip
with friends might get shelved due to reasons
beyond your control. But don’t get disheartened. For property related
matters it is not a good day to invest.
Love Focus: Lover may crave for your company today; but you are
likely to be busy.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Yellow

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Riya Sen
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
To pLay Jageera in China Gate,
actor Mukesh Tiwari did not have
bath for many days but kept himseLf
fresh with various perfumes.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3068
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

W

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Poise, sissy, snobby, gulper
ANSWER: To paint is a possessing rather than a picturing. - Philip
Guston

hen you look Riya
Sen up on the
Internet, the most
common adjectives
used for her are bold and sexy
and seldom people talk about
her acting. And the actor, who
has starred in films such as
Jhankaar Beats (2003) and
Apna Sapna Money Money
(2006), agrees.
“No one takes me seriously.
They just want to see me in
the sexy comedy roles. It did
bother me a lot initially. It
does not any more,” she says.
But Riya has done her fair
share of critically-acclaimed
films, all of them in Bengali,
including Abohoman (2010)
and Noukadubi (2011).
“I even got the best actress
award for Noukadubi but
nobody spoke about it.
All they ever discussed was
my style and the other nonacclaimed films. Even now I
have shot a sex comedy and I

know that people are looking
at the sex more than the
comedy, but that’s how it is
going to be I guess. You don’t
have a say really. That’s how I
have been tagged,” shares the
actor.
Riya, whose elder sibling
Raima Sen is also an actor, is
the younger daughter of
actor-turned politician Moon
Moon Sen and granddaughter
of renowned actor, the late
Suchitra Sen.
The actor last Hindi film
outing was Rabba Main Kya
Karoon in 2013 and she has
now shifted her focus to the
web. She has starred in an
online series, Ragini MMS:
Returns and has a slew of
shows lined up on the
digital platform, both
in Hindi and Bengali.
So, has she lost interest in
doing projects on the big
screen?
“I am not bothered about
getting films. I want to
predominantly focus on
doing web series,” says the
actor, who currently stars in
Poison, a revenge thriller on
an OTT platform.
And what difference does
she feel between the two
mediums of films and the
web? “When you are shooting
it’s the same thing. You don’t
feel any different. It’s the
same setting and involves
cameramen, lightmen,
just the medium through
which it reaches the
audience is different,” she
concludes.

To paint is a _____ rather than a picturing.
- PhiLip Guston (10)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Juhi Chakraborty

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Theyjustwanttosee
meinsexycomedy
roles,saysRiyaSen

PSEIO
IYSSS
BBOYNS
ELRUGP

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Now You See
Me at 1342

EDITOR’S
PICK

0937 G.I. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra
1139 Escape Plan
1342 Now You See Me
1549 Spy Kids 3-D: Game
Over
1717 Mission Impossible Fallout
2000 Batman Begins

The Expendables 3 at 1809

Save The Last Dance 2 at 2313

1148 Ice Age: Dawn of
Dinosaurs
1339 Big Trouble In Little China
1541 Monster Hunt
1809 The Expendables 3
2050 Shanghai Knights
2317 Fantastic Four: Rise of The
Silver Surfer

1058 Two Weeks Notice
1243 Pain & Gain
1439 Desperado
1618 Getaway
1748 Within
1923 Heart of Dragon
2100 Downsizing
2313 Save The Last Dance 2

Salt at 2317

Loveyatri: A Journey of Love
at 1202

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

Yeh Hai Jalwa at 1810

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1215 ABCD: Any Body Can
Dance
1515 Meri Jung One Man Army
1810 Yeh Hai Jalwa
2100 R…Rajkumar

1000 Good Boy,
Bad Boy
1104 Mitron
1344 Shivam
1654 Daring Bazz
2000 Vivah
2317 Salt

0845 Welcome
1202 Loveyatri: A Journey of
Love
1449 Ramaiya Vastavaiya
1746 Pataas
2000 Haan Maine Bhi Pyar Kiya
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